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. PrefaCe
ro.

The indigenbus people of the, North faceunany.complex problems as they
team to cope "with. an invasion of culturally alien and numerically dominant.
oroulis frorri other areas. Formal education systems in the .North In 'all
circumpolar nation's as one of the several outside elements confronting Native
groups' have theoretlealli been organized On principles of demorracy, and
nesponsiveness tolocal Community needs. But it has becomk increasingly obvious
that existing educational programs are designed primarily: to accommodate the
language, cultural values, economic system, and general interest of the dominant
group from the south; * ,"

Dining the mid41960s a small number of Alaskans and Canadians were at
w9rk investigating this problem and the condltidns affecting educational
proirams In each of the circumpolar nations %Mb a view to suggesting alternative
educational schemes. Late V61967 staff .members of the Ford Foundation
beret* Interested in this effOrt and an international confeience to take Stock of
Northern edUcational processeewas,proposed to Foundation officials: .

The conference was held in Montreal on August 18.21, 1969, under the
joInvsponsorship of the Arctic Institute of North America and the Universityof
Alaska, Financial support was provided in large part by the Ford Foundation
with supplemental support (tort thi,,Province of Quebec,e'partment of Indian
Affairs oOd goithem 'Deplopment.of Canada,,and the Bureau of Indian Affairs
of the United Statii, The.conferedce was organized around1our basic areas.and
their relatiortsllip to education (1) the economie situation ip the North, (2) the
administrative sltuailon ire he North, (3) the pedagogical situation In the North,

lines but with rnodlileat Ions a d additions whereby some elements of the subject
and (4) the cultural situatio in the North. This book is organge4 along similar

):( have been Nought up-to-date an a degree of continuity' stablished. .

Conference participants Included Individuals from all seven circumpolar... ,
nations' A ,list of those in attendance follows the . text of this report as an

'_apliendis. Attendance by a group'of officiais froin the Soviet Union is especially
notable.' Soviet officials are seldom pretent at conferences in the Vest and

, attendance at a.meeting in which social values arretrurposes of education were
described was espeqally 'enlightening. The delegation from the U.SS R. was

:',headed by Dr. Alexander Dardlov, Minister of Education, Dr. Danilov's paper,
prepared for the conference, and one read by Professor 1.: Belikov of the

\ Leningrad Pedagogical Institute are the first statements on education in the
Siberian North specifically repared 4-Western readers.

- Usually when a major conference on'education is concluded, plans are
immediately drawn for a publication ,reporting and analyzing the proceedings.
Plans at the eonclusion of the, First. international Conference- on Cros.s-Cultural
Education in the North were no exception. Enthusiasm for the subjecras a result .

of haying been part of something completely new and exciting:generated
unusually demanding plans for a publication. 'A fiveman writing committee was
appointed by the conference organizers. The committee ,members, Bob Arnold,
Jamison Bond, Frank Darnelli Andre Renaud; and George Rol.Ars, met several

-.? .
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times in an attempt to draft an original four.patt volume organized along the
lines of the conference, but more comprehensive with additional material from
additional sources. The error of pis 'plan was an assumption that a definitive
volume on the subject, of croeultursol education in the North could be drawn
from' available general material and the papers resented. After a few abortive
*tempts it became clear that although the conference did force the. drawing
together of a la* amount if preiiously unassembled material, attempts to draft
a truly comprehensive description of the probient related to crosscultural
edualliin in the North were premature. The subject of erosstultdral education
anywhete, butespechdly in-the North; is far too-complex and its study so
intomplete that a definitive statement of any kind at this time is indeed

_ Improbable.
Still, much material did come into existence because of the conference, and

points.of ,dew previously unexpressed have comelo/light, Although the length
of. time that has now elapsed since the meeting may dilute the impact of the
riblication, 'there are many people 'unfamiliar with the points expressed and
Issues raised for whom this Volume may rove wofthwhite. The material thitt
follows is to some extent the projuct of efforts by members of the writing

:committee (especially a special postconference paper by George Rogers in
Nihich he contrasts the Alaskan andd Greenland situations from an economist's
point of view), but the bulk of the volatile is a collection of selected, e d
papers from the .conference itself: 'the papers, it should be kept in mind in
no sense final statements and their selectionts noces.satily incomplete, but ey do
represent a base from which a' complex- situation may some day be better
understood. --

The problems of closscultuest edueatton in one nation are, ikely to be the
problems of croSscultural edue, ion lq all nations, and/the problems of each
behavioral and social stienr likely to be the problems of all behavioral and,
social sciences when appli the cross,cultural educational process. From the
beginning, therefore, theme was planned asan international effort with
participants sought fro any fields including professional education and the
behavioral and social sc.i ces. Participants cam' from the sevenArcumpolar
nations of Canada, 1)en ark (Greenland), Finland, Norwiy, the Soviet Union,
Sweden and the United7States (Nlaska). Scholars and practitioners alike were
invited to prepare Opers on the premise that people with uncommon
professional backgrointds iip0 possibly with &gent, views, would profit by
comtrig together in qdest of a common understanding of their mutual problems.
One of the basic purPoses of this ipproach was to provide better communication
and thmeans to fill some of the gaps in ouramderstanding of the issues in the
Nortli and hope that an inventory, of sorls%would emerge. Aiso, with the

z-conference a forum for the expression -and' discussion oi concepts of
ers6.4-:tritur31 education, :t seemed certain 041 many preSiously unasked
questions would emerge. The par to follow 4 irideed raise more questions
than they provide answers, but if ques ons are nowsked from more enlightened
and broader points of Mew another o he purposes of the conference will have
been met.
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Concepts from many dliciplinei 00pli,cable to potential' ctossicultural
'educational processes have only ,recently become factors for consideration by
some educational administrators in the development of plans for the educational .

systems they oversee. A few of those responsible for the design of education
programs are becoming increasingly awaTe of the need to place the pmceSses of
education for..indigenous people in the North in cultural "perspective, It is hoped
that this volume will help educationlits, their allies in the behayloral and social
sciences, wind the Native 'residents to better understand what frustrates the
education procets In the multi.cultural setting of, the Nirrth and thereby lead to!
creation of more positive, alternative educational processes.

-
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Frank Darnell
.qditor i.nd

ChArmart, first
I nternitional Conferenp6

on Cross-Cultttrat
Education,In'the

Circumpolar North
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The editorial committee established to produce a definitive volume on

education in the North, workekwell together and ideas generated by this group ,
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ft is now clear that many wheels were set In motion because of the
conference,-This was by no means an easy development to predict when the first
glimmer of an idea was set forth that people living in the sparsely populated
regions of the far North migii benefit by coming together to discuss their
common problems. Only beV,usc of the special insight of Mr. Ralph Bohrson,
Program (Mot' of the Ford foundation, and his understanding of problems of,/
eduartion in general and probleins in the North in particular was the conference
and this publication made possible. Developing the fragmented Ideas that
sometimes sprirfg from his colleagues in the North must at times be a tryinclask.

,
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Mr. Bohrson haS borne this well and all of us connecittn 'MO the First
international Conference on Cross-CuitUral Education in the North are grateful
to him for his patience and skill in keeping us moving on the right path.

Tp an others cObilected with this effort, the editor is gratefulOf coure,
errors, omission, or other faults no the sole responsibility Of the editor.
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Introduction

Norman A. Chance--

ow'

" Norman Chance is Professor of Anthropology and
Head, Department of Anthropology, Univerit!y of
Cohnectior The Opel "Premises, Policies, and
ftacticec Crpss Calf Study of Mutation in the
Circumpolar North": uos witten originally as d
generat position paper setting = forth conditions
.thiqughourthe North as seen by Dr. Chance. By way.,
of dnawing the krge number. of concepts under
dlscusslonu -toward a single point of view and
identiffing the central issue in northern cross-cultural
education as Ihe 'consequences of governmental
programs 'on the people of the North the 'paper
'provides; ocus on the problems exarnined in the
'conference and thereby serves well as an introduction
taPhis book.
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Premises, hiicies,:and*Prattices:
r A Crpss.Cuitural Shicly ,of

4 Education in the
Circumpofrir North'
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The papers prepare! for this--4 veiinfereneet' airipi 'demonstrate that ._--

4 OuCationar and relatfd econohile. social and plslitftal Programs in .the,--
; circu'm'polar North vary considerably in their approach and method of
Implementation. Particularly striking are' the volue assuiliption and ixemises

f ..* lila( have shaped . intercultural relations 4nct, government' policies toward
northern minorities troni-warlY:contact to thOoseni. I would like to
a bkief crossnational comparison-pi' thesevalue assumptions in the belief that ,
dist-,Isslon of any proposed chatiges in existing progvamarequIrea a thoroUgh

-undeestanding Of the premises which underlie them
., g

_

_

Being more familiar with _educatiSnal and related development prograrritin`
the North AriericaA aectic and subarctic, I will give griater.Atteniton to-this
area. I hope that my somewhat 'More limited commentary of Inc rducational
approach of the Sofiet Usikin anti the Scandqusian countries to their northirol _,-

minorities will be amplifidor corrected by representathes from these countries
- present at theronference.w' ' 4

t .
.
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VIE NORT/fASIERICAN'APPROACIII
fr-, ,

A historical study of th'e Alaskan and CanadianNbrthsuggesta that most
efforts at development otjhe Native population hove been consistent!), biased in
favor of the more indurfilailyadvancesi southern sector. George Rogers' paper -

On the economic, situation in the NOrth reritIndi us that during Alaska's colonial;
period, ". . . the lance wls' treated as. Part of the environment in whichlitel-
leonnortric) exploitation waundertaken." if the Alaskannatives could note used)" . they were ruthigity pushed ,asIde white their traditional resources were
exploited to Uri point or extinction by seasonally impoited work forces.," At a

t.t comparable period in Canadian history Fink Vallee states that,$"thot.traders
needed the native pebples to solve their problems'of economics and logistics." a -.

_ 'As with any colonial power, 'this imperialistic exploitatipn or the ,Native
population was based on a set of moral assumptions, betiefi,jattlise4toryths
-which together provided the rationale to support.'thel!xploilatiOn. Vie most --
dominant racial. myths -chtraeteristtc oT (he Cotonig perio4 of North American
history were associated Pith fundamentalist Christinity and soclaydarWinism".

_ followed more recently by the concept.ofequality." '
Nineteenth centum Christiarr Missionaries viewed Alaskan and Canadian --

iNatIves as heathens, Uncivilized, dirty,, and, uninhibited,- these people were
frequently. considered inferior creatures of Divine `Creation.. Efforts to civIlio

-,the Natiye included attempts al..destroying the Native language, Culturi, and
otiglorio Instilling guilt over irellmous`custoMs, and prothoting new forms of

'-behavior and thclugpt acceptable to western custom. Government policies of the
periodttressed'edueattorsjor rapid economic and cultural assitnitation.3

Although conversion to Christianity.removed one bias against ihe Native,
he., still found hiduelf -relegated to an Inferior,',Status through"the commonly
accepted' myth -Of !Nodal Put.sootf'ilmnly,rthis. concept explained
Mei dominance bf EuroNerth Arneliani intec)rnological,, social and cultural
splterts ass result of their natural supetjority. As stated by the theory, human,
beings invariably 'litany°. them:selves' aecording. to their innale-ahilitiest

'Etuo-Arnericartand guroCanadirm society were obviously more advanced than
Indian,

..
the Eskimo or ndian, this difference must reflecj a unilinear law of uree(AS
In:the:earlier moral assumption bas?d on the Will of Ood, man did no a to"
exert control or dominanceovii ,the :Native, it was simply Aet bf Nature,
external force. 4

Failure of the Eskimo and' clian 4p &innate quickly, Into the North

natural itiferi6rity assigned to the Natlie. both the United States and Canada,.
'AM/01044 mainslrearn wak emit), eicniainloby reterencke.to assumptions cif'

.these bellefi helped rationalize the placement of Indians do reserves as
,permanent wards of the goverhinent.
t With the indult:14 growth of ierneriCa and Canada, man became` more
concerned with controllingsuitural forces than Being bound by them. Increased
tettutolegkal nnovations Combined with, the rise of brireaueractic social
structures p ed the impetui for this new trend. By removing the suptorting
toletpf the " of.God" and (he "Gasys-of Nature" t4e.Old racial myths began
to lose their rqlson tritre. New progressivelegislation was introducvd to Wit.

.

'
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northern Natives. Beginning in the 'I930's in he United States and somewhat
later in Canada, greaeer recognition was giv4n to the principle of cultural

e. identification and local self.detennination. Educational opportunities were still
Nminlmal,.howevet, and eirgeb reflected the desire for rapid .

The profbund changes brought about in the Mirth by World W r II and its
aftermath are well dOcumented in our -Conference papers. The inflow of

relatedsontnct Industries greatly. increased job opportunities. for .$ acne peoples.
government,. funds and private capital fhr defense; hOusing and

However, ,aS BOZO'S Ind .otherspoint out, these boom periods °ere Invariably
. followed by reduced government expenditures . with attendant rise In

priemployn*nt. Many 'Natives' who moved from their .small villages to new
.constructiancenters suffeeed particularly, although all:were affected.

The past decadi hasbrought a substantiatincrease Iry federal, state and
provincial funding for'programs'aesigned to improve the' dorstional, economic,.

. and social condition, of the northsrn Native. Arnold's paper. Alaska is
particularly' instrUctive An this regard. Along i'llh goveinnient expansion of
general and vocational education, brthelob tralnIng, : health care, and
community development programs, Innnvative efforts have also been undertaken '

at the university level, Including Frank Darnefl's Ataska'Reral Schodl Project,
. the work of Lee Salisbury, Pathee' Andre Renaudytind other* -,

° Nei ithelesCla Rogers mikes clear, the northern Native Is still failing
further hid his NorpNative counterpart In standard of living, -educational

1-'''- ,,achleve t tusd,;,soCral and cultnral . development. This gridefrdeveloped
It ndVfori k mirintained both by ecologleal and. social constraints such as

..". gepgrag.hical liblation in economically unproductive `areas; lack of adequate, 4 educalibn, and dIstrimination; and by those Native cultural and psychological. ..

-traits' which promote bleffective and 'self-defeating behaVot, minimizing even
.those opIxatuidtles which areAvallable. '3 , , .. . v.'"--.. '.... .

iConcerti over this widening economic and social gap is reflected in current
lliseasione,ahout equality of minority groups. Statementectgovernment, policy

- Contirnially ,emphasize the view that Eskimos an Indians* should have "equal
opport4nItii'"equal standards °It living"; they shbuld be "equal participants in
the nation's growth," and they- should be "equal before the law". ' . ,

Strongly endorsing,these pronouncements, I hpie spent considirable time .

these. past' few ykars'analyzing goverarnent and privately subsidized and support- . .

ed programs- promoting no.rthern Industrialization, modernization, and urbanize
':-.. -- tx. and how, theseprograms hate affeeted the Eskimo and Indian in Alaska and.

ads. I.have studied Jhe impact of Zhe military industrypn Nativivillage life,
related problem's 05 social contronto Ohm mobility, anietraced the result of

e,ducational servicis on Eskimo perceptions of tbeiV'selt.identity`. In these and
;--, similar studies, the' concepts. of modernization, industrializ,ation,arid cdn-

''' vorpitant social processes litre treated as external forces impinging on the Native, '"',-
....i'' and then their response and mode, of adjustment was predicted and tested.
,,_ ., In looking back over this research, it is now possible to deteet rt taden . -.

itesurnAllon of my own that.once these problems were solved, equality could be
achleed. Instead of -analyzingt, social assumptions behind government Jaws; I
consteucted wind laws based on goverilment assumptions. I made the by nose

.
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claisie error of on txterliol forces (In this case social rather tbar; religious
or natural laws) to itccount..for Neill.* underdeveloprirentt instearrof perceiving
them as Internal rneellerilstrisi rai,,,ce, Of modlticatiort and chanjr. It Was 'the
classical trap ofjudginga person l ' what he can dir .6 regardless of his background. r:
in the mistaken, perspeetirie that equal .opportunity wirsnhe sufficient ngredient.
it now seems Clear that Most -policy, steteptents.ogarding equal oppo unity are.,
actually perceived,to mead: if people tievelequal gaillitations, they Sh uld have
the unit opportunity for .advancernent.''Opfortunatelyr this view.totally dives.-- gods the disadvantageons relations Capadian and Alaskan Natives have been
undr vis4.0) gurb.North Americans for so many years, :

:This; use of the concept or equality carries other hidden assumptions as' . well. it subtly erodes principle- of "compensatiOn, for past injustices by ques.
Honing the "uneqUal"4,11ocation of public funds .to racial and ethnic group,-
which are econOnkillY deprived. With the recent legislative rejection of -the
'!separattt but ..equil'principle in the United Statek another hidden rationalist -`
don 1s provided which can downgrade efforts designed to increase pride In the ,-

cultural heritsge of distiet minorities. Yet, given the pelt history of economic '
and social exploitatibn, a strong case can be made for preferential treatment of
iriorthein minorities In.; job opportunities and :in cialtural as well as'in education'
and social' development programr....Where part events Piave provided the Native
with lessithin equal: qualificationiztre deserves a better than equal opportrinitY.'
. , .1 Finally; iNis approPriate to ask whether the'conceptof equal oportunity,.
includes Native rights to deviloptheir distict Cultures as well as participate in the, ,..

economic and social life of the United States and Cinadi. Full 'access into the
nationarsociety ii by no means a,Nstirelreedorn akihir moment, dint if it were; '
the implitiation is still that the industrial sector of North American society has

- all'the advantages and these should be shared equally with tbanorthern Nartve...
This subtle form of wealgrn 'paternalism 1% not 1pfrequently:a hidden Nitro of
policy _statements Concernint the 'theme of-"full partitipation"-,a paternalism
which 'continues. to devaluate the present and'potenyek'contribution of Sslittno--
and indlajrcultural attributes to the larger eoliety,In'Odotnii, Peleilee stereo..
typing anil Native feelings of self disparagement are er encouraged. - , -r,-

Rogers has pointed out that economic projeCtion1101-Alaska's future. are`,-
. . hity encoUraging.'Canada's economic future is also citerfOlgets'..ConterendO,*

pe r. Both 'stress the trend toward automation in the.economic de' , nt Of
the,North. .

'

If the value' Ninth Arnericins.Plach econorketncentiviii maintalned
the future and tutornatiOri increases as predicted, irt-ng with present edueatkinal
and concomitant human resource development., wwill no longer need to discuss,
how best to incorporate. the Native into the northern eponbmy for he urltl
become obsolete. If we use the. external, rationalization' of automation and
"modernization," combined with the myth of "equal opportunity" CO justify'
the Natives' increased integration into poverty, we will also be practising* form
of raciA discrimination and cultural genocide based on the same misplaced logle; ;of earlier generations.

At, this -point we will not be asking what Cut be done, for the Native
. northerner, but what can be done hills. If the Native response entalikrtotent
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protest and this is already beghining to appear in Alaska and Can da we are
very likely to substitute our concern' tor economic and social iustir with our
concern ,for'law and order. It will be ironic indeedeit, in the tutu separation

, turns out to be he "best" answer, culminating It, ghetto reserves, tided with
new row houies, mmunity centers; and a destroyed people.

gne.impo nt step in breaking the northern Native out of his Pinclave"
}economy-and socletfjs through the introduction lit a farmore effective educa -floral training than he presintly reeeirin I hope our workshop dlitussion ,
will forma In part of the effort needed to reskru re the educational system so as
to reduie discontinuities in learning,. suitalit-,pos ire affective ties with parents,
strengthen the students' self mega as Eskimo land Indian, and milboln
seltesteem, as well as prepare the Native to b"i' econe catty and socially co N
petent In dealing with_the Institutions of the larger North Mean society. . _

This ,discussien can include stisk topics ek ref: tat es than "Advisory".
reXksentation on school boards and other assdelatlons tx,here 'content and,

'Oolicy of school programs are provided; the teaching of primary) grades In the
Native language; the development of more effective aduitedurtrtionpregrarni,
arid other measOres designed to" assist the Native to synthesize hit_involvement in
two worlds. _

In seeking new approaches tp education of northern minority poput'Ations,
it is belpftit. to learn how*other circumpolar countries, have dealt with-1401w

A brief leyiew Of the 'Conference ,papers by Sov.lety!and Scandinavian
Partlefilents most Instructive.

=- ',.i' ". ..,,' e*- TIIDRUSSIAN APPROACII
The papers by Danilov and Idelikormalte very' clear that thee &Ariel Union's --

approiehlO the development of their northern. minorities hair been strikingly
';differerit. frorrithatlif North-America; Follo*Ing. the Overthrdw of the Tsarist :, . _... .... -

Ina, the Soviet' Union made a -massive effort to absorb rill their northern
ll IN r g$ int- 1 the mainstream of socialist reconsttUctiOn. ThIpproiess of assimila.,
tlt has emphasized political, and ctiltiyal as well asopiciecono,nic involvement

.-:oftlhirindisfecous population in thesoolalist state with an atcomPanying rejec. -,f
":414h of theold, primitivd way of life: , _. : -- ' '----.r- ..- ,

'- nil The educational Progratros established over the Oast foirty.five years give ., ,
. , -a p0 evidence _of Native involvement in this. efrort.NO other circumpolar

:to try WO' taken so _many iiieri (0.train Netiveriechers, rise the Native tongue
is inediiim of instrUttloi In primary and adtilt,educidloW, trans* school.:

, t,'Ikicitt and otheiliterature into Native ignguages.offer advanced courses in Nettie, .len age and' culture, and stimulate. Native aesthetic expression in literituw ,:tc--
music, aid art. The, principle of teaching northern children In 'their. Nittve '1
langhge to "ensure a, more' conscious ,and permanent absorption on 0* pit.

1_:-.,4/ inarylchboting appears very effective, does 14- use in "bringing cnittiM anth,
4*, political knowledge' tb the populace. . "- :., - ,.. -' -;-";--
'-',.`, `: The economic development. of the Soxigt North-has also involved 'active ''

_?=Native lcipation. Succefs in this endeavor appearsritly Mated to the ex-
"--Altdi _generarand vocational educational training, and partly to the conscious
4 effort rritattpi ing 'to incorporate indigenous labor in various itgriculturii, ,

;'indtistrial and othei:econornte enterpttyLs - .." : = ..

-4-4 : _

CI '8.4
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The expressed goals of Soviet northern development have a very familiar
;rintto Mott North Americana. Hiving "freed the regions of the Pak NO form

"exploitation" and ,"backwardness" the _SriViet state has prOmbted "active
partiCipstlim of the Native population" in national growth, emphislad .the
"'right to selkleterinination" of Its minorities, ind,stre the importance of,
"awakening politlial and national self4onsciousnessv.,e liar statements are ,
commonly .expressed _Ameiicans and Canadians 'shop( t eir oven northern' minority populations. .

Cif course, -we are all aWare that the value assumption's underlying these"
comrrionly 'expressed toils and policies .!differ considerably, The goal, :of

ifreedohf! n one Instance relates more to the Individual; 1n\ the other to the
State. 11 freedoM undei the state Opens restricting to some,1 ant sure. riedom
of-the:individual to ad selfishly, disengage himielf Awn participation In iOtietY, .
dr engage pt exploitation withAinimal,constraint appears eoutlit*ricling to
others,?, .

_These_ contrasting value, ssumptions also underlie the Sirmfarly.expresSed
-, goals of greater' eeiconsclousness and self-determination: Por-"Individtiallstie"

North Americans; selfconscloushess' is more a matter of personal,
f Several _papers in this Conference Written by Nottb-Amertcans`deat with' thlk
triple specifically. In contrast, .Sotiet perception calls- for . greater nationeif:\
'Consciousness or :identifteatiO.,, America and Canadian vienis of
self-dere rmtn at ion e mphasi personal .(teedoM of choice;Soviet set
determination .stresses freedom from constrictions of exploitation which' *

maintained_onderclowlopment. ,
I"- Ther.e difierencei.help to explain why Soviet efforts at Native involvement

in northern, development-,have been -far emote successful:that. those in No ,
America.- Whereis our neitherninterest, has,largely focused on natural *our. ;-

.*developMent for private economic gain, the Soviet'aefforr at eectongeRgeiqp.,
ment /AS been, closely tied to4he.: building: of "a' pdlittettrinds naNnei
conscrouiness within their Native population. When hilly internalized,*.thli new

,self-conselousness focused on netionid gioup,identifleation, participation and
cooperation, has released Considerable, PittlUctlte human etietriY-: -amain
natural resour&devilopment liavehein unified into one on-going

=. however, As more giuthem,Russieni mote_ koeth .to perticipite inithe
`region's economic deielOptnent, and National Mtnorities are: more ex to
the Ruisiari 'language ar.an-eirty age, parent's ate:expreSsing greater interest.in

it! = seeing Their children firm Russian as their lirstianguage and their !Olive tongue
the second,If this trend continues In the future, thidisapPeamace of Native

languages' may toniplete the process of."cultuTal rePliieinent" referred to, irt
' _Professor Vallee's paper.,While this process may be ecotionaleatly acivtuitageomy-
, the cultural less,is liteplaceable.s.

, -
THE SCANDINAVIAN A,PPRpACH

Scandinavian approaches to,. northern' education vary ctinsidprably.-The
Norwegian government's policy beerf.toAdecatit the 1)0 for isstmllation
Into their national culture and urban AseietY,- interest In LanKlangnage,arid ,
culture in schools was discouraged Until 1963, Old Its use- today appear s:to be
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mOtiviteit Ly i!ts greater effectiveness in Instilling western ideas and thought in
',the edkcational program.

,Finland has given relativity little adhilnistrative attentiori to its quite stdalf-
Lappish populalion. However, more Lapps ace becoming, teachers and schools

are integrated.
The policies of Sweden and Denmark differ again in that thel-i approach

has been more. paternalistic and protective of Lapp and, Cireeniandik Eskithi)
language and. culture, Professor Ruong's tracintof the history of Sweden's ti
policy tosVardiLapp education and culture gives- tii- a iiarticulatly insightful_ pia

half of this century appears to have beet;
Understanding of this approach. Penialistic support for Lapp cultural and:
linguistic autonomy through the tint
based bdth ',"ratiorial economic I terest,"f.e.; Lapps. ,werse the only group Abet
would use northern lands- for reindeer herding, and a "'conservationist ideology!

-of htinishistie:plumilim. More:recently; the. ntrodudion of Ihb perManent (as
Op tO ambulatoty)' "norhitd. schoOls" has enabled the Lapp to receive more
extensive western. oriented educational training alonewith considerable instruc
Hari in -Lapp langhage, culture, and vocation in 1110011n, methods of
reindeer' breeding: This :attempt et social and ctiltbral synthesis of Lapp and
Swedish tlife..styles through special educational progfanis, should receive major.
attention brother northern countries. facing similar, kwoblenis.8 That,filmost all

'* Lapp' students choose the option of Maintaining their modified Native way
:We **thee- than Oteetilhe regular Swedlih Senior level program:of studies should,
not go, unnoticed; - ,

Also significant are Professor, Ruong's highly plociptire comments on the
.importance Of the. Native teacher asia. Ogn1tive link'beween Jag and Swedish

Man always'- strives :forN -whiten-Volga' tion _of. his_ thdividAil
experiences "suit) that he can internally order oft d fy. the:Phehoinena he
perceives, and from whichhe dintommunleatehis ide to others._Futthermore,'
Wrap not only enablei us to verbalize our sense i presslowto 6440,144 It.-
lathe primatktode by_whieh vie initially clatilftour erse experiences. It itthls

VhIch-lies language and le * 14_5p:closely iogether.
Native teacher,, ramiliar,with 404values and -)fo of;Swedish cOlture_ and
tognittvelY went in tlf$1r owntlanguage and cultii ; ± Ideally adapted. 01`
instruct primary and secondary school Lapp-stocOnta.9

I coNGWOoef
. -*

., I have briefly tried to Show how value asSunap and national militate
have influenced ediscational_policlei of northert raj nt0 ty populatidna In quite
different ways.- However,-education must be viewed es of a broader process._
of economic, social and political chtinge.Denmarkqlhic has ranked protection

-* and, support of its Greenland -Eskimoi over Octinond \ _development of. the
region, now _ faces serious economic. difficulties; ThelitUiticed ,States and
Canada hivinireAPhLsized econothic'and IndustriAdeve rent of the Korth;
'notfr face- maJdr human' problems among their nolihern noritles. The ,SovIet,
1,1614-; having combined human and economIc derehipment 16 theliNorth;have,
neither the problems of Greenland or North Monica. Howe er, cultural qua*

.

_1
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of their Native peoples have been partially lost in the process. The future of the
Lipp minorities in Scandinavirl is uftelear although the Nordic Lapp Council
should have some influence In promoting their stilt ,stable way of life.

Not vtishing to close on 4, pessimistic ibleflt.ts nevertheless necessary to
remind ourseiver that the mos(deaily conceived rind implemented program of
'education for Native northerners, is a program that Invokes Nativenortherners

.in the design planning and execution. Too few are represinted heili-today.
those of us in education. cannot revistourassumptions about thrimportance bt-
Native- involioment in northern educational planning;cwe can hardly expect'

.* outer- less sensitive economic and social' institutions to change their approach.
.Educrition doernot bring an end to the problems of the northern Natty!. But it
can be a *MO*.

. . . 1phittNpEs .,..e , i , .

A more detailed discutsion Of the W,eas.cantained in the foiloiving section is.
contained in Chine* (1969); 1 amindebted to Sidney Willhelin (1969) for

.) his broader stud's? of Arnerldrinminority group relations. The works of,
Jennetsj4968) and !tippler-0969) are also relevant. - _ - .. ... x

2. The .quotations from,Bogerr,(1969) rinid Vallee lure fro; papers'
pretented at the Conference, . . ,

. cirganic Act of 18114'stated: "Educition to be provided for the
natives of Alaska' should fit' them-lor the social and Industrie life of Ahe'

_ white pdpulation of the _United States and 'promote their not.tocllstant
asslfirliation."%

- ^

Tke position was slinnied up fleetly by Col: Nelson- A: Miles In 187p.
Writing about; the _Indians the western United Stater,- he said; "The',

-; 'change (by .the Indian) must be gradual;- continuous, and_ in, accordanCe
with Nature's laws:-The history 0t nearly everY"tate that, had advanced

''from barbarism to dvillzatiorthas been through the,stageS of theltintert
the herdtmari, the agriculturalist, amt .:Malty, reaching. those of commend,
mechanic's, and the hither arts." (quoted from fritz,`1963).

vv

r course, any, thoroUgh discuelon of economic develpinient riiiiitiadtide
the geographies) lit.d ecological dimerulon. In drawing contrasts between:
Soviet and other dreumpotar ;countriei' economic deveiopment, this
dimension is particularly ithportant.

Thesf quotations are drawn ,from Danliov's paper, presented at the,.

a

Conference,

; The present emphasis on "individual freedom" in the United States is
hardly surprising In the tight of its highly industrialized and bureaucratized
(some would say "overdevelved") state. The imphasts on "freedom within

ft,
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tbe state" pf cooperative groups to work toward national goals is also
uriderstandable, given the Soviet Union's' underdeveloped condition at the
time of the revolution..

This Is assuming ecological 8ifferences and degiee of NativenonNative
population distribution Is held constant,

, .

The Conference paper dealing with uSe of Eskimo language as a medium of
primary school Instruction in northern Quebec by Girard (1969) is also
Instructive. 44,.va 7
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J. Jarnison' Bond is Director 'of the Boreal Institute
and Professor of Anthropology, University of
Alberta, Edmonton. As a member of the Conference
Steering. Committee Professor Bond acquired
particular ins4htinto the prposes of the conference
and has prepdred this overview as b means-to sst the
theme for Part I, The Cultural Situation.
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Overview
y,

F9'ur IrackgrOund papers were presented to the oakrent* tot its consist-
eratiok Under the general heading of "The Cultural Situation IA the North!". The
paper presented by Dinilov entitled "The Development of Education in the,
Soviet Union's Far North" iseptesents a comprehensive review of education pro-
cess as it has evolved In the northern 'national territorial unions' It records an=

Irn vi list draccomplIshnwrits achieved during the Sovie regime and de.
'scribes the philosophy and objectivei, as well as the particular edurationall fortis
and methods which are used in that mulct-national school system. The paper Is
also concerned with a number of other related topics 'such as educational
search and teaching training In northern schools. Danilor provides a valuable data
source which Indicates quantitatively the scale and rate of growth in educational
facilities In the Soviet Far North. The commentary by Hopkins under the title
"Diclidon.Making in Alaskan Native Education" consists of a brief descriptive -

statement of the history of the Alaskan educational system In relation to the
cletisiorrinaking process. The other tern background pap** were both prepared

1
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The Cultural Situation

by anthropologists, the first, by. Frank 0. Vallee, is entitled "Eskimos of Canada
ats a Minority Groulr eicial and Cultural Perspectiveri." This paper is concerned
with the social costs of educational Policy in Amite Canada as they relate to
individual sense of identIty, feelings oftommunity solidarity and as they affect
group stmeture and social procfsses. The other anthropologicalpaper by SIndell
and Wintrob bean the titre "Cross.Cultural Education In the North and its
Plications for Personal Identity The Canadian Case." It examines the ways
which social and cultural trends have affected northern education but lays mope
emphasis on the effects of an extended period of formal but alien education on
,the values, attitudes, aspirations and selksteem of Individual students.

The development of any edueitiolliki 1 system is necessarily intertwined with *-
Matters of political strategy and cluestions of social and economic policy. Earlier
traditional methods of education designed to meet the special needs of cultural
,minorities form a common 'denominator of experience In the various
circumpolar cciuntrip. Indeed this experience does,not essentially differ from-.
that which Ls.towl. In other parts of the world where such minorities are
similatly,undergoini gifts social and economic

Thented, therefore,,,to deggn an educational system which will train the
individual to live in either of two societies the dotntnant society, eleven as IV-
cultitratenyironment of an ethnic:minority 1.,calls for critical research as Well as
Coordinated planning. This needli-PartletainlY the sase whin the studepta,cOine
from I society which' places high/ value group-rather than on
achievement, In training Individuals fir life In.tero,quite different sodal
the Russian, and' to some extent the Sevedish end, Danish; experience appeals::
Instructive.- Since.- *t no other' Pond 10 ,the,edttcational procesi Is the- 1n; =,
terrelatiOnship between hob* and school -grlter than in the firskfevr years of
training, lhe, plistisimainsituctinglthf Indigenous knitusge and in focusing on
10011 Culture during that petind -possesses demonstrable virtue. At later In
the Wining there is a cobilatiVe need to instruct in the Ian of the
detninant'. society and: to eitiPhisite > study of the larger, i.external, world .

SS found In the diverse ways of life: rat other societies,
One of the problems inherent in thedevelopMent of educational s'stenni"

In northern North America has been the lack of relationship between cipviculuM ;
and the real needs of everyday tile, More recent evidence, however, suggests that.
this Malinowskiatt lack- may well be'' -riot by following the European practice Of
>providing early training In the indigendus tongue'

Vallee's contribution represents: a. specific case study of theEskimos as
particular ethnic'. group ,in northern Canada, In their related paper Modell and
Wintrob discuss northern Native. pies generically but pay particular attention
to the Algonklan and Atha 'speaking Indians of the Canadian boreal'
forest.Taken together these.tWo -papers examine the social and psychological.-
implications of edukational process among minority groups served by nine differ- .
east provincial or territorial eduCational adniinistratiOns.

Vallee properly defines the agencies of change as committed to a policy of
cultural re cement'' lie kites thataithough both the federatlinct terrIto4sli.
governments hem, .made re511 attempt* to invoive the Eskimo pee* hi
de

I
chionmaking through service on the territorial legislative council or on locid
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advi ry councils, "representation'is one thing, nwaningfuk participation
snot r".

in using'Bler4vdt's criteria of social, power in groups namely/ numbin,
o ea and access, t valued resources Vallee remarks-that to date matill decisions in northern communities Mire been made by nonindigenous
people. So the' Eskimos ha In fact, not had sOsitintial access to the sources of
social power..In some *4' they have seconunoditied by withdrawal or
-passive I acquiesciho,:SuCh . actions s inhibit the `process of integration "oblong
ethnic!' groups,10 the Canadian Aratici This tmbalatice Is enhanced by th'e'ex
paneling power of Icintterm*ifthite residents operating at the political level and
by, the continuing Concentration of economic power outside the region.

Any dominant group which, holds the histrurOnts of tionomic _power trth
unlikely to seek to share significantly thdltpower with the cultural minolities of
the reglOp Whether nctrtherrf Cartada with communities varying
otIndlan; Melts, EskirnO and 'white' residents *ill achieve the cititusel pluraltsdr

1.irhietv is a fundamental'perkof Canadian political doginsyet remains Lo be teen.
proceirs,ffie. nature of 0.e,education offered tO,northern,Carildlins, and

Moreimportant, the kind -0cfpreparation, which such training will provide to its
graduates for nwaningtol'partfcipation in-eithetthe urhanIndtistrial worirkof the
smith, or in the more tridithirialtilriented lite of isolated northern commit-
halts; remains a cirlttrai quepon.,Thi dilemma which.fecespany young peopic
who graduate 'frOM:- the present' educational system is the prospect of urban

'unemplOyMent on the one hind, priiiiternailvely;Op.ii)9mtivedness for a
tionaLcum,welfarelife *bleb exists in most iontemnorarynotthem settlements. -
In this stressful proce# of change the sense of Identity of the incligenolis people -..t

Suffering gross damage as evidenced by growing signs and syMptcoms of anomie -1
among the residentoOf these,cOmmunities. , ,

Perhaps nowhere does the presentischool systein impinge n )! more .

damaging Vey on the native sensitf identity, thin in the field of tankage., By- e:
, definition language IsA distinctive human attribute and provide's), uniqu4wehitie

for-Communication, as well as particular way of viewing social ltitd Ayala, -
reality. Since language aliO,functiqns. as a means of.prOviding &tip 'dentinal

,

thin invit,sodal solidaritY, It meant that an educAlorial systim which falls to
provide for' the ebnitniiity of this fundament-at' aspecp oE, huinan, culture is
Indeed, howexer urijritentionally denigratinc, that cuittiie. As Sindell and
Wintrob have indlcatikilt alscifleactstO anxiety-and instabli6 In interethnic
-relations add lb andent allenatIon from traditional life patterns.

It Is-all too easy to attack uncritically educationik programs in abstraction.
Clearly such his not been the intention or the anthropologbts who have contrl;
bute4 to this book. HoweverOn =the Canadian Cate the filet that to date educa-
tional alms and policies, Ourricuturn and staff recruitment are all provided from
ivithin's 'hureaucratib hierarchy- Means* thit. the recipients of the system have
beta 010 to play no real parkin the derisintyinaking process. This Tact is rein;
forced by 9:0 absence of teachers of indigendUs background and by the cornet.
etive absence of _substantial pre-kervice training for teach4rs who are.immigtant%
to the . hese difficulties do not appear to exist in the Russian edheationbl
iytteki:as'ilescribed In Danilovii paper. In referring to the Rtilsirin approach in

to
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the Introduction, Chance says that thi policy of assimilation "Ass emphasized
political and cidtural as well as socioeconomic involvement of the indigenous
population in the socialist state with Acc-ompanying relektion (*the old, prim-
itive *my of life." It his not, however, apparently rejected the values of that way
Of Life' , . A

Nowhere does a policy of cultural replacement find more pervasive appli."
cation'Than among teachers who carry, with Wens an implicit and often unroll
scions attitude of cultural superiority into their professional work situation, -A;4
Chance points out, such. prejudgements *have antecedents In earlier NoM' American history. In the past thesattitudes have been expressed In the wide,-
spread use of residential schools, and they persistin the curricsilumsontent rind '-
In the praitice of unilingual instrtiction.

Cultskral conflict and the resulting anomie writhing the community, as vkell '
loss of Rientiti.and seltekteern among individual participants, are inevitable 4..

consequenCes of an educational tystern !which provides temporal discontinuity to
two quite different but competing ways of life. Simla and Wintrob provide
quantitlettion pf the psychopathology which results frorkthia conflict.,

- -It May be correct to say that a cutturartilible way of life ,is yet more
intact among the bortillorest Indians than among the Eskimos, since It may be
argued that the ecology Is less fragile In forested zones thank: the hind*,

-:. of the tree line. the hunting, trapping and fishing complex.sWI provides an _

effective- ititernatlie to welfare, et least in the more hoisted communities.
and Vintroliltive'ideseribed two mojor identification models which are open to
Ciee4peakingchildren. Big_ both models are handicapped by enOulturative
continuities within the indloribus.comniunity on the one hand and intensive
exposure to acculturstive process within a alien society on the other bend.

In _recent yeant.rentnesber at'udles have demonstrated that the present_
-, educationarenvironment negatively affitta the cultural integrity of both 14=

and FAkiipo lifeways, despite the intention of government to-provide contintity
for at least.some. of these cultural values within a changing social and idesilonal

, ,
_

Much oc this overview has been concerned with the three anthropological
'contributions to this section of Abe book. Since' wo of these papers deal exdu
lsively with the Canadlin North and thethird treats largely with northern North
America, the comparative-content of the matetial in relation toOther parts of

--_ the Circumpolar, World is necessarily:Amite& Had it been possible to arrange for
contributions by social- scienthis frompther northern countries, it would have:
added greatly to the vajut of the Conference and to this book. However, since this

'was the fin* International conference of its kind, such an Weil andrigernent did*

.

not prove possible.
Not surprisIngli the. conference disclosed the fetidly* limited 'contact

which scholars and administrators have with their co me in other northern 4'
countries. As Damen Indicates in (he ?reface, one of the mejoi puiposei of the
confiregce was to help remedy this gap in conimunication. It also provIdeka-

, persuasive Haw tot publishing this book.
From a review of the material it is apparent that all contributors recognize

that cultural rninorides have special educations! needs. The particular policy and
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practice adopted by each circumpolar country varies considerablyaccorCling to
political philosophy. The educational system In each region in Influenced In part

:by the form and timing of economic development. Both factors in turn have,
exerted a pervasive influence on the° changing culture of the minority group

Any _conference ,which Initiates scholarly enquiry is more likely to raise
questions than provid# answers. One of the.questIons whicA could benefit from
further study is . in the concluding "ipecjal paper by palms in his In.,
'0144111 PreontstIon dealing. with 'UNESCO experience in various parts of the*

s C

odd In the field of education. He comments on the factor of
isolation as it influence peoples but notes that "their remoteness nisy be ,

lies phial thin al, psychoiogioli, ,cultural and economic..." He en
quirts., educational process in the far north differs qualitatively from similar..
proteins among minorities In other regions. Cairns adds a. related
qbeslion byasking it fundamental priniciples of human learning apnfy,equally
"...under very different patterns of child rearing and social expectatioirs."3

The edicatIon of a cultural minority has pone of its ma}:fr goals'not only
pritpru.ron for continued learning in a rapidly .changing technological society,

.'but ay. responsibility lei develop 's positive attitude on the part of students
towards change as.altormal and expected process. within the local community. ;
With tarn and planning-theSe aims can be made consistent with the 'Mated
objective of "proiktint and perpetuating the indigenous' tongue of the minority

'gawp and of the cultural .values which It enshrines. The papers In this section
have contributed ,signiticantly to answering the question as to what happens td,
Certain cultural minorities and to the self-view of their indivklual.memben when
differing educational cibilcift are applied within the framework of varying
and econornicrontexts, 4

4y,

4 REFERSNCE:g

. Of related interest. Is the current experimental project being conducted by
the Government of the Northwest Territories.(Canada) for pre-service .

training for teachers of indigenous background in situ. The approach and
objectives of this experimental program is consistent with similar expert. .
once In other parts of the world. . .
Hobart, C.W. and QS, Brant, 1936. tskimo education, Danish' And
Canadian:* a comparison. Canadian Review of Sociology and Anthropolegy
3(2): pp 4'1.66; .-
In Canada recent changes in the membership of the Northweit
Council show a rapid increase within- the elective power structure of the
number' and 'status or yonng representatives of indigenous background.4-
some of whom have tonsiderable formai training ,:
Vallealris pointed out Povungrituk in Aretie Quebec as one.ottke.notable
exceptions. But thhlind of exceptional 'proof is outweighed by the in.
creasing evidence bl many other ilmthern communities of social dis.
organization and loss of sense of identity.

. The final report, "Meeting of gxperts on Curricolirm of General
Matt* " Moscow January 1968 page 14 (as elated In Cairns' paper).

. . ,
I

'
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Esicinuis.of Canada

as; a Minority Group :'
$6cial sand Cultural

Peripectives

It has been shovvn on innumerable occasions that human behavior which
.seems odd, Inexplicable, or even grotesque, becomes undediendable when the
individuals concerned are viewed in terra of what thing) look like through their.

How persons pereelve the world and the meanings they attribute are to
some extent a,pqrety individual matter, but also to-a large extent determined by
their social situation and by the understandings and way of knowing which they
share_ with ,others. Concrete examples of this point are provided later- in Able
paper. Despite the now common-place character of this kind of observation, it is

sing how in certain :fields 'of endeavor it is ign4red In favor of a bin
to viewing happenings solely In terms of individuals taken out of contexte
much as are rate In experiments. One reason for this bias is an ideologicel bent
to individualism but I suggest that another reasonefor this bias is thettature
of k:dehighlveloped histitqcettotts. . , 4

. In modem societies rtain services and activities have income so organize
ed, s zed, and prelessionallrad that they tell in almost autonomous
exiitincith!edicb In -OS.1f, having its
locale

-
In rs' -surgeries and hospitals and for many purposes isolated from

C..41/ et) odi)1110
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' the world around it. it gets associated ivith 'a technological and -scientifie,
-A. apparatus, manned by Oxperts. It.ls a huMane Service, but_the approach taken is

percelve,d es primarily rational. Each'patient- Is'viewtd MI ttidhidual with given
defects whO..if he codperates and accepts the right treatment, shout get well.
The individual psychological aspects of lutielits are -sometimes ken into
sec-omit, both experifuentsily and ip practice. However; in only a peep era! way_

are _patients viewed ,in terms of the (lode!, and cultural networks In which they
are embedded. -* , '

Pormal'edueatioa shows mitt4y. of the attributes of,the medical world in"'
modem 'society and is often viewed fa abstraction from its placein dictate)
picture. Thus -there is an abundance of research materials on,.training in dasres
room situations, on teaching techniqUes and materials. The ptkils are analogous'
to petients,,whose, individup.1 defects can't). -corrected in a vincula! manner
through Areatments, same of which have been tested in experiments. Ttiefocds is
or getting the pupils to do what the teachers want done, Indeed to want to d:to: --

vbst the teachers want done. In this endeavor, individually oriented psychologyi
tb some extent based on animal experiments, ;is called into play, but, only pert
pheral consideration ,is given to the, goals and values of the. groups who*
influence contributes so-touch 10 the personality and mOtivation of the pupils-

Some'.dactors have learned that rk knowled ge. of. the socialitind ,odltural-
dimensions of their QW13 and their patients' lives is vitaiiiarticularly lesittfationi
involving. behaNioral - disorders. , Educators, too:, ha Ve come to lealize- that 101

-- understanding of the .iocal -and.cultural ccintexts in which they their pupils
-move help them make more sense out: of what happens to the ves and their ,
pupils in and outside of the chissroomaltuatioa. The growing nu r and itignift,--,
-once of courses in the anthropolOgY and sociology of educe on, and the
increase_ in sociocultural orientation tOurses for teachers, evince the awareness Of ,.

'-thls need for social and caltnyal perspeetives
There isien.awareneti of this need in places where the peoPte involved are

relatively homogeneous- in background ;- coming from-the sari linguistic and
national groupings; bat dlitertnig according tolocial class and other pub-cultutil,-:
bacagrounds. We expect that thereWOuill, be mush moreawareness of this heed -
in situations where the educators are of one linguistic and cultural background -
and the pupils of anottler. However, in.Canada it is only within the gait decade.- 7 -th claLatteation_andiesources have' been channeled into provi "
tors with this awareness' of thasignificance aodal and cultural -settings
conferences tad courses. _ ;

' This paper Is not simply area for the exposure of teacheri, adminbtratore
and other profeisibnals. Involve lh cross-cultural situations to courses, confer-
ences and reading Materittiof a social Scientific nature. I use the trends hithis
direction as iliu,stratiVe of a perceived need for thelind of background insight.
and tinforniation on group structure and prhcesses-u distinct 'from thoiethat

_ focus on the individual as . .

. The Canadian Monti and the Eskimos
As part of the background picture of affairs in the Canadian Arctic there

are certain global features of Canadian society and character which should be
_ ,
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'sketched ini-Pitat :It- is-Important- to keep in mints', that Canmia is t:htgfoi.
Indiistrtalized and urbanized country: Until a generation ago; the bid f
population was In primary and secondary oecupations.Tbe trend In MIS ge
tlofl lathrinkage, in the primary, and a swelling In the teitiar4 or service mar .
of the economy. There are many pockets hi the Best and, North w 010
Majority are *tit linked to primary ottupgions, It indeed they ale gin dyed `at

rutd,where the TOO,' outdoor life enshrined in the dereotYpes f _14 still 17,
prevatti. However, the- vast majority are committed to the alized:ruld
'urbanized way otlfe Mid hardlY Conform to the,old danadian* reetyPe. An
liapottant element In ,thlastereOlype is the northern frontlet and the supposedly
consuming concern With ,,conquering and living in IL Actuilly, the evidence
'Indieates that !flute numbers of Canadians are oriented, to the northern frontlet;-

;_ in sentiment, a very large proportion of those wiroaptually go no4ii to live out
thltsentIment 'come from-cormtries other, than Canada. `!

_Oven the prevalence Of- a, real commitment to the 'urban Ind
South, it is 'still true to say that several traits cwthe rural societiartly eflue
the. natlinal character.* has 'often been said, and occasionally deproqstrate3;,-
that ithit 'Canadian character can.,bezleimihed; succinctly as r'eonsenvtioe

';syndrome,. _

made up of-a teridencY to &guided by tradition; to accept the
decisionmaking functions -of elites, many of whom° virtually or
actually inherit their Position to string emphasis oh the
maintenance of order and predictability .... This pervasive con.
tenet's:1r Is common to bOlitFtench.and English-speaking tompon ,
eosin PA population and acts as a tie that binds, ttte,m.t : -

The Canadian way is the pragmatic way of gradual change-and Is dominated by
analmost obsessive concern to maintain unity in the fate of regional and ethnic
eteaysget,, 2

_ Another feature of the Canadian society of relevance toour concern here
is the' role of government in administering and planning on behalf of the public. -

At, In modern countrtei everywhere, so in Canada, governments have been-
expanding into almost every realm of,lite. This Is !met sudden depaiture- from

ant, for there are many examples from past decades ofsgovernment
interventioh "In,developing and administering certain aspects of industry and
comirunIcatIon. Many have remarked on the Canadian combination of fret
enterprise, capitalism, and public Welfare;

,It cannot 'be Concluded from thfi record- it government 'activity thar;"
fed**, provincial, and territorial,- beve deliberately and

with long fortaight,,Iald down far-rectl.,hing plans In the mantler of the fivelear 4

plane of so,ciellst countries:. As We have' said elsewhere, the .prninInenoe of
government, .

-.,does not imply the preiralence of a sidallstietileology in Canada,
an Ideology whose adherzots feel Impelled to deliberately _use the
state as a positive Insttument tkt where other Instimmenta are &Wall!'
abfr. With_few exceptions government Involvement in develop**,
,welfare,_and Other mattershm been duet° lack of capital*dither
resources from the private sectors, colt), exigencies that threatened

r°

e.
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the 'creation and viability of tilt:nation.- There has been, relatively
Itintituigiccomprehensivejilalming for the counti,;iis rewhole,

and overtures in this direction'to often frustiatillby the allocation
..ottiuthority between federal and provindal juzisdittlorts,

. , It is especially importantld keep theta *peintain min when comparing
...Canadian deVelopment In Its ArctIcAtaches iievelopMenfin other countries°
where, for 'whatever reasons mon contiorover the!, northern

iregloy and people; , , _ - ,-

uniqUe losterfng culture! plutalisni baiek on ethnic origin, or is it is

1.4f

A .feature of; (Italian society which- 11181iY` mistakenly think' niakeelt

sometimes called in the United -Mittel; and Europe, nstional origirsi. Our use of
-ethnicity iieralleid, these usages of nationality. I use ;the former here becauie

, among Englishapeaking:Cimadlans the term. nationality- refers to political
'sitizenship rather than to origin, In' my, usage, .

The ethnicity Of a group Telerate deatent=trom anteaters who
shared 'a common culture on national origin, language;
religion, or race,°or a combination of "these. is an
ascribed attribute, like age and sex (one Is lsom.with sucbascribed
attributes); defining status and role In certain situations,
An ethnically -plirral_socie0 is one in, whiEth ethnic Origin is as an

important component of identification and where the ethnic groupsitateslome
distinctive social and cultfiral characteristics. Of course, most modernatales are
ethnically 'Phial In this sense. In Canada, regional and ethnic divirsiti, co-exist
with an overall FrencliEnglish iinguistta dualism. The prevalent sentiment ex

d publicly-by most national leaders In C is in favor of this pluralism,
_often_ called the Chnactian Mosaic,- an importer; component in tfieectnadian
4.91ori. "k, A ;limner of students of Cancunn tociety'have concluded that the'inosalc
is not arranged horizontally as a combination bt equal and distinct parts, but Is
to a large extenfhiearchical. John Porter, who invented the term. Vertical

Mosaic, and others have shown that there is Inequality is the dlitributiotra
power, resources and facilities! among Canada's ethnic grpope.4 Moat

. pertinent to this inner, on every index of prestige, power and command over
valued Hee tbkNative peoples. Of Caned:Ivo the least advantaged of our
ethigc.groups;,,The poaltkin b( Indians and Esidnios at the bottom Of the totem
pale mosalc.insilfar; a; education, Income, health and power aresoncernest is so
viel9r-sown thatlt isUrihe to docionent it here. ,

'Even where' they1' a numerical . majority, the Native people occupy a -
hInorilf status,' and Ali notsgricultural prolerariet.,To- amplify this
point; I. cite a formulation,of Eletstedt's which I have used in previous pnblica
(ions to put the Native people's minority stittlis In.:_tosperspestive:

As Bferstedt points Out, there Are three soU(beirot 'sodal power toi
groupe:" numbers,- organization, and access to valued resource's (aid
facilities). t11t other thifiga equal, the numerical majority is-more
powerful than the minority..Where two or more groups are equal in
number, the one with the most:mi tto! over crucial resources is more
powerful than the other In the context of etmada as a whole
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the (native-peotilejare-a'smalt(feehly orgeniud) minority with very
limited access to significant resources. In the context of the local
region and 'community in the Arctic, the (native people) outnumber
the nonn live, but they are comparatively unorganized and, by and

- large,-14 to little more than Subsistence resources. There is
little.yrnicltshey can withhold 'which would cause the nonnative _

pie much disc,Omfort, except their services rnd their cooperetion ".
e n'helping thelton-natives achieve Metz goals:5

:(1-- One conseciuoce of the. Imbalance betWeen Natives and NonNatIvetiri 4-
arms to- tiellities and retoiteis lithe eniergence of a kind Of DisestabiWsment.

-,Iti-this respect the situation In Canada's North is a special case of more general,
If not universal, feature of nt"lern society: With rapid advances in technology'
thousands become unemployable because the skills they have are obsolete.
Should they live in economic backwaters; they hecOmi- alienated frf.t.ra
mainstream of social and ecohotnic life. Those, who guide the 'system attem
different,ways- to prevent the disestablishe4, from remaining outside, by ring
Them estake Inside. These ways vary from grassroots community'develo mot
to hirge scale, retraining programs. The Native population of Canada'S North Is
not unique in being served with such' programs, but a special feature of that
population Is that it Is "differentiated ratfe'lY from the nonEiltimo" minority in

- Its midst. This physical:factor accentuates the cultural, eponotnic, and social
distinctians between groups enjoying different levels of prestige,, power and
_Well.bebig in the society. C

One _further distinction bets Eseen Eskinps and'non-kimos is the special
legal status of the'former in federal' statutes: Withethe exception of Eskimos in -`e .;
Labrador, who come under the.jurisdiction of the Province of Newfoundland
and who do I'M have any special polittco.legal status, the other Eskinios in
Canada are defined for some purposes 03 e tribe of Indians and for these put.

-- poses come ,under the kndisn Act. The klid implications are not our concern in'
paper. The point Is mentioned only to underline the distinctiveness of the'

Eskinwelemedt -within the Canadhin'polity and society. Some ithcsd implications
fiot distinctiveness and 'segregation' areexplored below.

The Aiden Regime in the Arctic . ,
- It Is now time to nerroie_our focus, more sharply on relations between

ethnic groups Arctic communities. Ifthe things that distinguish Eskimos from
their nokEskimo cOlinpatriots are mole:Impressive than the things which unite
them, we should not be -surprised in view of -the historical developMent of
Canadian -AicticAelety. Mato/kir development should be put into get>.
graphical, perspective. Much of the Canadian Arctic is a, vast and remote desert
Whose Rine* resoattes are only now being seriously tapped.

_The outstanding historical fact distinguishing the Canadian Trom arctic
situations in most other, countries is the very long period during -which the
Canadian Arctic Was of little economic political, and mjlitary significance. We
must-continuously remind ourselves of the recency of largeetale ftradlin
Vention" in the. Per Sant*, Until about twenty years egq, in me it parts of the
Canadhui Arctic Eskimos had been hi contact with only a small -and unrepresent-._
give sample of outsiders involved in the fur trade, the churches, and the police.
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Apart from sporadic contact with a fewexplorers, the most sustalnedlof
i 7 i 0

t the driest contact the Native people had in northern Canada was with whaler: _.t ,In the early nineteenth century. This contact was mostly limited to Eskimos who
. i inhabited coastal areas, and did , not link them Into sVong chains of inter.

I 'dependence with the-Outsiders. Eskimos, were not needed so much- as producerS,
1 for the crews caught most of their own,whales in the Canadian Arclip. The'rhief

1

Influence of the whalers was In, the things they introduced, such as liquor, 1
firearms, and aniamiy of other utentils, dancing and ',clothing styles : 'Their
influence was strongest in the Western Arctic. Another result of contact with
whalers was the mixed progeny derived from male crew' memhers and Eskimo' women. However, In terms of basic economic and social organization, the whaler
ihfluence was not as consequential o. 'hat of others who came liter.

i The Influence of the fur traders was of broader raAge and went 'deeper '' than that of the whalere.'Aithougb there were scores °Mime' or private traders,
the majority worked for the' liudsoies Bay Company. The traders needed the ,

Native.peoples to solve their *problems of economics and Aogisties. The value oY
the Natives, "to the traders was in. terms of various roles; producers of tors,
consumers of trade goods and for a small but Ultimately influential segment,
internwillaxtes, guides and servants. Some traders also saw themselves as bearers

r

of the Christian message; but the evidence suggests that traders had no .

i -Consuming interest 'in deliberately' Changing the-- Ilasio way of the life.sit.the--
Native people. After trapping became thestablished economic base, it was in
the trader's interest to fight whatever policy kept the Native people malty from
trapping and its associated activate,. This was the situation until the influx of
other sources of income " from wages; transfer paymenti and L,114(,, originating : '

', from the south, made the Eskimos ;valuable. as consume 'pendently of
1 their role as producers. The process of the changing' relevance of the Native '- ,
' people as. consumers went on at the, same time as the process of decline in

l i c e n c e of wild kir AS a cOmmodity. ,

wereIf the intentions of the whalers and traders we not to change the way of
e in a deliberate 'fashion., the same cannot be said of the missionaries whose*

v:fty raison d'être was the seteative perional and 'social. transfortruition of the
Native people. The conversion program was,selective in the sense that only tlicK4 .
Aspects of the way of life' which ware judged as inimical to Christianity were to
be transformed. The rimainder of the way of life was to be maintained. In terms
of ideology,. the traders and missionaries Were more conservative,than radical,
S eeking to alter only those ideas , and practices svbizh militated against their
mandate. .

-The same may be said for the third element in the familiar triumvirate of
( nonNatiee settleri in the north, the RoYid Canadian Mounted Polite. The put.
i pose of the Police was not only to maintain Itivind order by checking the few, i devirot customs which went against the todes they imported with them. More
i important was the pr ypose of representing the government of Canada as living -

1 symbols of that country's sovereign right, to Arctic regions. The Police had no
t explicit program of planned change for thu Native ,eoples. . .
! So far I have dwelt on the manifest purposes of the outsiders who made up
the, tlisi non-Native settlers In the Canadian" Arctic. The Intended conseqUences-i - . ,, \,.._ ,:*
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of their efforts should bi* reviewed briefly. As for the traders, in most regions the'
Native people did become producers of fur and-consumers of imported products,

-adapting certain of their living habits and attitudes In the process. The Native
response to the missionary was to becOme adherent,to a denomination and to
abandon publicly those practices which were forbidden by chUrch
although many Such tradij si practices survived in a kind:of underground. The
missions also introduced etacy in the Eskimo languages through the transiition
of scriptures; Furthermore, a number of Natives accepted the very limited
formal education which. the churches offered in the absence of government
school*. As for the Police, whatever mint demands they made on the way of
life were usually accommodated by the Nene people.

These are 'BILPICture' generalizations which require much amending and
refining ill any given local situatioll For instance, Individuil outsiders had per.
sonal intentions concerning the. Native people which were not actually required
of them by the institutions ,they represented. Thus someundertook to teach,:
heal,, punish, and-act in loco' panntis, even though they were not, strictly
speaking, required to -do so. -The important thing to note is that there was
general compliance with the. wistws of the outsiders and certainly no organized
opposition to them on the part de the Native people,-The °Walden were able to
fulf111° most of theft intentions withotit seeking a total replacement of -the
indigenous culture.

'Of special interest; are the unintended .cOnsequenies of the settlement of
traders, -missionaries, and politemen. Several chapters could be devoted to this
topic, tons on changes to techttology, seasonal cyclei,health, and a variety of
other matters. The chief concern of this section being with kiter.group relations
within the context .of. changing community life, the discussion is restricted to
this topic, dwellir4 first on she kind of.comMunity which came to typify the
Canadian Arctic before the vett/ recent advent of the,pLinnedloWns and villages.,

During the. first quarter of the twentlethcentury there emerged patterns of
residence in the Canadian Arctic which would become stabilized and yrotOd
clutfacterize' the human scene In the Aretic for up to fifty yearn. In other words;

-- during that period there developed what in the 1960's is regarded as the oriclen
nOtne. Dotting the coastal areas and barren lands were scores of tiny
settlements, most of them dominated by the trading post. In some of thete tiny, ,
posts, the, trader would be joined in permanent residence by the missionary and
policeman?.

. Reflected in the location of these settlements was the growing significance
Of the outside world for Netive people. Previous to the fur trade period, the s.

location, of Eskimo living sites were determined by whatever animals 'they were
exploiting at a glveir tithe. The most ImPortant faCtor in the placing of the
trading posts wartj, access to the. utslde world, places which ships could visit to
deliver their goods and to pick up furs. ,

Actually, only a small inumber of Native people were encouragedIO Awe
in these places, those who served the outside agencies: the trader's post servant,
the policeman's assistant or specie] constable, the missionary's Catechist. The
remainder of the population continued a nomadic life In scattered camps, from
*hick regular, but wide!y-sPeced ivisits would be made to the posts. Some of

tr.
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these land .tamps r would be visited by 'traders, missionaries and polictMen on
their beensional tours between posts.-

The trading system introduced an element of structure Into Eskimo group.
inp, such as extend0 families and camp groups, because the traders preferred to
deal with one or a few Eskimos.wirom they regarded as representatives bi leaders
of the nomadic people who lived on the land. Some missionaries, polleeMen and,
later, government administrators reinforced this. tendency.

Because the Canadian government had scant Interest In the Arctic regions'
until after the Second World War, the Matter of Native affairs was.left to the
agencies with personnel "Inin the 'Arctic, namely the 'churches, thIc-
Budsoni Bay Company and the Royal. Canadian Mounted Police. Except for the
latter who represented the federal government; and marry of whose policemen
we Canadian citizens, the outsiders among .the Eskimos were mostly from
Britain, Newfoundland, and French.spiakIng parts of Western Europe, with a
handful from Scandinavia. .They, can :hardly. be said to have been strongly-
oriented- to the Canadian polity. Indeed, the bulk of the Arctic population,
Eskimos and outsiders, were Canadian only the teChnical sense of Inhabiting
geographical space -to which 'Canada _laid clan m. Each of communities and
subregions of the Arctic was A set teontained little. vorld whose frail end
tenuous' connections with this centers of the Canadian Polity only highlighted its
isolation and autonomy

.In this situation- the otitsidets Interacted dilettiy and personallYwith the
EskimoS in their midst. From this Interaction there developed sets of

'ships- betrreen the, settlers from Outside and selected Eskimos and their
The latter became Intermediaries, .the forerunners of kind of elite of Native
settlethent dwellers about whon.r:More will be said later. During the anclen
regime these intermediaries broke-from their Camp`and band networks to move
from post to post, in some coos 'ending up In-regions Cu distant from their ,

original homelands. ThIsf:MebIlity_ivas in *Sense spensirted by the agencies with
which theintermediaries werinediated, thus enhancing the dependence of the:
intermediaries on their agencies or, more specifically, on the local representatives
of the agencies. They were more oriented to the agencies theY served than to the,: -

'communities in which they happened to reside at a given time, the first Eskimo
coamopolltans in the Cahadian Arctic.

To summarize, the typical communitt,Into which outsiders moved were _

,ISOlated, tiny, with, only a few Eskimo PePtIta'at*.talt31011,4ales: etch, the, outsiders over most of the year."Esch place dominated bylOtte or two male
-persons representing outside agencies. Settlement organization was sitrOle, The'
small population and lack of a complex division of labour requited little the

-way of coordlcurthin and structures

1

I i . ,

I ,.:. . -
'' ,

9 The Contemporary Arctic Scene_ti

Surveying the scene In the -late 1980's we find -that many attires° small
posts have been abandoned-,, a handful of others suritIve with mlnoir adaptations,

t to the new world, such as the addition of a new school and nursing station; a few = . =

have been modified and expanded beyond recognition; besides, many new settle
taenti havebeen established , some of them planned by experts. Although there
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are no large towns by outside standards above the Tree Line,-even places with'
:Nth 800' to 500 people are "urban" areas by the traditionestandards. Most
E,skitno. people Hit in settlements of this magnitude. There are four communities
viiih between 500 'end 4;000 and two, [nu* in the West and Frobisher in the
Eart;with more 1,500 each. Ilyeny,standards these are small tuba centers.
This urbanization which' Channels Eskimos into larger aureoles and sees their)
settle as sedentary village dwelleri Ii only one, albeit an Important one, of the
denies which occurrd in response to the suddenly heightened significance of
the Arctic for Canada as a whole. c

After the Second World WU; the Canadian Arctic which, as we saw, had
been a twilight lone* hardly within the span or Canadian consciousness rather
suddenly became the center of much attention. The military significance of the.,
Arctic was demOnstrated during the War when airfields were set up as part oil'
staling route for:planet and,materials between North Ameries and Europe. With
the postwar development Ot tensions between the Soviet Bloc and the West, the
Canadian Arctic assuMed:further, militaryilgnificance as a kind of noman'sIand
between Oil potential belligerents. Deem histallationsrand warning systems
were spotted across the Arctic. Military.units (*chided exercises in the Barren
Lands. -The most advanced technology suddenly appeared in more than a dozen
place', vastly Improving the systems of transportation and CortuntinIcation.

,The military intrusion' itself; important to be sure, wasonot as crucial in
wording the process of change as .wai the advent of government. Alp lb/
missionary often followed the trader; 0 the goveminent followed the Military.
and took over direct responsibility for Eskimo affairs, providing facilities Ind

isertices that touched On everraspect of Native life.
,In the material sense, the Eskimo's standard of living has been greatly

I proved Since government intervention.. Honaing standards are tar below those
-of-the-tountry as a- wholcc,7but are vastly SUperiorta-vitankey were.

Famine is a thing of the past, what one'hopes to have been the Iasi one occurring
16'1959 in an area far removed from a settlement. A sweeping health Program

" Cut eitelarinto the very high death rate; although this is still much higher than
for thi Canadian population as a whole. The continuing high birth rate and the

.small :mount of out-Mipation brought the population from about 8,000,Cins,
dian Eskimos in 1948 to about 12,000 in 1988; so that in terms of its traditional
wtldilfe resources, this vast desert region is already overpopulated and will con,
tinue to be so until large scale economic dev*pment materializes,

Within a generation the-Whole eionoNc base has shifted, A minority
Make a living from the morn or leis exclUsive combinitiOn of hunting and
tapping.' The majority get little from these 1..drit$ts and what they do get is
supplemented by income from sources Which did 'hot' exist a generation age:
Wages, sales of handierafts, family. allowances and varidus pensions, and relief.
For Most Eskimos the economic sphere is unstable, unpredictable, Less than 25
percent can be regarded as fully employed in some occupation. The single largest
employer of fatirne-and casual labor is the federal government. 'Like the
Indians of the hwest Territories, the Eskimos have been ableito take only
Minimal ad bt mining and other develapments taking place on their own
doorstep. There are several reasons for this; the chief one being lack of training
ard experience in industrial occapattons.
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I - While there has been a rise in therstanduti of living, it has been accomiani
ed by'a rise in the level and number of wants..The,gapbetween income and,
wants' funs been, widening.' lit the settlements% where a` substantial number of
outsiders now live, the Eskimos see what the outsiders regard u a normal 'stand:
ard pa ' of possessions for a family. Futtiormore, the seiiien)enis the
more acculturatOd Eskimos, many of them descendants of the intermediaries
refertedo earlietc enjoy a standard of living Which,,while Interior to that of the
Kablootets in their midst; I car superior to that of the &lenge Eskimo. 'he
latter, and the yowler "emong them in particular, come to compete their lot
veth the Kabloona and the better.pff Eskimo, and while their standard of livingri
in higher than it was a decide W. they tend to' feel deprived.

This is not do say that the contemporary 'Eskimo is highly-acquisitive and
materialistic, 1 suggest that the gap between the average Eskimo and Kabloona
families is of most significance stinbalicallyOn that It serveslo mark off groups,
from one artothit. To use the terms of an earlier section, the Imbalance in access
tarmac** marks off the established from the &established;

As long as Eskintegr lived in isolation and in contact with only a few
outsidersi their distinctiveness from the outside world was of little or no signif.
101114* to them. But that distinctiveness becomes salient and is thrust, ink; one's
awareness in the se(tiements where Esidniot are exposed to a wide range of

c'- outsiders, such as nurses, teachers, adridnistrat'orsi mechanics,- anthropologists,
engineers, and their families: To these' government sponsoretouWdeope being. .

added private *entVepreneurs, small businessmen, insurance agents, perehants,
-and so on -The latter are` not so numerous in Eastern Arctic communities but are
coming to' form * sizeable seginentof few Western Arctic-settlements. We
know that the outsiders are differentilitedepong themselves In genii s:4 occupa
Bois, dass, commitment to the North; government denartment, and *Pon; we
also kneilltittskiroolfillfriffittliementswelifferentlated-tunong themselves
In terms of region of oriOn, closeness to the outside* regions denotninatIon,
and. so on. Howeva; more Impressive than these internal &id Is the more
global, overall division nopvl by so many writer* to oversimpli , there exist
two scab communities, one Eskimo and the other. Kabloons, t e new-style
settlements, with th6iskimo definitely suborilinate to the other.:

In the process of differentiation between groups cettain quslitiesAihith are
...ISM initially to Identify eras o the other; such as style of ilfe or standard of
Helot can become telativelYfixed attributes, regarded 4Sinherent,and inevitable.
This is most liktli to.occUr where segregation between the groups prevails. The
,many studieS of Arctic settlements describe the muked tendency tb segregate

_ unofficially along lines o(Native and nonNative.e
Now this would not be so serious if it not for the fact that individuals

and groups have histories. What is rne)ust by this,is that individuals and groups have
histories. What is Meant by this 4 that oacie a patterti gets set -- tay,a pattern of
segregation between two groups, one of which looks down on the other the pat
tern does not disappear in one generation but survives and even gets nourished ina
kind of vicious spiral. gibordinate groups have a way of adjusting to their condi

Kabloona is the term used by the Eskimos to deribte white man.
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tion, to, heir lack of power, through hostile withdrawal, passivity; submission; fen
law, displaced awenion, and other mans Superarclinate groups havea way of
accepting,the rightness of their advantageous position and of accounting for the
imbalance between themselves and the disestablished, sometimes in terms of heied.
ity. The latter, like the established, have families and transmitted to youngttrgenet'.
salons In 6061114i of both`grouPs are the subtle ways of accessing and evaluating
their Weill worlds, The vicious spiral, once set, is very difficult to break through;

To some extent this vicious spiral has already been set in motion in the .
Northwest Territodei apd Arctic Quebec, I have referred chiefly so far to the eco-
nomic sphere, perhaps putting too much emphasis on itt but the samepoint could
be rnade with reference to organization and to participating indecisions that affect
one's fatally and friends.

Here again there Nts been a One-sidedness, with the Eskimos usually in a de
pendent positionalmost always the client or gobetween, almostnever the patron'.

. Deliberate etteintiti have been made at several levels to involve Eskimo people
through having represented on such bodies as the Northwest Territories Leg.
(dative Councils, Community 'Advisory Councils, and the like, to some extent
'changing the traditional passive role of the Native people vis-avii the outsiders.
However, r'epresentationis One thing, meaningfuj participation another, referring
here to participation in'dectsionk in many spheres of group life and not only the
official ones. In most of the community studies it is the Outsiders who are present-
edits the key decisionmakers Ina wide range of matters./

-This is pertly due to the persistence of trsditlonal social patterns. Living in
small, egalitarian, nomadic groups the Ftskintos had no reason to set up and get
enthusiastic ithout formai organization. Theproeess of formal debate, of voting, of
majarity rulerwhich litany outsiders take for granted, was unknown and indeed
was imposed from outside. The Eskimo style was that of consensus in
decisionmaking.TtldilghtUte a tong time to achieve that consensus on particular -

issues, but that time would be so invested and what we would regard as highly di-
Jeloped button relations skills brought into play to achieve consensus. In the mod-
em settlements, the imported practIce of formal debate and resolution by voting
leayesminy Eskimos unenthusiastic. Their silence is soMetimes mistaken forassent
by the outsiders.

Besides the lickof precedent in Eskimo culture and the traditional asymmet
deal relations between Eskimorand outsiders, another reason lot the relative pas-
slyity of the Eskinio people has been that theNery total &Heirs about which they
could have been deciding were the responsibility of a rembte government
adrninittration, even for day to day mattets,s0h as the allocation of relief, repairs
to small sewers and roads, new windows for the school and so on. While these tuna

Mona wets, and in many places still are; carried out in local settings by government

located in Ottawa, Implied, unintentionally in is one-sided allocatiop of local got,:
administrators, until recently the ultimate and decisionniakingwas

emment functions is that the Eskimotare I capable of even deciding about trivia.
'the federal government has Jecently taken a step to remedy this situation

by investing local authorities with more powers and. by shifting much of the
administrative machinery' into the' Northwest Territories. The involvement of the
Eskimo people It now very much a matter of how the Territoriii Government

4
V
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(and lirits ,region the Quebec Prosincill Gore:Innen°. and residents in #
coniniunitles respond to this shift. In powers. A'keyeleinent in this sitifilion
the resident nonEskimo.. .

'-'4,AS,I,drave already indicated, one reason for the, minor role Of Eskimos in
coninMay affairs, lase the availability of non,Eskimos who were only too eager

0 to bear the burden of dectsion.making. in an earlier period these were the
treckrs, Missionaries, policemen. In more recent times,In addition to these, there
are the government administrators, teachers, nurses, busintismen, and so on, as.'
Wen as the ePOUIOS Of Rime of those. The very pretence of people eager to play a
role in oommwrityliffairamilltates splint Eskimo partidpation, unless a special
bid Is made for that putidpation.. r

trued to, the 'issue iitintepaticin of ethnic groups As the way In width
people, who are from the outside, but who settle permanentlyor on a long tad
bads, exert their .power and Influence. There is a growing significance to those
who, unlike moat people connected with government and big industry, make,
such a commitment and reptd khemselfes as Northernerethrough and thrOugh:
Many' traders, fin pets, and missionaries nude:this commitment in the past,
some muryi ma women and raising familks. But as noted miler, there is
an increasing n bet' of "new" people who have put .down roots 'in Arctic
communities as businessmen, contractors, Publishers, and soon. The most,corn.
mon-stance of this element:is and-fedird goveranient. -Within the Tenifories,
01411$ of them are milder equiveJints of passionate French.Canadlannationallsts
hit Quebec.

The passion of the New Northeinei Is correlated with the potence In some
communities nf people who work for the.govemment and who receive what the
nongovernment people- regud al very special treatment; fine housing at low
tents, rtilotts allowances, linkages to such services es sewers and power. On this
particular Issue, the New Northerners at times ally with the Eskimos or at least
lay to see things through the eyes df the latter. On,the other hand, there is the
possibIlity that many among the New Northerners, because of their initial head :
start as contfollen of local ci:onorales and goiernment; will discourage real
Esklino participation and themseivot hi, the power vacuums left by the federal
govemnfent, creating eland of settletNative Imilalance familiar to many puts of
the 'world.'pne can only speculate on this possibility. It lcmentioned to drive
home the point that istues In the Arctic will be resckived not only in tern* of
what the Eskimos do as Eskimos, but what they do In Interaction with other
element! In the popubtlan, in particular with those who settle there
permanently.

So far I have dwelt on the historical origins of, and the social structural
masons for, the segregation between Eskimo and nortEskirno people in Canadian
Arctic oommunitles.. Another dimension which has been only touched upon
needs to be added, the ditanslon of culture. The creatton of a true pluralist
society, along the tines laid down In the official Canadian Ideology, requires the
bridging of cultural pis. This In turn prestipposai that the people in whose
hands ices the poker glie some attention, credence, and credit to the culture of
the Eskitios.
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Asisetts of Eskimo Chancier and Culture,
In .popular usage, culture is often taken to Iteri ordrcertain expressiii

performances and products, such ai in arChitecture, literature, music, and paint.
ing. In the anthropological usage followed here, these expressiee manifestations
are only a part of the totality of culture. In this broad anthropol sense,
culture denotes the idead, values, beliefs and ways of doing things which are
shared among the members of a given group and which make that group distinct ,.
from others. '% .

In this,paper, ihere is concentration on those aspects of ctritcfre which are
not .reedily "visible", aspects such as values and ways of thlnklog about the
world. I am cotivinced*that it Is these aspects which the Arctic Establishnient,
including eduostors; tolerate. the least. It Is all very well to iipplitud the pursuit
by a people of its forklore, Easteegg painting, folk dancing, and rio on, but this .

_does not imply an enthusiasm for, nor U appreciation of, the culture of that
people in the sense used hen. Indications are that the agents of chimp in the
Arcitt art bent upon a policy of.cultruni replacement.i Before plunging into a
discussion of this policy, is is well to ask, what culture is there to replice?, What

=Aare some of the features of the Eskimo west 0 .45.4 and feeling w ich appear to
'differ significantly from features which pre4144knons the rity? 'A few
generalizations on this score are oifered-in this section:.. - /

These generalizations admit of many exceptions, because Eskimo culture is
qot uniform over the whole Arctic. ides, as shown in the preceding section,
Eskimo groups are becoming intern Ily divelsifled, bebause the procere Of
acculturation is not an even one spot Ing equally to all Eskimos. The features l'
do present have been gleaned from li litetature on the Eskimo of the Canadian'

-Arctic and my own observations. ly those features about which there have
been widespread apeementin the lit reline are brought out in this section.

A ,
'there is no doubt that the material culture of theIskimos'in Canada is

doomed to the museum, with few elements surviving In Isolated areas. Even In
these areas, items which were widespread only ftve years ago, such as dog teams,
are tieing replaoed by imported vehicles; To the extent theta people's identity is
tied into their distinctive material culture, Eskimo identitY is rapidly losing that
reference and criterion.

, Some material objecti with a primarily tymboild or expressive function
continue to serve as definers of EskimOness. Carvings and prints deserve special
mention, because they are not only objects of economic value, but also symbols
of Eskimo-nest Purists may decry the departures from tradition and the outside
influence on styles, claiming that the majority of these objects are not "really
Eskimo", but if the people themselves perceive 'them as Eskimo, and if the.
outsiders define these objects as Eskimo, then they are indeed Eskimo in terms
of their significance for Eskimo Identity. In one community in Arctic Quebec,
where carving is an ecohornic mainstay, carving as an activity is used to sort out
those of Eskimo descetit who 1)14 abantioned their Eskimo identity from those,
who, no matter what their .style of life,istill regard thimielves as 'primarily
Eskimo. A man who carves even only thfrequeotlyis an Eskimo In this place. -
This kind of symbolic significance of activities and objects usually; escapes the
outsiders who deal directly with the Eskimos in Canada. I have known teachers .-

,.1 '
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to discourage youngsters from taming on the 'ground's that the carvings are
imitative of oktside influence or that it interferes with their school WA. These
outsideis tend to view cdrving and printmaking either from a purely aesthetih or
a purely instrumental 'point of view. .
' The same point should be; madi, even more fortibly, with to the
most Important expressive aspect of culture language. On the basis of my
experience, I must say that. a majority of educators in the Canadian Arktio regard
the question of language primarily from an Instruinental point of view, IOUs.
_tritest in the question; "How is this language going to help the person,making a
tivingi How is It golhg to help him it into the bagel' society?"These are, of
course; vslici and important questions. But language is a fundamental structure+
and process. Upqn it is built much of the *ay of experiencing and thinking
about thrifty. It _is.stso a symbol of group identification and solidarity. Rules
that- forbid' speaking Eskimo the classroom or sehoollard get across to the
Eskimo child that the langusge of his home Is something to I* ashamed of;
'something bizarre which, like the_ spears and .kayaks,- will supiye only bi
museums.

Other expressive featuresof Eskimo culture have been discouraged; gape. -
ciAly by Missionaries; who equated them wittrthe manifestations of the devil's-
iontrolin Pre.Christian times and with what they regarded as an undue preoecu
ration with "sex".

Because so much of the oral literature, song, and dance had to db
With the supernatural,. as defined by the. Eskimos, its open
dilekewilon 11 now taboo; again, because uo much of this tradition is
now defined as 'obscene' by the new moral guardians, those Eskimos
who cherish certain vestiges ofihe tradition are reluctant to pass it
on to their chtidren and reluctant to inpteris it Obit*, ue. in the
presence of Kabloorm Ito 'Short, many Eskimos have become ..°
ashamed of a large part of their own oral and marshal tradition.9
Very recently there has been** revival of drum dances and other traditional _

performances its public; but I have the impression that these have been drained
of their Original symbolic meaning and are ,present eitss cultural specimens-for,
the grttitication of outsiders, espedally tourists.

4,1 far I have talked about fairly explicit
'language, these

what used to
constitute Eskimo culture. Except for the viable 'language, these arc definitely on
the wane; destined to survive as museum pieces and tourlit attractions. But how
about' the massive part of the iceberg of culture, the part that Is submerged and
,about which few. people are conscious? I refer here to the ways in whie peo*,
unselfconsciously know and evaluate the world around them. Autho es on the
subjett agree that these aspects of culture ind personetity are he t resistant
to change. They also agree that where these basic couceptions differ among
people who are forced Ia. intepict with one another, the resulting faults in
communications have 34.4014 consequences. Let us look briefly at sorne Eskimo:
wars of knowing and evaluating the world.

Many writers have provided examples of iskiinO ways of thinking about
the world, ways of explaining happenings which kre different froni the enplane.
Bons of the outsiders. These ways of explaining things make up what are railed
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eultwil thought models: .A favorite example from my awn experience will be
cited bete, paraphrased from another pubilcation,The example pertains -to
certain, theory of disease beld by some Eskimos. If the outsiders in the ,commu
nity concerned hed,anown beforehand about this particular theory; muclt
understanding and 0E106 could have been avoided.

During the late winter of 1962, there was a serious epidemic of rabies
among the dogs of art eastern Arctic settlement with a population of shoat 600
Eskimos and 30 whites. The settlement was only about six years old and, like so

. Many other settlements, was initabitied by people who had formerly lived in
' small land amps.. There was no ;leer policy about chaining dogs, and. some

Eskimos new to settlement living refused to chain their dogs, or refused,to take
precipitate action when a dog broke loose; they had not chained, them the
small camps in which they formerly lited. Noless. than 600 dogi were distil-
bitted over an area °flat more than a square mile. The spread of the rabid virus
among the flags was speeded by the many loose dogs, and within three weeks of :
the outbreak, more than 100 had to be destroyed because they were rabid.

The white elimest th the conimunity and some of the more acculturated_.
Eskimos. meet 9assianate .1pdealr to the people to keep their dogs lied: Mpsf

. responded by making special efforts to do so, but several were indifferentio*the
pleas and threats. The whites accounted for this indifference 4rrrt4of stu
pidlty; hostility, or th,clz ovm failure to communicate their passion on the issue;
Much tension was generated in the community.

Six weeks after the outbreak the epidemic was over, with a high casualty.
rite among the dogs; but no people had died.. As soon as the rabies epidemic
subsideiie_an influen4 epidemic broke out; ten people died and scores were

--;*lerillY 4

It was dating the influents epidemic that I learned about the Eskimo
t of disease.

Some Eskimbs in the community but not ail, believe that there is,
always a constant amount of disease in the world. This amount of
disease is channeled onto certain species at a given time for a given
period. For example, it there is an inordinate amount of sickness and
death among seals for a period, other species will be relatively tree of ,
disefse for that period. The reasoning seems to be that if one species'
Isiunder the disease gad, other species should considir themselyes
fortunate in being outside therange of that gun.10

,

Applied to the situation 1 deserfbed,,,gliemeant that while the dogs were
overwhelmed by disease, the people were comparatively ,weiloff. The dogs were
consuming much of the constant amount of disease in fhe world.. As soon as the
rabies epidemic ended, the human species became the biggest consumer of
disease 7 witness the influenza epidemic and the "fold theory" was thus con.
firmed for thosnEskimos who bellied it.

The attitudes and behavior of some of the -Eskimos during the rabies
epidemic would have been comprehensible in terms of the logic of theli way of
thinking if- the nortEskitnos had understood that nay Ind-had taken it into
account in their efforts' to combat the epidemic of rabies. We conclude then,
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that systemati inrestigation of the thought,models of the Eskimos is not just an
`academic exera '':: but has puotical veini as will, , . : ,' -,- i .,

Certain values and character traits can be inferred from beherlor.
For instance, manY,, are 1;trairliedon the.value which Eskimos put on'independ
Oleo and autonomy Yet eviden,014 their rehretance: to-coerceor 'Speak for
others. Their techniq es, which they employ nnselfoonstiously, for ,Inducing
conformity, snide little of overt punishment and much use of nurturance as a
"reward". Educators br fight up in,* society where adults Make it obyloui Who ',,- '
is in.cOntroti where el ret regimenetstion IS viewed as essentiSI; where parents
and teschere speak Cor,sthS 'children; itte#tith disturbed at what they interpret ",:'
to belbt Eskimo parents k of concern for his children.11 in their opinionthe children should not he /owed to stay out so late at night, to accompany
parents, on just about every, kiiid of event, to stay away from school without 11,''
reasarkacceptable tel.the teacher, \ d so on. . ,,

, In the eyes of the tfedition #ented Eskimo, the Kabloona World ts,faCen-
SiVelYrilld and concerned with 0 t jlne,= too much ready to Invade an ipcilvId-
tiers zone of privacy-. They view 0 4: biocona as relativelyi insensitire in the
sphere of what we call "human retina' '. tar instance, much resentment Is felt
over the policy of taking children away, m their fsmillessend,renioving them
to a "distant' hostel-school.-ShOuld the eigidren be removed and placed with
another family, there IS little, if any,- resent' t as long as it is understood that -_
the youngstersyoungsters SI! return:}

"' N *.' ';The queStion his hien asked on many . tut: Why t: it that the littkitnot
show sci little tostiiity and resentment openly?' As I mentioned esiiiercEskinio
silence and show . of indifference are often interpreted as positive assent;
However, in terms of traditional' yaiues it was , considered improper q, \ :

" demonitrate overtly strong 'feelings unless one werti-,:ext*erielY;fittstrated Or -,
'extremely moved: Eskimos have ways, of "reading" CineAuiotheeibehrivior and
-,feelings, of course, mid thieues used o" display feelings ire usually unobserved,
or misinterpreted by the KabloOna. Related to this traditional Wit IS the
Oft-note4 smiling and happy kart which .Eskienok display for the Kablooria. It

.has been suggested that this front is an exaggeration of the traditional ono, and is
used consciously by soMe and unconsciously` Der 'other* to-concerit'strong: '
feelings, both negative and positive, which if expressed might disturb the kind of,
accommodation which has been develOped between Eskimos and KablOonc' . ,

What is perhaps best rigarded as another aspect of the trait of repressing
displays of strong feeling, is the stoicism which has umitly been described as
an outstanding Eskimo characteristic. Thli stolgiS 3 inferred from thoappar!
ently-resiimed way with Which the Eskinios have a pted terrific hardships and-
crises. The- tendencY is AO accept things as they are and, to use the English
vernacular, to "look for the silver lining" or to be more precise, to girt the -,

impression that one accepts things as they are.
Accommodatioh and compliance with Kabloona rides of the game are

widespread, but this 'does not imply that there ha's been a wholesale identitici.
tion with' the Values which underlie these rules. In fact, Eskimos who comply,.
* At times hostility and-resentment are expressed 'openly, a matter' whiCh is touched upoh in the concluding pal of this paper.
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With the Kabloona rules at work, in rneetinti, in 1, or inthe adittinistrator's
,office` are given 'to acting out, In the privacy ..if their homes until their' frionde;
hilarious imitations of what the Ksbloona regard normal behavior."

This brings uP the question; which we cannot answer conclusively, of
-.- extent to which Eskimos do indeed nourish the valuez attributed to theindf we

based Our condiedons on actual behavior, then we wiluld have to s y that
SO many Eskimos In thf larger settlements behave In nfost wayalike the

'1Cliblotme, they have abandoned:their cultural values, Mai',42 observers have ex
prested the opinion that those Eskimos who have had the most Contact with the is

Outsiders. IdentliY with the Eskimo soda! groupings" but rot with ihr,
ctiltikee in the Knee u92d here. They argue that It is only went those familiti-,,

,-*Mch have only recently moved into settlements and among those who live
Y In isolated 'amps and small settlements that anything like the traditional

-eldlueld values survive, In the absence of systematically gathered data on, the
subject ,Or values the Canadian Arctic, one can only guess as to their distri
biition and viability. .

Many-more.examPtes could be given of the hardiy'vlsIble, Intangible, sub!'
letilve:ialuef,which we infer from behavior; However, I thininthakeriOugh hitS-
Welt presented to conclude that In ArctiO'Communities account must be taken-04
of more ,than'aneets the eye if ,productive relationships among' the different'

Subeilltures 'Jut, to be developed. Individuals have expressed. adtdirationv for
°; traditional Eskimo, valuei and have observed that noriSskirricis would be wise to"

adopt their% their own Wes. Ildoiver, many of the currents running through __

Vie, mass society in which the 'Eslanos are moving go in the oppositti.dirittlon,
and favor Centralization, impersonalityl-regimentation: The 'pressure -Is on _the

:.Eskimos to abandon their ,customary ways oryiewIng the worldhiThis pressure is
- deliberately applied in the schools and work places. It is unstittingly ors,uenten,_

tionally applied in most spheres of life and disseminated ',Mouth 'the mass'
_ '

Implications end Applications II

Much of the foregoing discussion on social and cultural matters,seenis
remote from problems of education. Nevertheless these matters are pertinent to
such problems fora ber ---of--yearnersome-of-which.have. already been .

brought out. The inerairtheme in the paper has been thatof tendenclei to social
and cultural alienation of the minority Eskimo grotiping. In this Concluding
section I bring out some socialpsychological correlates of this alienation and
minority statu3r. .

=First, where a segment of the populatiOn feels alienated and without a clear
_stake In the society,- it Is 'rather much to expect them to embrace -ot even (0
-understand the goals of forMal education except for the very limited ones of an
Ins_ trumentil 1st*, such as reading, writing, arithmetic and vocational training-.
There is no qUestioning.the enthusiasm of Eskimo parents for these instrumental-,.

- features of education', However, beyond this there is little enthusiasm for and _

widirstanding of the content and process Of formal education; Controliier the'
content and process is Overwhelmingly In the hands of the, Habitions, the
Eskimos having no Voice at Mt Until' they do get such a voice; especially at the
community level, formal education willremain an alien thing.. :

t.
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Second v the position people occupy, In the social system has much to do
with their seiise of identity and seitesteem. The (minty is the key grouping here,
for it is in ebb and flow of everyday life that people get to know who they are ,

and what they can do. The social. and in,particular
'
ethnic is only one of the

components Which 'cOmptibe a person's identity, but in cross-cultural situations
it is a cruelal connpnent, Eskimos with a firm sense of identity probably do not _

'fret over what outsiders think of them. But those who grow up in a world of
_ _cultural discontinuity , the majority of tpe contemporary school population.

are' not so firmly anchored in self-identity and seltesteem because explicity
ImplicillY; the parents and their generation tend to be devalued by those who
control the,system. As I pointed out almost ten years ago:

Although the Kabloona make alavorable, if romantic, judgment on
the Eskimo past, this does not prevent them from showing contempt'
for the, living Eskimos' they meet, either openly or by implication.
Consider what is implied where one learns that untidiness Is sinful,
and one's 'parent's are untidy; that receiving' handouts Ito mark of
inferior status while One's parents are forced to adiept landouts to

4 keep the household that selrespecling men are capable, of
protecting their- womenfolk horn human predators while one's,.
sisters and mailer have to be protected behind a social wail of

. nonfraternization, erected by the guardians of the predators. Under
such conditions it. is not` unlikely that children will devalue their
parents.
The devaluation of parents - by offspring, who accept,- perhaps
unconstiously,-.the Kabloona :evaluations of what la desirable and,
what is reprehensible implies *eakening In the control which ,

parents ncanally exercise over their offspring. Plausible.explanationt .
of the factors which predispose the children of foreign-born in
America to delinquency usually Include the point that the children,
accepting the dominant society's view that .the immigrant parent is
strange and perhaps upeouth, do not WO up to the parents as
tolemodels.13

A third poini has to do 'with incongruence and Its consequences. By Meow
gruence we oven tack of fit between parts of something. In the Arctic situation
there are many Mini:6s of leek of fit, some of which are listed here: between .
the goals youngsters are encouraged to entertal& and the lick bf means to

_ achieve these goals; between role demands from the Kabloona system and con-
flicting demands frqm the- Eskimo one; between one status identity and another
that a person is expected to adopt., These and other examples,of incongruence
arising from the rapid changes discussed earlier are described and ahalyzed in the
literature./ 4 Associated with incongruence is the phenomenon of marginality. -

personal marginality refers to ,the condition of belonging pkrtty to one and
partly to,another group, without being lully engaged in either, and is generally
regarded is condition of considerable strain. Group marginality refers to the
position of a whole category Of persons, a category which is usually in &kind of
middternan position between two distinct groups. A good example from
Canadian history is the) kletis of the Prairies, who mediated betivien the whites
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rind the Indians, and who were In the process of developing p solidarity and
Amity who they were ovebehelmeil by the westward moving whites. Because a
Orion can identity with alnarvill group he is not necessarily in a position of
strain; unlike the marginal person whose identity problems are serious precisely
because there is no marginal group to identify With. , ' ,

= Recent &tidies show that there is an incipient maiginal grouping in certain
Western Amite CommunlUeokt that over most of the Arctic onp Is pressured to
identify with either Kabloonror Eskimo. In its relevance to the educational
process among the Eskimo the problem of marginality is not serious until about
the age of adolescence when the young person cornea to see the world as repre-
seated at ,least hb community, not so mueleas it had been presented to

t childhood, but as it is.
It follows that a key factor determining what happens In the proetss of

developing identification and esteem In the character of the community In which
the youngpenon grows up. The Ideal situation is found In those few communl-

`-, ties where the Eskimos have a genuine voice, are invdived In making decisions.-
which rare trnportan in their eyes, and where the people can choose to*follOvi

,more than onotine of work, colnbining traditional occupations pursued with the
means of 'modern technology, and nevi occupations associated with the outside
world. _

The history of ono.of these communities, Povungnetuk in Arctic Quebec, I
have described In a recent publication.if,r, The outstanding integrative piece of

,social. machluety In that community is a multtfunctional cooperative, in the ".,
tinning of which the Eskimos have.a genuine voice. Many have noticed the ,

feeling of pride and worth which has been engendered among people in places.
illre Povungnetuk, few as they are. This feeling permeates the community and is
evidenced by many of the young people ,who, hi other places, are frequently
ashamed of their Origins.

It Is in communities like this that-Eskimos do speak out, occasionally
-expressing hostility ,and remtment, but pleading their case in terms of construe-

, live ,development. They have learned about the power of organization and of
`politics' In 04 broad sense, and do not hesitate to play off side against side, the
provincial the federal, the 'Hudson's Bay Company against -.the
,Cooperative. Acculturated young people, especially in the Western Asetie; have
publicly voiced hostility ant resentment against "the system", but little of what
they have to say is directly meaningful at the ideal community level. In that area-
hostility grid resentment is sometimeeacted out in spurts of vandalism.

I do not have the date to test It, but I suggest that the following
hypothesis would be supported by the data: compared with youngsters from
other communities of the same size and situation with reference to resources but
lacking the' integrative, matitinely to. ba found in Povungnetuf, the youngsters
from the latter make a better adaptation educationally, occupationally and
psychologically:

LonkIng at the Arctic social and cultural situation-in general,_l_conclude
that there is a far from close tit between the policies required by longterm,
large-scale economic development, on the One hand, and the policlearequired to
prevent indlildual and group deterioration, on the other.

-
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. Those whose chief concern Is whir large-scale, development of resource*
tend to favor cultural replacement; those whose chief, concern Isewith human ;
relations problems tend to favor cultural continuity. Thee forMer see the
salvation of the Eskimo people in terms of a massive educatioital program attired
at fitting, the Younger generation into the modern, indultrial society and pay
little more than lip serv(ce to the needs of community development and adult
education. To MIS "Big-Picture" perspect(ie, the adult generatioits are by-passed.
The costa elm* a policy have been the chief f4plo of this paper.

-In the perspective of those when chief conce'm Is with p6'ople hero and.
now' there is a tendency to underplay the Issues of long-term and' large-scale
develoinent.- and to overplay the issues of local compass: Somehow the two
perspectives must be brought together into one ,focus, so that p of cony
mUnity development' which take into accotinttthe social. cultu, and psycho-
logical needs of all generations are, not 'viewed as, ompeting with or conflicting
with programs of format edlIcation ,designed lo prepare people for life In a
modem, industrial society.

r ;
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Cross-Cultural eiclucation in
the North and Its Implications

for Personal- Identity:
The CtimacliCin Case

Professoi Vallee's rompkhensive. paper draws attention to three
phenbmena which have deeply influenced both education in the North and the
psychological Integrity of its indigenous peoples. They are the recent large scale
governmental intervention; theininority group status of the Eskimo with attend-
'ant powerlessness, social exclusion, and economic deprivation; and the commit-
'meot of change agencies and their personnel to a poll "culttiral replace-
ment". et

Although Professor Vallee discusses the Canadian Arctic, in our view these
three phenomena are equally relevant to our understanding of social and cultural
change in the Middle North,' which in the. West is largely populated by Melts
and Indian groups speaking Athabascan languages and in the Esgt by Indian
groups speaking Algonklan languege& Therefore in'this paper Wq shall disctiss
both the Eskimo and the Indian populations of the Canadian North, !Wilding
the Arctic and Subarcitic,2

First we shall-describe the ways in which the social and cultural trends
noted above affect northern education. We shall then shift our focus to the
individOal level to examine the ways in which prolonged exposure to rootlet

CUYCCA-14}-k-td C14) 6- Q o4f. 0,11r t
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education affects students' valuei, attitudes, aspirations and self esteem; in short
their senle of personal identity._ Pot it is ultimately the individual who must

-decide whether to continue his education or drop out whether to move South
or remain in the North, whether to work for wages in a town or carry on the

'traditional hunting; trapping and fishing way of-life,
14 this discusaion, findings from our investigation of identity conflict

among Cree Indian adolescents from Northern Quebec are presented, Filially we
shill Consider briefly,the implications of our findings for educational Policy in
the Canadian North. ".,

A

Governmental inierventioli, minority group status,
, and cultural replacement.

Since World War 11 the pace of change in the Arctic and Middle North hair
accelerated, especially 'as a consequence of the development of D.E.W.tinetallt.
tan facilities, the expansion of civilian eivernowntaipperations, and the growth
of northern mining. The introduction and extisn of formal education In,
these areas, has been a key. concomitant of these processes.

However, as Oily authors have noted, northern development, In Wads has
: not proceededin I otdetV, planned manner (Hobart and Brant 1988, Hughes

1965; Jenness 1988). Instead the t aigeneles of military Priorities, the es of
mineral explorationand dereinpmenf, and shine in governinent policy hare,been

r factors determining the rate, nature and looks Wetted by developriwnt.,-
Consequently cOmniunilles vary widely. In the degree to which traditional auto,

.-sistence- patterns perstit, ,lb their degree of contact with the dominant
EuroCanullan society," an their' attitudes" toward forinal educatinn. Some
groups have .experienced rapid modernization, whde others have remained

. largely.traditional in their orientation. The rapidity of chime and its wievennersa
have, resulted in a variety of econon9c adaptations,:with each community Ms
playing a different Combination of traditional, mgdified traditional, and Indus.
trial!), %oriented patterns, along with subitantial. unemployment:and
underemployment in many areas.

,tiVverthele.ss,' it is clear that traditional .ways or thinking and behaving ,
remain fmportant almost everYwhere. Vallee has .ongently 11h/stated this poln
With hti account of therablesand influenza epidemics in an Eskimo community, *

while lionigmann has shwa that even those Eskimos who are committed to lite
In a northern town retain deep positive feelings for the traditional hunting life bf
the past (lionlgrnann 1965, Valleit1969).- Thus, Eskimo and Indian parents and
children are still influenced greatty by a traditionel kinoriented, subsistence

- based, wily of life. Befoie they enter school northern' children: frequently hear
only an indigenous language at home and, are socializedrin tefriis of traditional
goals, valuesAnd attitudes.' Although Esirimo add Indian children have been
superficially exposed to different ways of life through observing whites and the
more accultuiated ftiembers of their communities, before entering school most
children have had no meaningful contact with the "Kabloone! or "white.' world
(Hobart and Brant 1986; IfOnigrnann 1985,Siridell 1968). .

Despite the regiOnal diversity Inacculturative level and economic owl'
',tattles, schools have generall:.-not adapted their programs to serve local needs,

- I*
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Thus, Students have not been prepared to take advantage of the ecimornic °ppm-
tunitiee available in their region. Vailee (1069) nolo, for example, that the .......
Eskimos and Indians of tfir Northwest Territories "have been able to take only .

, minimal edvantage of mining and other development's taking place on Weir own
doorstep ... (chleny becanse of their) lack of training and experience in Indus

, trial trocupatOcit.'!Atiother *Ample is the government policy forbiddinfrbea- , V.
-.' Hone! Wahine In Indian schools before grade nine, even though many Audents

have begun school as late as age thirteen or foUrteen and have planned to stop
school after three or four years. . ,

One reason why northern schools have not responded adequately to locil
condilloas,is that Indians and Eskimos, ttekeuie of their minority status* hete..-....--3
had little or no authority over the seleclionof school locations, curricula or
personnel. 4 centralized governmental bureaucracy has controlled the formula- 1

. Hon of educational policy and goals, the recruitment of staff and the determi-
nation of' curriculums. Almost all teachers in northern schools are,,
EutoCtutadians, trained 'in and for southern Canadian institutions. While often
very ,dedlinited,,most of these teachers have had no special training for northern
living otteaching children in a cross-cultural context: . . '

. Furthermore, many of these teachers possess negative: attitudes toward (he-
cultural 'patterns which prevail in the Metis, Eskimo or Indian communities they
se (King 1967, Slobodin 1966), Their negative stereotypes hove been NO- ...,

for beesuse, as Vallee and others have pointed out, social exclusion of sere°, '--
gation is characteristic of F northern settlements. Finally, almost all teachers ca.-

'turn to southern Canadian schoos alter one, two or three years in the North....
_,The dearth of indigenous teachers iind the lack of special training for .;

teachers in northern schools reflect a policy of "cultural replacement", or "the ,
attempt,inundereveloped areas, to replace the traditionsl culture with a mod-
em one in a 'short period ..." (Hobart'and Brandt 1966). Many educators admit
openly t they want to wean their Indian and Eskimo students away troll

.. their;- uitures-4 0d.). This attitude is reflected not only in curriculums, which,

the me ium of Instruction (Graburn 1969, Jenness'1968, King 1967). Very

4have g e C-W 1374ot been adapted to reflect northern realities, but also in the
extensi e use of residential sehools and the Actually exclusive use of English as.

recently some ettort3 have been made to develop instructional matetials in
' Eskimo, but comparable materials in the norlern Indian languages are not

curreettly avallable:3 s.

S

Peter S. Sindell
MAI id M. Wintrob

The psychological iMpatt of education

g How does this system of education effect the people who pass through it?
Many, studies report that students learn to devalue their own 'Esitimoness' olr
'Indlanness' but lack confidence in their ability to cope effectively with the
urbenindastrial lite style to which they have been exposed in school. The poll
of cultural replacement has treated intense conflicts in self-image with (tell
o f inadequacy' and hopelessness (Eterreman 1964, Clairmont 1963,11obart.19 ,
Hobart and Brant 1966, Hughesf 1966, and Parker 1964). In addition,
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intergenerational conflict, about.. education is prominent because parents feel
that the present educationar,system threstpris the integrity of their way of life
and causes their children to become disrespectful, disobedient, lazy, and aggres.
sire (Hughes 1960, Sindell and Wlntrob 1969)

.Altholigh.rndian and Eskimo parents often want their' children to attend
school for a few years so that they can learn English and have better..
opportunities for employment, they are ambivalent or opposed to prolonged
education because of its negative effects on their ehildren'i attitudes and be
havior. 'Intense parental opposition to education frequently becomes the precip-
itating factor in studints' identity conflict. Symptoms ot psychopathological
significance davelpp because during adolescence students ate forced to decide
whether to cohtinue their education in the face of parental opposition; or return
home to help theirsparinie in the expected manner.

Education end identity conflict
among Cree Indian youth

To -clarity the origins of these' psychological problents and to.,eittertabs
' how _widespread and severe they are, the authors virtually ali-(109I--"''

5tistas.sint and WaswolpisCree adolescents who attended elementary or high
sehoolalial967 and 1969`. A

9
a.

.14

God gave people some skills So the could support their linity and
. look after,- theln. A long, time ago when we stayed en the bush,#1
didn't khow anything about the *bite man's way. ,Everything my
mother gave nse, I appreciated le'; My father showed me how to be a
hunter. That's what I like to do; my' friends too. We want our sons 1.
to stay, around here, where they were born. And Work around here =R
cutting trees, or in mining. But when they go to school, the young
ones, they want to work in town. They just spend theirmoney and
drink. They don't -help their. parents or their small krothers and
sisters.- Sometimes thair cion.'t even have money to come home. So'

. what good does it do toilet our children go to school?

This quotation comes from a la year old hunter named Samuel Beaverr
skin, one of the 1500 Oree,Indlaiss of the Mbta,ssisi and Wistwithipi Bands living
in nottlicentral Quebec, soUth and east of James Bay.4 'Samuel lugs never been
to school himself, but five of his twelve children are presently attending and
three more have been to school .,in the past. The troditional.- Cut! hunt.
Ing-trapping.fishing mode-of life continues to be culturally' viable, but as in other
areas, acculturative changes are-occurring as mining and forestry operations ix
panel, roads and Communications are introduced, and fur prices decline (Chance
196841AM/sic 1968). COncurrently:the traditional patterns of enfulturatiori are
*log disrupte0 since most Circe children -are letst to':crildential schools in
`southpris' Canadian towns for ten' months of each year,' (Offing to their farn
files only for the two.morith summer vacation period.

The socialization experiences of theile children alternate between the bine-
inftrapping group, fishing camp, sod summer settlernel,,and the white, Wan-

t. _
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industrial centers where they attend schools The porppse of our study has
been to examine the psychological consequences, Of the discontinuities in en.
culturation which Cree students experience as they live alteniately in these two
very different environments. Our central hypothesis is that identity conflict
experienced by Cree students during adolescence reflects their attempts to re.
solve incompatibilities between the two major models for identification available
to them: the "traditional," represented mainly by adult ktn, and the "white"

-- middle or working class, represehted primarily ty teachers, counselors, and
foster families. n

Data has been collected, by means of an Adolescent Adjustment Interview
schedule. Consisting of some 100 items the AA1 was designed to investigate each
student's educational, oceupational, and social aspirations, the degree of parental
opposition they _engendered, the degree of confidence the student had in
achieving his gags along each of the three parameters, and the prominence of his
feelings of inadequacy, anxiety, and depression. Ethnographic fieldwork frorn
1966 to 1968 at the summer settlements, in the bush, and In a residential school
proilded essentjal 4ckground' information on the school milieu, Cree __encul-

-tifration, Wilily interaction patterns and attitiidillOWittl-education.,,OL-thi
group under study ntriety.three attended elementary schools, while fifteen stu, -

dents were enrolled in community high schools and lived with slrbite foster
families. As in many other northern areas only Iluring the past decade have most,
Mistassinand Waswaniptehildren attended school: In the study population the
age at school entry ranged from six to thirteen Years, with a mean of86 years.

During their preschool years Cite children participate fully in the tradi:
,tional life of the huntintreppAng-group. Models for identification are provided
by parents, graittarents, andadults of the extended kirrgroup. children assume
contributory roles- and are given responsibility in. accordance with their pro.
fidency In performingetasks having a clearly defined usefulness to the family and
hunting group (Rogers and Rogers .196348indell 1968). Boys' "play," such as
hunting birds and setting ratkblt snares, is patterned after'the activities of the
adult hunter. Oltislrelp their mothers collect firewood, cook and wasli clothes.
Times for eating and sleeping are determined by individual, preference rather
than scheduie. Children learn through experierice,that appropriate behaviour
involves embtfonal reticent' , seltrellance, genOosity, and cooperation in play
and in the pdrforrnance of tasks. There is a strong social sanction against the
overt expression of aggression, either verbally or physj*Yinrikkthmughout
their preSclool years competition atnong peers is criticized : Fighting, cArrring
and 14,141ttng back" are strongly disapproved, The -cultural emphasis crier.
osity and on effort directed toward the benefit of the kin indhunting gteup Is
reinforced by the fundamental Crete belief. that the "sOul spirit'? (Mlstabeo)
guiding each -man's behavior "is pleased with-generosity, kindness and help to
others" and that such behavior is related to success in hunting (Speck 1935).

With the shift from traditional milieu to white moan residential school
setting, Cree children are removed from the families at the time they are be.
coming competent to sissOne responsibilities *Rhin the 'hunting group, br,
the care of the household"ousehold and yOunger siblings. They are required to learn new
language; eat "store fogjd" rather than "biish food". and abide by rules'and a
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time structure completely atodds with their previoirs experience (Wintrob and
Sindell Ernott nal expressivity s encouraged, and so is competitiveness
and individualisti achievement' in scholastic performance, athletics And
extracurricular ivities. Overt expression of aggtemion Is tolerated to uch
greater d than is acceptable in their family mi lett. Their teachers and -

.dormito counselors know telativelylittle about Cre life, its value orientations
andbelief system, and generally conceive of their role as preparing children for

-life in 14:4nociern industrial society. In the residential 'schools instruction Is in
, English, the students foliow the normal provinciatcurriculums;and there are no

vocational ecurses specifically orjented to northern economic opportunities.,
A; their school careers. extend over six, eight,' ten, or even twelve years,

prolonged separatichl .froni the life of their family makes.it practically impossible
for Cr ee students to learn the skills required for successful adaptation to bush
life. At the same time they *Nuke a growing knowledge of, and Some capacity ,

, to adept:to, the life-style of the,white urban society thatsurrounds theist. Both
of these factors-contribute tq, a growingcsense of 'alienation from the traditional
life of the Band; although students continue to 'experience anxiety in their
interaction with. whites. Through continuing' contact with residential school
staffs Who live in the dormitories MO the students and act actively involveg
with the :sttidents' extratUrticular. activities most Oree children ultirtittelp
develop close relationship with one Or more of their teachers and counselors.
'this laperticularly true of the high school atudenta, who live with whitifoster
-familiej. In this way the attitudes, beliefs and behavior patterns of their white,
teacher, tounseliars and foster families becomedriternate Models for identi-
fication which contrast sharply '4414:traditional" models of the students' pre-
school and summer experience.

Most Cree adults recognize the usefulness of having some of their chlidan:
. attend'sehool for two,or three years in order tq learn enough English and French

td funstion as interniediaries in their increasingly frequent contacts with white
. --itoitxdoent officials, tourists and potential employers: However, faced With the

greet need for.skilled help to maintain the continuity and effective functioning .

of tke..hunting group; parents exert mounting pressure on their Children, be-
ginning early in adolescence, to stop school and return to helpon the triplinir
and "learn the Indian ways". Those students who persevere with their education
in thegace of "parental opposition characteristically shousyMptoms of de.

, pression and feelingSof guilt based on their refusal to comply with the needs of
the kin grqup. Diminution ,Of farniilal emotional support compounds these
feelings. The sense of isolation which resultaintensifies students' fears of failure

'in achieving their aspirations of completing high school and going on ,to become
nurses, teachers, seeretaries,- engineers, bush pilots, mechanics or draughtsmen, It
also contributes in a reactive way to their Increasing emotional investment In
'interactions with teachers, counselors and foster families, and to'a growing sensi-
tivity to rejection by wIlites.

Given the' types of enculturative discontinuities and intergenerational
conflict described, we hypothesized that a latge proportion of the AAI protocols
would reveal marked Identity conflict, as defined by a sharp disparity between
the ,.student's stated . educational,. occupational; and social aspirations as

.
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compared' with his expectation); of achievement, by the student's manifest
anxiety in response to his parents' opposition to the various goals he has set for
himself, and by a majority of positive responses in that section of the AM
probing feelings of anxiety, inadequacy and despression. On this basis .re rated

'48 percent of the 108 students as having clearly defined conflict.
In an additional 14 percent of AM protocols indicatiOns of Identity con-

flitt were 'Sufficiently pronounced to constitute manifest psychopathology or
"Identitt.confusiOn" :(8rikson 1068). Thfrteen thise sixteen, cases were
female elementary school students,,ranging in age from thirteen-to seventeen,
la,hose AM protOcols wire characterized by strong polaritation toward a' white
middle -class life style.6 Clinically, they could be diagnosed as having depressive
disorders with insomnia; lossif appetite, irritability, crying spells, sciiial with.
drawal, loss of interest in extracurricular activities, isolation and alienation from
friends, family, and schotil personnel, feelings reiettion, and inability to cope
with academic demands. lh almost every case' these. symptoms have been pre?
cipitated by confrontation between students and their 'parents over whether to
continue school or return to the faintly. This confrontation generates intense
anxiety as students struggle,to resolve conflicting wishes to adopt a white mid.
dieclass life-style and yet at the same time avoid total disruption of emotional
ties with their parents.

The anguish of identity confusion is dramatically illustrated by the fol
lowing quotation, taken from the letter of a seventeen year old girlpto a white
teacher with tvhom she had related closely in the past:

Could I please work at your place again. It would help me a little to
overcome my shyness. Maybe. If you gave me extra help it would-

, help me lots. Because right now I can't bear it when people talk
about me being shy .. . I have no defiVevrsonality right now, so
give me a personality. I know I am asking lots but please help me.-

, implications for northern education policy
Spindler has suggested that the search for identity is a constant procis "...

In all human beings as members of cultural systems" (1968) and that this process
- becomes :licuie when divergent cultural systems come into contact. Education In

such circumstances can foster identity confliet by forcing people to. choose
-between two contrasting .sets of values, role expectatiOns, and, models for identi,.::
illation, or it Can promote persoqal and cultural syothesis.7 Northern education'

Canada has been characterized in philosophy by tultural replacement and in
practlee by enculturative diacontinuity.' The resitit.has. frequently been identity
conflict and, in some cases, identity Confusion...

-What can be done to, reduce identity colfliet and prevent identity con
fusion among Indian and Eskimo students? Our findings, in common with those
of several other recent sttidlis (HObitt 1968, King 196/, Melling 1967, Sim
1968, Tremblay et el, 1968)- suggest that present eduCationai practices jeop.

.ardize the continuity, vitality and ctittuial integrity of Indian and 'Eskimo life "
that both indigenous northern groups and the government declare them thern
selves determined to ()reserve." Our findings also indieate that the greatest degree .
of unresolved, identity conflict is eXperienced by those _students who polarize

A
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most strongly tOward the white middle-class identity model under conditions of
Wens() parent oppositicin to. formal education. . b

Thus two essential principles for the tedudion of identity conflict among
Indian and Eskimo youth are the validation of the student's self-image and the
strengthening of his self-esteem as an Indian or Eskimo, and thceffective in-
volvement of Indian and Eskimo adults in the-formulation of educational policy
for their children. To cam' out these principles would regnire that, combined

-- ftsidentiallday schools be located in northern -settlements,and be staffed by
-_incligerious teachers and counselors. Teaching In the first, three or four grades ..-_,

would be ,condticted in the c ildren's mother tongue. Thereafter he curriculum -,_,
would be bilingual but woul include' instruttional, materials In the indigenous
language ,on lOcal history, vernment, and religion throughout the ,children's
school years. School vacat ris would be scheduled to allow students to spend
time vigil their-families In he bush or jn,the outlying camps In Order to retain ''°-
familiarity with the traditional life style'and acquire the relevant skills. TeacherS,
both indigenous and EutoCanadian, *mild-receive-training in the listory, Ian.:
guage,.and oulture,of 'the communities-they are,toserve. Furthermore, Eskinao
and Indian personnel of all ages would be recruited to teach in their local

. schools. For the tipper elementary and High school gradWstudents would attend'
community schools in northern towns, closest to; their homes, .but the same
principles of tonne- content,, bilingual curriculums and specially trained teachers
would apply. These students would live,In cottagetype residences staffed by
both whites an&Indlansor Eskimos until they Started high school, During high

:school students would live With-Indian,- Eskimo, or White foster families. Prof
vision would be made for regular visits home and kir parental visits with their'
Children at school,

At present parents perteivelOrmal education as having limited usefulness
and regard it as the white man's attempt ;to alienate their children from thein,
their way of life,md the NOrth.Where school programs designed to serve local

. needs and reflect more adequately, the indigenotii culture, history, and language,
then parental opposition to formal education would be reduced.8 Were Indian
and Eskimo-parents empowered Co.!")perate their own school districts and be
fully participating members of school' boards In towns where their children
attend community schools, then they would be .equipped by experience to
understand the purposes of .educatioll; would be assured of its relevanceeand
would come to conceptualize the schools as,their own rather than imposed on
them. Consequently intergenerational conflict over education would be reduce&

Were policies such as those we have outlined implemented we contend that:,
Indian and Eskimo youths wound retain-a positive sense of cultural and personal-
identity and would acquire the linguistic, technical, and behavioral skills-they
need to participate effectively in the development of the North.

NOTES'

1. The term '"Middle North" refers to those regions which are north of the
settled areas of Canada (as indicated by thelack of rearm*, roads, large
population centers, and' developed land) and south of the high Arctic.
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Thus,It would include the northern portioxii of the Canadian provinins,
the YtilionTerritory,and- the southern part of the'Northwest Territories :
(Trevor LI dyd, personal CommunIcation)e
There are, of course, important cultural and historical differences between
the Arctic and the Middle North but it is beyond the scope and purpose of-
the prbserit paper to enumerate them.
For example in Nouveau Quebec for use in the early primafy giad,es..
All %personal and place_ Hanes used in this Section are fictitious except
those locating the region and identifying the two Cree Indian Bands under
Study. - ,

I, uThe term -`white` used. In this context to represent all Canadians of
. noriIndian (or, Eskimo) extraction who are identified and labelled -as
'white' by the Cree under study. . .

This subject Is discussed in greater detail in Wintrob ind Sindeil 1969b. I

Attempts to resolve identity conflict through synthesis of the two major
models for Identification are discussed In Slidell and -Wintrob' 1969,
Wintrob and Sindell 1968, and Wintrob and Sindell 1969a. °

Ideally Multi-track curriculums could be inttoduced so that students could
choose for themsyves between programs emphasizing university prep-.
oration and those emphasizing traditional subsistence skills or modern
northern vocational training.,

t-
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The Fedinal Governmtimt as
Agent of Cross-Cultural

Education in Alaska.

Mr. Vallee has described in his paper the sotto-cultural situation among th19
Eskimo of Canada which, in, my opinion is analogous to the soclocultural
situation among Alaskan Eskimo. Vallee has pointed out that basic decisions
hate historically been made by outside non.Eskimo offitials or individuals in the
Canadian (north. This hold, equally, true for Alaskag Nativet..1 wjuld like to
breifly sketch the decislon.making process-in educatiOnal administration in
Alaska since schools were established for Alaskan) Natives., and conclude with
some discussion of what the Bureau Of Indian Affair$ is attempting in order to
change the basic historical pattern./

During the time'Rusila claimed what is known today as the State of Alaska,
that is, from the lait quarter of the ,eighteenth century until 1867, few schools

0

'This paper is based in part on three sources: (1) Thomas R. Hopkins'
-. "Educational PrOvislon for . the Alaskan Natives Since 1867,'' Unpublished
Master's Thesis, Austin: University of Tex.* 1959, (2) personal experiences in
Ante and '(8) recent program changes-sponsored by the Bureau of
Indian Affairk United States Department of the Interior.
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were eitablishh for the Eskimo poptdation!s of Russian America. Those that
were established for ?Alaskan Natives v ere mostly in the Aleutian Islands and in
the Panhandle and, were far the Aleuts and. Southeastern Indians, respectively.
These schools were for the progeny of mixed marriages, Russian men and Indian
*omen, and taught 'a, form of Christianity and some navigational skills. The

?decisionmaking process in the Russian-American schools rested In the hands of
the clergy who were backed by the Tsa.rist Government in Moscow. It was an
authoritarian structure that did not include a local voice in any serious manner.

Schools for the far northern peoples did not develop rapidly following the
purchase of Alaska by the United States. In fact, the Russian government
continueil to support its American schools for.twenty years after the 1867 sale
of Alaska, establishing a curious pattern of spending more. for the education of
citizens of a foreign nation than that country itself spent. Schools for the Native
populations began to be establiShed.in the1880's. This was accomplished largely,
through the-efforts of the first Agent for Education ofithe Territory of Alaska,,'
DrsSheidon Jackson. These first Native ac hoots were run by various Christian
missionary groups from the United States which were subsidized by the Federal
Government. Dr. Jackson was head of the Rocky Mountain Diocese of the
Presbyterian church and at the same time General, Agent for ,Education.
Therefore, the early decisionmaking process for Native schools was controlled

. by the variousChristian,missionary groups in the. United States, and to a certain
extent by the Federal 'Government. The. first Federal grant for ,education in,

,Alaska, $25,000 in "1884t was administered through the 'Bureau of Education
and went to Native and non-Native alike, much of it through mission schools.
This pattern continued until the Federal Government passed legislation against
subsidizing missionaries in the schooling-of the aboriginal population.

e /The shift away from the hiring of missionaries to educate Native children
started about 1895 and was more or less completed by 1917. The Bureau of
Education of the United Stites continued to administer schObis tot the Native
people in Alaska until March 16, 1931; when the sehools were turned Ozer to the
Department of Interior, Bureau of Indian Affairs, an organization that had heln-
working with the schooling of American'Indians fOr. threeAuarters of a century.
Under 'the Bureau of Indian Affairs ,Alaskiifi Natives shared in the Indian

.. Reorganization Acts created by the Roosevelt administration's New Deal and
ad miaisteredby Commissioner of Indian Affairs, John Collier, -

During the New Deal, two important non-education developments--took
4plice in Eskimo villages that have a relationship to current program directions.
The Indian Reorganization Acts made it possible for Indian2 groups to organize
"Village Councils" in order to express a concern for local involvemernand to
begin civil government, non-Native style. Native Alaskans were encouraged to
establish cooperatio Stores, with "Store Councils" to administer them. As
would he expected, cooperative Native stores incurred the immediate wrath of
local traders.

I will digress briefly to describe the method used to. establish cooperative
Native stores. First, village teachers and Bureau administrators worked with

2 Under the Reorganization Acts, Eskinios were considered as Indians. .1
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Native groups to form a tounoltand to ask for a GOvernment loan to be used for
establishing a village stop. Second; the Store Council selected a manager from
among the village population. Third, the managers ran the store based on policy

_ established by the Council (Store and Village Councils are separate groups).
Store Councils received no training regarding their responsibilities. Neither

did the managers. The result was that frequently the stores did not do well and
were More ofterr,,A, the red than in the black. The author of this paper served as
a teacher in a oneteachey day school in 1954.56 and advised the Store Council.
This cooperative Native store, the only business' in the village, did not show a
consistent profit, and had never been able to repay 44 loan as called for in the

.Original agreement* :°-, .

It Is important to note that the whole idea of Village and Store Councils
emanated from Congress and the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

From 1931 to the present, village groups or committees concerned only'
with education have emerged, but have dealt with the more superficial matters
,of the scirool: Today,- basic decisions for schools operated for Alaskan Relives
are made by Bureau of Indian Affairs' r iministrators who are advised by their.
education personnel.. Local decisions for schools are made by school building
administrators. Above the school hultding level, decisions are made by
non-education administrators WhO are ,career Civil Servants. In this respect,
educational decisions are still outside of the village and are also outside of the
control of professional edUcators. Top level educational administrators id
pederally operited schools for Native peoples in Alaska may make only,
recomniendations concerning setgol policy.

In recent years the Office of Indian Education of the Bureau of Indian
Affairs has been interested in obtaining grassroots Eskimo and ,Indian
involvement ih the decisionmaking process and has started what called Project
Tribe, The ultimate ailli of Project Tribe is to establish school ards I all
Eskimo and Indian cop unities and to train the members in'the respo Ries

P of the position. Bureau of Indian Affaire'officials are trying to avoid mistakes
made at the inception of the coopeiative stores project, 1

An interesting aspect of the establishment of school boards, or local control
for Eskimo education in Alaska, is the problem of overcoming a century_and a
half of authoritarian control of the schools. Alaskan Native people have ben
taught a certain relationship to theli schooti that does not include them In any
significant manner, The effects a Change In the education decisionmaking
'process will have on the school achievement of Eskimo children are, of course,
unknown; but Tegardiess Of the outcome education must be tied closer to the
lives of the ehildren whose ancestors lived in the Arctic long before the
intrbduction of schools.

4
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General Outiiitie of Ecoiromic andtultural Development in
the Far North in the Years of Soviet Power ,

Tbd Far North of Soviet Russia stretches from west to east for the most
part along the Arctic Ocean coast. it consists of vast areas of tundra and taiga,
Mainly in Asia and partly in Europe. The population of this' vast iertitoiris
trta4e up of peoplexfrom a number of the many nations and nationalities of the
Soifet Union, Kornis, Yalcuts arid others, and 'minor northern groups, the
£Yenks,.ths. Nenet; and others, and also Russiam, Ukrainians and Byelorussians,

' There are mire than twen,ty minor' nationalities, including the Evenki,*the
Nenetz, the Khants, the Mansl, the Kojiaks, the Setkoops, thtigivIchs, the Sarni,
the Chtitschis, and the Eskimos, who continue to use their Own languages arid
keep up 'special (eatIrres of their material and spiritual culture. According to the

est statistics thft account far about 140,000 of the population.
The origin of many northern nationalities goes bark to the neOlithie age.

ery indent features can be traced in the culture of the northeastern
r". mien& (the Chukchis, the Korlaki and the Itelment) who,sre evidently

ti
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descended from the neolithic population of North Asia. According to Soviet
4.irthaeologv and 'anthropOlogy the history of such related, nationalities as the
9hukchls and the.Korialis embracts a period of four thousellaidears. i
ter. The purpoie of scientific study of the Far NortlyilYthe USSR is for a,

ipomprepensive investigatien of the history of northern tribes and nationalities
- tm the basis* of generallukt archaeological, anthropological, ethnographic and,

linguistic data. Some. major research has been Wiled out ln the Soviet Union on
these problems In thy last fifteen to twenty, years and the results have been
published In a number of scientific.papers and monographs at thelipProPrIlle
Institutes of the Academy of Sciences of. the USSR. .,

The minor northern nationalities disperied.14 tiarmost remote and In.
acessalble is of,Russlefot marl centuries remained Outside civilization, In
thilecenrpast the la e 091016 and cultural aspetts of the life of the Minor

,sratifmapties in .1 hero' areas, of tundra, taiga and the sea'coast 'were
bound up 6641)4 w `0ch ccupallons as hunting, fishillfland relndeerbpeding;:
and traditionalldst ricallyestablished forms of 16!1Qtlet economy. These basic
occupations d obsolete social relations were`' indication of a low level hi the

- development
an
of the.produCtIve forces which was In general typical of the north.

em peoples before the socialist transformation 6f theli"ecenomY ' - 1-. ',- - _

Tsarlit° Russia` hindered the economic ,and,oultural development of-the
.pinor nationalities In the North, Made their backwardness arutdisintegration
into smaller'. tribes the norm. Frequent Ontbreaks of epidemics on the trarthern

, - edges of Russ)* led to the annihilation of'masses of people. For instance, in the
Kolyrna end.Chultot districts the Yukagir people diminished in number. by halt *4

,- -:during the thirty years beaveen the end of the nineteenth and the beginning of - lik
he twentieth century; great numbers: of Chukchi', Kodak; and Eskimos -slap

in the same period. .

x In the years preceding the Octoher Revolution the peoples of se Far
,,.Notth Were almost entirely illiterate. According to the °MOW statisties for

1908, literacy among the native population In gernias and districts oftiberia;
ranged *In 0.5 percint,in the Yakutsk Region'and the Yenisei Oubernia'jo 1.2
percent in the Primary, Region. The Native population of the Amur Region
were entirely. illiterate In tsarist Russ!, the minor natronalitles of the North had
neither ;ranters languages nor,literature
0 The Great October SoriallsCRevelution ushered in a new era In the world's

c' history.' Having overthrown the system dr exploitation and oppression, the ...
...-unrkers and 'peasants of .multinational Russia guided by the _Communist Party ..

strirted huge scale constructive ;work to transforni society along socialiit lines.
One of the key problems of the Sociallit Revolution was,t,he national questibit
The Soviet. Government was the first in the world to proclaim the equality of all ,.- .
nations, their right tt-Selfdetennination and the, unimpeded development of
national minorities and ethnic groups inhabiting Russia. The October Revolution:.:
aroused the peoples In the Far North just as it aid all the other peoples of

-- multinational Russia. These peoples were drawn into socialist constructiori
Their cultural developinent VilIS4ffeeted so that the local natural conditions and.c---
national features of the economy of the native population wereliken Into
consideration.
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In the years of foreign Interven n'a Civil Was e peoples of the Far
tlorth faun themselves under the rule of a White CNA. administration. They
*ere cut'off

O

(vcrn the central regions of Russja and were thus Inaccessible the
Ooverntrrnt of the wdrkersand the peasants. After driving the iniettentionists
end the White Guards out of the-Far North; the' Soviet Govefnment_began to
render, the local population all necessary assistance. By the early:rvi ties Soviet
power was established in all parts of the Par North and for the first= e efforts

. Were made to 'bring the minorisatidnalities in contact with co( as nd,1004t.''
lion.

In the North the first national administrative regions of the Rus;lart Oider,
talon' vrefe torineti10 )9281929 'and the national, territories with their.loval
party and administrative bodies in 1929 -arid ,19304 The establishment of seltov
erring national territories completed4he creation 9f the national administrative
system for the minor nationalities North. It to develop their
national consciousness, brought them closer together and Mylded the necessary
conditions for socialist construction:

The Soviet GOVernMent.Orried out. a. greit number of social, economic,
and cultUral, transformations in the Far Mirth in which the native popylation

:,took an active part. Throughout the years of Soviet Government, industry.has"-
' ieen set up In the national regions: nd territories of the North and agriculture

and traditional trades are now.developing,on anew technical basic-Today the
-Soviet North hstids a prominent. place, in our country's economy. It is renowned

. foegreat reserves of timber,- In addition to its hugenaturaldeposits of coal, oil,
414, gold, ttri, mica and many other minerals:

,f In the prodtiction of several Important items the regions of,the'Far North
occupy first place, In the economy of our country. All our reindeerbreediniii
aided on here and the cities of Munnansk, Arkhangelsk, Ainderrita,

NaomiMar,. Salekharst; kinintitiairtniYisk;,Norilsk, Dudinita, Wow, Magadan
and Anadir ate industriateentere which have developed extensively.

; There Is how a broad,network of state and cooperative farms:engaged in
hunting' and reindeerbreeding. ThejOstorically4stabilshed economy of the
peoples of the,North which could be described as petty, individual farming is
now transfo'rrited into, large:sertie socialized farininf silth,uptodate.technical
equipment. The state `and cooperative farms' Millie highly skilled personnel: driv,7

mechanics;. navigators,' reindeer and fnehearing animal breeders, who are --

from the Native pepulatIon,_:
Besides the baste branches of the economy of the North, new

branches (fur-Oaring animal breeding, agriculture and manufacturing industry) .

to further the protection lindlreproduction,of biological resources and this,

are cle3t$1oping In many regions. In these sphereeof pr ion favorable con.
dItIons are provided for allround use of labour reserves of the pa Walton;

The Soviet Government is, taking consistent, scientilically.based m,

makes possibje the prolonged preservation of 'the commercial'attributei of vast:
hunting grounds, pastures, great rivers and lakes.

Sodellst transformation of the economy and increases in labor pro.
thictivity.,and' the well.belng of the Native pOpulation were the basis of vitally ,
important changes connected with their transition to a settled *ay of life. This
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process of transition of a people, who -had been nomadic for centuries Is II
simultaneous .process of transforming not only the nomads' life and occupations,
but their psychologyia process of breaking with the.old, primitiveways.

A steady the of the economic and cultural levels In the life'bt the peoples
of the Fax North has ,resulted in a steady increase in population: increases are
being -registered in all the northern national territories. Thus, since `19b9 the
Most people hive increased their number by 26.9 percent, the Khant people by

-20.9 percent, the' Nerd; by 20 percent and Dolgan people 18.6 percent.
Only under the tovlet.Obitertiment Piave the. peoples of,t,he North been

able tO.get- every kind of Medical aid' at medical and prophylatile inttitutions.
The' inetvrork of hospitali,miclical.and pkOphylptie institutions, beejth centers,
dental surgeries; maternity consultian--oe-nterte,eka; has grown Oltr.by year,
Thtis, In the seven national territories of -the North-pie. number'bf .beds in::
hospitals and health centers doubled in the yeart petween 1959 atfd 1969 alone
_and by the and of 19,67 totalled 7,105. The number of dental surgeries has

...Increaed' froill six thirtY-five. A total of thirty-seven'medical aid ceitters.serv-
:leegf:tty, rPecTal aircraft have been set up ip the regions') of the Far North to
,provide Urgent medical aid. . " - _

medical institutions in the North are now staffed'by larger number*f
personnel.- Altogether 170 Young physicians, representatives of,the.ha

ttonalities of the Far-North, havegraduated front Medical institutes in, the last
stew years. -4t present about 400 repreientatives of minor nationalities are train.

institutes or doing -the preparatory course";
Extensive .Wpik by the medical 'service has contributed to aAecrease

and the:child mortality, rate In the populated areaSOfthe North.,_
k great deal Is _being done, to further cultural enlightenment In the:Far

Nbrth.' There 'clre 666 clubs, 500 Vbraries and 650 film projeetoti functioning in
the national territories, radio* is Installed in .most Of the: settlements, .whilif
htintere, 'reindeer-Weeders and fishermen ,haVe transistor .fadlos. Television is
Installeftip ChulciP,sk, Talmir,-yamal.and the Khant6,-Maitsylsk territorY. News. .

pets comin_g cut in 'the territories and radio programfbroadcast both in
trtsiatt Aid WA* languagel keep all the people well informed about current

Ventkin home and International affairs, rational amateur entertainment
Met continue to develop. The Chukot, Eskimo; Koriak, Mansi and Nenietz_song

--,,and dike, 'Companies enjoy wide pR`kularity in our country. Of interest is the
,Originikart`of 0,`,-,tikchi and Eskimo bonecarvers, handed down Nom generation

to generation. Their wonderful bone-carvings have been displayed at exhibitions

The cultural revolutiOn,awakened the great creative forces of the minor
nationalities in the North. These *lottedto have their own men of science and
culture, among them,talented writers, scientists, and: artists. Vastly Evachan,
M.Sc., an Evenk, is a well-known expert in the history and economy of the'Far
North who successfully cornbides his scientific work with extensive party and
administrative activities in the Evenk national territory. O.R.- Popov, M.Sc.;
Dolgart, investigates, economic problems of agricultur$ and traditional trades in
the North. Pyotr Inenlikey, a linguist and transiatOr, first .M,S6;annong 14:
Chtdcchis, Is a scientific research worker' at the institute of Linguistics-of tile`
Academy of Sciences of the USSR and dms research into his native language, ;

J :
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In the Soviet period the minor nationalities of the North have begun to t
develop national literatures.- Yaklin Samar, ti ,Nanalan,_ was one of the first
writers-of the Far'North. The works of Ytirl Ritkheu, a pOpular Chtikot author,
are translated into many languages. .The talented' Mansi poet, Yuan Shestalov,
whose *try reflects lyrical trends in Mansi folklore, the Chukot poets Victor
Iteulkut and Antonina Kimitial, the Nenetz poet Vasily Ledkov, the Evenk poet
and linguist Vasily Lebedev, add other poets and writers who are all reprelen
tatives of the minor nationalites of the North, are clear that the new
socialist culture of minor ationalitles'is flourishing. .

Beeause-of -the remendous economic and cultural developinent in the:
North there is a constant demilicyfor skilled personnel with higher and sec
cindery education. In view- of this a good deal of attention is paid to training
personnel among this local population -With general secondary schopli serving as
the basis for training Native people for different spheres of material and.spiritual
life. At present -there are 600 general schools in which children of the Native
population are educated.

-_ There are alsb eleven speOlailied educational-Institutions for the peoples of
the North. fn addition, representatives of the Native population receive higher
and secondary education in various Soviet cities,

_ Short Historical Qutline of the Development
of Public Education In-the Far tiorth

.

The first Soviet schools- appeared in the Far North in the twenties when a
start was made in developing the economy and culture. One oethe first Soviet,

-schools for,Nenetz children was opened'in the Arkhangelsk Region In 1922 on
the initiative of the "Nomad" Nenetz cooperative whiph fully, maintainecrit,
those- years the bisic type of school which fully 'corresponded to the specific
local ,conditions was; the boarding school, and in the more remote regions with
nomadic population? there appeared cultural centers which combined a boarding
school with hospital facilities and provision for club and study groups. These
culturaVcenters' occupied a prominent place in the history of the Soviet Far ';-
North owing to the great role, they played in the develd-pment of the economy
and Attire of the Native popUlatioh.

'Another special reitiiie74- cultural, construction in the North were mobile
"Red Chooms" and "Red Yarangas" (tents),whose staff travelled with the no
medic people, carrying On political, cultural, and enlightenment workartiongthem.

`-,The introduction of compulsory primary education in the national regionS
A ,and territories 1:.1 the North in 1930 marked a general advance in public educe.

(ion. A- significant role in the implementation of universal compulsory education
was played by nomad schools whibh provided a_onsidetable range of primary
education among the feindger-breeders'- children:During the six years beginnIng
with -the 1929.30 academic year the network of schools- for the minor nation;
alitiel expanded from 123 to 555,

In the period'between 1938 and 1941 an almost complete set of textbooks --

for 'first- and secondyear schooichildrerr was published for national schools in
the North. Some textbooks for the third and fourth years, syllabuses, aids in`
teaching methods and children's books for outofclass reading were published.
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A, tot of sixty books on Weilll and political subjects were published in:
the four years between 1939 and 1941, both In native languages and Russian.

flithitik"children of the peoples of the Far North in iheir, native languages
in their early schdbi years ensured a more conscious and thorough assimilation of

- elementary 'knowledge, Native' languages were of paramount importance in Cont -1.
ducting educational work among the children, and Were was an increase in'the
number of teachers with a command of local languages with a corresponding
extension Of the school network and attendance. ,

.The ,diffi6ult conditiona,of- wartrme_dictInot hinder the developMent of
public edbca,tiOn in the Ear North; the teaching personnel successfully` put Into
practice' the lei! on unlve_rsar 'primary education,- organizing. -mtriotle. activities ,
for schoolchildren .wha_helfid their motherland and the' army in various wayS,-
and adopted soldiers' and o \-

Assistance to the Par North Increased after the end of the Great. patriotic
.-Witr. The Communist Party and ;the Soviet Government adopted several degees
aimed at further improving-public-education in the Fat North, In the.1945.48
academic year sanatorium forest schools, for sickly children Sveri_opened in the,
Par North, Preparatory -forma Were setup In national schools.

and primary
1045.1048 Native laniusgatex Its were published for preparatory

and primary classeaat Schools for the-- pies of the North who .had written-,
languages, and new syllabuses fot--natfle anguage teaching were also Worked out,
lfichiding the Chukot, Eskimo and Kodak- languages. -The almOtt t941.1111tftaCY

_ of the native populatiohln the North 'madeit 'essential for the Soviet Potato.
to,take -apeclal measures to teach the adult population10-;ead and Write_10

IlingUagea;74446 were',carkled out at illiterac eliMinatiOn Centers, In
"Wed Chooms" and "Rea Yarangas", In'botIk'niohile and permanent ithools.
These organizstidna) forms `of eliminating tiliteracq were Created' to suit the'
yoking and living conditions Of ,the population. As a result of this cultural and

'edueatiOnal Work,the overwhelming majority of the population 14 the North has
f,_hecome ifteratfriti 'a _shOit period, conditions were provided for implementing..

Universal compulsory eight -year schooling and- a further Improvement sec.
.Ondary education..

-"- _ Netwoik Of Schools andhiumberiof Pupils
At present all the' three, _basic:types of sehools_provided by the SOO(

public educatioksys1kin; priniary, sehools, eighties; schools, and secondary
-.schools with4.101.yeit:pgrfoil of schooling, are'funetioning.In all the national;
regions and tenitories. Due' to local.condAtons the most Widespread are school _--

-.1:soarding.housel, boardintschools and -'sthOole With- afterschool groups,: A
further _rationalization of the school network by closing small primary schools.
and merging 10111u primary, eightyear and secondary schools has continued In
the last few years with a view- to providing maximum facilities for successful
teaching.

Thus, although .in the 1429.30 Seadentic year the number of national .
schools in the whole of the gar North totalled 123, in which only go percent of 'T

childien'cr sch0014110 were educated, In the 1987.611 Acidemic year the number
of schools in the national territories alone amounted to 623 with ,ii total -of
90,000 pupils,,ifiCliiding 23,800 cbildren_of the minor nationalities. .
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Ail the children in the regions of the Far North whose parents are engaged
-in hunting, reindeerbreeding, fishing and other trades are iddgeti4 equipped and
boarded free in ,school boardinghouse's . or boarding schools which have,-
we I 1 rdef NI hostels, classrooms;- study_ roontil,,,gyinnasiums; instructional work.

...shops, Medical inspection rboms,arid diningrooms..
Schools with After-school grotips give Much help to parents in the up.

bringing of their children. litre the children stay after school hours; they do
their homework sand enjoy recreation-under, the teachers', guidance. The (01.-
1ov/111g data show how"the number of schools of th_a type has)rateased. in the

11962.69 academie year there. were *slitteert schools with groups iiltV
'a total of-1,31% puplii; in the 1913.1.68 acadetile year the total number of Web
schools was 149 with the total, of 7,095 upils, Thd densi network of schools 4(1
Various types heips implement ,the schOol law of 1058*on universal compulsory
eightYear

implementation or Universal comptilsory eightyear education lays the
fothidation for the introduction of compulsory Secondaryedueation, which has
become °essential because of the advance in 'Science, and, technology
country, .I'ransition to universal secondary education is planned for completion:
In the USSR by 1070. Favorable conditions are *cited in the Far North as in all
the other parts of the cOlintry for all teenagers with eigittlear schooling to

-continue their studies 'and -receive a secondary education.-The youth -,of the
northern nationalities receive, secondary education in general 'sect..mdary schools, _

-vocational technical schools and secondary specialized 'schoots both technical
and pedagogical; it-ls possible, for youngsters who are workiiig to complete the_lr-
education at evening and porresPondence :

For instance, the Khanty.Mansylsk national territory there are
twentY.One young -*Otters' schools ,with a total number of 3;$72 pupils; .

_ .:consultation centers hate been opened at sixty.two children's general secondary
schools for 768 young workers who study by correspondence.

'Specific:Features of Education and Teaching Melhodi In National,
, ,

Schools in the Far North -

Publia education in the Far,North of the RSFSR is not an isolated sYstemt--
'1,1)t ,00mponen't pad' of the single state system of public education in the_

USSR, although, the unifiad' content and level of primary and secondary
education do not rule out specific °feattires And teaching methods in national
schools in accordance-with specific features in the economy, life and culture of-
various nations and nationalities. ,

The main feature of school education of the Minor nationalities of the Far
North is that the puels are tagght hi their Native languages in the initial stage of
elementary training_ which gddually develops into parallel interconnected in-

-751ructinirlir,Nativelanguagevanditusslan -whieircontinueruntil thrconipietiort
'Of elvwtitary education. instruction in Native languages in national schbois of
the Par North lithe ne foundation upon which- is built`the entire systons-
of elementary education of c Ildrenf minor nationalities; It lays -the bulls for -',
literacy and speech and shapes the initial stock of the child's notions of the
Surrounding world.' Many years' 'experience of school instruction in national

I

e
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'kehools of the Far North has shown that yoUng northerriarr master the initial
practical sliiiis of reading, writing, counting And speaking successfully only when .
taught, in their own languages, which,' to a considerable extetii, make Kessler for

, them to inastekRussish end creates, kyorable conditions for trattsttion to SO.
ondarytelliteition and studrOf the fundamentals of sciences,

The -Russian larigusp as a language of intercommunication and poop.
'erationrhatelito. ail the peoples of the Soviet Union Is of particular Importance
for the rinnr nationalities of the Par North .due to their backwirdness 10 'the
pot, ft has becomesorie Of the ,most important means of 6 g them into con!
tact With modern tuiture and Science* a time of tremendOus sdrenee hi society,
teienciand technology:: ,

These *Me:alit- actors stiengehen` the desire of the minor riatIonalities,:,-
psi 1culluif the yOuth, to master the.RUssian- langusge Which his become a -7-
natural component Pad of their life todsY:_with Nativellingusges still being Used
not only in their twines, btif in all spheres Of their ilfe. ,
-='- Nettie languages Axe_ also` an indispensable means of %Coitus%

Political ihforniation work among,the population. This 'tie y seen lithe
lare°inurnberat textbooks, worlul'Of fiction and politt kis published by
the central and regional_ publishing hoists in thsolan of the Northern
peoples, and also in local newspepers and radio programs in Natiye languages in
the-001001 territories. I-; .

instruction- In Native languages with a 'gradual tun' sition fo,
-,Rusdan Is provides! in primary schools in the FarNorth five-year tan* 6

ach clings_ iii trewitOY: forth 4011.the (144 second, thin! Aid birth forme,
rrfth spstaist ay Ousels, :textbooks :and eppropriale_ teaching' nseithods:;' Iti _tbe

tepatatbvy grildo Instruction In' the Native language with -a short
nwnttnrry course. 'While learning to ;read and develop. tiled own
speech, *Ring and reading skills, in the first form work iseontinued_ dkvelop..-:_
their habits of oral and`written spetth and reading textbooks Natively)
a Y- compiled for each nationality. Teaching aids are. polilished fOr esqlpr'

sums hinguarito help thelescher. -2- ,
As early es hi 1985 and 1936 s sill/buses in Nettle, iingtiegesirifte:

'worked out tot Ornery schooli In the Far Ninth. They toOk-Into account
spedilc-features of language structure and the way of life; In Mihaly ichoOts

- the Par North arithmetic Is also Wight in a Native e dee, ,
the, lams** Of pies belonging to the -palaeoasta ogrosip there Is a different =
counting syste the development of counting skills according to, the decimal
system Ages Into sOotial flits peculiarity of the,,Natire

dal d textbooks dtsigned for the teaching if to _

nott e' also tiske int consideration the pecidiarities of Menai
etlociajc lappages.,Aldi dealing methods of teaching Russian and national

,F74'.?' pegs .are, system Holly( psi_ fished' with a_view_ to _al itheintotwAtIk-
identific and methddical level of hisilsitction in the national of the. Far ---
North.

All the ieneral educatiolud, gblects'in the fifth through tenth forts al:-
taught in accordance: wilh4fil Hifi 'syllabuses <and textbooks _which are la Vac
throughout the RSFSR. However, teaching methodi in the middlessnd itnigt
forma also have sortie Peculiarities dictated by the local sonditiOns.
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Qeneral education is not the only type of education provided in Soviet
sehodis, which are also general labor polytechnical schools'. One of the'main aims
Of Siniet schools is to introduce pupils to the fundamentals of Industrial pro
-duction; 'so that they will, be _fitted for work in one of the branches of the
national economy.

Some specially equipped schools will, a general and polytecinIcialback.
ground train radio;operators, drivers, fitters, electricians, bookkeepers, and also

_vbrkeis for forbearing animal breeding farms, fishing. cooperatives 'and
bonecarvers from' the hientz-_Khruityhiansylsk, Tahiti!, Ryer& and Chukchi na
Ronal Ordlottes,

Labor traininir IS organized according to the childreh's age- group and
standard Of knowledge. In the juhlor and middle gradei schoolchildren acquire
initial technical; agrictOtural and household habits and Skills. Optional subjects
and practical training in the school Workshops and laboratories are introduced in
t eseit or pides4nd at this stage schoolchildren can makes thorciugirstudy of,
t hology, of pro:duction in a particular branch of induitry. Labor and

I hhieal training makes it possIble and expet, t in nalinnal4chools to
achieve a vocational bias ivith :a view tolraining the pupils to worki

Out-ok lass aid Extra.curvicular Activities,

"lo cat )nbranchesof the, economy. :1 `,r

soviet schools_ teach pupils the fundimentals of science, develop their
'cOlittnunist world putt*, instill working habits, cultivate their aesthetic tastes,'_
teach them goOdinannefi, and trainlhem to2be physically tit;

National features-are giVen mirth attention In the teaching of hunters' and
relndierbreeders. children in schoots of the North, In extra;curricular activities,
in the = work of_ children's` organizations such as the !Young Pioneer and-
KoHnsolnol- YotitigCorortundst League-, with a View to the correct development
of their intellectual;- moral and physical qualities. Early t sehool they:learn to
aft* and understand natural phenomena and Rake d pie hunting And filling
tools; ,

FAucatiOnal- and feature films and tapericordi of songs, stories and
poems are widely used in educational work. School.terichera make constant use
of IOW material to broader the pupils' general outio4 and instill in them love

--etor their country. I

'the aesthetic education of schoolchildren includes -music lessons, drama
*, song and dances entrambless,nnd drawing classes at schools. The pool.
anon of fiction, popular science and SocioloiltiOal literature both, in na.-_

tidrud, lallguaget and Russian is any importantpart of educetional work. The best
works of Russian; :Soviet and foreign authors have been translated into the
languages of the peoples of the tar North in the years of Soviet Power.

in, the period between 1846 and 1956 alone sixty books were published in
with a total print n

60;000; sad sevenlpone in Chuktot with a total circitiation of 106,006. Books
in, the Event, Even, Ktunt, Mani, Eskimo and Kodak .languages have- also been
published. The teaching ()Maslen in schools in the Far North enables the pupils
to read Russian, Soviet and foreign ,classics. School and children's libraries carry
out systematic work to popularize books among their young readers:
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In the hot few years exte!sive wo'k has been done in schools of the Par
North,as in all the other schools of the REFER, to stimulate, the pupils' interest
in science and technology_ and develop their technical crotive *divides. For
instance, in the Chaplinsk eightyear school in the Chukot national, territory
where Eskimo children -are educated, there is a dub *hose members build
models of boats, house!, clothes, footwear. Group; at which youngsters:can
learn the arts of driving and bone.earvIng exist at the Iletien eightlette school for
Chukot children. , 7

The nature of the Far,North deterral the type of exper?nientalivolk
done by young nattiralisti, Schoolchildren participate in the work of min.'''.
deer-breedini farms and in haymaking; they carry out. tasks for'sdentists row
ing frostlestdvit plants..In many schooli in* the Far North there _are_ tproups
whttch go on excursions to study the history and nat life of the loCallty."

'-'the Yamaienetz and KhantAuts1 national territollifs hundreds of school-
children are taken out to owing centers during their summer holiday*. Despite .
tho long distances from great cultural centers and the special features of the
work of the ,minor nationalities, schools in the Far North
fully solve the problerni of aesthetic education. .

There are -100 music schools* twenty-one art schools and thirtiNfotir
otidary specialized educational establishments of the Ministry'. of,,Ctilture of the
REFSE.iti,the Fu North. Thete are seventeen children's music In the-
Magadan Region alone and nineteen in Kamchatka. In'these schOoli the thild4n

.'; of *nor nationalities tinily the theoryjdf music, tonic sulfa and choreography
- and learn to play' the piano, theaccoydki and stringed Instruments.' -

The generat_scbool, hoWever, Plays' the main hole In the testhettc education,
of the children. of the northern peoples. 'the development of national dancing
and singing has become typical of many schools; In the boarding school at Tur,-si
settlement In the Evetik national territory, for example, there is a chokand
dance -group-performing Evenk national dances and songs, as well as songs of

other nations; The pupils give concerts to Intnters, relndeeareeders and
workers at re:note trading stations.

Schoolchildren have special classes on the applied arts of the minor trillion!
slides. National embroidery classes and modelling, wood- and lione-carving#
groups exist at many schools, clubs and Houses of Culture.

Phydad training In various forms is a matter of ,pirrfound concerti In
national, 'schobis in the. Fir North. At present there 'ire fifty seven children's'
mods "schools in the northern regions with about 4,000 children engaged in
various sports. Traditional national. games whiph promote the development of:

dexterity and endurance enjoy wide popularity with schOolchildren on ail
tkeliational territories.

Particular ettention is being paid by the educational authorities to the
...organizationof summer recreation for the 'Children. Schools are key-points---

evetywhere for keeping youngsters healthy. They also see to it that Achool.
_

a
tdreri have interestilluid enjoyable summer h lidays. School summercap`

. now very widespirad.' The network of Yo Pioneeraummer camps is
extending year by yei4r. Every stftnmer thousands f schoolchildren spend their
holidays ,at sanatoria and pioneer camps In the southern parts of the country.

;.
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Training Teaching Personnel for National
. Schools of the Far North.

sit , in the national territories of .the Fir North there are 5,950 teachers with
`lligtukr or secondary education, ,including .1,500 teachers who come from the
northern nationalities. These teachers at themationalschools have been the main ,
surrilorting' forci in tile -cultural rerolution. Thus malt, capable statesmen and .

C' party' workers,who are .successfully working in their national territories, many
talentt4ActestVits And writers, came froM the nmks of teachers in the North who,
luid.rfiteivepa.tfigter education, at the institutes in the capital and vark.us

teacher Of different nationalities of the Soviet Union who
hate devbteTrhit'velves to cultural and educational activities among the minor
nationalities are working side by side, with teacher's orthe northern nationalities.
They are, as a ruin, great lovers of teaching.

National todIng personnel are- trained at secondary pedagogical.educa
Ilona] institutions and pedagogical institutes.

The training of primary school teachers f the northern, nationalities-
: In the thirties at national pedagogical octis in the regions of the,Far
North and at the Instituie of the Peoples of the North in Leningrad.

At present 700 students -front the local population are being educatedirt
eight national pedagogical school's? Their upkeep is paid for In f...1 by the state:
Pedagogical schools with a: four-year term of training take, in youngsters with --
eight years of schooling. The 'term of training for those who have finished .

ten-year general' secondary schools It three years.
Each year sees a Increase in the number of students from the

I nationalities of the North.- Tbeir enrollment in pedagogical schools has risen two
and a half times in the last twenty 'years. Pedagogical schools train leaching
personnel for primary schools and teachers for nursery schools. Training here is
conducted according to a special curriculum worked out for the national peda-
gogical schools In the Far North.

A logical sequence in the study of vocational and generalaubjects is ,

served in the curriculum. Subjects relating to the art of teaching are el:ince
-_--=:with teaching methods in the primary forms. A good deal of attention is n to

teaching national languages; national and child,ibn's literature. On 'top of drat a
special course in economic and cultural development hf_the Far North was

introduced'recentlY in pedagogleal schools.
Museums of total studies have been set up at a number of pidagogicei

schools where the exhibittshow the present and the past of the minor na
tionalittes of the North. The- e are music, dancing and sports groups functiontrig
legirfarly at pedagogical schools; prospective teachers are trained to give aesthetic
edureatien*and physical training. .

......,lIvitteasbing Aar( vedatogic_a_t ssiKtPkare 4141ified feathers._
with higher education in thli sphere.' From time to time they may take refresher
courses at the Central Advanced Training Iristitute for Teachers In Mower?' tit at
advahced training institutes In regional centers. In the last two years alone 252
teacheri have taken such courses.'" The material facilities of pedagogical schools are' constantly strengthened

= and added to. Study rooms have various michanical.teachIng aids: film-strip
f.

.
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project rs, film-slide projectors, cinema projectors, tape-recorders; re-
cOrd.pi4ers and a number of pedagogical schools have language laboratories,

Girjiduates of national pedagogical schools are sent to welkin the areas
from which they came,

The systematic training to teething personnel' with higher education for _.

..,,..... eight-year and tenlearisehools begarylh Leningrad Ingle thirties. It was mostly ..-
,co, ncenttatedattwo higher educational Institutions The Institute of the Peoples ..

6--of the North for students of the northern nationalities and Leningrad Pea---.-''

. -_ gogical Institute named after Al Ilertzen for representatives of other nation-6 allties of the USSR, mostly Russian,-
7.....,- _ , In 1949_ on a Decision of .theloviet Government, a Department of, the, --.

Peoples of the North was .orgardzed at the ilertzen.Pedagogicai Institute in -...:

-A-- : 1,1eningrad with a view -to prOviding permanent -teaching staff from Omni the- -:
northern people themselves for national sehopis.= Entrance examinations to this
department are held locally at local pedag6giCal institutes and sometimes at --f
pedagogical schools.. -- .,, '

The upkeep of the-students of-the northernn- nationalities who lodge In a-
boarding-house is paid for In full by the state; lethey are lodged, equipped and-, '

. -0 !boarded free during that entire term of training.
At present students from the northern peopiei are being educated at fie;

faculties where they study related professional subjects: Russian Ian and
Literature, languages and literatures/lot the peoples of the North, Mathematies..--

..-r, --- . .and Physict,Otography and Biology, Drawing, Dratightmanship irrid Handwork
Physical Training,There are special Cu:lieu's tor philological subjects, math: ....,

emalfcs and physics it the Department of the Peoples of.the Far-north;all the
other subjects are taught according to the general curricula of the faculties.

'..., concerned: ,.--

For teaching students at this department the (acuity boards appoint highly
:;_ . qualified and experienced lecturers. As a result, of its fifteen:year experience the,

department now has a permanent teaching staff engaged in working out effective -

methods of teaching non:Russian students and Carrying on sysWmatic.eduera...: . <- tIonal work among them: The Institute has also a special section *hose teaching
staff provide-Instruction for students in the. languages, folklore and literature of
the peoples Of the North. ,',- <

.,.
---- ., . In twenty years. the Department of the peoples of the Far North at the i.,,,,

Leningrad Pedagogical Institute has trained 776 teachers in various subject for...,
..--. the Far North, including 849 representatives of the nallonalities of thp North

and 128 representatives of 'other nationalities living In the Far North,-Ail the -

-' - 1- graduates of<the department work, as a rule, in the national territories, regions'.., _

and autonomous `republics from which they come. - .

: Condipcitts for improving scientific end professional standardtare provided
'. for all the teaching and administration personnel working in schools of the Fir

'-- -,- , North. This' work Is carried out by tefchers' committees on methods, regional
-`, ,-

methodological centers and republican advanced training institutes for teachers. -.
In leveret territories and regions the Advanced -training Institutes for teachers

--havespecial cojtnJtteès responsible for the organization of refresher courses for -.
teachers at ionsiools in the Far North;

f
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In the 1957.68 academic year the Department of the Peoples of the North
at the Ilertzen Pedagogical Institute in Leulnead organized refresher courses for
Prin*Y schoolteachers In-tee Par North with a total annual 'of about
seventy.five teachers. So far 683 teachers have attended the coutses In the twelve
years of their existence. The courses are conducted by-highly qualified lecturers
and experts In methods'of primary school teaching.

It should be noted further that the educational staff in the Far North
-. enjoy special privileges of increments to their basic pay amounting to 10 percent

every. six months, up to 'a maximum of 300! roubles per month,: and extra
-,regional pay In the ratio of 1.1 to 2.0. Also they havipald vacations ofrixtyalx

working days during the summer holidays.
At age fifty.ftve men may retire and women at age fifty on pensions.

PreSehool Education
Altogether therere 600 nursery schools in the Far North with a total of

20;000 children, inclu `bout -8,000 'children of minor nationalities. The
'-.7.upkeep of children of the northern nationalities' is paid for In full Urtitate.-
-"Twentyfour hour and ail.year nursery schools are set up for Children twhose

parents are _engaged In such local branches of economy as' reindeerbreeding,
hunting and fishing. They are housed 'generally in light, spacious, standard type

The nursery school network. Is growing yearly. Enrollment at, rkurseri.
:$004144 jp also Increasing! mostly by the intake of loger numbers of children of
the northern nationalities. The following figures sho the growth of the network
of Ire- school establishments and their contingents In the Event; national terri.

7-Wry. .161W1Urfh y4 g yym--nruno thite4aTalfolflifaryitlidol-tor-
fifteen childrenr In. 1965. there were twentYthree with a total enrollment of
1,000 _

Pre-scho61 edukational establishments in the gallorth 'm In all the othet
parts our country *yide sodal uphringing of children from two months to *-
seven years.- The principal task of pre-school education Is the all.round develop,

.rnent. of the child, his physical, intellectual, moral and aesthetic qdlities and his
ability to work. One of the moat Important objectives of the nursery school is
the preparation, Of children for school, taking into consideration the specific
national features of the native population.-

Nursery schools In the Far North are staffed with 2,500. nursery aehool
'teacher's with higher or secondary education. Their professional sten tare,
constantly Improving which makes It possible to raise the level of educational
work in nursery schools.

r

, Research helps National Schools in the Far North
Large scale efforts are being carried on In our country to solve the problem/

'of education in national schools in the Far.North.
Aspedal group of sdentists at the Institute of National Schools of Acad.

.PolY of Pe cal Sciences of the USSR do research work on the probleMs of -
the extent and content of the teaching of nationallenguages and Russian, and

_methods of teaching, particularly in the Initial stages at school.

.4
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A research staff at the Institut,works on the general principles of the
methods of teaching' national languages and Russian hi national schools of the
Far -North and lotting' various methodological problems of training in schools for °

the northern nationalities, particularly the Evenks, Evens,, Chukchls, Rorie/is,
Khints and Nenetz. They compile syllabuses, primers and textbooks forSchools
In tho North and special methodological aids which are very helpful to they
teachers. . #

A.F. Soytzova, D.Sc., has published the monograph, "Linguistic Principles
of Teaching National Languages and Russian in Evenk Primary Schools" which is
the result of ,many years' painstaking research on education In schools for Eirenki.children;

A
. Linguistic research work 'concerned with the phonetic, grammar and lodes

'of the languages of the minor nationalities of the Par North Is conducted in two.
departments of the Institute (A linguistics of the A.caderny of. Sciences of the
USSR. The Institute's scientific-workers have carried, out extensive investigation
of the languages of the peoples of the North. Well known in'our country and '-
abroad are the works of such linguists as V.I. T2itZIUS and V.A. Avrorin on the
Tunguso-Manchurlan languages; P.Y. Skorik on the languages of Chtikotsic and:-
Kamchatka, O.A.' Menovshchilcov on the language ,of the Asian Eskimos anti,
many others. ; ,

The research work of Soviet scientists In connection With the Far Northis
closely linked with practical activities hi national schools. They take an active
part in compiling textbooks and syllabuies In the- languages of the northern;,,,_
nationalities. For example,' the linguist; I S. Vdovin, Skorlk and 0.A;
Mertovshchlkov are the authors of almost 'all the textbooks for Chukbt "and,

Education research and scientific research in the folklore and literature of
thepeopies o f the North are being carried out mostly In the section o languages;
folklort and literature of the peoples of the North Mille Leningrad agogica1

Institute named after Ai. Ilertzen. On the teaching staff are such "online/1r
scholars as Professor M.O. Voskoboynikov concerned with Evenk i wage and
folklore and,Professor Z.N. Kopriyanova studying Nenetz language folklore.
M.P: Baladina Nang. and Khant languages) and af.Y. Barn* ,sitienetz lari
g4ge); brithof 'whom are ;dim northern nationalitlis, areo theItiff as lei
tilfbrs, and are engaged In suecessful educrtionaland resent work at the Matt. ;
tute; .1

Some lecturers are authors of textbooks and translators of works of fiction
for Evehk schools;, such as Professor' M.G. Voskoboynlkov, and for Chukot

t school/ Assistint,Professor L.V..Belikov, as well as of teaching aldi foripedagog
ice schools in 'the- Evenk; Nenetz and,Alainsi languages and in the Evenk and
Nenetz folklore.

Tremendous social transformitions, have changed much of the Far North'
into regions with a welldeveloped econom, flourishing culture and total liter`
acy. The new Soviet man has aPpeared in the Far North, a man with,broati;

Intercsts,,,.,a true internationalist and a staunch ftghter for Comnitinist

.

(ft
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The. Administrative titucitian

Robert D. Arnold

r

. Robert Arnold ha spat many years in Aistka as
leather, administrator of State social progravris,
elected school boarcl:meober and most recently as
Executive_ Director of the Akska Educational
Broarkrut Conunission. Ills varied experiences have

him the necessary bad:pound 10*W:with
aulbority on Alaskan Native Witt Ills contribution
as one of authors of Alaska Natives and the Land

.Is considered one of the basic sources of materials
that led t the enactment of the Alaska Land Claims
Act. In the following page* Mr. Arnold hat Prooldedan overview to th'it Administrative Situation

,developed since the conference .and his paper on
&W. Alaska and theAdministrative agon follows.
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Overview

-Administration of the affairs pf Lapps, Greenlanders, Eskimos-, northern
Ind lani, and Aleuts by institutions not .formed by these peoples for themselves
began almost two centuries ago in the northern western hemisphere, and in
F.ennoScandia, perhaps ten centuries ago.

It wis in the ninth' century, accofding to the Icelandic saga of Egill
Skalligrimsson, that. Lapps o( what is now Swedish Lapland and Norwegian
Finnmark were asked to pay taxes to's Norwegian merchant In the name of the
King of Norway. As the yeses went by. Lapps continued to pay taxes sometimes
to more than one government. As early as 1328, SwedenFinland adopted a

6regtihtion 'declaring that the Lapps were not to be hindered in their hunting; and
that Finnish hunters and fur traders visiting the Lapps were not tp be Molested,

-1 In the northern western hemisphere, however, even the beginnings are
, historically recent developments. \.

Although settlements had been established by Norsemen in Greenland in
ttie latter part of the tenth century, they were abandoned

that foundations werecentury,
the fourteenth

cehtu, so it was not until the eighteenth century
laid for the administrative organization of this enormous Is lid) In Canada a
few treaties were drawn between Indian 'murk; and settlers from other lands
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. early In the nineteenth century, but it was not until 1867 that adMinistrative
arrangements "for Indians and lands of Indians were broadly defined, In Alaska,
only a few villages, most of them coastal, were affected.by the Russians during
their sixty-four years of control; it was leventeenyears after the United States
purchased Russian. America that a beginning was made toward the establishment
of admIpistratlie arrangements for Indians and other inhabitants of the territory.3

Today,ip all four Pe. FennoScandia, the nation of Canada, the Danish
pedvince of ,Greenjand, alid the State of Alaska clescehdants of the earliest
in bitants4 live within h web, of administrative arrangements Intended to be to
Mei benefit It Is this aspect of the situation of northern Natives6 which is of
into here.

Population distribution
1 Of, these `sews!: jurisdictions, it is only In the Danisly province, of

Greenland that NaUvesmake up a majority of the population. This 840,000
square-mliWslanci is the home of 42,102 persons (1966) of whom 36,308 are
Greenlanders EskimoEutopean descendants of the island's Native population.
Almost two-thirds of the Greenlanders (20,600 in 1965) live in twelve towns of
the fishing districts of the west coast of Greenland, south,of the Arctic Circle;
nearly half of these people (9,100 h 1965)' live in the openwater towns of
FrederIckhaab Sukkertoppen, Iloisjemsbbrg,' and Godthaab.Another 2,550
Greenlanders live in tbwris In thOsealing diatticti two of which are an the east
coast and three of which are north of the Arctic Circle on thewest coast.$

In. Alaska,*Esliimos, Indians, and Aleuts make op about one-fifth of the
state's poOulation. Qta total 1970 population of 302,361, Eskimos and Aleuts
'number 34;609, and Indians number 16,267. About threefourth; ot these Na
lives live;in 175 rural, villages and four remote towns, /Cot predominantly.
Native pophlation. Nearly all others live ih the six major cities of the state
(where they are tnjdorities) but a few ijve M isolated homesites or fish camps.
More Natives live in Anchorage, the state's largest city, than anywhere else in
Alaska...5,032 Eskimos, Indians and Aleuts. Of the state's twenty-five census
districts, ten in northern and western districts are predominantly of Eskimo
population.? .

In Canada, 'the 450,000 Eskimos and Indians constitute only a small mi
nority - about one lierdent of the population of the nation. These descendants of
indigenous people are counted, for administrative purposes, as registered Indians;
ribmtgisteredindians,,and Eskimos. There are (1967) about 238,000 registered
Indians, of whom almott 162,000 live on2,274 reserves, about 21,000 of Whom
live in organized Indian communities on provincial or crown lands, and almost
66,009 who live in other towns or cities.8 About 9,000 of Canada's 14,800_

. Eskimos live in Eskimo settlements of twenty-five to fifty people in the North, ,

west Territories; the remainder live above the tree-line in the province or
Quebec, Labrador, and Manitoba. Unregistered Indians anst.Metis, whp number;_-
about 200,000 persons, live across the nation settlements ot croveh lands

towns or dties. 0
_ The Lapps are estimated by Karl NickuLtead of theiNo(dic Lapp Council,

to,number about 38,200 in Norway, Sweclen and Finland. They are very much
in the minority In thosit lands: 0,07 of,a 1)ercent,of the population in. Finland,
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about 0.54 percent in Norway, and 0.13 percent In Sweden. 'In the \ hern'
regions,of the three nations; *here most Lapps live, they make up what. iekul
calls .".., a considelable part of the inhabitants."' 0 In Norway, most Lapps\liVe
In the provinces of . Finnmark and Troms; In Sweden; Norbotten An d
VI/sterbotten; and In Finland, Eiiontelki8, Utsjoki, and, //Inaria. , ,

'. -----, ., z A colonial atpect ''. . ,'

Perhaps the most striking feature today of the administrative situation of
nort ern NatiVes Is an aspect that is colonial: the principal adMinistrators of
India s, Eskimos, Aleuts, Oreeniandert, and Lapps are seldom themselves de,
scended.from.the original ihhabitants of the North. ;c,

While. there is very 'substantial political. control exerted by Greenlanders;' ,

and other Natives, as will be discussed later the 'administrative tasks remain' .

largely in 'the hands of Dines in Greenland and Caucasians and other nonNatives
in Canada and Alaska. Increasing numbers of Natives are being employed by
governments .a fact to which theft official spokesmen point with .pride but
they are employed generally in lower or middle level positions; the higher the
government's administrative Office, the less ii.kely, the holder.IS, a Native of the
north./2 ,

This is not tosaY that discrimination by race is practlied by government; it
apparently is not. But levels of education and skill are generally lower among the
Natives than among the general population of the nations governing the Natives.

Conferees at a 1962 conference heard Mans J. Ericksen, a Lapp, tell of the
situation in his country: '.

We would like very 'much to be able to become competent
enough to take official posts in communes where the majority
of the people are Lapps and in provinces where Lapps forth a
large part of the population, °Hitherto we have not succeeded
in doing this. People often have to be brought in from the
outside., 3 ' \,

. . , . .
.

SiMilar Ilituatlops prevail h the !other -Northern regions, and as a
consequence, and because the Eskimo and Indian languages, in partic-
ular; are difficult, the language employed in the administration of the
affairs of these northern peoples is rarely the language of the peoplei themselves.
In matters affecting Lapps, the Finnish, Swedish, and ,Norwegian languages are
principally employed; .4u.. iatlez affecting Eskimos, Indians, and Aleuts Of
Alaska, English is the language; an I matters affecting Eskimos or Indians of
'Canada, English or French may be e ployed. Even in Greenland, where Green-...
landie may be employed in .the rur urts, Danish is the predominant language
of the government.i4And the conse uenoes in Greenland, as Jsrgen Pjettersson

. has told of them, may be suggestive of much of the north: .

In the daily life of Unamak it is in most cases necessary for a Green-
lander governmentappear before a Danish official Tor a discussion
of ,his problems. Already beforehand, he seems diffident; and unable
to star his businest In stfilffecticiemanner. Most of these people, .'
indeed, have a feeling of being away from their own countrpwhen
entering the inner administrative offices. In there, the pattern of fire
is quite'different; in there, nobOdy Onderstarids you; in there, the
daily activities follow the lines prescribed by the executive-powers.'
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The man 'feels a fool until an interpreter is prOcured. It takes time
for the 'applicant to make his ap ologies to the Interpreter, It takes
time to confide in hlm. It takes time for the interpreter to explain to
the man that he has a right to come, and that he is entitled to the
services of an interpreter; it is not because the man is stupid, on the

,* contrary ... The efforts made at putting the poor devil at ease burnt!
late him; he Is a poor thing who needs to be comforted. 15
In all jurisdictions some efforts are being made to teach, Preseree, or

restore some of the languages of the people of the north, These efforts are
described in discussion's of education elsewhere in this volume:

Another feature that suggests' a nationcolony relationship is that Natives
of the North, or specific Natives at least, have special status, and this will be
discussed below.. .

8 Citizenship
Generally speaking, 'Natives of these northern lands:are 'Citizens- pf their

nation, province, and borough, commune, or other local subdivision. ,-

In Alaika, for example, Natives vote, serve in the armed forces of the'
United States, pay tastes, and otherwise accept and exercise the rights and duties
of citizens. And, in addition to holding local political offices, five Eskimos,
Indians, or Aleuts are presently members of the state's two-fiody, sixty-man
legislature. Nonwserves in any of the three seats in the U.S, Congress,

Greenlanders, and other residents of Greenland, elect-tWo members to the
179-member Danish legislature, the Folketini, as well as members of the Green.
land Provincial Council and local councils. Very few of the Danish residents ever
stand for office in the Greenland assemblies, nearly all mfmben; being Green-
landeri.ta

Cantdian Indians and Eskimos are subject to gene* law, subject to pro-
visions of the Indian Act if they are registered Indians' They vote in federal
elections on the same basis as other. Canadians, and they vote in the 'provinces
where permitted.' Any property which is offreserve is II ble to taxation./

Lapps are full citizens, also, in Norway, Swede , and Finland, but repre-
sentation of the Lapps at regional levels has been Insi ificant, and in Norway, at ,

least, only once was a Lapp sent to.Parliament.
Special status of Natives: benefits,

Most northern Natives have special status,, usually defined in law, which
brings with it a few benelts In FennoScandia', and in the western hemisphere,
an extensive array of.speciatprogranis. /

In the provinces of Canada and the. State of Alaska,, nistlahal governmenta
have established special..ageticies to administer, in some mei, unit, the affaIrs,of
Eskimos, Indians, and Aleuts.

Descendants of aborighlal people of Alaska are eligible for a wide romp of
dal services through the U.S. Bureau of Indian Affaks.1.1.1 They tsay

a ha federal day .-or boarding -schools, and they may obtain tran..,,,
spo ti;sn, and subSistenci allowance's for vocational or college_,ettu:satIoni. They
mayi, tairtassilance In finding jobs, borrowing monef; devising economics de-
velopm t.prograint, and In acquiring surplus federal propefty. They may obtain
medical ah dental care from the U,S. Public Health Service. From other fedetal

programds th'a may obtain assibtrince in obtaining hotivsing, or waste and water

* -
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facilities. If they are not elibigie for certal tegoriesof public_ assistance, they
may obtain welfare payments from the au-of Indian Aftairs/9

But, are there'remidning needs? They are numerous, according to Frank
Delman, Inuplatspeaking Eskimo from Unitiakleet:

... In, my village, and in othersobetter and more healthful water
systems are 'needed Along with this is a territile need for
more adequate. housing for my, people Reliance upbn the

.WA to achieve something better inf the housing field. WS thus
'far proved futile..20

. ,

John Sackett; an Athabescan Indian froth Huslia, a forter state legislator,
speaks of the Bureau:
. The Federal Goverment tiai taken upon itself the task of

carthg for Xmerica'S first citizens through the Bureau of Indian
Affairs, and thinking of the terms that a dollar should bring,
the 13tveau has been 'a failure. Our guardian for the past 50
Years, "the Bureau was supposed to keep us from the ill
influences of the Western society; instead theBureau has kept
Us 50 years behind the time
Look at the progiam of the BIA in 'Alaska. What are they
doing to draw the Nathe people into the mainstream of
society? Nothing ... Trtie, the Bureau has tried to Itelp, but
their policies have not brought the answers .;.21

Canadian registered Indians fall under the *visions of the.Indian 'Act
which vests extensive control in the hand of the Minister of Indian Affairs.
Among other things, it assigns control of. Indian lands to "Her Majesty and
forbids Indians to bring alcoholic beverages onto Reserves:122 .

`Registered Indians and !Eskimos' affairsare adminlitered by the national
,Depar, tmeet oY Indian Affairs and NOrthern Development. Its Indian Affairs
Branch has as Its primary function to assist Indians "f.,to administer their affairs
in a manner that will enable them to participate fully in the social and economic

life,of the country." Offices of the branch throughout the nation have employed
specialists In education, economic development, community development, re-
source manapment, socialwcifare, and construction and engineering. In some
cases these services which are financial or technical May be carried out with
provin5lel authorities, Medical care and other health services are made Available
by the DePartment'.of National Health and Welfare to registered Indians and

, Eskimos who rentilre such services and. who are not provided for by the pro-
vincial govetnments.23

In 1969 the Canadian government announced proposals looking t'ward
new policy'on Indian affairs: removal of legislative and constitutional baser of
discriMination; recognition of, the uniqtte contribution of Indian people; In1lan
services to come from the same agencies serving other Canadians; new help for

'those furthest behind; recognition of lawful obligations; and transfer of control
over Indian lands to the Indian people.24 ',But, as the Canadian Friends Service,.
Committee told It, the ow polity VAS greeted ";... with a response so neptive
that one provincial Indian organization has urged reserves to evict Indian Aftairs
officials who try to enter the reserves to explain the policy." The reason: There

6.
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had bethno mil consultation with Indians, They said, and some eleinents, such
Ives transferring authority to provinces and down playing of treaty and aboriginal

chili*, were proposalkknovm to be opposed by Indianan
In a -brief' prepared for the Canadian Senate Committee In 1970, the'De-

wttnetit of Indian Afield and Northern Development said, "tut sloply and In
human terms,* the basic problem confronting the majority of Canada 'a Indians
and Eskimos Is that their just and .proper aspirations to equality of opportunity
in Canadian society are not adequately fulfilled ... They believe the assistance
'cUriently being provided is inadequate, and we agree.yt;a

As with Alaska, .and Canada, to a lesser extent, Greenlanders look to
adMinistratOriseriing the national government for public servicei, rather than to -,,
provincial or local authorities. The governor of Greenland, who Is the chief'
administrator for the province, is an employee of the national government; he is ,.
chairman Of the Board of Education and the Housing Grants committee.

The Greenland Provincial Council, elected from across the province, ad-
vises the Danish government, and has authority Ina few areas, including social
welfare and protection or.,vildlife. The extent of the importance of the Pro-
vincial Council, hoWever, is suggested in the fact that the Council, had about 14
million kronen under its control (in 1968) but expenditures by the Danish
government for tunnint various services in Greenland take more thin 500
lion kronen,2?

Greenland has a unique migration policy devised, according to the Ministry
for 'Greenland,' because of the Ministry's contention that the' majority ofGreen
landers desire to live in larger places. Because of the very great capital Investment
required fbr modern industry, there is a' need to concentrate Industrial facilities.
The diMcnity and expense, of providing adequate' medical care, educational op-
portunities, and social Welfare programs at widely scattered settlements also
created the need Or centralization. Designation of developatent centers follow-
ed.28

Canadian researcher H.J.a. Schuurman, who visited Sukkertoppen in
1969, however, found the centralization policy to be highly controversial among
OreenianderS. He reported: ( .

The .Danish government, in formulating the policy of
centralization, has entirely thought in 'terms of economic
efficiency and the provision of.material ficilities to ameliorate
northern' living conditions. .Tha consequences of
nneniployment, massive breakdowns in social control, rand
apathy had not been foreseen.29

A Greenlander. who found much to praise in the Danish administration of
the island line houses, factories, harbors, echools, boats .,also deOared, at a
1969 conference in prance, that the adminiseration had failed:

the major part of the population of Greenland cannot
identify. the Ives with the deVelopment in their country,'''
and for my Ind, find it understandable. You cannot build a
sound, active, and dynamic modern society when the Majority .
of the population fs passivaand does not identify Melt with
the society and does not have iti.selfreape'et.ao

a,
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Another view is that held by Knud Meriting who wrote that, on the whole,,
relations between Greenlanders have become much more natural within the

past twenty Years." He continued, "In the old days the relationship was mbre
like servant and master, whereas nowadays it" la one fellowbeing to another."3/

Lapps do not have special ttatus,, generally speaking, except for rights,
derived from activities of reindeer' husbandry. As Swedish jurist ft Kettis puts

... In Norway ;and Sweden reindeer breeding and the Things
pertainifg.sto constituto a privilege of the, Lapps, who, by.
reason -Of their ;original, and for a long time, uncontested

privileged utilization right to the lands w ere they live, though,
occupation 'of the Lappmarks, have been a special and

they do not possess, ownership rights ... The Finnish citizens
living in the reindeer breeding area are one and all entitled to
own reindeeland to carry on reindeer husbandOy .
... The Swedish reindeer Lapp, who belongs to a Lapp village;
and his Norwegian counterpart, the Nomad Lapp, are the only
ones.to have complete enjoyment of the rights conferred by,
thd Lapp privilege, such as the rIght to drive reindeer to graze
on another erson's land, to tStrri firewood and timber from
the forests, to fish and hunt, to build Lapp tents and houses,
and to receiVe compensation for encroachment.32

Lapp matters are a function of the Ministry of Agriculture in Norway and r
Sweden, and the'Mjnistry of Justice in Finland. In Finland therels an official
Lapp delegation, in Norway, a Norwegian Lapp Council and in SWeden, in
official committee that deals with reindeer matters. A joint body from,the three
nations, the Nordic qouncil, exists to receive .Information on Lapp matters and
to advise the authorities. Ih addition, theie was, forrned; at the initiative of the
CoUnclil a Nordiei_Joint Committee for. Matters Concerning the Lapps and Rein
deer Huundry.li

Discussions of Lapp problems, apart from the threats to Lappish culture, ,
geherally relate to threats of encroachment upon-reindeer areas by settlers and
industry forestry, water storage areas, and mining, But, one delegate to the
1962 conference of the Nordic Lapp Council, Hans J, Henricksen, expressed his
dismay, "We have now heard the rights of the Lappi diseased one and half days .

It seems to me rather strange that people always speak' about reiddeer when
discusSing Lapps. For Norway in particular this is obviously rather Wfong be.

.

.`caUse only ten percent of the Lapps In Norivay are actually Reindeer Lapps." He
then pointed out that. if new industry could be broug*to his region that would
support its population the Lapps would willingly give up reindeer. He tone
eluded, "To my kinsmen in Sweden I will say: 'Think well before you press the

.. interests of the Reindeer Lapps so far that you harm the interests of the Lapp
People in general.' "34

Land
Despite the fact thit they used and oecupled northern lands of the western

hemisphere for several thousand years before Europeans claimed the New World
-as their own, Natives today own or control very little land in danidah Alaska or



FennoScandli, and none in Green lar,d. Lands which Natives formerly ranged
over or may still range over, are now public domain or privately., held and con-
trolled by others.

In Oreenland, as .Cloyernor N.a cnoensin points out, "AU land belongs
to the public."

The citizen May, by applilation to a committee, gain the right
of the use of the land; fob instance, a lot on which to build a
house: You ,don't pay for this right. The right of use can be
sold and inherited and it is retained as long as the land is used s,
for the original purpose.35 -

As was noted earlier, Nomad LapPs in Sweden and Norway ha'Ve an ex-
tensive area dedicated to their exclusive use, but they do not have title to it.
Approval for entrance by otherss, may be 'gained from the KIng,-, but WM
pensat:on would have to be paid 3s .

In Canada, a series of treaties and agreements over a 100year 'period
resulted in, the cession of lands by Some Indians return for establishment of
reserves and other benefits. Descendants of these Indians now occupy or have
access to 2,274 reserves totalling about six million acres, a minisbule fraction of,
the total land area of the nation, They Make up about half of today's Registered

v Indian poptilation. These Indians are entitled to surface use of the land which is
administered by the federal government, but owners* of minerals under re-
serve lands generally resides in the governments, provincial or fvderal37

The other 300,000 Indians and Eskimos of Canada possess no reserves nor
acknowledged land rights. Some feiv reside on land they have purchased, but the
larger number reside on. the public domain, Those living on the public domain
possesi no institutionalized, control over the lands they occupy, and indeed, their
wishes regarding it may be totally ignored 38 .

While 'there Is discussion at the: federal level of turning over control of
reserve lands to Indians, according to authors of the recent study, Native Rights' 4
in Canada, the federal gavernment does not have title in major areas, and in
some provinces there are reversionary right's. Transferring control to Indians,
they point out, would be very difficult. "Any, sweeping changes," they caution;-
"would probably require Federalprovincial cooperation involving toovinces like
British Columbia and Quebec which have not historically. been cooperative in
matters relating to Indians."

Some land grants assured in treaties have not been made: There are no
reserves in the Northwest Territories though two treaties promised grants:later .

defined to be about 676,000 acres, And the Prairie Provinces were to transfer
sufficient land to' meet treaty obligations out of unmated crown lands but "..,

4he matter of settling the outstanding allotments has been overly slow."
Two-thirds of Alaska's 7,600 :village families do not own land. Pull Whits

held for about 600 acres by some 4,400 families; another 961 heads of families,
hold about ,16,000 acres in restritted*title, a title which cannot be transferred
without federal perinission. Of the acreage, held by Natives, little is held in
northern or western Alaska, where more than half of all Natives live.

Sinee Most Villagers of Alaska live on the federal-public domain rather than
on reservations or on land to which they hold title, administration of matters

tc2
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relating to land and resources IS largely the federal government's task. Land used
and occupied by these Natives is managed. principally by the U.S. Bureati of

. Land Management ,which classifies land for multiple use, issuelpermits for, wood
cutting, leihdeer grazing, leasable.mineral exploration, or other uses) and issues

. allotmenti and vilige lots to Natives.
Land will soon, however, belong to Eskinios, Indians and;Aleuts of Alaska.

By terms of a Bill passed by the U.S. Congress and signed by the President In
1971 into law, Alaska Natives were, granted 40 million acres, which they, will
begin selecting after two years, and which they will own Outright. Ttie passage of
the Native Mitts Bill was the culmination of a slxyearintensiVe struggle, based.
On claimi and protests of countless' years,. ago.' The t ill, which settled their
aboriginal cialm.s against the United States, also provides for a cash settlement
payable over a number of years of $962,500,000. The land awarded to the
Natives totals more than one-ninth of Alaska's 675 million acres.
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A Sitti:..of..thii
Administrative Situation

in Alaska*
it Affects Eskimos,

.and Aleuts

One hundred years ago, an Indian resident of Sitka, then Alaska's capital =

city, had virtually. no administrative structure to govern or to serve. him.
The United States, which had purchased the more than half.million *ale mile
Russian Oossession, two years before, had made no provision for the
establishment of government to the territory, and was not to do so for a number
of years. In the meantime, natiolkl laws as against smuggling kg instance r
were to be enforced by the predecessar of what is now the U.S. Coast Guard.
Ihere was no state or regional government. But Sitira did have.a town council
Which, by seeking to regulate the activities: of -Matans, became an administrator
of Native affairs. It was slight, but it was all there Wail. Other. Indians and
Mims and Aleuts too who were away prom the early established
communities,, were served or governed by no adrninistrateis at all.

Today an Eskimo, Indian, or Aleut residing in one of Alaska's cities finds;
many adMinistrators at several levels of government who have an interest in his
affairs, He is a citizen, and as such,lis subject to laws governing all persons, and
he Is eligiOle 'for all benefits that government" allocates. From the city
government for instance,' he obtaini permission to construct a dwelling for
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which no othirpermisilon is required. He May be subject to city police actions
into which no other agency would interject itself.% Under the. borough

--government - encompassing an "area lamer than his city -- his children may .
attend public schools to .whose support he lira paid taxes. Under.laws of the,
State of Alaika he may receive welfare assist*** if he Is blind, disabled, old, or ,

has,dePendent children but Is unable to support them. In addition toorograms ,
. afforded ell dtizeill, he Is also ejigible -- because he is classified as an "American

Indian" -... fig certain progranis of the federal government that are administered
by the litreawoftidlan.Affairs.and the_Division.of Indian,lbalth of the_Public

~ . ItealtfiBervire...- .

'hut most Eskimos; Indians; and Melds, are not residents of cities or
bOrought About -17,000 (roughly three Of four) Natives live in 160
predominantly Native places r- nose of whIgh isutban. This overview seeks to
portlay; then; the activities of the pribripal public and government 4. funded
private agencies as the directly serve or otherwise directly effect the lives of the
largernumber of Aliiika's Eskimos, Indians, and Aleuts Alaska's villagers

:and to do so not by agency orlarel otgovernment, but by program area.
-, ,

..
a 0 -,

THREE CATEGORIES OF ADMINISTRATORS"
, .

For most.'.Alaska Natives the villagers Ali. principal .levels of
government relponsible for administration of 'matters affecting then are the
stale. and federal governments. Of lesser Importance' but ofi r a

increasIng.
signiince, is a third category or - private agencies which are
government funded. - ..' . : ..., .

The National Government
i . Despite Alas ka's entrance into the Union as a ;tate in 959, the national or

. .
federal presence In .Alaska is of considerable magnitude. In part this may be

-- ,attributedi to its- long" status-as a tivritory administered by the national
government; in part it, is because 97 percent of the land is still owned or
administere,d k the national government; and in part it hit the consequence of
prOVISIOM for federally- adman red' programs for The Eskimos, Indians, and .
Aleuts who Make up the State'; population, Even when `federal

,cpencittures for military purpo a set asida, direct federal spending in Alaska
is nearly double that of the state's budget.. . .

/ Federal prograrns,authoniedhy the Congress of tht;United states and
administered by departments and agencies '-df. Ale.. Exibutive .Branch in 4.
Washington, D.C., ha &nal. or state off ice throughout the,Vountry. While
many federal prdkora ;administered directjy,by employees of the nation's
executive agencies; 4 ose directly providing health, wejfare, and education'

to the citizenry are more typically administered, WI -the executive
agencies of 50 states. 'An important exceptloo are those programs administered

. tor Arnefi4n'Indiana a category of cozens numbering abolit 450,()Q0 which
includes aboulf55,000 Eskimos, inifians, and Aleuts of Alaska. The two principal
fideralagencies in Alaska prOviding services to Natives are the Ildreatt of Indian
Affairs under the Department of the interior and the Division of Indian Health,

.Public Health Service, a fart 45t the U.S Department of Health, Educatiop, and ,,
Welfare. Funding for;these programs isiwthorized from the Nation's treasury. 1/4/
These agencies, with rare exceptions, provide service; in Alaska only to Natives."

, - . of. ,,,- . . ) 4
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. All adult Alaskans, including'ketives, participate indirectly in ihe shaping'.
of national policy by participating in elections which sons!, one Alaskan to the
48b member U.S. )lotse of RepxesentatIves, twoto the 100 membri Senate, and

elettioni which name the President and Vii President of the United Stares.
For the ixesent' purpose and for those unfamiliar with' federal system., It.

. may be adequate to note that thesige administrators are not subordinates of
administrators employed by the taitronal government, whatever their rank. Each tj
group 'is employed by differeq evels of .governnient to administer programs
entitled by its respective law:Making body. Though state laws may not conflict
with the.nation's constitution or laws, stele goveornerits are,free.tolegislate In
most areas of human corkern.,..1,argely. witrout the power to tell states *hat
promtits to devise, the nation lawmakers Induie states to devise prdvams
provide services by making grants of money available to states 'that offer planned
programs. 41

The Qovernment of the State of Alaska
Thus the 'state of Alaska is responsible for the administration of Many'

programs commerce, economy development, education, labor, fish andd game,
health and welfare, highways, and natural resour&S.,..principal offices for
departments of state government are in lunerni, the state's capital city, but
regional offices are locited as necessary throughout the state. 'Programs
conducted are those enacted Into, latestby the state's tivoiouse legislature awl
approved by the goveinpr,"-Principal funding sources are state *es and federal

. grants. .Virtually all proOams.administered 'W`the state affect Natives because,.
they re citizens, riot becsus,) they are Waives. Butowtng to theirsircanstanoe,
Nigh s are the princil,lbentficlarles of a number of state programs.

II adult Alaska may'participate in electing their governor and secretary
of state, and their district's+ legislators to the 40 member house of ,/
Representatives and 20 member Senate, In the present legiMa/ure five of its ,..

members are Eskios,,Indlani, or Aleuts.

Other Administrators
- BOroughs and cities. of Alaska are units of local goVernmerkt Which "may

*provi.de',among other things, education, some health services,' fire and poltee
proteetion, water andsewer services, and recreational iirograirs. Only onefcliOth''
of the Natives live Inlioioughs and cities, and they are except for some, c' the
federallyltdministered programifor Indians rarely served, as Natives lo/local

*adrOnisirators. For these reasons, and becauie there Is considerable' yariety
,atbobg the cities and horoughs of the state, these tWo levels of adminisVation are
only slightly and oceasionally,ireated here. .

Of greater importance to this survey are private' agencies ivy1)Ich are
altogei her or largely fundtd by the state Ind federal government` and whose
actleit es-ire addressed primarily to Natives who ate villagers 9cause they
constitute :the, poorest, most disadvantaged sector of the Alas a (population.
OrgaMiation of these agehdes Rural Alaska Comet mity ACtio I rogram, Inc.,
Alaska Village Electric CoOperative, Int., a!* Comma tty Enterprise
Pevelopment Corporatiork wilt be deteribed.later ss their vitro relate to
sectors of actionl,The, Alaska Federation of Natives, an t.1.40?n diffeient
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/fohn government and different from the antipoverty agen
in the same pattepn. .. .

ELEVEN PROGRAM AREAS
4 + +

lig likutive functions of the state government of Alaska are carried out.by
adonnistratorS of 83 divisions or-offices within 1,1 major ppartments and the
office of the: governor. In a dition there are 65 boards, com ssioris, or council's
which Influence state polic -'41n some measure. ExeCutive fun tions of the 'federal *

viveminenti,10 Alaska, wi the exception of thee -Depart nt of Defense; are
,carried ou ":by administrat rs of 30 offices and bureauS of 19 depatlirientsand
independe t t,:gencies of t e United Stites. Needless to say, t 0 lives of Alaska's
Nstive.vill ge" are unaffected or. virtually unaffected by ma of the activities
of these." nu rous offi9es, agericlei, and .bureaus, and e affected only
ndireet4 or fn varying degrees.by Many otherS. There are tom others, however,:.-
that haw direct anitsometimes substantial effects, and lit is th r functionthat

-,,have dlined the program areas twle surveyed.'i ' ' Education''
i 6

t,

., 'AucatiOn is the most iniportan f Action to which stat and federal,-
progron dollars affeictirir Natives In Alaska are devoted. Althdtughsorte NhOves
resid In cities or boroc,gns, and their children attend schools °perked byithese .

governments, it il.the state and federal schools which provide .t 'ilhe
Mr 'r riumoet -1_ the villagers -of the state. Other educational prop
ad instered in villages by private egenties. , % ,

EduCation of Native children .1n villages -,-- 'places of predominantly
pointlitiont -- continues tole more a federal function than a state on ..;CO the
school-yeer ending. mid19.08 abOut twice as many village childpri we enrolled
imthe 73 day SchOols operated by the Bureau of Indian Aff as re e,nrolled

t 14 69 schools operated in NaUse 'places by t e State of Ales a werthen one
lri eight of these sChools offered work. beyond the eighth' grad ,1114/notiell of
these extended through the twelfth grade. , ,./ --.. (./ ,-'

-,.,,l. Secondafy education torpidlye graduates of primary sch9ols in villhges Is
also largely, -ri. federal function. Boarding ,sehools, 'operated /by the- UMW at
fount Edgecumbe, n-Sitka,'Aleska, and in Oregon and Oklahoma, enrolled in
968 more then twig as many _Native secondary. stud fits as stateerperated
chools. L

Kindergartehs: at even scarcer in 'vjdage Ala* (lien secondary school ,

:opportunities: Though nearly all of the federal schopls to have a.beginner Class ,t
, I for children 411-4) are s xyear olds, non a-program for fiveyear olds x;

the school yehe endin 1968. Only fi 4 schonli operated by the state in villages
J offered kindergartens. 1 private age cy, however, which does sponior plesChool

, i sclupatibn rit villages wi I be menti ed latcr. ' '
e , College level stu y., opport hikes are open to Natives under fwd Special ,

i:' ,- rograms.: The flurea can provide" tuition arid subsistence -allowances to' 4 '` university 'stodehts, an last year 'assisted i212.Young Natives. The stale hak, a
, wrath of loans whic under certain circtostanco may be forgiven forAlaska

high school .'groduates, intluding Natives, who go on to attend Colleges and
. ddiversittesi ,n Alaska. -,1 .

t , ..

. ,

#
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While ucation Is but one Program conducted by, the Bureau of Indian

lin:Alaska, construction and operation of schools are the ends to which
a otit,90 percent of the Bureau's annual budget goes. Operation of thesefederal

<schools is carried out under regidstion and guidelines issued by the Washington,
offlte..of thk Bureau and tinder volietes and mutations developed within

the regional headquarters office of the In Juneau; Alaska. Direct
supervision of the'operatIon of the schools ests with distriet pnincipals'at Nome,.

Nalrbanksoind Bethel, field offices of the Bureau inareas having fedetal kehoOlt
Local patticipation in the 'edueational peograin of the *Bureau comes

through -elected ilage advisory, board, or. village councils. The boards to the
federal schools w re established h late 1967 at the Wiring of the Bureau to
promOte local par lcipation In school matters and to prOvide greater opportunity!, _

for the cornet pity to learn to exercise tel democratic rights and
resporisibiilties. According. to the Bureau's Advisory oard Manual, the advisory'
school board should eitprets the local community' interests; needs, and hopea
for.educatien Through Bureau qftleials at the local district and state levels, and
Its recommendations should relate to prof* which are subjeCt to local
control. No 'action. taken by the advisory '.grou is 6inding 'on Bureau sehool
officials. Though the Board is invited to give c rriculum advice to the Bureau'
and suggestion's fog appointment to positions pen, to local hire, such as the
aides, maintenance men, and cooks, there is no xplicit Imitalton for the Boards ,'
to give advice on the appointment of teache-rs.

Agency advisory,committees also have been established in the Nome,
-Bethel, and c,Pairbanks area, as has a ,state` advisory committee. A National
Indian Education Advisory Committee has xisted for 'several years, and one
Alaska Native serves on it.

Policy for state schools is set by a set. it-member school board appointed
by the governor. Supervision of the schools, Is one of the 'responsibilities of the
commissioner of the Department of Education in Juneati,who, is named by the
governor following a school board recommendation. Operation of the schools is
pie responsibility of the Division of State. Operated Schools ideated at
'Anchp.rage,' and direct supervision Of :the sehOols is chivied to aria
superintridents located at Tanani,.D.Illinghani, Glenallen, Tok, and FotoYukon,.
or to superintendents of single schools such as at Bethel. Advisory ards to
state schools also have been established and their powers and authorities are very
much like, those of the boards advising/schools of the Bureau_ of loath -Affairs. .4/

transfer of all, federal schools toistqe admintstratiolsa goal agreed upon
by state and Bureau' officials in a formal agreement, and since '1952 thirty
schools have been transferred. The basis' for the agreementtas explained in state
plans and publications, is the Inconsistency of the existence` Of two systems with
the tenets of democratic society and the conflict of such'i dual system with the
state's constitution which calls for the establishment ands maintenance, of a

bile' school iiistem open to all /children of, the state. Thstaging ,ot the
trans era-la.rnade necessary by the inability of the state financially.to assume
operation, of all schools at this time. Under the agreement', the state, assumes
operation of a school as it meets state facility standards, and the community
shows a readiness to accept stateadministration. 7,/
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, Obtaining community consent to a tom vfer is occasionally a'barrier to the
mutually agreediupon plans of state and fedvral.authorities. Vat a variety of
reasonsoften relating to, the fear of the loss of other ,Bureatl services villagers
may reject the opporttfnity of having state instead. of federal adnvin4tiPatIon
This year eleven schools were scheduled for transfer, but only four communities
agreed to allow such transfers to take Dias*.

The Other. principal agencyadirtinisteiing'educational proirams In Native
villages lafitUral Alaska Community Action Program, Ine(lIttrALCAtla
Private, non- profit COrporatIon funded by the' U.S.:- Mice of Economic

. Opportunity to conduct a range antipoverty Progratis in rural areas.
iturALAP operates Head Start, a learning program for preschool youngsters in

" 35 _Oil ges, and a similar program in connection with _tlayCare,,or, perent,,elalid
fOUr others.° Activities in these etasSea are' 11WilIose of kindergarten

,ivitk'Some languageoart, and music instruction" as we') as tree play. Ouldelines"!;ig
totillead Start programs: are laid- down by the federal fuhdIncagOpy .

Waihington, U. C.,.which° are interpreted in Alaska by FturALCAP, whose board
.ojfilirectors Is made up of government and private-agency admininstrattips and
r epresentatives of the poor. Policy in Head Start classes is also-tnftuent-ed by

Isge ridvisory committees. ..
Another category of administrators of educational programs.for villagers

are refiglous organizations: These churchsponsored,,schOols7" which: shad been the
principal providers of education in early Alaska. are,nnw established at only
eight villages. Their secular curriculum is subjept`to)tiote guidelines.

. ,

'Adult Education, Training, 00)04atlarement
*airfoil/1g iNativei with arliiit-education 6(,;01' vocaticoal training,

and helping them find jobs are functIons,shared by federali state, and vate
agenclet. Only the Bureau of Indian AMUs operates programs covering all hree
functions-and does so for. Natives Only:14-very, modest adult education pr ram
usually operates in but two or three villages annually. IlstploYmeat assistanee

I program -'..,:pisvUlitgrefassroont ,end or,the,jcib vocati tfal training, relocation
allowances ;fob praCeine9,t seraces4benefits 200 -300 enrollees each year. ,
In addit rt, the:Burean° cito prirCerenee to Nati applicants for iobs,'and as.\
a 'testa, More' than halt of its permanent emP yees. are Natives. In school
construction, employing aboht A09 °Natives asonally, the Bureau provides
trades training to several hundred.

-

Another fe,rIeral agency:.thet gives prey ence to Natives as job appitcants is '
the ,Division of Indian Heelth.Otthe Public Health Service. This ageney, which
Operates hospitals,, clinics, and health centers and provides other health services,
also provides training to Native heilth aides, practical nurses, and others.

'$ Other federal in Mika ate now providing on.thejOb training in
severai'dozen,WoricOtegories to Natives recruited and placed with them under
the Bureau's efnpioyinent assistance program. ,

1 Most inVernment.funded 'adult education', training, and, job'. placement
actjvitieS in, Alaska arc conducted by the State of Alaska through dIVIsions of Its
Department -ot Education and Department of Labor activities sailing,, ofco rse all citizens, no_t,tmly. ,Natives. The state, howeverl, in its:Comprehensive,
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Manpower Plan for 1970 Identifies rural Natives as the largest target grottp,
whose needs for training, jobs and.related supportive SerVIte5 ate zot being Met.

Classroom adult education and training programs,lidmintstered by the state
are conducted in parts by. the Oftice,of Adult Basic Education, the Division of

, -Vocational Education, and the. Division of Vbrational Rehabilitation(all within
the Department of Education). Other Inclass training, under; the federal
Manpower Development , and --'1`ritining- Act is administered jotntly by the
Departments of Education and LabOr. Principal offices of each are lit Juneau.

ning sessions for workers In, ant4overty funded programl are "ecnidueted by
the Alaska Veining and Planning Center". a non-profit corporation In Anchorage
guided by .direetoq of Community Mien agenctes. MI of the foregoing are
larkkly federally funded. , '

, ,

-On.the.job training.Opporlunities are offered by the State Department eV
Labor, the Federal Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training by the U4.
DeiiartmenC of Labor and by the Alaska Federation of. Natives, a non-mtfit

. organizatibn whose leadership IS- elected VS, regional and can unity, Natlie I

operate under guidelines established.by the United States De rirhent of Labor,
organizations in the state. AB of these programs are largely fede aijy, funded and

operateddirectly from offices in Anchorage. . :' ",,',/,.' : ./ .,

Training opportunities also are provided by a worii,,incehOva progratir
which is open to recipients of Aid to Dependent Children payments and is .
operated by the State Department 9f Labor and the Divit of Pgblic Welfare in
the Department of Health and Welfare Iv the AMA a tkathinal duard in ''.,

two-week training encampments and special schools;; by lederally-funded job ,

-corps centers in other states --residential, edutatiOnAL'ind 'training facitities'for 1

1

disadvantaged young people; and. 1 the Neighbelhood' Youth Corps which
- provides seasonal Work experience projects in, 61404w high school'age young

people, operated by.the State Rufal Development Agency, ' .`

Instruction in diet and nutrition,- homemaking,' kardoning, and similar
subjects is afforded villagers in some areas of the state bx employees of the
CoorkratiOExtension Service of the Universitf of Alaska. In Native areas such
extension Agents are .stationed in, Nome and Aniaii. '''' : =

1. VISTA solunteers serving tin, villages of the state are usually, engaged in
-' activities that might be broadly characterized es adult education. In their efforts

at assisting communities- they, Inq CO, ockla eISSSeS for adults or very iftfOrmally
instruct'by acting as. resoiirces to -village councils. VISTA associates i--. Nantes
employed by the state-operated, fedi4lly-fUnded reagentare provided formal
trainingbefore assignment back'to their home villages. , -

Job placement is primarily the task' of the Alaska State Einployment .
.Service of the Department'of. Labor through Its Offices in principal cities and a
new outreach program to villegera.- Other offices such as centers operated by '

RurALCAP, however are making, efforts. at finding jobs for peopte and placing'
t

an acng
hem in the jobs. .

-

, .

) Health Service
,

PrOviston of health care and related services to Natives Is very largely a
function of the federal . government, not the state. In terms of federal
expenditures:or Alaska Natives, it is second Only, to education:

,
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Except 'as limited by colvessional appropriations, and the difficulty of
delivering services to 180 remo e villages, the Division of Indian Health of the' .
Public.IlealtheServite undertake. to provide a complete range of health services
to Alaska Natives at no cent to them. Administrative head4Uarters for the '
Division ln Alaska is In Anchorage. E, , .

Regional administration Is shared by eight service 'unitsinto which the
State is divided. Hospitals at Anchorage, Bethel, Barrow, Kotzebue,ITanana, Saint
Paul, Kanakanak, and Mount Edgetumbe serve its regional adinlnisttative centers
for the respective aervice units. Health care Is also extended to Natives through
contracts-with- private-hospitali and-clinics-in major communities--ofn having an

I Indian Health hospital. Because 'there are no doctors in any of. thi Native
settlemeds which do not.have hospitals, the Division employs health ?ides on a
parttime basis.

Health prograrns,of the State of Alaska' are cairitd out by the Division of
Public Health which has its cOincipal office in Juneau but operates through three
regional offices and thirty service censers, These state services, like all other state
services, are deliVered to Natives as citizens of the st.te. The most Important 'part
of the program affecting Natives are travelling nurses Who visit communities of
Alaska on a periodic basis. .1

The Division of Mental Hearth, within the same departmeht, administers
mental health clinics and the Alaska Psychiatric Institute to which Ntitives may
be admitted.

Welfare

Administration pf welfare programs for Alaska Natives is shaqd,by federal
and state governments throsighout urban and rural Alaska. Both are authorized
to provide financial assistance to those persons' Vequiring it, and bOth employ
social workers and administrators to.cany out their programs.

The state's. DIVision of Public Welfare, which is within the Department of
Health and Welfare; 'administers the Oublic assistance program of the, state r
principally by providing grants to persona who are old, disabled, blind, or who
have dependent. children and are needy, and lo persons who do not fall into
these categories but who are needy: Except for the lattnamed group all Alaskans
who are eligible are served. General relief applicants sih'd are Natives are referred

. to the federal BUreau of Indian Affairs.
Owing to a variety of circumstances ittch as little education or training,

residence in areas remote from jobs or other casheamhig opportdnity, or
accidents which 'fake lives and disable heads Of hifiseholds, Alaska Natives are

. 'preponderantly the recipients of state assistance programs. In. none 'of the
categorical programs from which they benefit do they make up less than 65,
percent of the total number of beneficiaries.

Also administered by the state Division of Welfare are the foster home
program for children whose parents cannot` care for them and the food stamp
program -, a pl.nwhich has the effect of expanding income for the purchase of
food prodOets.

4

The welfare program of the Bureau Of Indian,Affairs is almost entirely a
piogram of general relief, Alaska Nerves who are not eligible fovassistance under
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the catergoileal progalttS, Of' the state, bilk who are needy, mai.apply for and
receive cash grants from the Bureau for the duration of their need.

Public ,essistance paynfents made by tho state are determined by the
recipient's need, but since they majenot exceed MaXiritirit dollar allowances
established by the statet.legislature,- they frequently Ni Mort of meeting ,the
need. The federal agency.adminl4tered general relief owl info!. Natives is based
upon need, but is not bound 1)y legislative maximum alloWances. As a result
these temporary assistance grants to most recipients lasting no more than three
months are larger than they would' be to families under the Agee categorial
prOgrams.

White approving authority for welfare payments ordinarily rests with the
respletIve" state or federal administrators, the Bureau last year granted funds to
two villages to enable them to administer the temporary relief program. On the
basis of that experience, four additional villages received funds for village welfare
administration this year.

LAW Eaforcernent anti Administration of Justice
.

'the
of law and order In village Alaska is lariely the responsibility

Of the Division of State Troopers within the State Department of Public Safety,
headquartered in JtitivittA. As with other deptriments of the state government,
the commissioner is appoir.ted by the governor. State , troopers, investigate
crimes', apprehend .ctiminait..and` provide other police services to rural areas,
They are stationed in etily a, half dozen places in. *village areas (Barrow,
Kotzebue, Nbme Anlak, and ilethei)v from which they travel to
villages in response to calls for assistance, 'Alcohol-reiated disturbances or
accidents are the most common causes for requests for troopers' visits..

Local Government
Although' a few prodozninantly Native communities are incorporated as

firstclais cities tinder Oak: lew and exercise substantial poWers such as providing
education, police, sd Bre protection, and levying property taxes, most villages
have only traditional comfits or Sedetally-chartered councils governing local
affairs. Generally the functions or these councils are very limited, concerned
.with rule making (such as against the use of, aleoholic beverages) and"
communicating with agencies sovermn nt.

Villages that are incorporator! wide state IRV/ are usually fourthciass cities
having limited responsibilities. These 31 ities may levy only a'Ies tax, and do
not operate their own schools, but ma carry out programs such as garbage
removal, street improvernent,and other such activities. City councils are of
course, elected by all residents of a villageenot only Natives. -11

,The number of fourth-classcities is increasing, in the large part because
corporate status is required for participation in the recently inaugurated village
electrification program, ,Since 1967 seven villages have become fourth.class
cities.

The state agencylearged with assisting villages or other places seeking
/incorporation is the L. eal Affairs Agekey ,located within the office of 'the

governor in Juneau. 'A federal agency, the Btireau of Indian Affairs, has
.
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Operations branch which may also assist. Once the Like! Affairs Agency makes
Its findings, the .,state Local Boundary Commission with members appointed by
the governor holds a public- hearing on the proposed' incorporation. If the
common approves the, petition, Gri election is held to determine whether the
village voters-desire incorporation.

The process orincorporation might be further hastened if one element of
one proposal for land claims settlement becomes, law because it wotild provide
for grants of laritt only to incorporated cornmunities,

Land and Resources
Since most villagers live on the public domain not on land t.% which they .4

hold title or on reservations administratiofi ót. matters relating to land and
resources is largtiy government's task., But events of the lastihree years relating
to Native land deltas (as ,willWill be noted shortly) givl promise ,of subitantial
change.

Today land used and occupied by ,Natives Is managed principally by'the
Bureau of Land Management of the U.S. Department of the Interior Which
elassIfieSiand' for multiple use, issues permits for wool cutting and other uses,
issues allotments certified by the Bureau of Indian Affairs and village lots, to
NatiVes. Most lands which have been acquired by the state and are undo* its
management'are not in.Native areas. Lands which are state Owned are managed
by the Divisibn of Landl, Department of Natural Resources,

Over the past three years Native claims to public lands and protests against
its transfer to othershaye resulted 10 introduancregional Native Aronizations
Into the administrative proceis involving 'eederal land transactions, and much will -

continue until tht U.S Congress acts to 'resolve the claims and protests. In
illustration, the city of Bethel needed a'several hundrodcre fract of federal land

. adjacent to the city for a hopSing project; before the Bureau of Land :-
Management could transfer the land to the state for subsequent transfer.to the
dty it was necessary to obtain the approval of the'regional Native association
lifting of (he protest againstliansfer of the specified parcel of land. In the past
two years conseqt to transfers across the state have been asked of Native groups
In more than two,, hundred instances; to date about onefourth have been
obtained. 11'

The substantial change, regarding land and its resources_ that is in prospect
is that wilt would result fritha Congressional act settling the claims of Natives
to land. While the specific provisions of a settlement act cannot be forecast with
any certainty, it is expected that a Native corporation or corporations would
become the owners of several million acres of land, with or without mineral
estates, and that some, provision would be inserted to:Insure protection* of
subsistence resources. The corporation or corporations would, alio be granted
what might total Andre:4:1s of millions of dollars over a period of years l'ar hinds
taken By the act.,

Except for feder0 wildlife- range's anVefuges, the wildlife and fishery
resources "of\all lands -:'state and federal - are under the management and
regulation of `the Smote Department of Fish and Game. These resources are the
foundation of \the villager's subsistence as he harvests wildlife and fishery
resources for hliOwn use and for sale, Of continuing concern in the state lathe
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protection or resources fdr subSistence use by villagers in particular. Regulations
,controBing fish and game harvests are established by ',the state's Board of Fish
and Game, a tenmbmber oupAppointed by the governor: .

Planniiii tor C rnmunity and Regiohal Development

While a large number of egencles and organizations provide assistaire of
one kind or,trather to planning arid development of Native, villages, only the
Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Bureau of Land Management perform certain
services-because the village inhabitants' are Eskimos, Indiana, or Aleuts. Others
administer, such prokrams for villages because their inhabitants are citizens of the

`state or because theitincomes are IOW.
. The Bureau of Indian Malta project' development branCh may, provide:

technical assistant* to a village seeking to plan. eomprehensively foi Rs futyre;
Bureau Officials also are resource persons for a great variety of zpecIfIc projects
sought by a. community. The. Bureau of Land Management nay carry out
tewnsite surveys and grant reitricied dr. unrestricted' title to Natives residing on
village lots.

Comprehensive planning for communities in Alaska is a function of the
Alaska State Housing. Authority, a federallyfunded,.Statchoperated agency. Most
of the plans prepared have been 'for boroughs and towns larger than Native
communities, ;but plans have been completed for Nome, Bethel; and Teller. and
will be drawn for Kotzebue and Barrow during the current year

Planning for development of local and regional, economies is now
underWay in some parts of village Alaska by 10.A groups in-cooperation with the
Etonomic Development' Administration under the Department of Commerce. In
southeastern Ala.sla five Native communities have active overall economic .
development Planning committees; in western .Alaska two ecenotnic
development planning areas have elected boards which employ full.time Eskimo
development planneri under Economic Development Administration funding
granted to the Alaska Federation of Natives.

Planning and priority setting for village prolocts especially those that,' .

would be funded with federal antipoverty monies 'through Rural Alaska
Co mmitnity Action Program, Inc., (R urA LCAP) is also carried on in nine regioni
by development corporations, governed by boards-'elected by villages of the
regions. These development 'corporations operate out of regional centers;
supported by federal antipoverty grants, located in Copper Center, Galena,'
Kofzebue, 'Juneau, Bethel, Dillingham, Nome, Fort Yukon, and ,Kodilk.

`Ilinstratiors of their priorities for 'projects are Coldstoragelacilities, water and
waste disposal systems, clinics, community, halls, and airport improvements.

While not chiefly, concerned with community development, other agencies
may from time to time addre§s themselves 'to such problernS. One illustration is
the Federal Hein Committee for Development :planning*. in Alaska which-
stimulated, among other things, a 'multi-agen,ey federalstate housing, training,
and development project in the Eskimo community of Bethel!,

Community Projects and Public Works
There are four principal agencies'gencies' that are not elsewhere described here that'

sponsor or carry out community projects in villages of Alaike. Most of these
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projects are e:instructed
,
under funding of the Rural Development Agency orthe

state or by ()Oration Mainstream oriturALCAP. .
The Rural Development. Agency, with headquarters, in AnChorage, is

authorized by the state legislature to make grants in response to applications for
construction of 'public projects in communities smaller than 2,000 persons. In

and airport Imp veents were under way in 61 villages. These state grants
the summer 'of 1)89: Projects such 'as community' buildings, bridges;#alkways,

rn
generallyare only a few' thousand dollars for each project.

:Operation Mainstream; administered tCy* RuALCAlik funded by the U.S.
Department, of Labor to provide work exwfienke an tratning to persons

i ; engaged in community development projects. in the present year grants went to
eleven villages for projects such as community halli, parks, and playgrounds,
hostels, nr.othir communityowned d,evelopments.

Since only a dozen villages are on the highway network of the state, little
road' construction or reconstructjon takes place In village areas. When It does.
take plat*, it .typically involves construction of -a road from a village .to its
airport. This activity, is carried Out by the State Department of Highways, whose
principal 'Office in,is Juneau but which' has dfstriel offices In the cities of the
state. The reau of Indian Affairs also has a very sniall program of road
building th is carried on in two or three comfitimities each year.

Mos s loges do . have airports, Rut if constructed by the state, such s.

construct on is the responsibility of the Division of Aviation of the Departmeht
of Public Works. This year.prolects were continued or completerfin nine villages.
Principal office of the Division.is in Anchorage:,

s
, ., Loans and Technical Assillarici

. .. ,
Economic development loans and technical assistance are avallabie to

villagei of Alaska, but not to the extent needed. Of =printcpal importance to
village. areas in the last few years have been loan-grant combinations made by the
Economic Development Admintstration'under its authdrity to provide assistance
to economically depresSed areas. -This federal agency, With its Alaska offlte in
Anchorage; has been responsible for the construction or fistiOzing facilities or
docks'at St Mary's' and Yakutat,- a housing components fa cry at Bethel, and
other projects as well asa number of, teihnleal assistance studies.

Two -other federal agericies, are empowered to make loans-and provide.,
rechnical assistance and have eloneso in Alaska's villages: The Farmers Home
AdMinistration oft e US. Department of Agrictitture administers a; program of
economic opport y loans to individuals for the purchise of boats, nets, or
other equipment to improve the borrower's income. It also can lend to... ,

production cooperathas, and has made one suchloanto Stisheri coorierative:''',
This agency has. its principal office In Fairbanks, The ,_.Small Business
Administration, an independent federal agency in. Anchorage, may make loans to
persons and enterprises when bank financing is not available, and a few of Its
loans have gone Into village areas..- : .

aimThe newest agency providing s and technical assistance to' villagers is
Comniunity Enterprise Developipent Corporation, a federally-fundel private

. ,..
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organization intended to stimulat( the formation of cooperatives and other
enterprises' through loans and provision of technical assistance. Since its
Ineeption less that!:a year ago, the corporation has given financial sup ft to'
seven Osperatives and ambiance to other kinds of village enterprises, A of
directors elected by RurALCAP.sponsored regional development corporatinive,..
and member coops sets polity for the Anchorage based organization.

The State Department of Economic Development, also provides teehnical
assistance to developint,enterprises partieu4rly those ifvolving ,utilization of
resource's. Another, department the .Departinent of. Natural Resources, may
participate in such programs. Offices for both departmenti are in Juneau.

'KTectinIcal assistance to reindeer herders on a continuing basis is provided by
the Bureau of Indian ,Affairs, which also directly manages.the Nunlvak Island-
reindeer herd and carat model herd near Nome. Bureau project deelopment
officers are able in addition to provide general assistance to villagers regarding
economic development projects.

One of the oldest sources of credit for villagers Is 'the Alaska Native
Industries. Cooperative Association, a nonprofit purchasink organization of
Nativeowned stores. Maniternent of the organization is vested in a board of

riterior r its. represenlativek I the association there axe 3llS 'village store
directors, but softie supervisory

re
ority Is exercised by the Department of theI o

members.

Housing and Related Facilities

ProVislon of housing and retatediaellities is very, much the burden of the
. Native! himself, Whether _e`, Wei, in a eity toisvn cr village area, but some
programs government do exist to provi4e assistance. The only housing" ".

'program funded specifically for Native housing is administered by the Bureau of
indiair A ffaira.' The program, which provides for-purehase,snd transportation Of.
building materials and for supervision of self help construction: Is coordinated
and planned by the OureatAirou4g officer In Juneark and, carried out in
cooperatiOn with regipnal superintendents in each of five-`districts,

The moat Important atency assisting Natives in obtaining decent. housing.-
assists them because they,have low incomes, not because they are NatiVe. This
agency, the AlaSkiState Housing Authority, located in Anchorage, is funded. by

. the federal Department of Housing and Urban Development, operated by stale
-employees, and goVerned by 'a board appointed by the governor of the Stale of
Alaska; tt 'participatesin planning for self help projects In Native communitieSin
cooperation with the. Bureau. of Indian Affairs, administers a seihelp housing
program of loans and .grants for Natives:and others in, remote areas, and 4

,-'*adrrtinisters a contractorbuilt, low.incorne learne ownership project in 'tether.
Being (Untied, by the federal government; _theie housing programs, rettulre
epprovaEby the u, S. Department of !lousing and Urban Dtvelopment-,

iioiaing loans may be!rnade or insured for Natives as for other persons by
slate and federal agencies, but it was not until tike last three years that the first
loans were extended to those in villages iargeIy because of absence:of land title ,
or rePayrnent ability, or because of construktion standirds that were difficult or

'
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...-cOsity to Meet in remote settlements, e principal ,agency pf these is the
Farmers ilornkAdmintstration, a fede agency which has financed construction

Clean water sup arid ry waste disposal facilities for NativeAsiliages
of 17 homes to the ee yeam

May be portliest hy..a-fe firla the pftlie of Environmental Health, which
is a unit of-the-Division of 1' with, Milo Health Service, In Anchorage.

Oppiliggion by es, the seeks Congressional font--
for drilling wells, oanstr clion of w&r or construction of
privies or waste disposal .bunkers, Morales for placca. rf construction are
generally determined bribe libe length of time e singes hove wilting
applications. Some selthelp by sifiegers Is requIred. In the wren yetis since the
inception of the program, 52 Villages have benelitid from it,: hut Disislon
oMcialsi predict that at pres*rit rates of funding, another twenty years will be

. required to bring eteitn water anitsanitary waste disposal systems to all villagers.
Two other tederaLagencles;the Econoodc Development AdministtatIon and
Farmets Home Administration, have partially, (lanced sewer and water systems
irta few of the larger Natter

Elettrificition of villages' is function of the Alaska 'Village Electric
Cooperative, 'Inc., a nongovernmental agency located in Anchorage, funded by a
grant from the U.S. Office of Economic Opp:adult* and a loan from the Rtuar
Electrificatton Administration of the U.S. Deport ment of Agriculture.

lAtleau of-Indian Affairspnlidipates In the peogram by makinggrantalor Mutt-
wiring and by tontradirig to purchase electrical servicetro. Ito ethooli. Appetite1
of policies, Including desisicins as to which villsges will be elegrftled clueing a
year, rests With a board of citizens presentty !wittiest by thelounding tgendes
and the state) but soon to beelected by village members of t/ie statcoopeAtive.

y the end ortfigyearWe'eooperative will have constructed electrical facilities
it ay villages. Another 35 villages are slated for electrification next year.

OBSERVATIONS ON THE ADMINISTRATIVE SriDATION

Perhaps the most notable trend in the' last decade regarding the :
administrative situation as it affects' Alaska Natives it the very substantial
expansion in the Lumber and satiety of programs affecting them or open to
therti. There are tfty tar more oppottunities for Eskirnos,'Itsdians, and Aleuts
to obtain health care, education, and training; to gain assistanc4 in finding jobs;
to improve their housilig and related facilities, and to develop their economies',
and communities than !here were ten years ago,

This expansion or opportunities for Alaska Native Is, in part, the result of
new federal programs or increased federal funding meant to benefit American
Indians through the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Division of Indian Health
of the Public Health Service. expansion also results. from 'innovative*
legislation enacted by the U.S. Congress aimed at Improving (*.circumstances of
all Americans who are deficiently educated or wing skills, Jobless or
under.employed, in poor health, inadequately housed, or who were hying In

I places of little economic activity. It als'ci restrits from the ever hicreasing ability
of the government of the State of Alqui lo develop new programs and-extend
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;

them and other services to the remote communities of the states'And in put it
'ositelttly results from the efforts of ktate and community Native spokesmen who
are orginized to seek, change and who are eiticulat saying the dilutions

should take. !
`=What this, expansiott 'hits as Its 0011Serieltee of 'course, "a near

innliferAlon of agencle4 aivr 4heir 'adminstrators.1 While this situation is
.ctutlactorbtic of the rcitifs arfd states of ,the nation ,ge'herally:. It !tag sow,.

sometimes appears rot there* is,* continuing:procession of federal. and Slat
observers to oropiati rita effect ih small ,villiges* in Alaska' where 1k

employees; and anti.po rty agency worked., followed by their senior offid
and evslusieraWh9 are rowing or Inspecting PtoirsOL

A concomitant consequence pr these mvelopments is a reduction, the
relative Invariance' of federal programs such as those of the Bureau o ndtan

"Af fairs and thee Division of*IndOn Health %lne authority to provide unices is
limited by racial definition. Though their contributions have been enormous
over Ulf Melly depades*hen the responsibilities of government to villagers were
almost excfusively %theirs, a continualJon- of such metal], defined government
institutions is is us with kellef systems of American democracy; From',
lime to time critics of -these. agencies have called for their abolition ',and the
transfer of their funds' tn'klie stattlfer its administration, but as his been noted
in connection with school:!; sferirNitive citizens.themselves may reject such
Prop

In the morn recent yeleope
Maiming participation by Atli%
administtat on of programs affectin

the most significant trend has been the
\in _the s.haping of policy and the ,

tilers, and beyond that to. the actual

" 0

ou ,91,somb programs. A .(e lexamples may suffice. lifeduestion both. r
state 'isnd'ifedere1 schools now up* steeled advifoty:"kchoot boar affecting, in
sole measure, the operstion of thticschoals. In the field of welfaiVi the Bureau
of Indian Affairs makes grants of matey to a hairclokasylliages and delegates .

authority for the administrition of thciArograrit to theltilagers, In.the field of '-,"
training,*the Alaska Federation of-Nativea operates alltoo fjictor (with a grant, s.,
of simost'orfe-thfrd million doliare)-OrAin.thelob, traini rams. And the

- Federation administers an- innovatlits project, under Whisk the pp' opt of two"-
.**1 tent Eskimo areas .employ project' development cifflith and under, wh the
Federation itself eMplc1; en economic .develOpmelif specialist: lit RurA
Awing is proceiding.tbat wW fires It 6.*gation ofloperattoull kuthottty
for atitilioverty, program, over the next fc jo 'nine regional corporations

Roiled upon the social and economie,dreUrOtanceaof Alaska Natives,
In rural areastre state

reviewing the Present administrative situation affeelint them, and,witnes sing the
"t- developments bt the list tew years, it, is apparent that do; most important

administrative *Nit that should infsnade are those that make the relpilonship
Ot Natives to thefts adminbtrstions more like those of othee.Americans; They
should be enabled to plan an ever e*Panding role' In Ole .shaplpg and
administration of policies affecting their preilent circumstances and their future.

What Ws probably suggests, as Professor Victor Fischer of the University
of Alaska points out, is f developrnentiof regional units of government Within
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Alaska village areas that would exer ise, Ins-Ur as possible; the- powers of local
government. Sikh a develornienr ould the adminIstrativq situation of = ,
villagers more like that of tithe citizens of' the state. Locally, elected
governments,)moreover, would su ly-)be mom responsive to the wants and
aspirations of the people than ttose ot dists4 administrators. Regional

miadnistrative units, responsible to I oak elected bodies; would also help solve 't

problems of overlap created by the proliferation of agencies by becoming the
coordinatipg vehicles46r, state, Feder 1, and private agency administtators who c,
programs w.ere being spotted in these was. A further reason cer Ginty one of
much importince 14 the poisons, growth', that is encouraged by
selliovernMent. .

Regional governmenks, for vtill areas,' it Should be noted, would require
,mo speclal state legislation, b40ause regl nal units (borciughs) that may he formed

under existing law must assume, fitutnicial responsibility for education and other y
(Unctions, and most village areas are sorely lacking in an. dequate fait base.

Some ,ntight argue, that lutiher assumption ponsibility 'fore
policymahing and admirditration mould, be premat ven the low .
educational levet, .6f most villagers, Such argument might* be'gen support by
citing evidence slab as A recent. telt frorn..a.wcsAtrit..rtak)mo village to the
Bureau o1,Indlin Afraid In which t e sfolsearturn seL out. that the

.people of the village are hunters tindi fishermen, not educational experts', and
suggesting therefore that they not be;asktml, Nir advice On educational matters,

-7 On the-other hand, the argument niiglit be countered by citing contrary village
viers Such as contained In a' June teeter to the president of the yederation of
Ottim (rem* leader of a small Interio village:

In. the past the Native peopteof4wIntertor have had no, voice In the
which concerned them; tither they , tended to' acceUt the

decisions made by the nontNatIve in WashingtOn and other positions
of authririty. This old'way canpoE continue. We need a voice that hal
a possibility of being heard. We need to be allowed trkmake some of.

'the 'decisions,ivhich affect our IlVes and affairs in order- to stand as
men and women of a jirtoud racel and traditionin a raOdly

"

changing

14
would.

1. 4,

, Jf In fact villagers iienot.want to,- play a substantial rote In fashioning local .
.0 programs or in adrainistering,them, one tVottld.be slow, to itdvocatejtobet there

Is Increasing iestlmony thatitAeY dokWhPt is desirable Is planningfor.reglorial
I * units =that, would, be sihaped and intlufnced by local epersons, Such planning-if,

-vriiuki properly take Into account the.,, varying 'stages. of readiness found in
,Adifferent reglons,'nd if; would provide for adult eclucadon programs and'

',technical assistance to regional uniriadsl,hey would be established. '
.The adminisnative remodelling that should be planned for is not, in

"' going to improve substantially the Social and economic circumstancesof Alaska I..
, Nation, nor would other Changes Ihitt are only edministrative. What is als6--

needed ban Increase in funding for propranis of demonstrated merit.
It is iot apparent from a recitation of programs end their

adidntstrators, there are ntimeYous prcigram Inadequac!es and gaps. Some of the



principal spetilic rieeds.4 ,144314e's *vitlidg ets are more opportunities to' obtain
i

presehoolf .adult and v,d tional ,education, lobs or other opportunities for
; earned incomes, decent ho sing and Safe water supplies, imporved medical and 4 ,

.dentakservieesi and of mIrch import/ince, reasonably adequate communications. S j
i,', facilities. Needless to Mk , owing to staft.or, funding limitations, eligibility of of"

persons or paces. for 4) grews, is necessarily followed by ptpgrams being
',1b *4 ' . II i-' offered to ail:'whoarri ell blel

' i An expansion In (literal o mekr federally-funded programs might come

! :bt reduced: Sta P rarn&laff cling villagers eil, bo' expanded if revenues
to pass at such .111411gthe tlo

Wfinancial

commitments for Vietnam would
te:

. , from recent oil devriotiments ould reach. levels torecmf bk some informed
observers- A third itossibility, is bat some ma!or- prOgram needs would be Met by'

.,' f a Native corporation or cor rations, endowed with *substantial funding, that
Would be established as a resu t kr land claims settlenieht. , . °

White Aornes program needs' might be temporarily, ,mkt by Native
: .-corpbratiorti retelling tom risaticin for exliniuldpnent of land'rights, it is not' likely that It Would or s ould coritinue to tic% to.; Under one propose& for

settlement -. that Of the e rmea and stated the Federal Field Committee. ank
. _txrporatiort.'created Vtqll ci, become a'-public corporation after ten years; its

/emphasis would very pr, bably4 be investments, not grants, But, as Indicated ,

-`4.01.111Crit 04 m1(a1)14) to Ife4 raciaily.deflned instittitioni doing things that
i..governteeny)tsel should di) for &lilts citizens.
i '' '. ' qtt the!sanle time that one expresses the hope for racially undefined public

dolnialiatiohr ont does not look to the abandonment of theleharacter and ,
Airtility..o. 1'. Bak! ),, Indian, and Aleut' life. Pull participation by villagers In

111
.11401r1hi ihd ad nistering policies that affect; them Irillsheip insure that cultural

will produce more-eftective.admInistratiop, - - -------'- --- _ . ,p

Litilts of petastl g .valtie will'he iireserved;14tt he sametlme such participation

_ . . ,
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Adniinistrative situations
,arid the Lapp Population

The Lapps constitute only 0.07 percent of the popUiation of. Pinlandf
0.64 percent in- Norway and 0.13 percent in Sweden, but, because they ,

'.-,occupy chiefly- the northern regions of the 'coiiiitries, they" po,n,iprise
considerable part of the Inhabitants. Nprway, they- are i/nalQ,riti7 In 6)4
communes,. ,-.111, Finland, In one. The total 'number of Lapps can be estimated' at

, *AA 40,000, together:with the 1,8 OO ,apps on the Kola Peninsula in the Soviet
Linton. 'Although the Apps comprise a small minbritYthey are not IA/inking',
minority. Their number is now greater than ever 'tkfore. This Is a result of

1rio'detri* health care' and of Improved -communicatiOcin our days. It Is for
'-.Instance now Common that children iv.. born h maternity or other hospitals,
4...4441 t Mortality, ,has in consehience ottjkis decregke$1.4

boii(60tYearil ago the Lapps-were the ilmost sole inhabitants of Lap ":
bUt In the seventeenth century a very active colonizatiOritif the rogion*was

`started. Earlier the Lapps had been taxed by DenmarkNorway:Sweden-Finland
; land' Russia, but. gradually-the states,widened their soirerelgritylO the northern

rteas and the state frontlets.were fixed. When the froritier between Denmark.
Norway and. Swedenlinland was determined in the Treaty bt $48mstad in
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11611 It was stipulated that the Lapps, who were nomads; should still, according
to old custom, hail the right to move with the reindeer across the frontier and \
make use of the reindeer pastures in the neighbouring country.

, State measures were usually dictated by the care of the reindeer husbandry
of the Lapps.' The dominating thought was that the Lapps were and would ever

keepers of reindeer. Literati re about the Lapps IA older times, and the'
arthaeologite findings give, a rathet,scanty conception of the life of theLapps. ;

Traces left behind bY, 'he paitilds are rare because they needed all that tgey had.
The findings on the places of sacrifice tell,-however, aboti(early contacts be.
ton'en the Lisioi and 'Staggers, most of the latter probably fur purchasers. From
the seventeenth century the written sources become richer: It evident that the
Lapps in Old times hadonly few rehideet. They Were fishermen and haters, hut .

when the game diminished they enlarged, their reindeer keeping for alaughter,-,
and now the production of meat for sale is first place. _

The Lapps formed small socletlee with -a structure suited to the subarctiO
environment. In the wilderness it was necessary to standon one's own feet pie(
they became ver Individualistic., Lapps are, peaceable, and as long as there w
plenty of -s,ce they retired from the intrusive colonization. Also game vanishe
to the north, and the withdrawal of the L,ipps could occur with the Lap
seltesteem Intact. Asking for protection against into_ders, the Lapps appealed \.
sometimes to:the Kings and Tsar, who generally were in favor to the Lapps, but:
fir from the;administrative centers this was'not of great importance. The mea.
sures to ttie1 benefit of the Lapps were halfhearted and the colonlotiOn,of the

legion was state interest. However it can be mentioned that' he Swedish King
Johan III proclaimed in 15154 that the colonists had not the right to make use of:
some areas in present Etionteklo,:and -it is noticeable_ that- Peter the Oreat,

_ although' the tsars usually supp9rted the chilich,eln 1491 rejected the d'alins-
made by _the Petsiuno rholiastviry to. the old -sainidn fishing places of the Skolt-1"!
Lappaon the River Tulonic : established the rights of the Skolts to the area,
which limey not hi sold nor lured": In the course Of time the Lappish societies,
thif: aides, were transformed Into the 'existing social models' in each country:

'-'1CfanY state commissions have been concerned With Lapp Matti* lint-their
proposals, have not always been carried out. In = tintand' a state cominiasion,--

___ considering Lapp affairs worked in 194$4951 and suggested among other.things
that the Lappavr each commune hi the north should elect illAapp council, which
should deal witii _spedfic Lipp matters, and an office for Lapp affairs should be"
set iiplo-assiat the cabinet in questions concerning the Lippe. In the office:
should be two officials: a Oonfrolsioner of Lipp- Affairs the, head, and
repreientative` of Vie. Lapps'as his assistant. The suggestion was not-sarried out ,

A .sinillat slommission worked In Norway in,1956.1969,, but the recommendak -
Hods of this commission have also stayed- on paper. In Sweden many state -

investigations have been perforined, but their mandates have been limited _to ._

"'""t lititti Militi; b lititerierhtt6iird0,`
Problem as a national Lappish interest has not been investigatid. Its has been:.
more a subject of Conversation h the organizations:

.-The' ilordic countries arc the prOmised land of organizations, but among
the individualistic' Lapps organizations have not been established until this ten..

_

.
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tiny. It was a great improvement when the first Nordic Linn nference was
held in Jbkkmokk, Sweden, in 1953. There a comprehensive Inv ntory of Lapp
matters was made, and on the leciond Nordic Conference in Ka job, Noriny,
the Nordic Lapp Council was fowled. in the Connell there a five members
from Norway, four from Sweden, and three from Finland. T e Lapp Council
arranggees every three years a While Lapp Conference In turn in inland, Norway'
and Sweden.*Ihe latest, Conference, 1968, in Pnontekiti in Finland, was at
tended alio fodr ticlentists from the .UgSR. The. La ps have always,
constituted the majority on these Conferences, but the autho tieshive shoWD a
great interest and-have been Well represented. At the 1968 Conference there
were over 400 participants, 23 from faraway countries.

,'Tie resolution from the Conferences go to the govern nt authorities, but
Mr there have not been persons specially, engaged in Lappmatters, the resolu.
tion have not always-gained sidalent attention. An essential improvement VI
this 'respect has Occurred as the Nordic Council, joint Organ of the parliaments
and government in.the Nordic countriesnn 1962 the Council recommended that _

The. governments In' Finland,-Norway, and Svieden set up a special join ,t.botly to
himdle questions conc'erninuLapps and 'reindeer husbandry. This boely was
founded In1966: The Wishes of the NOrdic V.:pp Council are now thadnellee
through this, body to the deciding authorities, but, it has itself taken initiatives.
Among other things .a program for, research tolicer,ning reindeer husbandry has-
been executed, and the variolfs tasks for *earth have beeh distributed among,
the countries, A Nordic ,school for 'reindeer herdsmen and advisers in reindeer --
husbandry `has been planned, and attention has' been paid to Lappish handicraft
and Lappish. place kismet. The body .has also given support to Lipp- ybuth
**renege and to teachers' meetings.

n thie body,.set up by: the ,goviinments,' the ministries handling Lapp
matters are represented. In the first line are 'the Ministries of Education and ---
Agriolture,, while some of the, members are fictive persons in the Iapp
organizations:Reindeer husbandry is attached to the Mintstrie_sof Agricultute
all the countriee."Lepp me;grs in general stay in Finlind under the Ministry of
Justice, -. its NorWay and Sweden under (lye Ministries of Agrieulturep-Lspp
niatters_are of bourse:, birdied also on.tlioeal level by the provincial govetn. _

ingots in.theadministratIvadistricts with Lappish population. Since 1960 thfre-
Is in Finland an internal official Lapp ,Delegation with the governor ofLapland
as chalnilan and six members, _three" of them representing the Lappish organize-
tiOrit'arid7the other three representing the Ministries,of Justice, Education and

cUlture.; Since,1964, Norway' has in official organ, the Norwegian Lapp
Council with eight.Members, to coordinate Lapp mattertin Sweden there is an
official committee for :matters concerning reindeer' husbandry..In the district
governments In the.reindeer breeding area there are, moreover, advisers in Nor;

-Way and in Sweden. In Finland these matters -are attached to a.half7bfficial
society, ,Paliskuntain-Yh`distys, where- the Ministry of AgricultUre has.a renre-

qsentatifec'the society arranges each year a sbealled reindeer parliament, where,
alt the patiskunnots,the reindeer owner? districts, are represented.

According to law the Lapps have the same status as other 'citizens. In
Sweden an extensive area is detached for exclusive use by the Lapps and Intru
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don can there be micie,lanly after apprbval,of the King and must be comperia
sated to the Lapps, In Sweden reindeer husbandry is reserved for the Lapps, also

Norway ", but not so strongly. In Finland It is a free occupation to aft citizens
in a certain northern area. The Lapps have been observed by the state to is
greater extent In Sweden than Jr% the other countries. This happened befOre -

ethhosocial retearch had given its Contributions to the handling of questions like
this, The state measures have therefore often been dictated by a non-objective
mixture of weltIntentioned and guardianminded reasons, which strengthened

_ . the social passivity of the Lapps, There was the desire to preserve the Lapps and; ,
according to the school reform of 1913, the schools for the children were to
have the_ shape of a Lapp tent. In. the summers they were located in the vicinity'
of the camping places and in winter in the thurch villagesian this way one tried
to maintain the childrep's, interest in reindeer husbandry, but the language.of
instruction was Stvedist- Essential .,changes '.have occurred since that time.
Modern hoardingschools were built in the 1940's, F, flier only children from
nomad families attended these schools, which were compulsory for them, but
now It is a voluntary ,utter. Also children of settled Lapps can attend the

0#_.domed schools. There are seven such schools with six classes and from all these
the pupils ah'gathered to a4conimon three class setioot in Oallivare. They can go
Over to other schools, but usually they continue in Galva. and NI nipper
sehoolaand trade schools. In tht, first and second classes Lappish is eililiguage
of instruction; later it is a subject taught under the heading, "Lappish Language:
and Culture." In addition Lappish matters are integrated in'other spbjeCts in the
school;

In Norway the Lappish school has developed rapidly. Earlier, Lappish was
'-permitted only when utterly necessary, but In the last decades the system, has
been completely changed. The first teaching can' be given in Lappish and there
are some schools where Norwegian will be 'introduced as the first alien Isiiguirge*
during the second half of the second school year: This aqumn en upper-school
class with Lappish will be.started at the."gymm.sium" in Karasjok. The' Lappish
language is taught es a subject throughout the school up to the matriculation' \
examination.

The new- ianguage,poilcy is not entirely accepted by the minority itself,
which Is 'anxious to 'et the children learn the language of the ntItio.lity. Many:

:11 parents have tried to train their children in the majority language, but as they
speak it erroneously It becomes a still greater work in_the school to eliminate
errori in words and phrases in the, pupils' spetich.,According to researchers In
bilingualism the teaching In the mother tontoo Is a,prerequisite for proficiency
in other languages. Investigations made earlier in Finland and Sweden have
shown that in regions where Lappish is endangered parents want school teaching
In Lappish, but in pure Lappish areas they. ent school teaching in the nirijo,;ty
language. They say that,the children know Lappish, but they need to learn the
language of the majority. The new schobl,policy needs therefore intensive ex.
planation among the People to avoid misunderstandings.

More Lappish speaking teachers have been trained In Finland during recent
-- years. Lapp children attend the.same schools as the Finns and because Lappish

and Finnish are elated languages, the, transition from Lappish to Finnish Is

'11

.
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. easier than the transition to the Scandinavian languages. in Finland, Lappish
,, may be taught a vOltintarY aublect and the Board Of,Education is Inclined to
IStothote the use of Lappish in theichoni. ; '29

The Lappish language, isit very expieisive and diversified language with an
, extensive vocabulary; but It still laeks'words kit modern concepts, for thoughts,

which a Lapp in our days neetls;.This is why. the Nordic Lapp Council has set up
a Nordic Committee to construst such words On Lappish bases. The language is
thoroughly investigated but it` Is an rdtioui .Woric to create new words and to

-enrich the literary language with words from theitappish dialects. In the Lappish
. cultural work the numerous dialects cause difficultie4. ,

,.. The Sdministration--64 the education' .0f.tthe Lapps follows generally' irc.,
Opted lines. In Finland the MinistryOf Eciucat,4on, II* Board of Education, the
inspectors and the .local.srhool comMitteetare engaged. In Norway the adminis-
(ratir/in Is a task o(the. Primary School Councilland the Directors of the school
districts. The. Connell has in recent years arrang special courses for teachers In
the p area and teachers' meetings ot the °idle/Lapp Council take place.

'' Such lIngs, where the teachers from the L ppl,sh schools can discust,eom
mon problems, are very impOrtanL Sweden has had a Special orgat,' t ',on for the i_ --

. ' Lapp' schools with its own' inspectorsdirectly subOrdinate to the ,, al School
-, i. Board. ,i

.' : In the kiregoing I have. touched only upon the Soviet Uidon where there
also are Lapps Oti the gala Peninsula. Unfortuntely I so superficially Wow the
circumstances that I catmot give a pree* , plc um During the tsarist era the

:. Lapps were a neglected group, observed_ only good-hearted philanthropists.
But the Lapps could live there ratter untouCh and for this reason Lappish

' conceptions have surrived an ong th1em better ti hin the West. Christianity was

. _than, In the western regions; where everything La pliti was marked as pagan. The
probably introduced with griatiit understandil for the Lapps' individuality

litILI revolution signified a great change in' he backward conditions pf the Kola
Lapps from an economic, political and cultural 'Obit of view, Young Lapps were
educated at the Ihstityte of Northern Peoples in Leningrad and later at the
northirn department of the Ilertzen Pedagogiiii College In Leningrad and the

-- Pedagoldcal High School in Murmansk. In 1936 !and 1964 I visited the two first
named institutes and met' their Lappish studentaNow there are Lapps In re ;

--is. spansible posts in their native places, as teacheks, physicians, etc, Newspapers
- and Periodicals reach the, homes: The-Lapps conduet: themselves .better than

before in the cultural contact with the-other peoples:on the Kola Peninsula:
Russian) Ziryanians (Ruml);:fArtli-ans;-ete. Reindeer :1:.elping also hp made
progress bqause of Intensified research. . ,

The theme of the latest Nordic Lapp Conference --1968 was "Have the ,
-tapes a future in the North?" The activity whiih we have_observed in the last
years justifies a positive answer. The Lapps, have been paralysed by outside

- Intrusions, which they have accepted in Pucci and quiet. Out they begin' to -

become steeled and to think on their future. Also the majority peoples now have ,

greater understanding and I believe that the future is brighter for the Lapps.
0-

C
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This paper' has been developed to establish a corn n between the
administrative situation in Greenland and the. Alaskan situation described by
Robert Arnold, Tht differente in the situation In Alaska and in Greeland is not
so' great as one might believe 'and It is therefore possible to follow Arnold's
systemization. ii have only a slight knowledge of the conditions in Alaska, but it

mx Impression that with regard* to Politica and administration, the situation)it
lre.tivo countries is very much the same.

Denmark is I state, not a federation. Greenland Is not, like Alaska, a state
, in a Union. Consequently we do not operate"with the terms federal,. state,lind

local, but only with state and local. It Ispf no vital Importance, bqt itahould be t
borne In mind when operating with the terms of administration.

And now just a short descriPtIon of the form of, government In Greenland.'
Until 1953, Greenland was a colony of Denmark, but It has sim:e1853 beenAM
equal, integral part of the Kingdom of Derimark. The Danish constitution is valid
in Greenland. Two regular members of the single house of the Danish pirliament

cwere
elected In Greenland. Voting rights extend to men and women over 21

an of age. .
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. ; 'hie local gwernlig body -ii the Provificii 'Caunci!.wr huicitieatn:Ire)mrTenistsf
_composed of seventeen members eietted in the
Parliament. Until' 1.9§7 the Governor, ishngeovernment's highest
official in Greenland, was chairman of thiass,ca`thtien I anand his offices took care-of
the' council's administrative"! matto.. But sinciii1:Juze,., 1967; the Provincial
Council has elected Its own chairmaiNnd 'tievelOped Its own secretariat. The

. Governor 13 a member of the council and is entitled to speak, but not to vote,,..
Greenland Ii cilVided,Into districts, each Of which has_ its own publically-efected

- ,,-F , council.. ,.."-k" ''' . - A "i c' ' '' u. ..., -..

Many Danish laws are 'Valid in Greenland Nit, In certain eases, thiirare
.,,

,t. ., laws or ordinances' liaised spec cally for Greenland. Most important-of these Is
one allowing-the 41tovirtelal council to.act- as a consulting body for the Danish
Ooiernment and Parliarrient. In thliiapacity ikparticipates in the formulation of

..:....,....._ ; laws relating to 6reenland and, thus, has mare poWer than comparable local.... , _.

--governing boards ili the counties of,,Denniark. l' . -._
Political Interest in Orienisnd is, great, not least :hecause of the new law

whereby t Ovinellil...CounclIA esti ji,s,._awn_cluirjitap.- Though, the trend 4 = '
to and Increased seltiovemmertl. this Cannot 60 interpreted as at antiDafilsh
tendeacy. While desiring to coniiiiue, their 'clOte ties with the Danish people, the," "-
Gretoliriders.4vVitvc to tar from their mother country and Who have their own
lanyage, 'fiimPiiiiish to have a Fetter .responsibility, in. their own local affairs.
An yhere e come to a distinction: between Greenland and the other krctic ,

ter ories, which it is important ta'reatitk. , :- --,,, . 1, . ' -,

L Greenland is en Island which ties several thousands of miles from its mother
cotintry, and which until, 1953 W85.8,C0tOny; Its population is not yet a natural
element_ of the Danish pedpie becatik of'd.ifferenctt ikeeonomY, politics and
national character. It Is a Danish 'provinet.where- the predarninant part of the.
population_hai_therdeentandic,language,atillanaityal medium of expression,

. where the Danish,- or if:Yau like. Danish.speaking - elenient _tom a minority, -

and of,which the majority are in Greenland to serve in public adMInistration in
its widest ;sense, including education, health ...service, communication, and

- buildh\g activities. __--. .
is a geographically -Isolated province, where the majority ,of -the =

population are "Natives". This wad is used with the'ome meaning as Arnold
does in his background paper. The economic situation has Rat yet developed so
tar that people in great numbers have immIgiated,to settle ,for good. A few

-', Danes, especially workmen, have, however made their homes and founded
`" families In Greenland. Greenland diffem in this Way front'Aliska. and other

northern territories, where "the Nativei" now form a mlnoritY.Ith a lingual,
cultidal and social character, _

'The,state management otOrieniand Is attached to a Cabinet Minister of
Greenhuit The present Minister is Minister of Fisheries as well, under whom
belpngs aNinistry for Greenland, henceforth called. the creenland Department,
Which may be compared to the American federal Bureau of Indian Attain,-
Directorates under this department are: The Royal Greenland. Trading
Department, stateundertaltenworking'concern which handles a great part of
the supply service and produCtive activity, ihipping, the postal service and other,,!,;-
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services, and The Technical Organitition for Greenland, a public building
authority which In addition takesscare of the greatest part of public construction .

and working concerns, including telecommunication, in many cases as theactual
'executing contractor. ,

, There are other Ministries of the Danish Government active in' Greenland.
The poll.* come under. the Danish Police Forces, the inswction of shipping and

. supervision of air traffic under life respectiveluthorities in he Department of
Commerce and The Department of 111refsport and defense under The
Department of National Defense. Other exkmples might be given, but the"-
greatest part of "political control belongs 'under the Greenland Departnwpt, with

,headquarOrs In CoPenfagene . rt

ThirenvyrtiririslhrOnverrinanit'singhest-offtrtii-residfrtgin-Greeniandr----,:
but he ikunder rionpal tonditions only the direersuperior to the lesser part of
the 'state management. He is, for in,.stikisie, not superior to the two almighty
executive political concerns, -The RoyalTreenland Trading Department end The
Technleal Organization, which ere managed from Copenhagen, but as the stile,'
alrillnistrator-belashe,bignestlitibliestithosity-InGreeniend

. In contrast to Dennis: lig in Giteniutd*all,educitirtni, with exception of as 4..*/
.private follt,*; high school, 'it controlled by the state tinder =a 11167 law.
Administration is managed by the School Director,. Ind a ,Biiard of Educatiorr,

; with headquarters ifi Golftitib,Oreenlind, is in charge of mifnageinentrlith the
Governor as chairman th,,-:''oucl Consists of.goternalent officials and taeleeted
element as tem memben1 ore, nominated by the Provinclif,Council. Regional
schOol boards and parent-representative at .'each single school. involve the
popularly elected element in the) edutational work.

The educational System belongs under The Greenland Deparithenl,Pot the'
banish Department of Education; A' transferahas been plinneti. but it is
uncertain when it will take. Ow. In the educational offtce'of Tht terreniand

-.--"-*Depaxtment the educational contributido to the Danish yearly budget is
rF rirepared,andamong other assignments this section provides for the many young"

people seeking education or 'training in Denmark. Yearly there are more,than
young,Greenhusderi Inpeismsrk attending classes from short COMO to,

education.
:Nursery'schoois are widely distributed with at least one nursery schoAn.
.911ftlh and the kb:1*h have begun so-called eLursery school classes, Le.

PreParatory.schooling for the sbrear old children.Actssal Schooling beglni in
-Greenland as In Deninalli,at the age of seven and compulsory question lasts
Until-the end of the seventh year of school. There' is no Mitetany.

Adult Educaticin, Ttalning and. Job Placement
Vocational training in Denmark is confined within. strict limits with

traditions far back In the Past- _although rnodernifation has started. A
tornalicated legislation directs this department., a legislation which to a great
ettgAt applies to Greenland; not.withstanding the general agreement that Bless
troublesome system would have been preferable. The reason for this Is thI
demand that Greenlanders who bite received education Of training must bg able
to competion equal terms with Danes and be able ?to.settle in,Denmarlk They.
must not meet the objection that their schooling has tot fully the mark: .,
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The Danish strict and unifomt examinetio, requirements at graduation
from secondary schools have the same effect on chlidaducation, which hal to
provide teaching In such a manner that the young people leave the "realskoie"

he secondary school) after having passed an examination which Is Identical
v4th the one passed by Danish:schoolchildren. Otherwise they IUD the risk of
being rejected when they later on seek further education or jobs and the aim of
Ike Oreenlandle school to make young people seek an educition or tvaining
cOmmensurate, with their abilities and interests without being hanwereti
linguistically would not be reached. A ,seconcielass schooling ifnot accepted. tri
'this way heavy demands are made on Greeniandie youth for whom Danish Is 110
foreign tan, s6. .

The state end' private organIzallors manage a widespread activity of
courses, and the state educational system Mos evening classes and continuation
schook. Assignment of work lain its first stage and has as yet not assumed its 141
definite shape. It betongs under social welfare and Is managed by the Welfare
Department which is pieced under the Provincial Council. The costs are met by
the Provincial Council with a certain refunding by the State.

I

: Health Services
(lreenland's health 'service is managed by a Chief Medloal Officer whO Is

appointed Id this job by the Danish; Health Service under the Mintstrl of Home-'
Affairs, but who belongs under the :Health Service of the Greenland Department..
AU medicalaltendance and medicine; lieluding hospitalization and treatment:by
specialists, together with dental treatment, are tree. Apart from the Chief
Medical Officer's salary and a few other expenditures in connection with his
pit, all the expenses of the Healthftenike are administered by the Greenland
Department, which maintains a very ,h standard.

".

a

Cfelfare-
,Social welfare has by tradition been the Greenlanders' own problem,

beginning` hundred years ago when the first titan elected councils were
founded. With very alight guidance they mans* to suppoit the needy with what
small means they had at their (MOW. Ouj Ott/tete councils grew the local
self4overnment which today consists of the Provincial Council and the Regional
'District Councils. ,

Until two years ago social welfare expenses *cre pald in the Councils
own funds and administered by the Colwell, themselves finder the.giridance of
the Governor. When the Provincial Council acquired its own Secretariat in.1961
a Welfare Board for Greenland was established, with the head of the Provincial
gouncil as chairman and among others some elected members. The governor Is*
member of this department. The decisions of the Welfare Board are administered
by welfare department which is a provincial council affalir, consequently
altogetber)ocel seigovernMent. A system of local social workers is being
established, and the state refunds30 percent of all societ expenditures to the 4

local
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,
w Enforcement and AdMinistration of Justice

The police are completely 'under the Danish State Police which comes
%Indef the Department of Justice. Most !Of the rank end Ale policemen in
Greenland are Greenlanders, but in a few years same of the highest -;
appointments will be taken over by Oteedionders, The organization is so net
that the Greenhill* policemen are not yet old enough to be superior police,
offtcers.'The polite have managed, however, better than any other branch Of
administration, to tfairra (head:Indic persimmel and establish an arMost entirely
Ordenlandle policeetaff: ti

Law service un r the Greenland Department differs considerably from
the Danish. Sven the 'c Masi (*dela diffetent and applies to all people' who live
in Greenland. It it aged by a Justice ',with a law degree, hut most of the

trates are Greenlanders.

Local Government
The 17 members of the Provineial founcli are elected byljenersi direct

suffrage.- All the present members are n live Greenlanders, but 'occasionally
;'...inuultrited Danes have been members ofithe Council. Ip addltinn.to being an -.

advisory, body to the `Danish government and parliament, the Council .aiset
operates a MitAbiriNit functions 01 total c itilicter, on which it spttnds ittas own

*-- funds raised by inditect taxes.on tobscco, ticoholic beversges;and,sweets.
1 codittry is divided into tegions, each region inducting a tOwn with,
from 600 to about- 7,000 inhebitente plus a number of villsges. The district
*bunch has members borth fro the town and the WOO .

The indlvidyal counclls are in part economically' dependent. on the
.,Provindal Council, but this system Is just hovsk under resikluitment, after which

the local tomtits will be released to Manage their own administration of their
in the duttet and taxes. Income Is yet unknown but this blessing Is

expected to be Introduced in 1072. The re nue is expetted to go entirely to Hie
fi treasuries of the ProvincialtCounch and th District Councils, just as the Indirect

J,
The Prepindal Council Is under the s pervisign of the Cabinet Minister for

. Greenland; the locel councils ate striervise by the Governor. it Is in accordance
with the constittltion that the maid seigovernment is subject to the .

. etipervinon of the state.- , . ;
, .

-,' The protincial Council has a contiderable 'influence on the adminstration. .

, by 'i_he* state, for one thing the bovine's, Council makes nominatIOns for -
Important committees and boards. In this way the council his trtem)tetein the
board of. educetiont'lhe board of the {housing loanfund, the state radio . .

'broadcasting board...and oven! other important boards. Also the local co hells
have a certain Influence on the state adrOstratibn, for instance by the very
important localboariewhiifi decides the iallotment of sites for building In'the
towns. -1

Land and Resources
In Greenland all land is public, The citizen may by applicatiOn to a

tommit.tee gain the right of use of thelann, for instance a lot on which to build
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a' house, .11e doe` nut pay for this right. )4/right of me can be. sold and
Inherited, and ills retairrd as long asi he land is used for the original purpose,"

With the rapid urbanization, the land, in the towns has acquired atite.value, which can be capitalized, for instance by offiring houses for sale.
Condifions. today may be called rather chaotic, and legislation is being prepared
to re reedy the situation.. ,

Mining in (Ireenland'is (Vveloped only in a slight degree, bitt a bill was
passed a few years ago, with the aim 'of encouraging the prospecting and
'exploiting dfoinerals and to ensure thit tie community gains a fair share in the' profits. something similar to Alaska's -Nettie Land Clairits is not known in
Greenland, but themilning act is worked out in such a way that society's share in
Asospective rinutrairicitts can fIr.:1 its way into the treasury Of the Provincial
eDuncil. Mining legislation is adminstered by the Ministry for Greenland,

.

Planning for CommUnity and Regional Development
Comprehensive planning for communities in Greenland is a function of

The Technical *Organization which is a department .underl the Greenland
Department.- An public building and constructionwork is managed and
administered by this organization which also manages the power stations, the

, waterworks and the public roads in the towns, and carries out the official.
Inspection of all buildings. To ,a certain degree the organization also performs the
actual building operation itself, but for the mast part it leaves the work to private
contractors, who are made up of a steadily growing local group of artlgaps, both
Greenlanders and immigrated Danes. The organization has an administration, of

. sast dimensions in all Greeillandic towns.
Planning and coordination of all public. investments including . the

PrOVInCial Council and the local Councils and taken as a'whole, all the long.term
programs of-, politics, are managed by a permanent council, .The Greenland
Council, Which was established by taw in 1.966. This very. influential council
consists of five members, of Parliament representing the' five greatest Danish
political parties, and the two Greeniandic members of Parliament plus three;
members of the Provincial Council. , ,

The Chairman of the eotin, dl is appointed by the King and the
administration of the council V;exetuted by a secretariat, which is a department
In the Ministry TOT Greenland. The council usually has three yearly ,seJsions in
Copenhagen, brit the next session in January, 191i), will be held in Greenland.
The five Danish members of Parliament are usually the spokesmen for their,
parties during the debate ora bill concerning Greenland.

4

Loans and TeChnical-Assistance
Each year a Government giant bestows loans and subsidie's to fishing in

paqieular, as this Is the principal Industry. Loans and subsidies are granted for
fishing'boats and tickle and for industrial plants for tithery products including
cold storage plants. The grant Is administered by a board which has the Governor,
as chairman and in which, the Provincial Council has one member. By the usual
hierarchical system In Danish "government the decisions of this board can be
overuged by the .Greenland Department. The fishing boats and works which are
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national .propeity, can be. made over tOnrivate hands. Some line fishinrboats,
which originally had been. purchased by the state have beelfmade overwith the

Qf loans and subsidies to. Greeniandic fishermen. For instance,the biggest
LP. n 'for 'the CishIng industry was originally built by the state bitt-hainow Chen

handed over tire corporation in which the state, the Provincial Council, and
several Danish fish exporters Own,stocks. r

Cooperative stores have, only lately .been establisheit, and several are now
running or beiric set up: The. Instigator in this easels the Danish Union, of
Cooperative Stores; which acts, in an advisory capacity and makes experts
available.

Money matters were until latelY arranged by ThC.Royal Greenland Trading
Department, which also van a savings bank. The Danish currency was first
Introduced a few. years' ago, At about thelame time one of the largest Danish
savings banks opened a departinent In Greenland and a newly established bank,
the Greenland Bank, started Shortly after. By Danish law theft is a well defined
distinction between savings banks and banks..

Housing and Related Facilities
Th? sittiation In Qreeniand is quite different from the one in Alaska. We

cannot say as Arnold does that, "provision of housing and related facilities is
very much the burden of the Native himself."

Out f the about 340 million kroner (seven Danish kroner "to 'a dollar)
avitdch every year-hi investedinGreenlan, by the Danish state, about'70 million
-kroner goes to housing. More money is spent on this than on any other
investments in Greenland. Each year a -government grant is received and these
funds are used for financing housing. The funds are administered b a board
with the Governor as chairman randlitelude a representative of the eta
Council, =

Loans :are granted on very' fair terms to houses of a "fonnerly,epprOved
type. Saving la unnecessary --_ which , Is' very unfortunate. Nearly all over
Greenland there is ahousing shortage but one ,cannot better his position; In the
waiting title' by saiing. The holding policy is conducted-Iris tarsightedlluinner.
Loans are given with the elm of encouraging the concentration of the poptkiatiott
In the larger towns In the iriddle section of West Greenland, where the sea Is free'
of ice the year round anti where all year fishing and fishing Industry can be
developed..

This concentration of the population, which Incitientally has been going'
on for many years without being pushed by thw housing policy, has brought

"about a rapid urbaniiation with, the subsequent demands for better facilities for
. sanitary mate disposal and all,modern conveniences. To acquire this in the most
economical way, rnbst.of the housing in the towns is concentrated in apartment
buildings with electricity, water and sewer supplies, and central heating.

These apartments are leased by the state.,,Thls is not the time and place for
those lamentations .which, 1, as the managing civiLservant might be tempted to
titter. Let it b'e enough to say that the state Is 'not a very capable caretaker for .

apartments, at least not In Greenland. The payment of interest and sinking fund
at welt as the rent% greatly aided in proportion to the number of, children in the
family.
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- before mentioned the eleetricitY Workkthe water and sewerai,
etc,. In the towrisare Purity an official bitsineis.'The tool authorities' have in
'reality no Influence, vihateveY. on th6:pact of the 'investments and the

7m4mageMent. Renovation; Incitidin removal of night soil In lionserviced areas
and *lief supply by,, tank truck In thelbwns; Is gonerally tininipipal affair. In
the villages; the renovation Is'very prifoltIve, that Is, if there is an and here the

4.. state will net provide electricity except for 14 own institittioni, for Intlincii the
school: In these pieces to} people with initiative are, starting modest electricity
Work on a cooperative . .

.
Observation on lbe Administrative Situation

I hope that from these rather scattered pieces of Information bout the
1 administrative system in Greenland it Is.apparent that we have a longistanding,

int'ddlon of -attempting to give the Gr4niander his sharein the reaponsibility of
governing.. himself. For over a hundred years, ,Oreenlanders have elected
reeresentatives for boards and assemblies. In the beginning the assignments were

' on a very Modest scale and the Insight the equiyalont, Development however has
been going on these many years, although slowly.

It Is now a fixed aim of the long-term Kiley that the; Greenlandlo - -

population's voice In the management and Its shore in the responsibility must
1nereased.Thb must tie done at .the same time as we aim to make Greenland ail
'equal integral part-of the Kingdom of Denmark, as far as it Ispossible When one
considers_ the 'country's geographical tiosition,_clicnatic and physical conditions

'and the cultural and Social state.
It is 'also a part of this scheme when'the Frovincial Council-Itil1e61 Instead

of the Governor had its own elated chairman and its own secretirlat4 and It Isa .
result of this policy that nowli Bill has been introduced which will give the,
Oreeniandic,,local councils on independent status whichlwill Make them as much
counterpartsunterparts of the Danish councils as possible. *

Many other illustrations 'might be given. Greenland has today a volce,that'*
has a possibIlify of, being heard. But It IS $11,M1Y, 0,160 evident from 'my
commentaries that we haie far to go. .

The words "The Greenland Department" figures In much of this article.
This Work of development, hich goeson,in Greenland and which has been going
on since:Woridc.,Wat II calls for terge annuid inves4ments from,Denmark. For the
greater -Bart these are provided feein the yearly budget, today, about 600 mipion_

.
kroner -for wofka'' and ogratigns. They are managed by the Greenland

_ Department and the Included directorates, The decisive infkience must belong !ro
the fintulcing partner that cannot well be otheivise..Consequently, a part of .
phe populition's voicesind share (n-the responsibility is only on papas'.

And so, the following words are heard In tireenland as hi Alaska; "Void
have a voice in the management You forgot to hear our views."

'Just as it Is true 'that influent* follows money then it is also true that it is s:
reassuring In difficult (Imes to know that the difficulties are not yours alone. ,
And the difficulties are different looking at them from an °Ike In Copenhagen..
'tan:feeling them on your own body.
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Oreenianders are Justified in drawing attention to the fact that the
advanced alm,of a greatey'share in the responsibility must not be fprgotten, and
pay-well reproach the mighty state,organizationilf they are forgotten &if their
share in tht responsibility °la reduNd to a format act of acceding to a
full. fledged schitCh' theriTs'no going biek,,-
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Cross*Culturaj,Educatio'n
and the-Economic

The Greenland and Alaska'Cases

4.

One -of ihe.m4;st recent'and oomprehensivd official overviews of Alaska''
Natives today opened with these generalized observations: -

A great contrast exists today between the high income, moderate standard
of Hying, and. existence reasdnible-opportunity of most Almikans and -

'the appallingly low income and standard of living and the virtual absence
of opportunity for most ,Eskimos, Indians, and 'Aleut of Alaska. About
fourfifths:of the more than onenuaitter trillion people of Alaska are not
Alaska ,,Natives. Most,Otthem,living in or near urban places, lead lives very
much like those of oth4r Americans. They are, by end larg;e, regularlya.

4 employed: Most families earn more than $10,000 per year . .the median
educational Level is re than 12 years.

. The other one-fl th. . -.live 111 widely scattered settlements. .are
unemplbyeci- or only seasonally employed.. in poverty:I, in small,

'dilapidated or substandard houses under unanitfej conditions...are more
often victims of disettse, and their life span Is much shorter than that of
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other Alaskans. . .Th'ey are not only undereducated for the'modenn world,
but they are living where adequate education or training cannot be
obtained, where there are few jobs, whereitrte or no economic growth is
taking place, and where little growth is forecast., f

With a change of 'MUMS, and some minor ,adjustment of statistics, this
- statement could be used to -generalize the economic situation and living

standaids of any of,lhe Other ,northern polar indigenous peoples. in the same
sense tease study'of any one of, the political divisions of North could serve
a means of understanding the others for ail have certain bask elements in

- common and have had similar histories of outside contact, penetratloh and
dominance. Basic differences arise in connection with public policy as it
attempts to deal with the problems of conflict between economic development
and cultural change. ,

For this, discti ion . only two case studies have been included, the
Greenland and, th Alaska situations. There are imiiortant parallels and
important different s in each. For example, they both have recently achieved
the highest fOrin,cof regional political status within their respective nations:
Greenland advancing from a colony to a provincial status in 1,953 and Alaska
from a territory,t6 'State of the Union in 1959.- From the standpoint of dealing
with cultural differences, 'however, they ereOnt almost opposite policy poles, 4

and something/Might bt learned in studying these extremes which would belost
in dealing with intermediate cases.

The analytical approach of this disculion will be that used by' the Danish
economist lAbgen,s13oserup in his review and evaluation of Greenland's economic
future.i In.both Greenland and the dominantiy Native parts ot Alaska, the basic
economic Problem is one of severe regional imbalance 'tompared with the rest of
the nation

Problem
the state: The intent of government policy In both cases has been

that levels of inconte and consumption'TiNhe residents be raised at least to
something comparable` to the levels in the baIance of the nation. The specific
programs and policies have varied over tin* and place, but have represented
attempts, at improvement through. combinations ot three underlying
processespopulation' transfers (first into larger more economically viable
cbricentxaKons within the region, 1/tit ultimately the transfer of economically

surplus population out of theregion into more developectregions), raising levels
of regional productiv1ty (through- econoinic development, reorganization of
economic activity and upgrading'skilis of resident workers), and continual heavy

'Robert D. Arnold et al, :Alaska .NatIves and the Land, Federal Field
Committee for Deyelophlent. Planning In Alaska, Anehorage,'Alaska, October

, .1968 p. 3. .

2Mogens 'Boserup, "The EconoMic Future of the Greenland Society as a
Problem of Regional Fourth Inlernatiptal Congress, ArcticDevelopment
and the Future of Eskimo Societies, (mimecigraphed), Le Havre 1969.

, A fuller discussion of the thedretkal basis, and .analytical tools
J.R.development planning is given in botideville,' Problems of Regional

Economic Planning (Edinburgh, the University Press, J966).
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' subsidization by, the balance of -the nation of investment,public consumptibn
and the levels of private consumption in the less developed region.

Analyzed in these terms the subject cased represent ;wo almost opposite
sets or approaches to economic development' and social objectives. in both, the

-,common economic objective lc-Increased per Opita ,resident income, and the
- common social, objective the increased health, edueation and general wellbeing

. of residents in the region. In Greenland since 1953 the emphasis has been heaVily

- development objectives, i.e. Increased wellbein of 43reenlanders. In Alaska the

upon promoting regional economic developent primarily to serve lock!

emphasis has ,been upon changinp people thropgh education and -vocational
training to serve economic`development needs. to promote the well being of the
residents of these regions both have used direct and Indirect, subsidies-the
construction of housing, community facilities, diveloPment loans, etc. But again
(here has been a differenee in emphasis. In Greenland a higher proportion of
subsidies has been thiough the economic development process In the form of
trade advantages, heavy investment and expenditure in,productive plants, etc.,
'which provide increased employinent, and income which would not have been
'possible if the ,procesa- were determined by th market. In the Native areas of.
Alaska, there has been greatieaubsidy emphasis n direct consumption pay bents
in the form of weifare and social progrants.

Finally, in Greenland 'population transfer'i has been limited as, a phi*
matter to movements from smaller to larger community untiring In,91,0Of
Greenland's politIcal reforms has not extended to movement of population out
of the province. Initact., the attempt has been, made to tie the rate of economic
development to the rate of intrease in the Gresiniandic labor force in order to
avoid emigration. In Alaska from the earliest forganization of education and
other progrants for the Native, People, the major objective .has been .to move
these people into and integrate them With the Mainstream o? American society.
Education has been strongly oriented to breaks g down the bold of traditional
ways, in particular' the Use of 'Native langtt es, and providing vocational
education to train the Native labor force W.. , t into the modern economy,.
Attempts to induce migration by education a d training have more recently
been augmented by programs of actual relocation. of individuals and families. , ,

Although' the approaches used In each case have differed, it is ironic that
the results have been comparable. In loth cases some progress has been made
tOwaul.: the general raising of living conditidns (the Greenland record is

Significantly better omit tlia.Ala.kka on this'score). The subject populationsare
7. both still significank *egzegatee geographically socially and economically. But

the final twist is that recent education and development reforms In each are
switching their emphasis. In Greenland, economic development appears to have
reached its natural limit. More than in the past, vocational education is being
emphasized as a means toward economic bettelment'of the Greenlander's lot.
The schools -have departed from exclusive u4e of Oreenlandlc and include

-- instruction ,both In the Nett* language and Danish. ''There` Is a growing
..., movement, in fact, to eliminate the use of Oreenlandic and teach,only In

Danish. On a pilot basis Is now experimenting with the use of the Eskimo
language in the primary grades of school. yilth)n the past five years, Alaska's

1 t
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rural areas haie beep the subject of a number ot experiments in the promotion .

of economic development though use of 'fisheries cooperstivea, community.
`development projects and other means. The Bureau of Indian .Affairs has
departed from its past almost exclusive concern with education and welfare to°
create, new programs to foster industrial development in Native areas and
revitalized Its.dormant loan programs. These new policy and program trends in
Alaska would ipPear to be an adaptation of the older Greenland policies and
programs which *lot at improvement of the lot of peoPle where they are.
Greenland would apt,ee to be adapting the older Alaskan policies and programa
which aimed at, increasing the mobility of people In economically depressed
areas and attempting to initiate them into the dominant society.

It there Is a general lesson to, be learned from these two ease studies-their
Inability to achieve the stated economic and social objectives, and their changing -'
emphasis in theAmethods and goals of education-it is.toilre' found in the area of
cultural' differeltes. In both cases. the subject regions and people are
characterized by low productive capability and standards of living and by:
marked cultural differences in relation to the more productive andigher living
standard parts of the State of Alaska or the. Danish nation. The failures,of
education would seem not to be with the content of these programs of their
attempts either to acwoodate traditional languages or to obliterate them inthe
interest of promoting ultimate integration. Instead, failure results from the
forms ofthe educational-ICY:sterns, the classroom, the academic. r school year, all
of which evolved with Western civilization and are adapted to the cultural ways
of the modern sodety, They are not conipatibie with the traditional hunting and
fishing semlnoraadie societies of the indigenoui peoples. Education in.the form
now presented can reach these people only after they have made or actively
started a cultural transition.

ar(i. The Clk,eishind Case

) Until the middle of this centhry, theeconornic history of Greenland was
one of the struggle of a prtinitile peopie to survive in the face of a harsh climate
and topography. isolated and 'remote location, narrowly limited resource base,.
and only minimal outside assistance in the form of public services and economic
subsidy. 'After remaining almost constant at', near or slightly abOve 10,000
persons during the nineteenth century, the number of Greenlanders_ rose to
16,634 by 1927 (204 Europeans were also lit:realdenCey Wird with increased
health services to about 25,000 at midcentury. Sealing and the export of teal Oil
and sealskins were the principal economic activity of the Greenlanders until cod
fish 'appeared in great quantities along the west coast in theimid1920's. In the
decades following, the base of the economy shifted from sealing to fisheries.
Fishing *as limited to email boilts within fiord and coastal waters .and_
production to simple salting and drying processomith export primarily to the
Mediterranean countries. Some sheeg raising was practiced in South Greenland,
but this never became OG major, economic importrurce.3From the midninteenth

(11
6 spiamond Jenness, 'Eskimo. Administration: IV Greenland, (Montreal,

, 1967),,pp. 74.88,152.
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century unlit deposits-were recently worked out, the mining of criolite *as of
economic significance and there had been limited and sporadic mining of coal
and quarrying of marble.4 Although cryolite was successfully mined at lvlgtut,
the economic benefits to Greenland were limited to the application ,of the .
resulting net profits to the cost of providing social services. As Mogen, Boserup
summed it up, "Ivigtut was all theitme an economic enclave in the Niles! sense
of the word, having no kind of eienomic exchange with the O'reenlandosociety."
Machinery, construction, supplies. and skilled labor were all .Imported and
OWNS earned were spent outside Greenland, .

The official economic policy foryitlost- 200 years was summed up by
Boserup as, being:

. guided by the principle that Greenland must be neither a
financial liability, nor a source .of profit for the Dan* State.
Consequently, the prices paid to primly producers and the pricei to
be paid for consumer' goods in the Government shops were fixed at
'such levels that the Goxemment's economic activities would result in
a surplus large enough to 'cover (together with the Government's
profit from the mining of Rryolit) the oqiencliture on education,
healthr, church), and general administration. Direct taxes were not
levied"

As sole employer and with a complete monopoly control of all segments of the
economy, the State fixed the level of wages and prices paid for fish and other
raw materials low enough to.ensure the required profits on exports. Boserup
characterized the pre1950 Greenland as the classic colony with the added
"status as a kind of economic and social native reserve." A United States analogy
to such a situation would be to Imagine a remote and Isolated Indian reservation'
fromwhich all outsiders- were excluded except under strict government
supervision and in which the level *of public services and income provided the
residents was determined by'the Income OM could be generated from tntemal
natu I resources and inanrower without, any outside assistance or subsidy.

Polities!, Economic and Social Reform

Immediately after World War II criticism of the results of .this policy led to
the appointment in 1948 of a Royal Commission on Greenland. They found the
economic situation to be characterized by: .

. low income and production, high mortality, onesided and
primitive prod4rction, low educational level, lack of the proper plant

.

4Knud EllitsgaardRasmussen, "M'ining",- In Greenland, Past and Present
(Copenhagen,,1471), pp, 1Q7.114.

8Mogens Boserup, °A O., p. 15.
, 6Mogenz 'Boserup, Viggo 'Svendsen; Kanatntsk Politlk 1 GrOnia0 d

(Kibenhavn 1963), quoted from English summary, page 4782
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and equipment; almost iro-contact -with the 'outside ..WOrld, and in-
* most places a sublstence economy. One thing' hat in particular was_

criticized WAS the health situallon, the average expected lifetime
being 30 years. Aa 'far as the ,econcim,,, life was concerned, the
criticism especially centered on the mOrtiOpoirteld lay the state on
all trade and.indtiistiii, &situation whic's for one thing was claimed to
be responsible- for tie failure to utilize the existing possibilities for

.deVelopment of the fisheries.?

The reform program Introduced by the' CoMmission was, based upon
analogies with the reconstruction efforts in post-war Europe and the belief that
"tkrough, investment o: a few hundred million kroner it should be posible to
change .Greenland tnto p modern community which' thanks to its
industrialization would Ire able to pay its own way-except for certain subsidized
public services." The main elements of the,program were:

.

.,(1) Industrialization of the fisherleased on banish initlatiye and
financed by private interests, birppo d by.a nurri'bei of state loan
facilities . . (2) Transfer of capital gm Denmark to ensure a rapid
and essential improvemeot of the standard of living . and (3.) that
Greenland become an integrated pritivince of Denmark by a
conatitutIonal change In 1953 . ; ;'All public expenditures should be
paid out of the Danish exchequer rather than being financed by
taxes imposed In Greenland, while' wages and salaries should be
adjusted according to the earnings of the export trade. In addition to
capital, Denmark should also make manpower available 'for
implementation of the improvement in the standard of living in
Gentanc1:8

Denmark began to pour men and money into.Greenland. During the initial
period 1950.63, the annual average investment in capital Improvements was 24
million kfoner and rose to 68 million kroner in 1960: In addition the Danish
government' Increased expenditures for current Operating expenses
(adnitnistratIon, wsges, supplies, etc.). from 28 million kroner to 76 million
kronir (Tables 1 and 2). For a number of reasons, the most important being the
niggardliness of naturenexplosive population growth, and unanticipated cultural

. obstacles, the relatively quick ,results hoped fq.elir 1948 did pot-come about,
although there were impressive advances. Accordingly, the new ten year plan of
the Greenland Conimission of 1960 called for even heavier investments and
expenditures. Net investments,in 1966 wera-139 million, kroner and in 1969,
budgeted at 260 milliOn kroner, end net current expenses rose from 180 million
kroner to 297 million kroner.

7P. Noregaard Rasmussen,: Viggo ,Sveridsen, "EconOmIc Problems!' In
Greenland, hat and eaten! (Copenhagen ,1971), pp. 297-298.

stbid, p. 298.
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Increased Economic Productivity
The accomplishments of the first ten year program ( t'95364) in tetras of

gross fronornic output and industrial retsvganization were briefly evaluated by
-sienness as follows:

With the Investment of this rapitali she (Denmark( double g, ecr
nearly doubled, the fish harvest on whikts West Greennd's
prosperity rested .. it rose from a yearly average of 21,000 tons
between' 1950 and .1053 to.- 00 tons to 19p1; and she increased
her exports of fish products fro, a yearly average of 5,664 tons . .e
between 1953 and 1955 to 1'1,955 to In 1962; besides multiplying .

flye.f old her exports of prese4H shri , a relatively. high.prteed
commodity. . . . Furthermore,, she finan si the enlargement and
renovation of the canneries' and 'freezing tants of the Royal
Greenland Trade Department, and the cons etion of harbour
facilities, roads, water, supplies, ando.ther works, that would help to
swell the island's production. . . . The abolition of the trade,
monopoly-in 1950, aner the opening. up of Greenland to Danish
commercial c'enterprlies, failed to produce the influx of Darlish
entrepreneurs which the Royal Commission had anticipated."... The
Royal Greenland Trade Department continues to handle 85 percent

Oe trade, and will probably renfaln a powerful factor In thI
.prOvince formany years to icorne.#
The steady rise In Greenland's economic productisity under the reform

. program was acoompl(shed primarily' through exPansion and diversification of.
the fisheries or fish processing. Cod fish continued to represent the major species

bf the tottsl,fisheries, but its relative importance fell from 94 percent in 195053
to 72 percent in 1967 (Table.3). Other and higher 'value speclea were harvested .

as a result. of the Investment' made it vet ii, gear and harhors. With their new`
capability to go beyond the coastal and fiord waters, the Greenland fishing fleets
be to take a Isigher proportion of the total catch in the Inter.natIonal waters

,-- off the West G'reeniand coast. Prism the 8 percent of the total catch dnring the
-first five year period of the ten year program (1964'68), the share of Greenland

- fishermen rose to ten percent In the middle andjate 1960's (Table 4). Within the
total economy, fishirie*ontinued to account kir 90.95 -of the Nye. of total

'international sale of Greefilansi products (Table 5):
In spite of the scepticism concerning survival of sealing, this traditional

ptirsult has shown a dogged vitality. The annual average sale of sealskins has
continued to ,rise and has held the populatidn in the sating districts In this
maiginitt occupation in spite of inducements And subsidies to move, them into
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the is' er income and amenity fishing districts)?

;%91).lenness,op.eit, pp. 144, 149.

ioC;Bornemapn, °Economic Development and the SPecific Aspects of the
Society in Greenland", Fourth International Congress, iirrafi "Devitopment and ,
the Future of the Eskimo. Sirelettes, Le Havre, 1989, PP. i The average
annual sale-of sealskins has run as follows, according to this youist"

. 195366 27,778 sans 1961-65 . . 35,7 t ins
1957.60 ... 33,368 skins 1964.66... 44,573

-4
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TABLE 1= ,RANJS11 GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURESIN GREENLAND
iiso. 1969

I

N.

Cu ent Expenses

1950.53
(Annual
average) 1955 1960 1966 19691

Kronei)

Public Health . Detail
Education Not
Other Public StiV11
Soda! Welfare ant. able

InstitutiOns
Transportatioft &

communications

SublOtal 24.0

Royal Greenland Trade Dept..
Utilities, etc. 9.0

Other

'SAW 0.,

Less:Dividends on Clyolite
operation & other revenue

Total Net Current Expenses

. 33.0

12.2 OA 36.2 52.2
5.6 9.1 27.9 62.6

(173 9.9 40.4 61.6

1.0 8.3 22.1

4.2 ' 13.7 30.5 r 66.0

27.3 53.1 143.3 264.4
4

12.4 24.6 31.3 30.6';
2.2 3.2 5.6 *11.6

41.9 80.8 180.1 296.6

(5.0) (4,5) (4.5)16914411
28.0 37.4 76.3 74.2 289.5!

11. Ntlitaatmai 210 30.141.11194011
III. Dial Net Goverkilitt

# I Expeenditures 52.0 -67.7 134A' 313.3 649.2

!Budget flvires

SOURCES 1950.53 from Jenness, Op. Cit.t p. 143
. , 1955.1969 from R.N. Rasmuxelt, gip. Cit., p, 304
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TA111.ti, 2 RELATIVE COMPOAltilON O DANIS!! GOVERNla'N'T
INVESTMENT IN GREENLAND, BX,PURPoSli

195f 1972

plysijittist cla 1 anti Corium KW,
peselnenl Akis

1951755 1956 60 1961.65 . 1968,12

(ptiontage)
. 1. fishing Industry

:
"

revels i 0 1 , 1,1 = 3,0

plant i1:1 6 2 0,5 :. 5.6".

baboril 0.7 0,8 0.8 _2.1
Bub total 19 7,0 8.4 11.6

2, Industrial& Trade subsidies 1.5 30 . _ , 9.2 .- 2.7

3. liote 0,2 1.8 0,1

4. Supply Sen lc. (shops warehouses . . ...
Lanks) 1

g,2 6,7 5.4

al& tet141,_________Llik;_A4:,: 44,L4__12.1.
,

&ishgotoggAtieicat d
1, Utilijies (eke-, heat=

coal ripe, eft),
2; Roads, crater, sewage

, 3. Buildings & SIOPYARI st "ices

4. Fitt Protoetion.eist.
1,--,.. =

- 5. Communication 13

4.0 7.1 4.8 4.4

8:3 4.1 8.3 7,2

, 4.6 3,9 1.7 4.1

0.7 1.1 0.2 0.8

2,1 . 5.3 4,9

; 6.0 9.3 10.0 1,4

13.0 12:7

6, Ali, rimier itansporl

7. Misc. Works/ '.

133

Sutktotal,,,,_, ....., 38,j_____40,...1) _. 38111_7- ;... ,

Public institutions /i
1. Education

2, health

3, Other (includes sports, etc,} ,

4.6 7.2 .9 10.0'

123 5,9 1,2

iic).,1 l 44_,t1

2.2

alb total 9.i ,,10 Ill_ 7.6 . 20.5
. \

Housing. 27 9 27,2

Total f 100-0 loop 100.0 ioav,

I Include-SOTO )aid m1644=044 .

SOU It& Basic data fro (1: Borne matin;Op,tit, pp, 31-37. Major class,lficis)on
and allocation y-41,, W. Rogers.
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TABLE 3.OREENLAND FISURIES, ANNUAL CATCH 1W SPECIES
1950.1967

150-63

Annual Ammo

ik61A7

e
For:

19AL3. 1 .1962 65 nfig
(Tons) , .

Codfish* , 19.650 21.536 29,765 25.872' 29.970 28.276-
Shrimp .210 .538 1.500 1030 5.378 6.644
Wolf.nsh . .857 3.228 2.950 230 2.379 2.698
Greenland halibut .211 .844 . 1.440 2.283, 2.449 1.741'
Salmon -AL 10 1.1 6 1.163 .

of 24 888 26.146 35.655' 35.171 41.302 .5 1

Cod ROI as '% of
Total 916 82.4 A13 715 72.4 714

&Rpund weight. All others doessid weight as sold to 010 and private firms. .

Source: 9, Bornemahn Op dt page 11.

TABLE ;TOTAL CACH OF FISH IN WEST GREENLAND WATERS
BY NATIONALITY
-. 1954 1958

Nationality of (annual
average) DA

(1,0001onsrround
1966 19671Vessels

ttshj

Gret4land 26 40 41 44
Faroes 35 66 : 65 64
Portugal 114 61 75 63.
Germany 2? 126 101 ,. 156
Noiway 39 32 39 47
France 36 : 40 41. 43
Spain 18 1 4 11.
giber

Total 324
,3.11

4,01,

9.9%

404 441

9.8%

breenland's shore of
total ',arch 8.0% 10.6%

'Preliminary
Source: C. Bornernahn, Opsit, page 31.

-.
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TABLE 5 ; INTERNATIONAL SALE OFOREENLAND PRODUCTS'
(EXCLUSIVE OP MINERALS)

nit
(Minims Kroner)

salted dried 11.4 12:1 f2.6
shrimp: canned 10<!fN 12.4 10,8

frozen ,

other frozen
9.7

4.9
12.3 .
49.5

1,7
''-44.9

Ia

fish meat. aa LI' .11 ,

Sub total

Seal skins, other skins
Lamb, mutton
Other

. Total

. Percent fish product

78.1 88.0 83.8.

7.5 6.5 3.4
1;1 1.3 0.2 '
1.3 0.8 0.7

97.2 88.1

88.8% 91.2% 95.1%

'Includes sales by Royal Greenland Trading Department and
private firms.

Source: C. Bornemahn, Op. dt. page432
ex`
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,

The Sale of iamb and mutton has added a modest amount to the total sales of ail
products: bin further expansion l's limited by natural and economic factort.
Mineral production continued to' be limited priMarily to cryolite (which was
applied,to defray a proportion of theibperating coSts.of the programs), but was
recently 'discontinued due to exhaustion of reserves.

'4

Increased Econritnic Subsidy/ .
4. . .

Although the 'general.' level ot , economic out put hai , beiri Increased, the
overall picture of the. economy I) not particularly healthy. Table 5 indicates the
heavy degree to which the econoiy is based uponthe west Greenland fisheries
and fish processing. The Julance of payments or 'external trade balances '
furthermore indicate, the high degree to wilich the maintenance of even this

.. precariously narrow and specialized economy is dependent'upon outside subsidy -`-
(Table 6). The Total value of all exports from Greenland,(includirig sales within,
the Greenland economy and exports to the rest of Denmark) has been running at
about forty percent of the Value. of all Imperts into Gieetiland. The Ilse of this
trade Imbalance has been largely a result of the new reform programs, and rather, ,

than decreasing in the future it is assumed that it will continue to increase in _,..
both relative and absolute terms. The investment of capital in Greeniand,has

- only been In part, and that a lesser part, in Industrial modernization.. Although
ifie trade subsidies and industrial, capital, improverints have been substantial*
compared seithithose in Alaska and elsewhere, they have comprised only about
fifteen percent of operating ekpenses of the total programs and fifteen to

. twentyfour percefit of their capital Investments (Tables 1 and 2). The,
achievement of the social objectives of the reform tirogram have called fOr
,continuing heavier expenditures for health, education and other publi, services
and investments in the riecessaryitppurtenances of a modern Danish cc mmunity .

and they 'have been without any significant offsetting economic retun.
It was Originally expected that at least the capital investment in new vessels,

equipment, dock facilities and plant would not be a total subsidy, but would_
ultimately pay off over .a longer.run rutin° in terms of increased economic
output which would . significantly redress this imbalance. But ,there are severe
natural, economic and social limitations to such expectations. Commercially
explOitable natural resources are limited primarily lo fisheries and the limits to
which these might be safely exploited may have already been reached. As in
Alaska, Boserup notes that, "When Greenland's,present problems are discussed,
two splendid future possibilities are inva hry mentioned as a kind of -
reassurance: the developm.ent,of toursim on large scale, and the discovery of
rich and exploitable mineral resources." Ile dismisses both as rather dangerous .

and cruel "economic mirages,"1 ) , d''
. The elements. of the reform programs 'which directly subsidize the
improvement of standards of liVing have also brought about a growing imbalance'
between rates of population and unsubsidized economic growth. From pre-1950

11 M. Boserup, "The Economlb Future of Oreenland Society as a Problem -

of. Regional Policy." Fourth' International Congress, Artie'Development ns the
Future of Eskimo Societies, te Havre, 1969, pp. 14.16. .
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afibuit, rates afisitout two percertti rates of net natural increase of population
rose to tour percent and more under the impact of health programs. Further, the '
objectives, of the industrial developMent prograrit Were not purely Oohs:Mile or -

the promotlim of Industrialization as an end In itself, but were priMarilyssocial.
Economic efficienCy; trupdmization of economic return of investnient, etc., were
not"the criteria followed in the'd'esign of these programs. As the director of the
Royal. Greenland fiVeding Department recently stated, the objectives of the
industrial development programs were the creation' of new employment
sufficient to ancomodete the anticipated anfival growth in-the Greenland labor

. force, and a rale of personal income growth which would result in steaddy rising
standards of living.

The essence 4f the industrial program is the scailfig of the. Size of the
processing plants to the expected flow of, latrour, the basing of
production on deepr-freezing to enable all kinds of fish to be utilized
and so Make possible prOduction all the year round, and-finally the
planning of a fairly rapid transition from fiord and coastal fishery In
stpall fair4eather boats to seagoing fishery hi longline boats and
ttawlers which likewise should make year-round fishing possible
and mean less dependence on changing weather condltlons.'2

,

Finally, true economic'vlability is limited by the high costs of living and doing
business in Greenland is compared with, the rest of- Denmark and the nations >;'_:
with which they are competing In world trade,

. It is clear, therefore, that the economy will allays be a heavily subsidized
one If it Is not to fail back to its pre1950's levels when the bailkpolicy was one
of making it 1)ity its own way. Rather than being judged In terms of expansion of
gross regton,%1 product and external trade, the economic elements of the pform
program mvist be evaluated in terms of income and employment.

Income, Employment and Standards of Living
e

. The Improvement of employment, income and standards of living ,of
Greenlanders has been accomplished by both direct and indirect means. As it ts
Impossible to separate them for pitrposes of analysis, denness reports that, as had
been done in the case of the basic industrial enterpriies, the Danish government
invested directly by subsidy and loans in building up the living and working
capital of the Individual Greenlanders..

During the seine ten-year period (1953-44) she maintained a steady
homebuliding program (an annual average of 245 new family units
for the period), concentrated mainly, in the fishing towns of the
southwest coast to accomodate the increasing local population and
to draw in families from the outposts. Not only did she furnish all

12H. C. Christiansen, "Commerce and Industry in Greenland," Greenland,
Its( end Present (Copenhagen, 1971), p. 272.
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the funds for the erection of these new dwellings; many of them
, large apartment buildings, but she offered such liberal loans that

even a penniless Greenlander could acquire an individual home and, ,

at-the same time perhaps, the new boat and equipment he needed
for ftshing.15 1

.

Christiansen summarized the
.
resuls, in terms of marked 41tcreases in monetary

returns to Greenlanders engaged in` primary economic activities.

The total sates VC* of Greenland production wit in 1936 it mere
2.6 million kroner, by 1950 it had risen to 10,0 million kroner, in,
1962 to 47.8 million kroner, and in 1967 to 62.7 Million kroner. In
1951 the Greenland producers (i.e. fishermen, hunters and
sheepfatmers) received 3.2 million kroner far the primary produce
they 'sold to the processing 'plants,. in 1962 this had then to 1,7.6
million kroner and in 1967 to 23.9 million kroner. In addition to
this, 9.6 million was paid out in _1962 in all production plants as

4- direct and indirect wages and 16.3 million kroner in 1967.14
4he use in earned personal income was significantly assisted by other peens, as
pointed out by Jenniss. 4

_EconomicajOall Greenland was expanding fot; at a faster raft),
even, than its population. The private. Income of the average
Greenlander in ,1962 ,shoals this'clearly, for it.had almost doubled
Awe 1947, after Making full allowance for the` rise in pries and the '-
growth of the population. About half the increase occurredbetweeh
1447 and 1953, when Denmark, after' a prelimi4arY assessment of-
the changes that had taken place' during the yet, began to flood the

'west coast with Inboard and outboard motors for the fishing fleets,
and to-pour large sums of money into Oreeniand's public- services,
health, education, and housing, actions which gave an impetus to
economic productldn and multIplied the -amount of
wage.employment, ...After 1953, when Greenland became part of
the Danish realnl, the subsidies from-the mother country grew
heavier still, until by 1962 they sveraged yearly 'about $5,000 U.S.

_ per Greenland family. --Yet spite of these subsidies says Boserup,
the West Greenlander's personal Income dill equalled not more than
40 percent of that enjoyed by the auemee man In Denmark.

0, 4

(EmPhasla added)15

I 3Jennes. p. 144,

C. Christiansen, op.cit., p. 273. The sale values quoted appear to be
understated in comparison with, data from other sources tooted in this report.
They do, however, provide an index of relative growth and indicate the general
allocation of income to Greenlanders.

aJenness, op.cli p. 148.
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Boserup attempted to put the matter another way by a comparison of total
resources used to support Greenlanders and Danes(rather than income received)
On a Per. household, per capita and per consuming unit ba'sis and concluded that:

money value of per capita resources used for consumption and
intestment is almost identical in Greenland and in benmark proper.
Thus, in a certain sense 'equality' can he said to have been achieved,
but of the resource value ,used in Giveniand less than onefirth
repiesents value produc.;4 by the Greenlanders* themselves.
Furthermore, the real--value obtained by, spending a kroni In
Greenland is far lower than that of spending a krone In Denmark.
...Thus, despite conspiCuous improvement sinceihe Inauguration of
the new sra (1950); the level of living of the Greenland 'population
continues to, be quite modest cometared to that of Denmarkproper., 6

:This is perhaps a more valid. Index of economic well being for purposes of
comparison than the more familiar pet capita income receivedt As noted by
Jenness In his attempt to cdculate per capita personal income received as a -

Measurement of improved economie'conditions in Greenland, the heavy public
consumption factor limits the significance of persOnal income comparisons.

I had hoped to compare this table with similar income figures
computed for the Eskimos of arctic Canada and perhaps also of
Alaska; but after obServing the superior living conditions hi West
Greenland, and the much higher cuittarallevel of its 'population, 1.
decided that such a comparison Would tell the reader little more
than he could glean himself from picturessof Greenlanders and
American Eskimos, from photographs dt the interior 'a their hordes,
and from the records of their educational attainthents.77

The program of econo is development through industrialrzation of the
Greenland fisheries also req fired the importation of technicians, managers
and skilled workers as well as large blocks'of capital,investment. Since 1950 the
number of Danes in residence.'has grown at a more rapid rate than the expanding
Greenidnder population. From 1860 through the 1930's Danes or Edropeans
-amounted for only slightly more than two percent of the totalopopulation
approaching but not exceeding three percent: during the 1940's. From 4.5
percent of total population in 1950, Danes in Greenland rose to 8.3 percent by
1960, 10.2 percent by 1965 and 14.1 percent by 1967.'$ The jobs taken by
these European migrants were dominantly in the top paying employments.
Jenness found the composit e employed workforce in January, 1963, to
be made up of 24,7 percent and 75.8 percent Greenlander's. However, the

regoserup, op:cit., pp. 3.4
rtjenness, op. cit., p. 148
780. Bomemaan, op. eft., pp. 2.3
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highest Vaying occupations (rianagement, foremen and skilled craftsmen) were
66.8 percent Danes and only 34.2 percent °rein lenders, the intermediate paying
ket vice and 'clerical occupations 39.8 percent Danes and 60.2 percent
4) eenhuiders, the loiv paying unskilled lablir 11.8 percerit Danes and 88.2

,,,ercent Greenlanders and the, traditional maritime fishing and seal hunting .

occupations only 0.7 percent Danes and 9Q.3 percent Greenlanders,! 9

It was anticipated that in the light of ttie drastic nature of the economic
and industrial reform; being undertaken, It would be necessary to Import
initially most of the higher skilled workers! from. Denmark, but it was also
believed that this would4be only a brief transition situation. One of the major

, disappointments, therefore, was that at the end of the first ten. year prugram
there would still be a heavy and apparefitly growing .rellance on Danish
employees in. the top positions with Greenlanders remaining in the low paying
unskilled-or traditional occupations. An analysh by Bornemann of the total
labor force In Greenland in 1966 by, eclucatiiin or training requirements and by
PatIonality presents a quantification of both the economic position of the
cireenianders In Mallon to the Danish workers and the ImPortance of,

-"differences In levels of education and training attainment in causing and
thaintaining this imbalance (Table 7). In occupations requiring university or
other higher education and technical training (including school - teachers,
'professionals, etc.) only 2(6 percent were Greenlanders. Greenlanders
accounted for 27.3 percent of Workers in Occupations requiring training In a

Icraft or skilled trade (such as carpenters, etc.),'60.5 percent In office and business-
(mostly clerical) and 71.2 percent in serviecoccupations requiring a modest
amount of training. Significantly 94.1 percent of occupations requiring little or
no training were taken by Greenlanders and the traditional Greeniandir
occupations which required traditional training and rather -than
formal education or modern vocational training were 98.3 percent Greenlanders.

The recognithin of this situation and its causes resulted in a greater
emphasia_upon education and vocational 'training in the second ten year
program.

Since the beginning of the 60's thivocational training has undergone
an explosive development. The nu, ',et Of piiplis in the process of
vocational training has increased tenfold since 1963 when there were
about 130; the number being 1,400 Ir 1969. The capacity will be
further increased when the new central:vocational school is finished
In 1970 with a capacity of 'about 2()0 pupils. tiom 1972, the
number of Greeniandic pupils receiving vocational training. will be
more than 2,000 per yeatee

Population Growth and Mobility
The' reform in 'Greenland since 1953 have stressed bringing the

social amenities suit the health and happiness of Greenlanders as nearly as

l9Jenness, op.c/t., p. 146. It is aiso%significant to note that whereas Danes
accounted`for a quarter of the etnptoyed labor force in January of 1983 they
only accounted for nine percent of the total population.

200.'Bornernaan, op.cit,, p. 9.
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possible to a level comparable to that enjoyed by other citizens of Denmark, It Is
beyond the scope or this discussion to review and evaluate these IMportant
factors In the development of modern Greenland and the interested reader Is

--rOtStrid, to the excellent and comprehensive treatment given bSo. Diamond, ,

.:Jentiess In the Greerilard-Pairat his last peat work on Eskimo administration
and programs in the. northern pohir lands. Any discussion of the econdmic,
situation acid prospects cannot be complete, however, without consideration of
the results of these programs as reflected in the demograPhic data and
projections. In a closed econorni and social,,systern such as Greenland has been
they are of critical economic Importance.

As noted in the introduction to this part, the population of the Island
during * nineteenth century was stagnant, fluctuating slightly above or below
the 10,0001eveLDwing the first half of this century it, experienced continuous
g rowth at a modest rate, and since mid-century it has groWn at an explosively
greater rate, From Annual average net natural increases of abOut one percent in
the-first decide of this century:the Lrate,rose to about two percent during the

-1940'sjil a, direct result of the exprinklors of the economic base by Cod fishing In
the 1920'a and then in _response to increasing expenditures' by the Danists
government for health and other public services durini the, 1930's and 1940's: In

-2-- 1927 total population was reported at 16,838, and in 1945 at 21,412: The
proportion of Europeans or Danes, In,thrtotatpopulitton Maintained an almost
constant ratio to total Population. In 1860 Eufopeans accounted for 2.3 percent
of, ta! population, 2.3 percent In 1901, falling to 2.1 percent In 1938 and rising.
to 2./,percent in 1946. These were the teachers, clergy, medical personnel and

-* administrators:Vie relative regional population distributien within Greenland.
remalped remaricably oan.stint. In 1921 East Greenland (the sealing districts) .
accounted for percent of total population and West Greenland (the fishing
districts) '92 percent, In 1945 the relative distribution was exactly the'same.
There was a significant and accelerating movement within Cireeptind, however,
from smaller to larger Concentrations of population. 1n 1901 tovhis accounted for
19 percent of total population, settlements 36 percent and tinylsolated outposts
46 percent." By 1930 towns accounted for 29 percent, settlements 38 percent.
and outposts 33 percent and by 1954 the contihing shift resulted in 47 percent
of total population in towns, 31 percent in settlements and '22 percent In
ouf 21

The reform Proilrarns have changed some.of these data acid accelrated_ *.
some trends., The annual average ratc.,of population increase rose from two
percent during the 19513's to four percent and more (Wring the 1960's. From
21,412,in 1945, total population rose to 33,140 by 1960, then 43,792 by 1967
and projections for 1975 are 53,600 and 1980 about 60,000.22 The

at A.W. Bentsen,. T.. Agersnap, "Urbanization, IndustriaNzation and
hanges'in Family 10 Greenland During the Reform Period Since 1950," Fotirth
International Congress, Arctic Development and the Future of Eskimo Society,.
Ge Havre, 1969. Also data collected from Jenness and liornemaan cited above. U

'!/2C. Bornemaan, op:cit, pp. 24
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concehtration of population was a deliberate element of both the economic,.. _developinent eh& standard of living-improvement aipeets of the reforms, and
. - these have combined to continue and accelerate -the. long-term trend of

population IntO' urban' and larger' population concentrations. By 1960 towns
accounted for 59 pefcent of total population, settlements ,29 percent" arid - ,..
outposts 12 percent, and by 1967 townehad risen lOirnportarice to 87 percent
and seLtlementehad fallen to 25 percent and outposts to Bpercent. One of the s
objectives of the second ten year program Is to have 81 percent of the total
population In tovins, 19 percent in settlements by.1975. Outposts would be used
Only on a limited seasonal basis with their former resident population In the
towns or settlements of the distrift,23 Inapite of all efforts to Induce regional
movement within Greenland; through housing and other subsidies,- East
Greenland rose slightly in relative importance accounting for 9 percent of the ..

total population In 1985. As noted In the previous section, the reform programs
have also brought in a higher ratio of Dines to Greenlanders in the total
population. From 5.3 percent of total populatjOn in 1950, Danes accounted for
8.3 -percent In 1960. 1Q.3 percent In 1965 land 14.7 percent in 1967..The ,
distribution of the, Greenlanders-and panes -in A the province by 14es l ..

-- - -- summarised in Table 8.' . - --!,--- - .-. _ ___..__ _'_. -- .

Other demographic impacts of the refornk programs have been equally ,

profound: Increased expenditures for health .services resulted in rapid and
dramatic reduction In deaths 'from Infectious diseases. For example, a 1953
medical survey: revealed slx to seven percent of the total population of
Greenland suffered ,from infectious tuberculosis, that Worn 1,500 16 2,000
needed Inunedlate 'attention and that the disease was carrying off 150400
victsints annually. An intenslie campaign was waged by the. Health Serylre with ,t
&unite results. From the rate of 8.0, per 1;000 population In the early 1950's 1
the rate of deaths from tubercylosis had fallen to 0.9 per 1,000 popWallon by

a 1958. By the mid 1980's it had fallen from first place as a cause. of death to .

twelfth piaci and 1967 was the first year without any deaths from tiiberctd
Accidents are Greenland's highest present cause of death given the nature Cilia
coasts and basic occupation of its people, but Infant mortality (death of Infants

* wider the age of twelve months) continues as Greenland's most serious, heelth
prblittems As Jenness notes, "The 110 has fallen, to be ,sure, from 1 2 .-
1:000 In 1948 to 65.9 per 1,000 In 19 but it still remains more than three
times the corresponding rate in Denrn4,rk "26This suggests that even greater

. improvement to reducing death- rates uld be a reasonable expectatton.
Although highly desirable from i buinanitarian standpoint, however, such health
imprqvement will result in further adverse economic effects. , ,

in 1965, of a total-population of 35,027-persons, 1(1,900 were of an agetO
be considered part of the labor force. The resulting ratio of dePendenta to
potentIll workers of 3.1 to 1.0 is high, but is Jeruiesi observed In 1967, this will

23A.W. Bentson, T. 'Agersnap, op2c11.

24Jenness, op. en., p. 155 and Botnernaan, op.cit,, p.3.
23Jenness, op. cit., p. 156.
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.114

Increase as health standards improve, and Denmark is determined that health will-
,

improve. ,
Very few of the islanders, hardly more than h x percents survive

their -54th year; 'but" replacing them are the Multitudes of 5411dren
who swarm in every settlement. Onefowth of the entire poAlation
is below school age, and over 40 percent has not yet reached the age
of 14. 'Shelf' number imposes 6, heavy economic strain on the

o 'parents, unless the wife as well as the husband earns a steady
and It.imPeei an equally heavy 'train on the government, which
must provide adequate housing, schools, medical care- nd, as far as

ble. employMent. At its present rate of increase, over 4-
pert 11, Greeniand'kpopulatien will double *Rhin 25 yeari,' unless
emigratien.dratiAs away a ponsidetable proportion; and if the birth
tie timsins as,hikh as,now it wilt continue to be a population of
Predontinan* young people who.will` never cease to denasa41 more
and more homes, more and more, ,schools, more and more
eitiployment 'opportunities and at same time, pelhapi, more of
those things which, we. dwellers In ',temperate climes hav-e come to
consider necessities, but which the present-64i Oteeplanders still
!regard as ptirt.tuxuries,26.

* ,

The
simple Malthusianforthulationw ate future atieriland situation as ode'

of a relatively fixed and limited natural tesoweeinse and arpopulation increarie
at the rate' of four pe'reent per year is an Manning prospect. As concloded by
Bomeniain in his reties./ of the economic situation under- the reform;

- A

The oblective has been to build uira foible community in Cteenlatd
with an itveziible standard of living, which, however, triinit
mrstransurate with the economic conditions in Greenland. But
today many people are in doubt -*nether there is an economic base
in Greenland for a society which, has not only a rapidly increasing
population, but which is, at the same time, on Its way towards a
EttroKSh standard of living.

The projections of the bbor force are an increase ft-Om-10,360 persOtAin1966
to 13,800 by.1975'and '16,.(100 by 1980, which necessitates the creation of a
total' of 5,640 near jobs met the 14 year period! After feviewing the rather
litAted economic prospects &held, Bornemaan concitidesti s

The difficulties facing. trade and intivstry. have we Reelect the faith in
the poasibility.Of seCurint employment, for thecOnstantly inert:MIN-
popWatioriAn Greenland proper, Many peo find that attempts:-
should ,be made to stabilize the population fipiegur,it at the estimated
1,985 level (about 46,000, inhabitants) by arc intensive fampalgn for
family-planning andby a-limited imigrafion:2.

26Jennesa,op. cif., pp. 156-157.

Borpemasn, op. cit, pp. 20-22.

'I
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,
Sotne margin for a few More years will be provided by h program of eventual
replacement of all Danes riCiw ensployed in Greenland by Greenlanders:but this
does not begin to rate the issue squarely. The DaniTh

and
is capable of

supporting. be present heavy ;subsidy of Greenland and apparently there is a
general willingness to do'so If no other alternative presents itself. But the true
,cost to Denrnark is the bypassing of other Investments that might have greater
economic and social payoffs than maintaining a separated Greenland economy
and society and the cost to Greenland "%ill be measured in paternalism and'a
conlinuing'and increasingpsense of inferiority..

, Writing on the eve of the launching of the second ten year plan, Dimond`
Jenness ckanctetized the Continued reliance only upon Internal poPulatioh
relocation'and economic development with rr emigration as a great lottery.

INshoils of cod rapidly and consistently diminish during the-ten
yea through exclitlive exploitation on the fishing hanks, :.

an Impereptible or 'lately perceptible reduction In the strength of
the Irminger brlinch of the Gulf Stream, or any other cause, the plan
will raliror*at least fall short of complete success, and much of the
sacrifice of the Danish pooh.' will have been fruitless, .If the cod,
though decreasing perhaps tin,iatual numbers, aiminish so slowly'

.. 1

that for ten or fifteen years their decline hardly affes the catch,
then by the end of that: period' the Greenlanders should hate
progressed so far education4ily that a sufficient n timber of them will
be able' to emigrate to Denmark and painlessly djf fuse among Its
European inhabitants.and this emigration, combined with a declitfe
in the birth,rate, may more nearly ,balance the population with .

8Gretaiales natural resotrices,2
t_i_tp I *%

Continued Alffltiou by both Greenlanders ancyDanes of emigration he reisat to .

be a rejection °Litre "only altern4ise to ptuperisrn and starvation." 0,4

Cultural Separatism vs. Economic Equality

Mogens Boserup in his analysis of Greenland's economic future.' which has
been drawn upon ift discpssion,-concluded that true equality with the
modern' world, the stated goal of the 'reforms since 1953, can only be
accomplished by thy full integration of Greenleiniers into the modern world.
The paths Of subsidized or autonomous economic: developmeAt and sublidized .

standards or living can only achieve an intermediate position which could'
collapse' immediately upon a policy reversal. This path has had ttle ROncipaib
permanent effect of raising the eNpectatiqns of. the Gleemanders afro those
offered by their traditional economy and society. These expectationVean only
be met on a continuing basis by fun puti:ipation in the modern Day iAl society!

, Vocational' educakton, training and experience are important elements in
, achlev1r4 the necessary integration, but ultimately the economic and social

future Of'kireentand-deperids upon the people's ability to discover and accept the
necessity of f:ultpralenange.

181). Jenness, op. cif,: pp. 172-,173.
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Behind everything that has been said in this paper Iles the convictirm
that Modernism has come to stay in Greenland, and that tt e
alternative of retreat to the traditional hunting society simply do .

not exist. The-Greenland society is, in an uneasy, often pgly,
situation of transition where the harmony of the old society has
gone and, no new balancelhas been found, Since there is no way
back, it seems logical id shorten this period of painful transition by .

unfaltering pursuance of the modernization policy, including the
Concentration policy, increased influence for, the Greenlanders in
matters of public nding, and, last biit not least, a Polley of
linguistic reorientatto as a means of raising the breenlanden to true
equality, with the es:20

The nature of the painful transition Is inherent In much of the statistical
data reviewed above.'Proe reas toward achievement a the goals set up in .1948
has Been 'made, but not at the rate hoped for. Aside from the physical
limitations of climate, resources, ,and location, there has been resistance to ..
modernization implied in 'the failure to relocate population significantly from
the economically and amenity depressed sealing districts to the ,economically
growing fishing districts. There has been vocational resistance .to change spekarent.
In the continued heavy reliance upon an iMported Danish labor force to MI the
professional and skilled occupations essential to modernizition and the
continued' following of traditional hunting and fishing pursuits by a large
Majority of the Greenland labcrr . force. These reflect cultural factors. As one
Danish commentator quoted above has noted:

In Greenland there is no'old tradition to.suppori the education,
training and readjustment of the labour force with a view to modem
production. This is a proceis which requires a great deal of time, a
fact which is often forgotten whet evaluating the policy ptirsued in
Greenland itnor 1950.30 ,

Si

The process is one of substituting a new tradition for the old tradition before
education and training can be effective:but which requires education to produce
the changed cultural traditions.

Jenness saw, the continued teaching in the Greenlandic language as imposing
° a serious iiinitatian upon the educatinnal and economleattainment of the people
both in toms of limiting the scope of their education and tying future
generations to a deed vulture.

The requirement since 1950 that Greenland children shquid study
two languages from their ninth year onwarctrestricts the h'ours they
can spend (in other subjests, and weights their curricula rather
hetviiy.. The burden persists for those who aim al a professional
;career Ind pass on to the Godthab high school, for there they must

I

"M. Boserup, op. cif., p. 19.,

30R. N. Rasmussen, op. cit., p. 299.
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.
maintain their studies both of Danish and Greeniandic, and also add
one, and perhaps two other languages. German and English, if they
hope to continue their education in Denmark, since the last two
languages are compulsory in all Danish gymnasia. German and
Danish are kindredlanguages, and an individual who has acquired
one as. his native tongue easily learns to speak the other, but the
Eskimo language differs entirely from any European tongue in NSW
thoughtpattern and structure., .. lithe Greenlandic language could
be readily developed to, meet the needs of modern commerce,
science andlechnology which it cannot there might be strong
grounds for easing the load on the children by delaying the teaching '.
of Danish until high school. But the clock of change never runs
backward; and the Greenlanders, cannot return to their ancient
isolation. Unless' they are prepared to see their' chiltifen and
gr,a ndchildren become the coolies of outsiders, they must encourage
the present generation to endure the 'burden of mastering some.
International)). known language that will give them 'a role in world

'affairs, small though that role might be 31

Many Greenlanders and some Daufs do not hold this view of the key rote
of th6 teaching of language in the process of achieving economic equality. These
persons would put the preservation of cultural identity,above economic and
amenity goals, even if this meant the continuation of Greenland as a gotdplated
Native reserve. But Boserup, although recognizing and respecting these
aspirations, considers them to be totally unrealistic and Oasts that language
reforinmust be Immediate.

To be more precise, I believe it would be a good thing in all those
schools where Danish can be taught, to discontinue .the teaching of
the Greenland language to the new generations of children entering
school from now on. Furtherinore, I believe that the Greenland
language should be gradually abolished also as the teaching medium.
This assumes willingness among the Greenland Population to accept
the postulate, shocking as it may seem at fitst, that the Greenlanders
Mint become Danishspeaking even at the risk that. ths means that
their own Eskimo language will gradually fail into cliquse. This may
be regarded Asa tough and even brntal standpoint) and most, though
not all, Greenlanders find it .unacceptable I am fairly
,optintstie, however. with regard to the potibility ot'convincing
fielding Greenlander-11, and through them the Greenland PopulatiOn at ,

large, that this, policy, though painful, is the essential condition for
eliminating the breenlander's status of inferiority and thus to
achieve real eqUality.32

'MK

31 Jenness, op. cit., p. 160.

32M. Bosirup, op. cit., pp. 17.18.
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PART 11
THE ALASKA CASE

The discussion of the Greenland economic situation has focused upon,post
World War LI efforts to change the Island into an approximatiOn of a modern
Danish - community capable of supporting Its Indigenous residents at a suitable
standard of living with an economy and political system capable of "paying,its
own way'." The inalysia'has dealt with public Investment and the Change!! in
structure and functionin4 of the economy, the levels of income and population
shifts. The attempts to better" the lot of the indigenous peoples of Alaska have
generally been throug educational programs which*until very recently have
stuck to the guidelinisinitially set down In 1890:

.the education to be proVided for the Natives of Alaska should tit
them for tiib socialand industrial life of the white population of the
.11pited States and prontote their nottoo.distant assimilstion.... The
children shall be taught in, the English language, reading, writing,
arithmetic, geogtaphy, oral history, physiology, and temperanba
hygiene. No textbooks printed In a foreign language shall be
allowed. Special efforts shall-be put forth to train the pupils in the

. use of the English language.33

Thus the emphasis of programs aimed at imptoving the economic situation of
Alaska's Natives was placed on an educational process' that would facilitate
"population transfers" and promote "upgrading skills of resident

'short, they were to cease being Nativesin the shortest time possible.
The Greenlatid case einphasized changing the etobomic, context, while the

Alaska case emphasized changing the peeple to fit into a different economic
context. The discussion of the 'Alaska case, accordingly, will not follow the
forniat of that of the Greenlind case, but will focus on demographic analysis. It
will be carried out on a longer' historical scale and will attempt to relate
population and economic. development as a means of measuring the degree to
which the official policy of assimilation 'has advanced. The appropriatenesi of
these objectives will not be treated here.

Alaska's Native population is composed of several ethnic groups having
distinctive cultural. and physical characteristics, but all sharing the common

. ones of aboriginal ancestry and residence in Alaska. At the time of the first
European contacts, the southeast region Atad an estimated 10,000 Tlingit and
1,800 Hai& Indians Who were part of the high primitive culture of the
northwest coast of North America. The mild climate and abundance of readily
harvestabie marite resources provided the wealth and leisure-for elaboration of

33Quated in Diamond* Jenness, EikOno Administration: 1 Aoki, Arctic
Institute of North America Tectwical Paper No, 10 (Montreal, 1962), page 9,
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remarkably rich culture an0 sophisticated social system. Several subdivisions of
the Western Eskimo and Aleut inhabited the Arctie,,Bering Sea, Aleutian, and
Gulf of Alaska coastal regions and at places mnetrated inland as hunters of:
caribou. The estimates of the Western Eskimo the time of first "historicarr

_iontacts put about 6,300 along the Arctic coast, 800 Siberian Eskimos on St.
, Lawrence and the Bering Strait, 11,000 albng the Bering Sea coast and the

Yukon and Kuskekwim delta lands, and 8,700 on Kodiak Island and along the
(lull coast as far east as the Copper ,River delta. An estimated lepoo Aleuts
followed,a maritime existence along the chain of the Aleutian Islands and on to
the -Peninsula. Some-6,900 representatives of the Northern Athapaskan were
scattered in small tribal groups throughnUt the vast woodlands of interior Alaska
and had, penetrated through the Alaska Range southward into the Cook Inlet
and Copper River regions,

Following the -first contacts with western civilization, most of the'Native
"Alaskans were `simply bit-pasted by the 'course of economic development. There
were important exceptions, The Aleuts were forced to betome involved during
the Russian period because they lived In the regions rich. In, fur seal and sea otter.
In the process their aboriginal society and culture were destroyed and their
numbers drastically cut down. During the American period, the coastal Eskimos
*uttered death froit starvation and diseases brought by .the whalers who virtually

-- extinguished the walrus and.Whale resources upon which the Natives depended
fot survival. The southeast Indians rwzaged to keep the white invaders at arm's
length becaute of their savage and warlike reptitations, but their downfall came
near the end of the dineteenth century when commercisi fishermen and cannery
men from California; and the northwest coast invaded and took' over their
fisheries. The turn of thearetic and int;:rior. Eskitno and interior Indians came,
when Alaska shifted,fronn its colonial to its military period. Finally, all *ere
embraced by the coming of the voltam state to Alaska in the 1930'i when
national programs designed to meet the needs of, a twentieth century
urbanIndustrial lociety were uniformally applied to a people still far from that
condition.

The results of these contacts between ,Native Aliska and the now
m ainstream of Alaska's economic development did " bring some benefits and
oppbrtunities for parUcipation; marginal at best. Whether they participated or
not, their very survival reouiredlidaptation of their traditional ways to the new
conditions imposed by the altered environment.

'A review of the official Alaska Native position as stated In dOcuments from
the Rtissian'period to tho 1.968 publication by the Fedetal Field Committee for
Development Planning in Alaska' of. its contribution "to a fair and intelligent
resolution of the Alaska Native problem," however, gives the impression of a
clear policy of increasing the fullest participation of the Alaska Native In the
development process and in tlie sharing of its benefits, an assimilation policy
which has remained steadfast for more than a century and a half. But the record
reveals that there has been no progress, and the 1968 report still finds the Alaska
Native for the most part living in "placek where the population is largely of
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Native origin" and which are characterized by an "appallingly low income and
standard Of 'living, and the virtual absence of opportuttity."$4

Economic Development and Population

`European explorations of the Pacific Northwest during the eighteenth
century prepared the way for the extension of the Kussim and the BritishAtr
trades into what is now Alaska and launched the cok.'ilal development of
Alaska. For varying 'periods of destructive exploitation, whaling (1847.53) and
the harvesting of fur seal and'sea otter pelte (17881911),; together witha variety
of land ftirs, set the pattern; but within ten to twenty years atter the transfer tb
the United States, the primary base had begun to shift, to other resources. The -`

beginnings'of the canned salmon industry (1878 in southeastern and 1882.84 In
central and' western Alaska), the discovery of gold lode deposits in southeastern
Alaska (1880), and the, gold placers of Nome and In the Interior (1898.1908)
provided the base for an expanded colonial economy,. fietWeen-1911 and 1938
copper ore production from the Kennecott mines made a further major
contribution (from 1915 through 1928 value of copper production exceeded
that of gold), and a few other natural resources made very minor contributions.'
During the 1931.40 deeade, the most recent decade fur a predominantly,.
peacetime civilian economy, -average ,annual value, or outshipments totaled
$58,758,000: of which the,two leading items were canned salmon ($32,582,000,
or 55.1 percent of totalshipments), and gold 415,764,000, or MO percent).
Defense was an insignificant element in the total economy: the average annual
expenditures were $1.5 million for the five fiscal years 1933 through 1937.

Colonial Alaska was eclipsed between 1940 and 1942 by,the coming of
tWorld Witt It tOklasita;..Feirthe next two decades defense, government, and
supporting economic activities were Alaska's bask economy. ,Employnient
IncOme generated bse all of Alasla's fisheries, canneries, and other Processing
plants, and pulp mills, mines, farms, traplines, etc,, combined was exceeded by
the military -payrolls, and military personnel alone was equalled by that In
tertiary industries other than government and was just barely above that arising
front the single industrial classification "contract construction." ,

By the advent of the sixties, the defense economy had leveled off and its
'emplOment and IncorneprOducing opacity began to decline. The economy was

.,1

$4Viadimit Osovsici, Rukchn Administration of MOO and the Status of
the Alaskan Native, U.S. Senate, 81st Congress, 2nd Session, Document No. 152
(Washington:, U.S. Government Printing Office; 2950).

Sheldon Jackson, Report on Education to Alaska, 1886,1t.§.Senste, 48th
Congress," 1st Session, Ex, Doc. 85 (Washington: U.S. Government Printing
graice, 1887). .

Robert D. Arnold, "Alaska ,Natives Today: An Overview," Alaska Natives
and the Land, Federal Field Committee for Development Planning in Alaska,
October 1988 (Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office,1968). Quotations
from page

I
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aig to shift to another base reflecting the state's increating international
Importance as a strategic link in intercontinental air travel and transportation,
and at tiouree of a broad range of natural resources for domestic and foreign

From the peaks of expenditures for construction, procurement, and
ng. the mid-1940's and early 1950's, the'antual expenditures of. testDepartment of Defense have shown a steady decline, An

nature and magnitude of this shift in the basic economy can be
:measured' y ccoparing a few,key statistics for the year 1953, the last of the
'.dearly defense dominated yeare,*.with the year 1970. DePartment of Defense
egfending declined from $512.9 million in 1953 to $33.4 million in 1970 (all
values in unadjusted current. dollars). The %%hie of wood products had been
negligible prior to the construction of the first pulp mill in 1954, after which it
rose front $6.6 million in 1953 to $108.0 million in 1970. There had been no
significant production' of petroleum or natural gas until' the discoveries at
Swanson River on the Kenai Peninsula in July.1957 ushered in the Kenai and
Cook inlet oil and gas booms, The value ;of petroleum Sand natural gas-
prodUction from ther4 fields during 1970 was $250.7 ntillionirThe discoveries in
July 1968 at Prudhoe Bay on Alaska's Arctic shipe, with estimates of reserves °-
'ranging, from 6 to 10 billion barrels, caufed u rush of exploration and
development activities. pitheries production rose in value from $69.6 million In
1953 to $213.9 million in 1970, reflecting Improvements In salmon catch for
that year (a good. year in most aress) but also expansion of new fisheries In king
crab and other shellfish. The immediate przospect for greater natural resource
development Woke excitingly promising.,
. Population trends are the end product of econornle and social factors and
can serve ,as convenient means for approximating the direction, levels, and the
timing of the important turning points in development trends which are difficult
to Identify and measure. The last two hundred years of Alaska's past can be
restated with population data summarized from estimates of the number of

Alaskans at the time, of the first EurOpean contacts through a selection from the
several Russian and United States census reports (Table 9). The e'xpansion of
commercial fisheries. and gold mining is reflected In the rise. In nonNativi
populatiOn from the few hundred during the Russian and InitiaiNnited States,
periods"to 44,056 and 39,025 in the 1900 and 1909 census counts. The period
of stabilution and stagnation of the. basic economy of. gold; fish, copper, and
furs is reflected in the decline between,1909 and '1929 in nonNative populationi
and the effects of the Great Depresilon outside Alaska In stimulating increased
gold production and a ":!return to, the land"wby the regaining of. the 1909
population levPI by 1939, .

The dramatic expansion in population by ''1950 %xis be traced directly to
the 'movement of large numbers of mIll or ,defense personnel into Alaska,
jumping from 624 in 1939 to 20,643 in 195 ounting the increase in military
personnel alone does not indicate the full de of .this new source of
population, Accompanying thosf. in uniform W e an equal number of
dependents, several thousand civilian employees of the. Department of Defense
(and 'their dependents), and a fluctuating labor form of cfir-truction, services,

- and other supporting .workers _directly related to the construction and
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maintenance of the new Alaska military establishment. In view of the decline of
the.pre-World War II based economy, virtually all of the increased population
between' 1939 and 1950 might be.attributed to the shift in the bask economy
from the limited base of the first half of the twentieth century to a military
economy.

The level of military personnel continued, to rise and remained at ebOut
50,000 for the period from 1952-1957. There visas sharp drop to about 26,000
in 1958 (due to technological changes), to 33,000 In 1960 and 30,000 in 1970.

The stablization of milltfry, tnersonnel during the 1950's and subsequent
decline during the 1960's, would bPexpected to he reflectid In similar behavior
in the military-related civilian economy, but the total population has continued
to rise since 1960. New natural resource developments (particularly petroleum
and forest products) and the expansion of civilian government services following
statehood created more jobs and a new, lit-migration of Workers and their
families.

#

Segregation of these dalt_by Native and nonNative persons, and more
retently military and their dependents,' reveals quite distinctive trends among
these maim'. components of Alaska'S total population which are obscured or lost
In they combination ('able 9). Thfseicomtionetits each have quite different
characteriitics and their trends represent response to different tortes. The least
complicated is the combination- of military personnel, Defense Department
civilian employees, and the dependents dt both these employed groups. Together
these persons a s 4 pool of Population increasing or decreasing in size in response
to forces external to Alaska but rettilang a relatively staWe.range of age, sex,
and occupation patterns adminis tively determined by the forms of
employinent required by the defense establishment ,practices of rotation of
personnel and dependents on a relatively short touroduty basis.'

The Native population dynamics have been prinUtrily the result of natural
forces of fertility and mortality, therebeing, until reterstly, very idle migration
out of Alaska and relatively little within the region) or Alaska. Theie'biological
forces were modified by the nature of contacts with nonNative pple.
Reviewing past trends, the general idecline from an estimated 740000 persons
circa 1740-17804o about one-third that number during the first two decades of
the present century follows the classio pattern of the disruptive contact between
a seitsufficient subsistence cultuie of an aboriginal people and specialized and
exploitive colonial forces bringing 4epredations of unfamiliar diseases..-The

_ accelerating increase in -Native population starting In, the late 1920's and
assuming explosive proportions in the 1950's, relfects generally successful
programs of public health and welfare In keeping people alive, and an absence of
'official birth control programs.

The remainder of the population, the non-Native end non.defenserelatid
population, Is the most, erratic in its trends over time, in or outmigration in
response to economic factors being its primary determining force. these data
reflect an almost' purely economic development population response. Outside
workers have come in when jobs were available and have left when they reached
retirement age or their employment ended.
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A study of data gathered in terms of local statistical Units (census
election districts, administrative areas, W.) indicates that there have been and
are several contrasting sub-ecoriomies within the state, each with different

'structure and often opposing, trends; For this analysts a five unit division of the
state will be used which has been widely used in other studies since first
proposed to the State Division of Planning In 1962 as a representation of natural
regional combinations of elements with economic development focus.
1. Sotitheast Region (land area 37,566 square miles), set off from the rest of the
State by the Malaspina Glacier and the St. Elias Range, contprises the many. I
islands of the Alexander Archipeligo and a strip of mainland extending along the
northwest corner of British Columbia. Gold mining' disappeared from the

-regional economy with World War II, but fisheries have continued and forest
products (primarily wood pulp) have been the source of recent growth.

2. Southcentral Region (lanitarea approximately 80,000 square miles cOmprises
the southcentral coastal area of Alaska south and east of the arc of the Alaska -
Range. It includes the Susitna ,River basin, Cook Inlet and its tributaries, the ,
Copper River basin, and Kodiak Island and other Islands in the Gulf of Alaska.
Its economy Includes the main military, finance, trade, anittansPortation center
of the 'state, important fisheries and the developed anNOPoducing petroleum
areas.

& Southwest Region (land area approximately 150,000 squate miles) includes
the Alaska Peninsula, Aleutian Islands, Bering Sea islands south of latitude 62
degrees north, the Bristol Bay drainage, Kuskokwim River basin, and the lower
Yukon River basin (south of 64 degrtes north). Bristol Bay contains the most
important red salmon resource in Alaska, and the Aleutian Islands major defense
facilities, but for the most part the economy is a combination of subsistence and
welfare.

4. Interior Region (land area approximately 180.000 squart miles) includes the
remainder of the Yukon River basin, the Tanana and Koyukuk Rivei basin. Until
the recent closing .sown of dredging operations, this was the "Golden geed of
Alaska." It is, the, second most important rpilitary region and is "one_
transportation gateway to the North Slope petroleum provinces.

5, North Slope and Northwest Region (land area approximately 125,000 square
miles) Is the remainder of the state,' its extreme northwestern corner and the
arctic (or North) slope. Mining and furs have provided the basic economy, but
petroleum development activities presently overshadow all else.

These five regions are not only different in terms of Physical geographic
characteristics and natural resource endowment, but exhibit clearly different
economic and social characteristics and trend. The distribution of the census
enumerations by major population components among these regions reveals over
time further aspects of their behavior.. Within each of the regions the Native
population exhibits a similar U.shaped curve. The nonNative population for
each legion exhibits considerably more erratic behavior than forthe total Alaska
as' counterbalancing effects of opposing regional trends are now eliminated
(Table 10).
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George Rogers 159

A more detailed examination and analysis of the period of transition from
'1940 to 1970 is provided by shifting the - analysis from decennial census data
(which have the dual disadvantage for Masks of being too infrequent and
coming at the wrong time of the year) to annual population estimates for the
slate, made by the United Slates Burish of the Census and by blection.districts
by the Alaska Department of talibr. Table 11 surhma6zes these annual
population,estimates for Alaska and its five major regions. The annual changes.in
nonNative Ropulation are even more erratic than the.bebavior revealed In the

P decennial,centus reports, ieflecting population -r%ponse to the shifting rote dr
Alaska in,nationard'efense strategies since 1940. Reviewing the trends from 1940
by five-year periods, 194046 experienced average annual rates of increase of
approximately twenty percent, 1946;40. average rates of decrease of
approximistely one-half of one percent, 106S.1960 a period of almost complete
stability (ratetof increase avenged only twotenths ofone pee'rent), 19641.1970
ain average rate of two and two-tenths percent.

.The turning points in these trends can bematched by development turning
points: the frantic defense build up between 1940.1943, the shift of strategic .
importance from Alaska to elsewhere following the 'successful Aleutian campaign
and AU Pacific battles of 1643 and 1944, the .virtual shut down of the Alaska
defeisse establishment in the all too brief period of peace at the erylpf-World
War II, and, with only a minor diversion dating the Koreadk War, the
construction activities and defense staffing which established Alaska In
permanent and key position in the northern hemtsphere detente system. It was
not' until the 1960's that the population trend assumed a revely steady and
moderate continuing growth; but even this,was disrupted by SltaVie lifeels of the
1964 earthquake and the reconstruction period following: The regional
population trends reflect .the concentration of the main defense activities in the
so central and interlo and to a lesser degree In the southwest region,
and e virtual absence of these forces- etfikopulation change in.the remaining
two regions. .

In contrast, Native population expsotenced continuously Increasing average
annual rates of growth for the same five -year. periods: 0.3%,j4.6%, 2.1%; 2.7%,
and 2:6%. The Native ,population trends have all exhibittrd Some dedinq In

silannual rates of net natural increase during the last five years, but'the general
leveret rates of growth have differed regionally,

'Population Response to Economic Developntent the Geographic ,

The different patterns and trends of tstative and non.Native population,
suggest a means of making a ,rough measurement of the degree of Native
population ."undirresponst" to economic development. The discussion on
non.Native population trends in the pest suggested that their iotattle nature

k4efletciing inand out-migration and migration within Alaska In response 'to:

.3 5For fuller discussion see, Dr. George W. Rogers, Alaska katwe
Population `fiends and Vital Statistics, 1950.198S, ISEOR Research Note,'
November 19714'

4



The Economic Situ

fluctuating employ men. is the dornin determinant of the level of distribution
of this population. The non-N e, nondefense population' prior to 1970,
therefore, represents what be called the 'econ$11e development effect'
translated into populatiorearid geographic terms, *

esin Table 12 the '19401970 Native population' for total Alaska was
reallooite4 among five major regions In the same proportion as the reported
yegional distribution of the nonNatiee, nondefense population for the same
period, redigribution would be spproxlmateci only if Native
popylition had been as responsive to geographic shifts neconomic develOpment

the nonNative. A corparison of these hypothelical,distributionsiwith the
otitisl distributions gives one 1.4:trtiel measure of the Aegret to which Native
peopiqshave not een responstve to economic develinimerit form inthe past,
Being it or getting to l'vehere IV represents the first obvious stela .
toward participation. `. ;, . ".,

One conclusion to be drawn from these comparisons is that the southeast
region is the only region in which major population movements would not have"'
been necessary in the past for the greater involvement of Native people In
Alaska's economic development. Social and economic data presented below will:
indicate some degree of correlation between this measure of economic
development response and weitheing of the people. The other four regions
would require, rnajur movements of Native populations to achieve an indicated
populationdevele pment balance comparable to the southeast region.

.The.south*est and northwest regiont obviously have major ecOnornically
surplus Native popillatiOn, but the interior and sotithcentral regions would
appear to have substantial Native population deficits in relation to level of
e4onomic development activity as indicated by notxNative population
distribution. This might 'lead to the expectation- that 'the economic and social
conditions of the Native population In the interior and southcentral regloos.
would be greatly above the conditions of thor in the remaining two regions!,

:the contrary, however, the relative wellbeing of the NatIve people !nail of these
'regions does not vary significantly. Part of the 4planallon is that The Interior
and southcentral regional, units used are not entirely appropriate to the analysis
being. attempted (1,e measurement of the 'amount of movement of Native

.population required fol. greater 'development involvement), although they were
appropriate for the purposes for which they, were originally defined (i.e.,
planning for general economic and social development of the,State).

In these two regions 89 percent of the 1970 nonNative population was
concentrated in the two nearmetropolitan regions of Anchorage and Fairbanks
and related' major defense-'centers as compared with only 26 percent of the''
Native population of the two regions (Table 13). Furthermore, within the whin
centers, they constituted a small minority, group easy to overlook. in other
Words; another" leg of the journey to achieve communication and contact with
the mainstream remained, that of the movement from rural to urban places
within the region, in .the southeast Alaska case the urbanrural distribution was
not so importint in relation to contact between the two racial troops, given the;
nature of tht economic development (the harvesting ,and ,,ioeessing of natund
resources) as compared with the nature of the 19'10 ieonOniie development of



ALASKA NATI yrGEOOkAPIIIC RESPONSE TO ECONOMIC EIEVtt,OPEMENT

f No etVektpo

*4.

TABLE 12

04

.19a1970

Total, South South South
Alasitt se ct Central wet Intt flor Northwest

(Thousands of mons)

c Dstribut nActual of Estimated

1940 32,5 . 6,5 4,0 . 10.8 3.5 73
1945 33.0 7.1 1.8d 10.8, 3,6 7.7

.1650. 331 7.9 3.8 10.8 33 7.7
1955 31,6 8,5 44 12.1 4-1
1960 43.7 9. 5.6 14.3 4.6 -
1965. 482 , 7.4 6.1
ma 51.7 8.4 9.44 . 17.4 5 .6 10.7

.
TOill AUSki tlw Po Lotion Allocated 11 tonal on Bids of NonNative
Artlitern Allocations

1940 21 15.0 4014 1 .5

1945 33,0 14,6 9.0. -.
19 334 10,9 14.0 1.5

37.6 10.1 184 '1.0
960' 43,1 10.3 .23,6 , 0.8

1955' 48:2 8,5 28.1 1.7.
1970 5177 , 74, 32.5 1.6

Native Po IA±LloItt:yionomlcall

-. (835) (4.0) 9,3 (24) 5.7
1946 - (7.4) (5.2) . 9.3' (2.4), 53
1960 - (3,0) A10.2) , '9.3 (2.8) 6.7
1955 /-4 (1,5) (134) 11.1 (3.9) , 7.8
1960 - (0.5 ) (18.1) 13,6 (3.2), 8.8
1965 ;- 0.5 (20,7) 14.9 (4,1) 9.4:
1970 - 0,5 (22,8) 16,,8 (34) 10.4

SOURCE: Calculated from Table 11.1e4.3 members of lurmed forces,

Sir. v

. 6.0
6,0
6.5
8.0
7.8
9.2
9.4

2.0
2.0
1.01'
0.6
0.6
0 7

0,3
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TABLE 13'

NATNE AND NONNATIVE POPULATION DISTRIBUTION
WITHIN MAJOR ALASKA REOIONS-, 1970

Nativa'

Regiolle Place

SOU'flit:AST

Sitka,Ketchikan
lune.as Div.

Other
A

SOUTH
CENTRAL

Anchorage Div.
(excluding
defense bases)

Major defehse

Other

SOUTHWEST

Major, defense

Population

No of
Persons ,

%

Dist.

Population,

No of - **,%
Persons Dist.

34,211 100.0 8,354 100.0

25,448 74.4 4,258 51.0

8,763 25.6 4,096 49.0

164,0694 100.0 19,7 2 3 100.0

102,413 66.4 5,28q

22,436 14.6

40,220 19.0 * 4,437

9,315 100.0 17,364

6,096 65,4(

SOURCE: U.S. Bureau of thnenstir.

Natives
as %Total

19.6

. 14.3

31.9

5.9

64.4 4.9

45.6 13.2

100.0 65.1

lhp Interior and 'southcentral regions (maintaining garrisons). Acomparison of ."
the movement of Native population within the regions from 1950 to 1970 in,
molt cases reflects a slowing down of the mte of movement In the last decade
(Table 14).

Native Population Participation in Economle Development .r Employment and

Income Dimensions
So fah this disussion has. dealt with only one dimension, tbe space or

geographic dimension, of the total change required for fuller participation of the
Native ptople in the mainstreao of Alaska development: Oidgraphle mobility is
an important aspect of necessary change and adaptation of Nativa population to

6
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development, and the experience of the 1980's 'ryas seen the Native people
themselves working toward this end in their political actions and ;vvoluntary
movement into the state's major growth centers. Butlormidable barriers still
remain to he Overeome, In addition to being geograPhirally mobile, the Native
population must also have vocational mobility, and this in turn requires being
qualified to 'take on the jobs offered and being accepted by the non- Native
community.' The, journey Is more than one from one place on the map to

-another, his a journey through time and between cultures with all of the
uncertainties; mplexilles; and hardships this implies.

No simple measures of this complex of factors can be readily devised, but
the population characteristics data in the census provide general indicatoh. In --
Table 16 and the related discussion, the folloWingcensus data have been taken as
representative of the total Native population charatteristiest non -white
population for 1939, non-whit9 popuiation less Anchorage-Spenard and
Fairbanks in 1950 and 1960. (The 1939 "non-white population was 97.S
percepercent

Native and only 2.7 percent non-Native and the 1950 and 1960,nt
less, Anchorage and Fabbanks was 97.4 percent and-93 percent

Native, respectively). Sufficient detail is not yet available from the 1970 census.
Employment data for these years can only be presented regionally-for

southeast Alaska and the remainder of Alaska, for this discussion this will be

741.
satisfactory, as the southeast Native population differs significantly In many
respects from the, remainder of the Alive population. - _ .

indices- of the Native population participation in,the Alaska economyare
given by 'the nonworker- to worker ratios. (Table 16). "Non.workers" are, here-
taken as all persons under 14 yeatsA,age, persons 14 years and over whOire-
classified by the census as not being in the labor forte (persons .doing only
incidental unpaid family'work, students, housewives, 'retired workers, seasonal
workers in the offseason 010'1 are not seeking employment, inmates of
institutionsy .or persons who cannot work because Of physical or mental

'disability) and, persons 65 years or over. The labor force includes all persons',
classified as 'employed or ..unemployed under the Bureau of the Census
definitions of these terns, 'as well as members of the armed force-One increase
ih the, ratios among southeast Natives from 2.26 in 1939 to 2.68 In 1960 reflects
he population ,Spwn 'between 1954 and ,1860, coupled with a relatively small--

increase jObs,avlailable tO*Nitlits. Whereas the population increased.by 41
percent between Otibbei- 1, 1939 and April 1, 1960, the,labor force (Including
unemployed) increase ity only 24 percent.

The compounding effects pfpubligheiiitit programa in decreasing the death
rates and a Sharp drop in the industrial sector of the economy In whiCh most
Natives participate (fishing, and Bah- processing) Is dramatically demonstrated by,
the data for the Native population in the remainder of Alaska, Native population
remained constant over the first decade (2645,61m19.32._ansi_26055 InA960._
and increased 30.4 percent between 1950 and 1960 to 3039. Between 1939
and 1960, on the other hand, there was a decline in the J bor force from 1,61

,to 6,707. Together these developments resulted In a rise in.the non-worker
:--worker ratio from 2.44 to 4.89.

Since the 1960 census there has been continuing migration of Natives from
their traditional village areas, to the growth centers of the state. The Bure (I of
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Indian Affairs and th? various federal.and state manpower training and area
economic development prilgrains haVe focused upon educating, training, and
Preparing Native Workers to tzke,a greater part limeeting Alaska's labor needs.
All of this Leads to the expectation that the employment situation has been
improved, but a 19'68 over-view stab's the contrary,

AMong Alaska Natives generally, more perions are unemployed or
are seasonally employed than have permanent jobs. More than half
of the work forCn.is jobless most of th( year; for tbeM, food
gatherineactiiities provide basic subsistence. Only one-fourth of the
work' force has continuing employment.. The Alegre' Native work
force, urban and rural; is estimated to be composed of 16,000 to
17,000 persons. . . 60 to 60 percent are jobless in March and -
September, according to.recent semi-annual reports compiled by the
Burea'i of Indian Affairs. At. these times, only half of those
employed have permanent jobs. In the summers, when no estimates
are compiled, joblessness among Nativei across the state may drop to
20 Or 26 percent. In urban areas, Native unemployment appears
to be higher than among nonNatives., backing education and
marketable skills, the villager Is not usually eotripped to compete In
the job market. Ilearrotind 'jobs in most villages are Sew.
Typically, the opportunities are limited to positions such as school
maintenance man, postmaster, airline station agent, village store"
manager, and possibly school cook or teacher aide. In these places,-
other adults gain income through the sale of furs, fish, or arts and
crafts; find seasonal employment away from the villagc; as
fire - fighters, cannery workers, -Or construction laborers; depend Upon
welfare payments, make "their -National Guard income stretch
'mightily; or. as is usually the case, (1) provide for the bulk of their
food supply by fishing, hunting, trapping, and other activities of

'food gatering; and (2) rely upon a combination of means to obtain <

cash needed for. ftiel, some food staples, and for tools and Othei$': c".
supplies necessary to the harvest of tsh and wild1WfL16 .

Another geheral measure of relative pattrcipation is a comparision of
income received by different population groups. Annual estimates of personal
intomreceixsd by resident Alaskans are available back tb 1950. in originally
establishing the seriemfor Alaska the Office of Business Economics also was
Interested in dAtethilnimg the causes of Alaska's high Income level. The most

i (ft* r,WeelatIve cost of living. Taking note that 1957.1958 consumer
pr s In AtIttiord0 and Fairbinks were 35 percent to 45 percent aboveSeattle,tile to rE' concluded "that; it piles are taken into account, per capita reel
incnr in Alaska:A no higbier that.that in the country as a Chole, at most, and
possibly somewhat less.'"AnotheAimportaht fe,cotor was discovered when datit

S.
.°56Robert Arliold,op: eit., pp. 12-13.

R.
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,

_collected rot the benchmark year 1957 wad ,organized to present the
components of per capita income in four major, economic groups:37

Military $1,806 ,
Native Economy , , 1,231
Natural Resource Economy 2,052
Defense-oriented Economy 3,591

TOTAL ALASKA $2,408
.

Alaska's hight1957 income level (117 percent Of the national average) was
thus ,seen- to stentlargely.from the state's defense - oriented economy located
primarily, in the sou:Scentral part of the State (175 percent of national average),
it wits,also clearly repated that Alaska had an area of poverty which could be
Identified as'the "t,!;stlye economy" and Measured 60 percent of the national

*jay. e.
more recent study of personol Income within Alaika found support for

th conclusion that since 1960 the poor have been getting,pborer and, the'rich
have been getting richer, 88 Per capita income was calculated fo nuts
districts op the bests of Wages and salaries, unemployment benefits a d welfare
payments reported brgovernny4t agencies and annual population estimates for
eactdistriet. An'urban null comparison was made by comparing a combination

.-14f.tiie four 'census distrl s containing the largest urban centers in the state with
an entire rUtal region, Isting 'of four contiguous census districts in western
Alaska., Other rural censu flistricts, *re not included bect4se of estimating
Inaccuracies associated with their- small numbers Or because they were islands of
intense Teconomic activity; such as electronic defense Installations or
construction; which caused district wage totals to be very misleading as to the
actual eConomic,,condition of the permanent residents. In 1960 the, Native'
poPtilation in thi urban census districts was only 4.7 percent of the total
population of these, districts, but In the selected western rural districts it was

..88.7 percent -.of the 'districts'. popniation, Therefore, the comparisons can be
taken as a reasonable Index of the income position of Native Alaskans relative to
Other Alaskans,

The comparisons of income made in this study are summarized in Table 16.
The supporting tables of the study indicate that between 1961_ and 1967 pert
capita rose 29% in Anchorage, 3eis in Fairbanks, 24% in Ketchikan, and
8% in Juneau. These. data did not reflect changes in price levels which also
moved upward In all districts since 1961. (Anchorage 1.8%, Fairbanks 9.3%,

.37R. E. Graham, Income in' Alaskii, A Supplement lo the Survey of
Current Business (Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1960)
16118. "Military" includes the, value of food and housing provided for military
personnel, the "Native econome:Incindes estimated ash equivalent of fish and

,- game harvested for food and clothing, etc.
38James W. Sullivan, Personal IncorneFtItternsin'Alaska, Alaska Review of

Business and Econornie Conditions, Vol. VI, No. 1, University of Alaska. 1 ,
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Kethikan 11,6%, and Juneau 14,5%). In contr st, the western rural area
experienced a per capita Income decline over the sa e period. The ratio of urban,
to western Alaska per capita income rose from 3. in calendar year 1961 to 6.1
in fiscal year 1967. The report ends with A statement of the only conclusion
possible.

In 'conclusicin, actual buying power per person and living standards
are definitely not improving in rural areas of the-state, although
living standards steadily increase In large urban centei,c ,
Consequently', disparities In living standards are continuing' to
increase, In Alaska almost all victims of poverty, in both urban and ,
rural area!, are nonwhite ' ,chiefly Eskyno, Indian, or Aleut,

. .
This difference in income received by these two 'geographic groups of

Alaska Is further confirmed In the 1970 census data on "poverty status." This is
based upon an analysis of Income received by families in the 1969 calendar year
in terms of 'a po,:zty level threshold Inconte;,The poverty line Varies in,
accordance with the size of family and sex of the head of each indivitlual (amity':
and is based upop national data, uhadjusted for varlapions Instate and regional
cost of living. For all families the linels drawn at 0388. Combliiinglhedata,
for the Anchorage, Fairbanks, Juneau and Ketcillitan census divisions as "urban_
Alaska" and the Kobuk, Wade Hampton, Bethel and Kuskokwim census
divisions as "western Alaska" results in the following comptirlson in distribution
of Incomes of all families In relation to poverty status.3.9 k , *

....

. Families with income less

.URBAN
ALASKA

IWESTERN
ALASKA

Percent

than poverty level 5.0 53.6

Families with income less than
76 percent of poverty level 3.3 39.7

Fainilles with income less than
126 percent of Poverty level

raniilles with income more than

7.8 63.6

126 percent poverty level 92.2 . 36.4

iA
comparison of income received may_ be a measure of degree of

' partcipation in the dominant cash economy (the stated objective of most ortii i
/ past and present education programs), but it is not an entirely accurate index of

39Compu)Iffrom data in 1J.S. Buread otthe Census, Pk1):133, Alaska,
Table 124.
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170 The Economic Situation

relative well-being. As Jennets pointed out In his attempts to compare
Greenlander and Danish income levels, an important element of public
consumption is present. in the form of free health and,social services Available
only to Native people: Purthermore; stibsistence hunting and tithing also
contributes an unmeasured component of value (although the Office of Business
Economics has attempted to inclUde sgmething far th;i1There till* been those'
who have attempted to minimize the adverse imprea6n given by income
comparisons on just this, basis, but a look at the compluative standards of living
enjoyed by the Native and nonNative Alaskan soon puts the picture back in
focus. Here t few health statistics will be used to suggest the quality or the ergs

----Produet ot-tife-in each group.-Inthe year 1960 04e code death rate was 9.4 per
1,000 total population for NatiVe Alaskans as compared with 4.7 for nonNative. .

This was a dramatic drop from the Native rate of 16.9for the year 1950, but
still double' the rate for the rest of Ataskans. The infant mortality rate for'
Alaska's NatiVei (the number of deaths of children under one year of age pee_
1,000 live births occurring In' the same year) dropped from 95.9 in 1950 to'74.$
In 1960 Although t. heartening Imporvement, this is still fir above the

- tionNative rate of 27.8 for 1960. Among thelive major regions of the state,
there.. were marked differences in the infant mortality rate (southeast 55.1,
southcentral 43.7, solathwest 121.9, interior 62.8, and northwest 82.4).40

A review of the 1966 Native health situation 'reports little improvement
since 1960.

The crude death rate of Alaska Natives is more than twice, the rate at
white'Aliskans. There were 478 Native deaths in 1966, or 9.6 deaths
per thouiand estimated population: in the whiter population there
were 810 deaths or 3.8 deaths per thousand, While the Native death
rate is high, and a traction higher than tour of the past seventeen
years, it Is almost halt what it was in 1951... There has been no
significant change in the Native death rate since 1958. The three
principal causes of death' in the Native population in 1966 were
accidents, influenza and pneumonia, and diseases of early Infancy.
The death rate of Natives as a result of influenza and pneumonia was
ten timerhe Tate of Alaska whites; as a result of accidents, three
times; and suicides, double the rate. Since 1950 the number of
people who died from tuberculosis has declined from 222 in that
year to 6 in 1966... The infant mortality rate of Alaska Natives, a
significant factor in the overall death rate, is also-more than twice
the rate for white Alaskans. More than one-fifth of the total Native
deaths In 1966 occurred in persons under one year old; these 102
deaths resulted In an infant death rate of 52 per thousand live births,
Among the white Alaskans the rate was 22. Except for 1963, the
present high rate of infant' mortality of Natives is lowerthan at any
time during the past 17 yeare.4

40Rogers and Cooley, op. c(& Vol.'', pp. 92404.4

4! Robert D. Arnold, op. citAlp. 19.22.
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Modality statistics can only begin to suggest the effects of poverty Upon
the physical wellbeing of Nativei. Work days and income lost through
prolonged sickness and hospitalizaion, to say nothing-of physical suffering and
resulting 'dathaged and handicapped humanity, are only_ hinted at In the
hospitalization statistics of the U.S. Public' Health Stevie.. The extent and
intensity of all this was broadly recognized and generous and effective health
.programs mounted' two decades ago. These have been continued and augmented
since. Although they had a dramatic impact upon mortality'and the InCidence of
sickness during,the first years, over the last decade they appear to be making

,little further-progress. The conjinuing Poor' physical health of the Aluka Native
is obviotisly due to environmental conditions and malnutrition, according to the

71948 health report.
_

While medical efforts preventing disease where possible, treating
diseases and injuries, teaching good health practices have resulted
in substantial gains, for many of the remaining problems there are no
preventive- Medical measures to be taken; there is no meats of
immultization: for instance, against gesptratory diseases or otitis
media, Significant reduction in the Incidence, of many of Alaska's
remaining health problems punt be sought in improvement of the
sodo4conotnioconditions under which Alaska Natitpslive.41

--The prospect that Mary economic development in Alaska IOU
_.automaticallyautomatically the "Native, problem" provides, even less cause lot _

complacency than the pros t of solving poverty problems- elsewhere.' In
addition toLadverse-factora of-edueation-antikillatmetal discrlst;laalion, ..

etc,* the present geographic distribution of Native population is heaviest in areas
of the state -which are away (coin the ;enters of recent economic deVelopmtnt
and anticipated future growth. AlthOugh there has 5'een_ evidence of incteasing
geographic mobility among Alaska% Natives, they. have traditionally remilned
erithin the major regions in which their ancestors

Coupled, with the relatively high 14or immobility of Alaska's Natives, their
recent rates of natural increa's'e further work against the ptobability that general
ecOnomic development will automatically take, care of their condition of
poverty. During most of the period' from 1950 to date, rata of natural increases
have been close to 4 percent per year cot the state as a whOle, and approached 6
percent in the southwest and interior regions. It we define economic 'Areas in
terra& Of per capita, income growth, these rates of Population Increase, tar
outstrip even the most optimistic projections of ntes 61 economic output foe-,

-- the state Even with programs to reduce the rates of Nati* population increase,
-Alaska is faced with a grim race between Native population growth 'and
Increasing{ the rate of participation in the state's general economic development.

Theprocess of economic Cliiiiehifnieift will aOradjitit rci:Obticidaterkthi--- -7-
Native's development. It he is not ready, the new employment needs will be met
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as in the past by importing po (ion from outside, foreclosing future Netiva--
participation.

Native Population Response to rionorrilu Developiont the %Utica]
.Dimensions

In October 1966 eight separate tuociations (four Eskimo, one Aleut, and
three 'Mien) Joined together In the united front of the Alaska Federation of
Natives. By mid1966 these new -Native groups by right of aboriginal use and
occupancy had submitted title eitimi to public lands covering approv4mittely.
290 million acres of Alaska's 376 million acres (this rose to 870 million acres by
April 1967). Faced with these massive filings, the Secretary of the Interior in-
December 1966 halted all disposal of public landin'the state to which Natives
claimed aboriginal possession until ther...United..S.tatts Congress an act
defining the rights of these claimant's and established nutchiner. torsettiement.:.
In one united action the Nettie minority hsd temporarily thwarted the intent of
the Alaska Statehood Act to provide the new slate with income from land
resources during its Initial development (the freeze soiled to transfer of lands
trOm the public, domain, in'the' state is well as to individuals) and threatened
planned economic developments incinding oil and gas. But more important, the
non-Native community hid be.in put on notice that Alaska's Eskimo, Indian,
and Aleut peoples were a political force to be retkOned _with. They had
greduatedlroin their long and little noticed apprenticeship In politics. They had
found new aggressive leaderi,, their -political voice, and ,an, economic, weapon
which could prove more effective in advancing their causes than the economic

----iboycotttuidviotencethed-brtherinintirtty groups elsewhere; The political - °_
payoffs started Coming in even before the land freeze. During the 1966 Political
campaign the Native voters were courted as they, had never been before.
candidates visited isolated and_ remote villages

rvio"y
never or rarely

receiving such cant The land claims had a galvaniC effect upon government al all -:;
Weis. Native matters, small and large, that had languished In bureaucratic pigeon -

'toles began to receive priority treatment.
In December 1971 the United mica Congress pissed the "Alaska Nithe_,,,

Claims Settlement Act" (Public Law 9,2.203, 92nd Congress), but this in no way ,

has diminished the importance of the continuing poglical movement with_which
it WO identified. Whether the Native people continue on thole ancestral lands or-
migrate Into the new development centers of the date, what has been descibed
above as the gulf between nortNetive,and Native Alaska will remain unless the'
basic conditions of poverty and wardship are changed. This is the

move:tient* underlying meaning, land merely tieing.* convenient and tangible;,
shoirchind symbiii for deliverance' fro,In the Native problem. The real objectIvoi_ ,Wge attwn ,..the_foilovong 'pow of the participation of one of the more
effective of the new ybung Eskimo leaden in a 4967 land probletts forum.

.

"Hensley said the NatIiel--aas ociations Vwhicirhave*fil;e1 fend claims,
have teverat,objectives; among them ,secitring the claims, acting ai

- political organizations and educating the. people...Ve in Western,
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Aluke,' he said, 'have given-Wtrour votes for years, puttine big
men into office end getting little in return. For all too long we have
not had the benefitotour numbers? Ile said Nithitaitert not hying
to hold up the development ,of Alaska. with, their 'claims. Our
contintioir IS,' Hensley said, 'thst It we do', have a legal debit to the
land, we want to be, part of that dereloppient. hi other countries,
the benefits of development have not filtered down to the people.
We are not trying to develop a racist State: Land claims have to be
Put on the basil

trying
rade because this is how the for has developed.'

Ho decried 'Western standerds being applied to 4401 Nit *Iraq
Into the 20th Centiity.' It is in helping the WINN hi making the
adjustment, Hensley said, that the Native associatIonsne performing,

-''their educational functions. My view,' be said, 'life will be very .
'hard In the next -20, to 30 years, Until.* cash economyls developed.-:
We want to incomese this development, but at the tame, link, we
went to be able CO say, 'Hunt and fish it you want tot It there are no

.haunting bib* it will make the gomIng years niore difftcult.ts

The 1960's was also a decade of bureaucrauc revolution. Whin the national
admInistretloti embarked on Its Wu on Poverty In 1964, the Native was
overwhehped by s Babel of voices, government workers and federagyfunded .

private consultants, following banners with strange -devices. There were' some
benefits mixed insaith throonfusion. VISTA workers ppcand and for the lint
4I041 Nettie villeSes had 'a -white man or woman, or both, In r+ en who
devoted fulltinic to le lug rather than teaching. These, young peopIPMive
prodded a new itsh school teachers.-- -

Institutes and for. training-Native = teacher aids and orienting
aouathre leachers or bush schools were eponsored at the University of Alaska
and Alaska Methodist University; a rural school, project at the University of
Alaska grew Into a continuing Center for Northern Education. English began to
be considered as s secOnd language by the educating programiners and teaching
In.Natiew languages was considered as a worthwhile pilot experiment. Federal
programs provided the seeci money and Initial leadership training for the Native',
regional corporations which noir' face the task of managing a money settlement
of $965-.2 million and 40 million acre' of land. Faced with these rime _-
competitors, the Bureau of 'Millen Affairs overhauled what had keen fripge
pavans dealing with economic tnd industrial development and even began to

_encourage Native participation in schignisterhrig Its educational progiamSi In an ,

'ad ca city, in 1967. Preference was glvenio the htri of Native applicants
tear. jobs wi t Bureau and in 1989 it could report that more than half its
pernuinent emp yeas were Nettled..

,In this. flux of emerging and consolidating Native political power andbasic-...
reform in government programs, there has hien a need for a complete reform at
the 'cross-cultural education system in Alaska. Education was not the principal
vehicle by whieh.the Native pined significite participation In Alaskesioanornic

,
43Filihanks Daily News Miner, January 19, 1967.
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development but. (ram the admittedly shortrange vantage of the present, it
would appear that this Participation is being gained by other means the
participation in the 'political process And the consolidation of Native poiltleal
power.iThrough the political and land ownership route Alaska's Natives are

. accomplishing a. dolt-yourself cultural transition which will finally accomgdate
the,new forms of education progrims emergleig in the non.Native society.

1

6
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The new economic developments anticipated by the report.would provide
Natives with future employment opportunities "to make ibe transition froth
their present.subsistence existence to a more self-supporting one with adequate
income and employment." No attempt is made to reflect the past differences
in the Native and NonNative population Characterstics and behavior in the
population estimates beyond 1970. The report's implication .1s, 'therefore, that ,

from 1970 on, the -increased Native population of working age'will be absorbed
into the new eniployment opportunities on the same basis and rates as the
NonNative.

In comparing these projections of the future population with the past
population trends in Alaska, it must be recognized that Important assumptions
have been made or must be Implied; Population prior to 1970 wava product of a
`number of factors reflecting the differing rates of fertility, mortality, and migra
Lion among 'the three major population components being discussed in this
section thedefenserelated population, 'the Native 'population, and the remain-.
ing population. These three major population, components not only demon-
strated differing patterns of behavior, but within each there were pattern
changes over time and between regional divisions. The population estimates
beyond 1970 presented in Table 6 reflect changes attributable only to economic
developments, the creation of'new basic employment and the additional pop*
Lion this would support on the basis or the same. relations between bask and .

total _employment, and employment and total population as exist for the nation
as'a whole. These estimates, in other words, are a projection of the development
effect translated into population rather than a projection of Alaskan population
on the basis of Its present characteris'ics. Then would have to be complete,and.
automatic adjustment of population to development changes. All population,
whether Native or nonNative, would have to participate in 'the development
changes .at the national rates and move freely to and from Alaska and within
Alaska in response to 'Changes in employment patterns. .

If we are to be realistic in speculating o). Alaska's future population,
however, special consideration must be given to the Native sector. The defense-
related population will continue as It has in the past to reflect administrative
decisions and policies. The non-Native, non-defense population will retain its
past characteristic of fluctuating primarily in response to economic development
factors, with some increase in stability reflecting the evidence of the last decade
that net natural increase has oegun to play a growing role. The analysis of past
Native population_ trends has indicated that this sector responds primarily to
changes in birttind_degth rates,with relatively little movement until very recent-
ly within Afaska or out bf Alaska." Unlike the other two major components of
total population, however, it would not be realistic to assume that this will
'continue to be the pattern of future behavior.

II. ALASKA DEVELOPMENT AND NATIVE ALASKA,
'Following the first contacts with western ctvilization, most o the Native

Aliskans were simply by-passed by the course of economic development. There
were important exceptions. The Aleuts were forced to become involved during',
the Russian period because they lived in the regions rich in fur seal and sea otter.
In the process their aboriginal society and culture were destroyed and their
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CASE 1
Soitheut
Southcentral
Southwest
Interior
Northwest

TOTAL

CASE V-
1/

Southeast .

Southcentral
Southwest
Interior
Northwest

TOTAL

TABLE 6

U.S. Department '1 the Interior Low and High Estimates

of Alaska Population by Regions: 1970 -2000

1970 1976,' 1980 1986

persons)

1990 1995

(thousands of

68' ' 72 107 126 151 174
118. 132 153 176 209 231
25 28 31 36 41 46
74 100 130 134 ., 138 166
19, 24 31 42 . 61 62

294 356 462 613 590 1 669

55 81 112 127 162, , 213
132 166 184 219 242 . 275

26 28 31 36 40 . 63
76 103 133 138 164 100
19 24 31. 42 51 _6'1

306 391 491 662 - 649 808

2000

263
66

188
17

820

246
295
73

232: 8?'
928

11 Population generited By introduction of aluminum industry (based upon imported boodle
and Rampart project power availability) has been eliminated from the high case to acordance
with June 16,1967, report conclusions.

Source: U.S. Dtpartment of the Interior, Rampart Project, Alaska - Market for Power and
Effect on Natural Resource, Vol. 2 Tables 68.70, pp. 501.602, January 1966.
U.S. Department of the Interior, Alaska Natural Resources and the Rampart Project,
June 15, 1967, pp. Iv, 16, 35.
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years or were barely met by hirths, but all expe lenced explosive rates of average
annual Increase following 1950 (the direct resu (of intensive and effe,ctive public
health program) (.0h southeentral rates for 960:1965 averaging 4.8%, south.
west 3.8%, and the interior and northwest ap roximately 2%;

Population Estimat s, 19702000
Many estimates have been made of e growth, nature, and distribtition of

Alaska's future population, but only tw sets will be discussed here. The U.S.
Bureau of the. Census regularly makes s veral sets of projections for each state_
and the total United States on the ba sof assumptions concerning the three
factors which account, for rates of po Walton change: fertility, mortality, and
net migration: Trends of each factor e determined from an examination of the
experience of recent years. The futur economic, view presented by these popula.
tion estimates is not a promising one with continuous outmigration in all cases.
Such a future is within the realm o the possible as it is, after all, a projection of
trends :which have been part of the, recent past. But the view is not in accord
with the more recent develnpme* and prospects discussed in the last chapter,

Alaska has clearly entered a=4,tot fly new phase of development which should
,make past trends a poor guide to he future.

. The second set of popula, ion estimates to be' referred to is that of the
lowest and highest lases In'th'e
for 'thr Rampart power prof
assumption of a cOntInuing si
lute amount from period to
nients. Estimates were co
available and projected inf
world markets, industrial
pated, ffect of major f
development ends,'etc., which resulted in estimates Of major new, large industries ,

by type, location, quanti es, etc.
Once the tom in

ntappel and schedL'led
'0' specific industries'
also made of suppor
total new employme
as that of 1960 pttl
mdts. One imply
as one of the "gi
oriented sector
Assumed tItirtuall
In Alaska and th

Within t
following obse

"Alask
With I
imps,
cress
finer

.S. Department of ,the knterior's market study
t (Table 6): Underlying-these estimates is the
Ificant annual net in.migration varying in abso

riod in response to anticipated economic develop.
uted from ta" major review and evaluation of all

mutton on Alaska natural resources, national and
d transportation technology, economics, the antici: .

decal and state programs and agencies devoted to

strial developments had been determined, measured,
estimates of new employment based on size and output
ere computed. Estimates based on national ratios were

ng employment and additional population generated by
t: The future population of Alaska, In effect, was projected
additional population, generated by new industrial develop.

ion of this is that the 1960 basic economy world continue
ens" in the future, This was made explicit in the defense'
fi the population. The Department of the Interior study

no change in the numbers of distrihution'of military personnel
number of dependents of defense persomtel.

e non-defenserelated population seekr, the report makes the
,rations concerning the future of the Native. /

s native people havelonOtad a high natural rate o inctease.
Crease in public health programs, rates .of ,survival heve bean
ecl, with,,eorresponding acceleration In rates of natmal in
This Indicates that in the tutt,r,e, Alaska's natives will be of

asing importance,"
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188 The Economic Situation ,

estimate4 of components, of change. For Alaska these estimates are available
from July 1, 1940. Although the estimates are given as of a midyear date, they
do not represent an estimate' of the total population, but the resident popula
tion. No adequate definition of "resident" Alaskan exists, but in this case the'
figure is the twelve month moving average computed from monthly vital statis.
tics and migration estimated by use ot School enrollment data Following the
1960 census, the,Ataska Department of Labor published annual estimates'of
current resident population by election districts (the 1960 census districts) using
the same methodology and basic data as the Bureau 'of Oensus These two
sources are drawn ,supon to present an analysts of annual population` changes for
Alaska from 1940 to 1968 and for its major regions. In addition, estimates.have.
been made of Native population by 'relating annual Statistics on Native births 0.
deaths to the 1950 and 1960 census bench marks.

Tables 4 and 5 summarize these annual pOpulation estimates for Alaska
and Its five major regions. The annual changes in NonNative population alb even
more erratic than the behavior revealed in the decennial census reports. In part
this reflects the relatively small population base; where only a few hundred %

persons constitute a signifiCant change, but In larger part it reflects population
response to the shifting role of Alaska in national defense strategies since 1940.
Reviewing the trends from_1940 by fiveyear periods:1940.1945 experienced
average -annual rates of increase of approximately twenty percent, 1945.1950
average annual rates of decrease of approxiniately one-half of one percent,
1950.1955 average annual rates of increase of twelve permit, 1955.1960 a
period of almost' complete stability (rates of increase averaged only twotenths of
one percent), and 1960-65 average annual rates of increase of three and a third
percent. The turning points In these trends can be matched by developmknt
turning points: the frantic defense bitild up between 1940-1943,.the shift of
strategic Importance from Alaska following the successful Aleutian campaign'
and the PacifIC battles of 1943 and 1944, the virtual shut doWn of the Alaska
defense establishment In the all too brief period of peace at he end of World
War II, and, with only a minor diversion during the Korean r the construe.
tion activities and defense staffing which established Alaska in a ermanent and

. key position in the northern hemisphere defense system. It was of until the
1960's that the population trend assumed, a relatively steady a d tioderate

,,...-KintInuing growth, but ,even this was disrtpted by the effects of the 1964
--- earthquake and the reconstruction period t)II ming. The region I population

trends reheat the concentration of the main dt fez se activities, in the ntral
and interior regions aad to a lesser degree in tho southwest region, and the virtual
absence of these forcea of population. change Ir. the remaining t regions.

In contrast, Native population experiencet! continuously I reasIng average
annual rates of ,growith for the same five/ear polods:.0.3%,0, %, 2,1%, 2.1%
and 2.8%. The Native population trends have all exhibited some decline, In the
annual rates of net natural increase during the last five years, but the general
level of rates of grmrth have differed regionally By five year periods from 1940
through 1965, the average annual rates of increase for the southeast region fell
from 2% during 19401946 to '1.2% for 1960.1965, while for thmenialning
regions during the tell years 19401950 Native deaths exceeded births for most
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(3) The Southwest Region with a land area of approximately 160,000
square miles includes the. Alaska Peninsula, Aleutian Islands, Bering Sea islands
south of latitdde`62 degrees north, the. Bristol Bay drainage, Kuskokwim River

ian the lowr Yukon River basin, south of 64 degrees north.
(4) The interior Region with a land area of approximately 180,000 squate

milei includes .,the remainder of the Yukon River basin, the Tanana and
Koyukuk River basins,/ and the eastern part of the 'Arctic Slope within the.
Fairbanks election district. Until, the recent closing down of dredging operations,

"col i rt of laska". It is the second most important military.
region thitt is LOW, taking on the new role of transportation gateway ffilitriktintir---7-:
Slop petVoleum provinces.

'(6) The Northwest Region With a land Area of approximately 126,000
uare miles 4s the remainder of the State, its extreme northwestern .Comer,
fling and furs have provided the basic economy and there are prospect; of

petroleum in ibe ature. 'AO

These. five regions not only differ in terms of physical geographic charac
Uri-sties and natural resource endowment, but exhibit clearly di fferenkikonomic,
and social characteristics and trends. Looking at only a few otdie population
characteristics reported in the 1960 census (Table 2), in the southwest 'and
northwest regions, the Native population, or persons of aboriginal, ancestry, are
In the majority and in the other thrpe regions' they are minority groups. These
two re ons also exhibit .the lowest per capita incomes Including estimated value

subs stence hunting anctiltbinuarTd-the highest-ratio-of-non-workets-to-C)
workers. The southcentral and Interior region; have had the greatest absolute
and relative population groWth In recent years,.the highest proportion of
taty and government workers to total population, the highest per capita
Incomes, and the lowest ncinworIcer to worker ratios. The southeast region has
the lowest proportion of military in its population and lowest government
employment In its total employed labor force. The distribution. of the census
enumerations by major populationikomponents among these regions reveali fur,
ther aspects of their behavior. Within each of the regions the Native population
exhibits a'sinnlar U.shaped curve. The NonNative population for each region
exhilts considerably more erratic 'behavior than for the total Alaskan popula.
(ion, as counter.balaneing effects of opposing regional trends are now eliminated
(Table 3).

Estithates AnnUal Population and Components of Change 1940.1968
As valuable as the census data apa in establishing population and develop.

ment bench matks a tenyear period is too long to pinpoint the critical turning
pointr. The gold stampedes it the turn.of the century reache-d their-climax of
activity arid population influx In the years between the taking of the official `.
census. Nome had begun to decline in population whenittWnsus wds taken on

June-1, 1900,and the 1904 rush into, the. Tanana resulted in the
founding of Fairbanks, was histOry when the December 31, 1909, ce us was
taken. Simile*, the .turning point in World War II .and the Cold wRich.
'followed all feltswithin periods be,tween Ottober 1; 1939, April 1, , and
April 1, 1960. Becatise a this, the Bureau of the Census has att. to
Compute annual estimates of current/resident poPulation for each. sto

s 1
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.
successful programs of public health and welfare in keeping people alive, in
combination with.an absence of official birth control programs.

The remainder, of thepopulation, the nonatit'e and nendefense.related
popidation,ls the most erratic in its trends, in. pr outmtgration in reiporisetO
economic factori being its primary determining (ma. With certain lags and
recent shifts toward a more balanced sex ratio and more normal age distributions
over all ranges, these data reflect almost purely economic devefopment popu-
lation response. Outside workers have come in when,jObs were available and have
'tended to leave Alaska when they reach retirement age or ,their ettployment
eilds:-TriepliThlfe of refiring outside:AlaiWhen the' noirnitiennployment
limits are reached is indicated in the, abnormally low. proportion, of nOnNative
people 65 years or over. The highly seasonal employment patterni and the heavy
reliance upon seasonally imported wor)cers in manyindustries, and the
high, proportion of Alaska unemployment checks mailed to Outside addresses are

,evidences of the mobility of this population component':,
Alaska is no' ;a 'single homogeneous entity and its study his always seen

based upon some form of regional subdivision in terms of physical, climatologi-
cal; or natural resource features. The .earilist surveys mid reports divided Alaska
into geographical !provinces. Aditinistrative twits, from the eatiles). receiding
districts and judicial divisions to the present,election districts and administrative'
divisions of the State, of Alaska, represent,attempts to define meaningful and'
manageable entities. A study of statistical data and Other information gathered
n-ter ms-oithesesnialletlecaltmits-indicates-thatlherrhaver-bfen and are-several
contrasting subeconomies, within the State, each with different structure and
often opposing trends. Recently there have been attentpts to find some general

.11 agreement cm a basic division o( the State which would' be useful for both'
administrative and research purposes. The following fiveunit division used here
was proposed by the State Division of Planning in 1962 as An attempt to corn-
bine- natural regional elements with economic development focus and has (Wand
general ac&ptance (Figure 1). This division; for example, has'been used In the
U.S. Department of the Interior 1967 Rampart power ,project studies, the
Bureau of Public. Roads 1965 highway study, and a number of important workt...
done for federal and state agencies by private consultants.

(1) The' Southeast Region with a land area of 37,566 square miles, set off
from the rest of the State by the Malaspina Glacier and the,St. Elias Range,
comprises the many islands of the Alexander Archipelago and a strip of main-
lftnd extending 'along the.4vrthwest corner of British Columbia. Gold mining
disappeared from the regional' economy with World War II, but fisheries have
continued, and forest products (primarily %pod pulp) have .been the source of
recent growth-.

(2) The Southcentral Region with a land area of approximately 80,000
square miles comprises the southcentral coastal area of Alaska south and east of

. the arc or the Alaska.Range. It includes the'Susitha River basin, Cool Inlet and
its tributaries, the Copper River basin, and Kodiak Island and other islands,In the 6,
Gulf 'of' Alaska.. Its economy includes the main military, finance, ;trade, and
transportation centers of the State, important fisheries, and the producing
petroleum areas.
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Stablization of, the number of military personnel 'during the 1950's and
subsequent decline ko a lower plateau during the 1960's would be expected to be
reflected in limiter behavior of the mflitary.related +Man economy; but the

..total 'population has continued to rise since 1960. NOR. natural resource develop,
mints following the end of World War*II, particularly the major petroleum tri,d
forest products developments, and the expansion of Civilian government servi
in respothe to the. needs' of the larger and more settled population of Ld Trip
created more jobs, than could be filled from local sources, and new inridgration,
Of workers and their families from Outside offset any decline in milltarytelated
POPW16iiiiid-Ontinued to-swell the total population. Looking into the future,
the complex. of anticipated development projects can be translated via employ..
ment 'calcdtatIons into the common denominator of population and afford a
nieans ortracing the probable course of the future In terms of permitting direct...
comparisOns with the present and the past. ,

The shape of Alaska's past economic develbpment; as notpd can'be
traced; using the Alecennial census enumerationsgas a general Ind cator of the
trend and its major turning points.13eyond 04'7 segregation of these data by

alive and nonNatlye persone, and more recently of the mIlitary,and their
pendents, reveals distInctIve.trends among these major components of Alaska's ,"1

total population ,which are obscured or lost in their Combination ITahle 1).
These component' have quite different characteristics and the trends represent
response to different 'forces. 'Tha least complicated is thotoinblnation of milt.
Lazy 'personnel, Defense Departmelat civilian employees, and the dependents of

:both these employed groups. Togethet these persons are a pool of population
increasing or decreasing In size in response to forcet external to Alaska (natIonal
pafitlrarl .consideratIonsschingeis in the internatioiialc.ituatIon, changes in defense
technology, etc.) but retaining a relatively constant internal composition:Within
this sector the ilopulation comparison reflects a selective and stable range of age;
se*, and occupati6q. pIstternseadministratively determined by the forms of ern;

-11 plOyrnent required by the defense establistimentrittices of rotation of persons
nel and dependents on relatjvely short touroduty basis.

The Native' population dynamite have beep pri the results of natural
f6rces of fertility and Mortality. Until recently it w xumted that there ,watt
very little piipation out of Alaska and relatively little within the regions of
Alaska. During the I850's and 1960's there hastegim to be evidence of growing
geographic but °rib/in the last neve years has this seemed

.past disk:ideal treyds; the general decline from an estima
74;/00, persons circa 1740.1780 to, abodtonethird that number during OMR',
-two.decades of-thi present oentutyfollows the classic pattern of the disp.optive
{.0114.8e44).ween_4.sel4stifticientsubsistence cniture of,an aboriginal It o* anti .

specialized and exploi ve,polorrial forces. The destructia of ribo,ri
,spfilciency through specialization of activities and depleddn M the former
natural jiefoTtife the depredations of unfamiliar diseases and customs tour
their toll. The aetelerating 'Increase in ,Native population startIng.16 the late
1920's and assuming explosive, proportions in the. 1950's,' with the total regain.
!rig about twothirds of the. ,1740.1780 population 'hy 1960, reflects improve.
merit in general economic conditions in some regions, but more generally
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i esti-,Mites will provide the basis for analY;is of the trends from 1740 to 1960.
Treatment of the "past" will atop with the 1960 census;The level of military .

perionnelistationed In-Alaska appeared. to.have aehleyed a plateau, and milijary
'constructions, and, as-noted aboVe, related economic activitiei,.deditied during -.

I: . the decade of the fifties With no "reversalt dUring-lhe sixties, Major natural
,' resources developments initiated during the late 1950'S had not adianced by the

date of ,the 1960. census to the stage of registering subsequent, Impacts upon
puistioh., Closer examination, of the period of transition from 1940 to 1968 is

ct by' shifting the analysis from decennial data (which:has.the dual dis-'
fo?Alaskaof being too infrequent and coring at,,the *rag time of

year) to innUal, Population estimates made by the: .8. Bineau of Census and"
itiaska*Depart, merit. of.1,,abor. This also will prOv,i 4 a more appropriate and

detailed in1roduCtion to consIderation-of a' ticipated /future trendslo the end bf
the' etIntu which coricludet(bli part, ' 4.4 ?

tbOulation Trenda and CornI)osItIOk174114960
_,

IfOpulation Arend, are the end product of economic and iochiffactokand
can serve weonienient means for appmximatine,the direction, levels; and the ,

-,timing."Orsthe ImPortant turning points in the:More difficOit to identify and
measure development Aten0. The last two hundred year* of Alaska's past-can be
restate with population 4.ca summarized from estimatei of the number df .is
Alatka at.the- time of the first ,European contifcts theo gheu Selection from the
severs if1ussiefo and' United States census reports (Tabler.1)..The expansion of
commerical fisheries and gold Mining is reflected in the rise of non - Native polm-
talon; from the few hundred during the Russian and Int al United Stales periods
to 34,056 and 39,025 in the 1900 and 1909 censu counts. The period of
stablization and stagnation of the Vale economy of ' 0, tisk copper, and furs
is reflected in the decline itetween 1909 and19,29 In nNative, populatiOn, and ,

. the 'effects of the Great Depression outside Nostra I Stimulating increased gold
pidtkuctIon'and.'a!`return to the land," by regaining t r ,ithe 1909 population level
by 19sv : ,-.

1,,,.
,..

.111*Oranstic ekpansion in populathMby 1.950. fan be traad'directly to -

the .movement of large numbers of military or -defense personnel into Alaska,
ju trping from -24 in 1939 to 20,643 in 1950.:CoUnting the incase in military

, personnel alone does not indicate .the full magnitude
re

itude of 'this new source oft
pppulation., Accompanying those in uniform werean,, equal. number of depen-
dents,, s6veki thousand 'avillara 'employeei : of the Pepartment of Defense and
their -dePendents, and a fluetUating labor: force' of construction, services, and
other 'importing workers directly related to the, ainstruction and 'maintenance .

of thole* Alaska military establishment:1n yle±40.1 the declineof the pre-World
War 11 basic economy, virtually, all of:'the increased popuistion'between 1939
and 1950 aght bi attributed to the shift in tiiehsslc economy from the limited
'base of the.:Orstlair of the twentieth :century ' a military econothy The level

* 1:of military- personnel coittinued to ripe andir *allied at about 50,000 for the
2-1 lieribd from`1,952-1.951. There was a harp dr p;:io about 35,000 In 1958 due to

technological changes, and the level r ported to 1960 has continued with minor-
changes to the present. , I : - ,'-e ,',..,-;. . '. 4. , ' 4I 4 ' i

1 L I

4
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Colonial Alaska was eclipsed between 1940 and 1942 by the comlng of
,

World War II to Alaska, Out evert without this Pew element, Colonial Alaska w
alteadydeclating;its props of cartrtedSalrnott;.gold and fur having been seriousi
eroded by otter-exploitation or thariged ecoriontle conditions.- For the next tw

''. _decades., defense, government, and supporting ionomjc activities were Alaska's
basic etonosity; Employment income generated- by, all of Alaska's fisheriral
cannerlea,- pulp mills, mines,* farms, traplines, and minor Industriei was exceeded ,

. by , the Military imyrolls. Personnel alone wriaequrdied .by Viet in tertiary in.
,; dustries other than governinent and was barely ahoye that axishig froth the single
industrial classifIcation Of !!Contract construttioe,lhiS eclipsing of natural re.
soUrees ta the, major 'elenfent in Alaska's bask etemorrty is- net Atirprising.:'
Alaska's military Importance lay 1rt its strategie location and the' avaffability of
relatively Antlitnited apacelor nillitaryini4Ilittiorts, pot In Its nattiratiesOurcee. )

Con,sideration atecononde factIrs VMS iikeWiSe2t10 a matter 4f primary military i
concern, tnd defense contructioti had the efteet of greatly' 10/easing labor; costs
In an already high-coat area,thus creating barriers to resOurce deielopthent Which
might /lave ceme with the nortical passage of* time. .-. .

By the advent of the siXties, the defer* econemy had. leveled off and I
employment and InComeTroducIng capit.e0Y. began to decline.-The granting o
statehood to Alaska in 1959 repreSented the highest political deeeloprrient
sibie for a territory,within the UntiedStales.' Future econontle'developmeit w
significantly conditioned by this polltleal feet;At the same time, thiy eCono
began to shift tetnothir and entlrely different bssis resulting from that Stet
increasing international ,impcrtance at-ir strategic link. in intercontinental
travel and transportation, and as a sOuree of a broad rit4e..of natttral resOu
fOr dornesttc and foreign markets. FiVi11 thtpeaks of expenifiturtS for const c. .:, ,--

lion, procurernent,'and personnnel dirring the mld.1940saind.early.1960's;the ..,63 -...1.

annual expenditures/of. the U.S, DePartment of Defense have shown a ;teed? I;
deeline, froin $418,9 Million In 1954 to $316.8ntillion In 1966, Including thri :
likttle' Of some 190'4 earthqualterecernstructlon, The*Mut. of wood prOducta had L ... , .:

been negligible prior to 'the- conatrtictiot'of the first. pulp mtll Itt,1964, after/
ir whieh it rose from,$14.0 rithhon tn, 1964 to $67.8.mlitiOn in 1.980.- There,ha ";'-

been' nd all:ninon( prodUction of: petroleutp or. nattiral ges until the discole
at Stiranson Elver On tne..Kihai Peninsula in JulY, 1957; Ushered In the Kenai
Cook Inlet oliond gas` boOnts. The valtie of petroleum and natural gas prOd

--- lion from these 'Olds during'1909, was $0t1.2 million; Oilier- tHstvirertea le, tmade In this regliO, hut the most spectacular WU thediscovery in July, 1908/at ,-- 4 .
Prudhoe IllrYpni/Alaska's Arctic slope. Inithil estimates of rest6rvis In th4,1` evr, ,', -'

A field ranged from 6 to 10-billion barrels. and a rush of exploration and deVie on. .
ment activities SPread oVer zikist of the North Slope, with load prospeF of,',
further majOr discovetiea. F sheries' predtittion rose in ,Value, reflecting) Mei, f :Improvement iplhe sidinon fis ries by the mid.1980's, but,. tO a greater extent

' reflecting the: eXpansion pf new eries such as king ceab. As the deeacii:Of the I.

development lapkt exeitingly,proanising.-,
. : : . ; ''',/,/

1960's approach:their Close,, the' irn ediate 'proipect for great' natural ,.

.. This ntlt part will be.,concirned with leviewing populatIon .trknd ,102.,
indices ot ei-ohomIc iatill Social yends. The decennial census data rod garlieri

0,,
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My analysis Wilitbe limited to statistical data which is readily available and
undetstandable, the census' data, on. population ,and its 'social and eciondmic
characterlitico, and employMent and income series. The subjects treated will be
Aladta's total economic development as transilited into Vopulation trends, and,

-:- measures of the' degree to which Native population has beeh Identified or intik
yolved In these developments. The objective of the whole exercise-Is not
p enetrate deeply into the subject but, possibly for the first time, attlenpf to
suggest -its' magnitude. The methodOlogyeari be applied bother politic kdivi-
&Ions of the North bY those'who have.; the necessary background to interpret and
use the avallableatatistics. -"

f. ALASKA D&ELOPMENT AND POPULATION CHANGE ;

European explorations °lathe Pacific Northwest duiing the eighteenth cell-
, fury prepared. the way ,for, the extension of the Russian and BrItish,fur trades;

into what is now Alaska; and launched the colonlakdevelopmedi of Alaska. For.
varying periods of*destructive exploitation, whaling during the mid1600'i aid:
the:haryesfing of fur seal and Pia otter pelts from 1168 to 1911,joiong will a!
variety of land furs, set the pattern; but within ten to twenty years.after the
transfer to' the United' Sta'tes, the,,,,primary base,,had begtir. to shift to .othif.,;,:--,--
'resouroes. The beginnings of the canned
and 1882-84 ,in central and western Alalica, the discovery of koicriode"deposits
in southeastern Alaska in 1880, and the gold placers atAboifrand iii the Interior
betvieen .1898 and 1906 provided the base for'an:egPaticled colonial economy.
Iii the 'period between 1911 and: 1938 copPer>fii production from ',the
Kegnecott mines made a further major,contripUtIon. eicceeding gold production

, from 1015 to 1928. A few other,najual:resottices made very minor contribu-
-: tiotts. 114 during the decade befotetU keit* by World War II and its aftermath,

the economic" base,c,f dolodial'Alaskit rested primarily upon the production of
only tWo highly speek lixedpOciucti - gold and cannedtalmon:

6

.! The extent Q
Alaska's external Ira
predominantly pecet
-shipment,* totalled $ 644
salmon' ($32,6 2;00fr'
($15,164,000, 26.6
percent of t total.
The pieragiannual xpe
Engineers, and Oartrn

6''.,

r
''colonist specialization Is highlighted In statistics of

P4rilig the 1931-40 decade, the most regent decade for a ,
civilian economy, average annual value of,-41

8,000, of which the two leading items were canned
Or 55.1 . percent of total shipments), and. gold

fcent). All other' shipments accounted for only 18.3
r,se was an insignificant element in the. total economy.
ditures in 'Alaska of the Departmenf of War, Corps' of
t bf the Navy WAS $1,546,046 for the five fiscal years

1,933 through ) 37. M.oit of this was for, ege,nlialitclvillan,ptrogtarns of. FIT
And:harbor projects of'thiCrirPibf Erigineers, communications system

"1/tiori and °Oration by the Army Signal Corps, and' the iharitirne'.skety and
navigational aids of. the C4tist Ouord. Despite the preathing of the early prophets

"6f the new air age, it was not until the onset of World War U and the actual
invasion and occupation of. United States soil that 'Alaska's. strategic location
came to be recognized, not as a defense liability, but as a natural bulwark' for the
North American continent. The- October'l; 1939"Rnsus reported only 524 mili-
tary personnel in all of Alaska.

6

r
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The-Native people the term "Native" having recently lost .iiII, slightly

derogatory colonial conn'otati'ons will be used in place a the morecalnbersome ..
"Indigen6us people") have 'had experiences since the first European !caintact,
which repeat, those of all tircumpolar, peoples. But in keeping witfi ,AlasikaN
total political developnlent, they also have made recent adiances and found
political voices and means of implementing their objectives through ', lie eXercise

.

of land claims. In the interest of simplicity and avoidance of duplicat {A o .oth,r
contributorsy I have ,,ourposely avoided any comment on these ly lmt
porlanNevelopments, although eierything I will haVe to sax can ken as ,

- Jiltimination ofi`thesepOlitIcal events and developments./ I am he eo cernecl
only with attemptilg to measure crudely the degree to which A a dives
hag participated In Alislat'S,,konomic development and its future'p meets: ,

` Several definitions should be given here in order'to avoid futtif 14o fusion.
"Nettie population" represents the people yeho are indigenous tO,eA Psk . There
are several groups within thIS general classification having distinCC pl t ral and .

. physical characteristics,' but they all share the common ones of akl9 gip ances
' try and permanent residence Within Alaska: The common cling/ atOr among
the 41non-Native", peoPlesEli that they, ate all recent., migrants of .d, CO ants'ot '.

' recent migrants, of which -the, majority is transient. The gulf be.(W en Alaska's ,-
Natives and nonNatives when measured in terms of economlearld_ physical
well-being is so wide that most *titers have come to talk of there pehig two' separate and distinct Alaska§ rather than one. ,- ' , 1. . 1

. Native Alaska is qulti diiviscin terms of cultural differences and physical
environments, The present.' day Nattre Alaskans are descended frame variety of
aboriginal econotnic and ._tocial systems, each reflecting, tbrgeograttbical and
'natural iesource differences of the regiont in which they developed and the ethnic
Inheritance of the original settlers from Asia. AC the time. of The PM lEuropean
contacts, the southeast region supported an estimated -10,000 TlingIt and 1,890
Heide:Indians who were part of the high primitive ,culture of the nO4,11weSt coast ,_

of North America, ) The mild climate, and abundance of readilylharvestable
-yesources' (particularly marine,, resources) provided the wealth leis' re for

elaboration of a'remarkably AO culture and sophisticated soda!, syit,em. everal
,sutiivi'slons of the Western Eskimo and Aleut inhabited the ArCtle,IBeri g pm
Aleutian, and Gulf of Alaska coastal regions' and at plaCeSpenetratO in nd as
hunters of caribou. Estimates of the population at the time of ke first" IstOrl-
cal" contacts put about 6,300 Acing the Arctic coast, 600 SiberianAski Os 9n
St. Lawrence and the Bering Strait,`11,000 along the Bering Sea-Oast and the
Yukon and Kuskokwim delta lands, and 8,700 on Kodiak Island and along the , -
Gulf coast ,as far east as the Copper River delta. _An estimatesti,16p000 Aleuts
followed a maritime existence along the chain of the Aleutian :Wands and,ori the'
Peninsula. Some 6,900 representatives of,Ahe Northern Athapaskan were scat-
tered in small tribal grouis throughout:the vast woodlands of,intarlof Alaska and
had penetrated through the Alaska Belle southward Into tlije,'Cook Inlet and -

',Copper River regions, Traces of.0e lingtdstic and culturitreltatacleristics of each
of these main divisions of the INStive people survive to thIS-clayt being strongest °-

among those living in the villagei and weakest among .thefseconii generation .

which has attempted to move physically and culturally ittko the dominant none
Indigenous society. pod economy.. -,

. .
. .
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The Impact of
Ciriditions

on, Cross-Cultural Education
in ,Alaska

,
This Conference Is conterned with the gulf that separates the Indigenous

from the nowindlienous peoples of the North. My contribution IS to focus upoO
the chanOng economic situation In the North and the involvement of the indige,
nous population in this development. Rather thin attempt a general overview of
the entire circumpolar North,I will deal only with the section in, Which I live and
work. Although a choice made"for personal convenience, my observationi,
sls,.and.conclisslons wilt have Wader appliationitAlaska is large enough to ,
embrace almost every typo of physlal, environmental, and natural resource'
situation to be found elsewhere. Its history of Western contact, penetration and'
domination is slightly shorter than itaimmedliq western and` astern
the eastern sections of Siberia and the northern territories of Canada, but
Alaska has moved further up the sale of political developnient, ikaving the status
of a "sovereign", state of the United States with reistliely broad wers of local
seldeterminatfon. In'comTon wit tl thb rest of the* North, the A askan past has
been chsracterIzed by fluctuationi In economic activity tnarke off
defined and highly specialized' periods. The present, as well the past, Is
characterized by a mixture of high hopes for the future which erase the lost
hopes of the past.
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suffered death from stealn and stange diseases brought In by the whale
ntimbersdrastically cut down. During the American pirlad the coastal Eskil

th:7

who virtually extinguished the walrus and whale resources upon 'which: the-
. " Eskimos depended for survival. The southeast Indians managed to keep the white

invaders at arm's length hecause of their savage and warilite reputations'bult thelt
downfall came heir the end of the nineteenth century ,when cominercial,Dslieti
men and cannery men from California and the northweit coast Invaded air4I'XO' It
over their filheries. The turn or.the- atctIc and interior Eskimo an, I le or
Indians came .when, Alaska shifted froth. its colonial to its 'mllita od.

all vere embraced by the coming of the welfare state' to ,AI n the
1930's when national ,programs designed tamieet the needs of a ttv gth cen
ttiry urbanIndtistrIal society were uniformally applied to a people' t ,far from
that condition. :`:

The results of these contacts betweenNativa Alaska and the, recit of
Alaska's economic development did bring some benefits Lind oi) Unites for, ,

,

Oarticipation, but on the ,whole... the story was a contradict4 he of un,
cooselcrus or conscious cruelty and unavoidable or needless hufian isery.
ing the colonial' period the Natives vveret treated as part_of.theeh ironment in
which the exploitation ,was undertakeh./Itthey could beltiO'e," O a use in -*
serving the purpose of getting the resource out as easily and eap y as possible,
they might be enslaved as with the Aleuts,. or recrulted,tas 10-1,the outheast
Indian fishermen and, their women as work force haves and,_
processing marine resources. If not, they', were ruthlessly 'Ns ; d aside while
their traditional resources were exPloited`to the point of ext n ton try se

OS, ort the whole, destructive' to traditional ways'and Live people
ly Imported work forces as' was the case with the coastal.' mpact

themselves, and their economic participation was nyirgiffil at sit; Whether they

ways to the new conditions impo a by the altered enviranme
participated or not, their wtry reolteilldaptatIon! titelis traditional

A review of the official A1 ---Native position as star ed In' documenta
from the Mission period to ti 68 publication by the Fide,til 'Field Commit.

-` tee 'for DevelopmentPlaiOng in Alaska of its contribution) `to Iv fair and -
intelligent redo1,01011,*at the Alaska ,Native problem," however, giVts the
impression aticletir poliCy of increasing the fullest participation of the Alaska

, Native _,in-the develOpMent process ,aid In the sharing its benefits, sit
aoindiation policy, ivhich has remained,steadfast,for more thaii, century and a

But the record reveals that progesshas beep as static, and, ;e 1968'report
. still finds the Alaska Native for; the most part. living in "p s where the
population is largely of Native origin" and ,which are chara prized by an
"appallingly IOW income, and standard of living, end: the Virtial absence of
opportynity."4

This section will take en °vete1 view of the response oft, 1 of Alaska's.
Natives to economic development.since 1939 only in terms of de es of partici
pation for which some indices can be computed and will make only some
prellmiparypfojections. The selection of the time period was partly &platter Of
convenience andltvallabliity of: statistical evidence, bit it also coingOei with the
period in which'A1aska emerged from its rireorld War II colo,t al. phase of

,.

,,4,
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economiC`develo`ps. ment 'and special Native health,lwelfare, nd development pro.
,

grams were expanded or Initiated: Economic participitioniequiresas.a first step.
that there be communication and contact between the t o- Alaskas, the Nathe
And the don-Nittive. The population.development discu ion of Part I will be
resumed with the application of itsitype of arralysii-tot e subject pt the first
step, that of achieving geographic proxliniq.

. , Native' Population Response to
Economic Development - the Oeographie Dimension

The total population projections discussed in the last part combined with
observations on the different patterns and trends of' Native and No0ative
p opulation, suggest amearts, of making a rough measurement of the degree of .

Native Population under-response to ectmomic development in the past and a
measure of the increased 'response-needed in the future if population-economic .:

development imbalances are to be avoided 'and Native -Alasisans are to .be
brought into contat with and eventual participation in the mainstream of
develdpment. The U.S. Bureau of the Census estimates were projections of past
trends with certairt assumptions concerning .changes in ,fertility and natural
increase. bilgration was merely assumed to retlect'recent past trends. The U.S:
Department of the Interior estimates were based on a combination of predie-

Mons of Major economic changes that would, alter past population' trends by
providing a broader job base. for the support of future poputatkns and the
awareness that public policy can effeet the determining conditions. Applied to
Native population, the first method can.be a means of predicting or-projecting

...-.
... how, many Native people there will be in the state and where they will be located

i f; they do not-migrate from the region of their birth or pretent residence. These
projections would assume, then, no Native' response to shifts in. economic .

developrner.t. The second method would provide a means of predictibg where
Native population progably 'would be located, if it were as completely mobile
and responsive to economic'change as the non-Native. Applied to the pasttolal
Magical Native population, these would.be used to compute hypothetical regional

.,

distributiVms. A comparison with th. , actual past distribution cOulte, provide a
crude. 'measure Of the &ph of past lack of resporfsiveneis to economic
developm9a. The.,relative distribution of projected additional total population
In these estimates applied to projected Native population It`icreases Aill provide ..
an Indication of the population `movements required as a first 'step in social. .development.. . : .

Two Sets'6, f Native population estimates are compared In Table 7. The first
set of projectiOns for the state,.and 'its regions assumed that. in the future the
Native population twill; not respond, to economic development Id any greater
degree than it has prior to 1060 and thatIthe projected level of population will/

;
reflect a, progressively declining rate Of net natural increase.-Recent evideV7 -,
suggests, however. an opposite assumption of rising rates of net naturafincre se- .

as-being more likely. '; , ' ,, .

The population pzojections.on the basis of natural increase alone assume
Ott through the effects of public health And family planning programs there/Will
Wa progri=ssive decline At' the 'rates of natural increase from those of the .960's
to approximately 2.0 percent per year by 1990 or 2000. The actual total Alaslca

. . /. s.
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and regional population leiefs reported by the census-and estimates from vital -
statistics from 19,16t9 19Q8 and the projections to.the year 2Q00 on,the basis of

-"these assumptions will be' taken as thebase line from which. to measure We
degree of development response, made or required. "0 `.

The second set of Native pipulatIon estimates is calculated from the U.S.
Department of the interldi estimates of population .froth 1970 t9f 260. The
underlying assumptions Of this, estimates were that jobs created :by' new
economic developments would support additional' population above the\1960 -

levels In the °semi--proportions 'as national., ratios of employment to total .
population ancit`that defense' personnel and their .depetidents would remain
constant a abdut the 1960 levels., The discussion in` Part I of ruirkslative
popitlation trends in the past , also suggested their volatile nature, reflecting
In-and Out-migration and migration within Alaska in 'response to fluctuating .

., employment .as the doininat determinant of the level of distribution, of *

nonNative population. The hon-NatIvp, npn:defense poolation prior to 1970 -
and the estimated Increased non- defense f)opulation together, represent what
might 'be Called the "economic development effect" translated into population.
and geographic terms.'

The 19404960 Native population:for total Alaska was allocated among
the five major regions in the'ssmo proportion as the-reported regkinal distribu-
tion of the nonNative, nondefense population for the same pertod. This_ '
regional redistribulion would be approximate., only If; Native population hgd
been and Is as responsive to geographic shifts in economic development as the

_non:Native. A comparison of -these hypothetical distriblitions with .the actual
and 'projeited,distribnilonstassuminig nb uligration gives a partial measure Of the
degree to whjch Nagve people have Tiot.beeif responsive to economic develop

to be responsive to future developments. Be --at or getting t9 "where the
fnent forces in the past end-the degree of mobility they must achieve

action is"-npresents the first obvious step.
One conclusion to be drawn from these comparisons is that the southeast

-region is the only region in '`which Major pop'blation movements would not have
been necessary in the past norin'the fdture for the greater Involvernent'of Native
people Itt'Alaskes econorticlevelnpthent. Social and economic de%a itt.,the 1960
census, presented below, indicate .some degree of corlelation between' this
measure of economic development? reiponse;and well-bang of the People, The
other tour regions would, require major movements of ;Native populations to
achieve ;an . indicated populationdevelopmeht . balance comparable to- the
southeakt region. . *.

The southwest and northwest regions' obviously hive a large econoMicalii
surplus population, but .the interior and sopthcentral regions appear fo have:-
substantial Native population' deficits 'hi relation to the, level of economic.
development activity as Indicated by nonAs.stco.population trends and distribu-
(Ion, This might lead to the expMation that the econoV and social-conditions
of the -Native mpulatioyi in the interior and southcAtral regions IstOuld.be
greatly abo0 ,the conditions of.`those in the remaining two :regions. The
comparisons of the indirators.used above, on the contrary, suggest that the.
relative well-beingr of the Native people.tn all- of these' regions does not vary.
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`Part of the explanation is that the interior and southcentrai re.
units used are not entirely appropriate to the analysts beintatteMpted,,

i.e. measuremint of the *Mount of moyetnent of Native populatlon required for
greater developinent involqment; although they were appropriate; for the pure

= poses for Which,they were originally defined:1.e. planning for general eConomics: 4

and social development of the State.
.,10 these two regions 89 percent of the ,1960 population Was

o ncentrated3n the two rieametropolitan regions et Anchorage and Pairtianks,
the town of -Kodiak' and related majoedefense, centers as compared with only 26
percent -of the : Native population of the two regions (Table 8). Purtherino

,within- the whin centers they constituted a small minority group e ve
leok. to Othhr Words,- another leg of the journey to achieve contm lion with

. the mainstreerit- remained, that of the, rnOvernerg from Oiurban places
Within the region in the southeastjepiltiasknitie. anrund dhitributiort was
not so important In relation, to contact between.the two racial groups;.as the
nOiklatiVe population 'was, almost equally divided between litre! and urban
places given the 'nature Of, ,the,eeonornle development (the harvesting and pro.

".,oessing of.natural wapurces).aa'compated with the nature of the 1980 etoriqmIc
development of the sinterior and southcentral regiorfs,(maintaining.ganison1),

',Sinced980, therelave been changes both In thi,behavlor of Native population
and in the Vconoriii6 development of these two regions.

Native Population Participation in Economic "Developntent
c- The last section dealt with only one dimension, the spate or geographic

..dimensionor, the totid change reqUired for roller parlicipailon of the Native
; people In the mainstream pf--Alaska developme4.10e6gritphic mobility b an

important aspect of necessery change and adaptation of Native populatiorf to
development,- and the experience of the 1980's has seen the Nativepeopie,them
selves working toward this end in their polltIcal aetions,,andrin voluntary'
movement into the itatea major growth, centers. 'But formidable barriers still 4 *'r

remaln:to be overcome. In addition -to being geographically mobile, the llative
populetion must also have vocattofial mobility, aid this In turn: requires 1 clog
qualified, to take Oa the jobs offered and being accepted bi,-"Gre naltNailVe
community, The Journey is more than one from one place on the Map,
another. It is a journey through time and between cultures with all of toe
uncertainties, complexities, and hardships this Implies.

No simple. measures of this cornrilex factors can be readily devised, butif,F;
the population characteristic s data inYthe, census prOvide general indicators,

breakdown of population economic, characterisN3 is not availableln the .
'census reports beyond the. color .Classificati on of white and non.white, but prior
to World Wu ii the nonwhAte data could he treated ai repressnting Wative for

`purposes or ler}eral analysis. Pot the 1939 census the nonwhile population
composition was 97.3 percent Native and only 2.7 perpent other nisksvhite. The
last category was primarily Filipino and some Oriental' rices-engaged in fishirliK4'
'fish Processing, and services' and, in any case, treated by the dominant white
population as though' they were really part, of the Native population. The "other

-nonwhite category increatettin size and relativs iniportance as a result of an

199'
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. TABLB 8

Regional Distributlt f NonNative
:and Nall,_e_Po Places 19tiG

Non-Native Population iklattsk Population

No. of No. of
Persons

.4
Type O' nice

Southeast

Mut Pisces
Rural

Southcentral

'Anchorait.Spenard
Archbrage Suburbs
Kodiak City
Defense
Rural

Southwest'

[et tRutal

interior

Ar

L Fairbanks City,
Fairbanks Suburbs
Defense
Rural

Ikrih west

Nome..
Defense
Rutai

Natives
Persons % % Total

161.51 100.0 9,247 100.0 26 1

13.555 51.8 2,962 81.9 17.8.
12,601 - 48.2 6,285 68.1 33.3

103,337 100.0 5,514 100 6 5.1

51,640 , 50.0 1;681' 30,51. 3,1 '
12,825 12.4 -426 7.7 5...
2,318 2.2 370

,4
12.4

21.120, _ ,20,7 - 4,
15,144 14:t- 3,087 56,0 18,9

6.6874. 100.0 1-_1114 681
. .

4,520 67.8'
--2.16-7-- 32.2 A4,314 100,0

44.-480 100.0 4,638 '100.0 9.4

12,877 28.9. 434 9.3. i.3
12,810" 28.9 1,019, 22.0 8.2
17,138 38.5 ,,,

1,635 s 3,185 -48.7 66.1

2e111 100.0 ;9 373 100.0 79.6

708 29.4 1,608 '17.2 69.4
1,056 43.8

-

s 617 26,8 -.1,765 ; 82.1k 92.3

86.1

Uron inclitdes only Oaces of 2,500 personsor more (except Norise as listed
in census iepoits, .

,,Delease includes separate selkontained itilitaryasilwand rest' rsa
or more petSOnS, listed on census worksheets. `Population in
civilian and military, personsenumerated at such defense places

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census unpublished Worksheets.
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In glow of Negroes with the armed forces, constmetiortstork, etc. The 1950
'non. hite category consisted of 94.5 percent Native and 6.6 percent other non.,
whit races, and in 1960.4he composition had changed t 83.6' percent Naas*,
and 16.4'percent other non-white, Fortunately for our pre t purposes, most of
thi riesa non-White population *other than Native was affil ted with military

'--f-, a &writs heaviest concentration ip the Anchorage and Fairbanks areas.Al'
Th two centers did not eriperience any significant tnmoveryent of Native -
poi* Alton until the rnid-1960's. By deducting. the total Alaska noh-white
data the nonithiti military and :AnettorageSpensed and Fairbanks non-white
clvithin populatiOn, therefore, the balance of this category would still covet 98.6,
percent of total Mask' Native population in 1950 and 95.1 percept in 1960.' -
With Ws relatively minor 'loss" of Nellie there.would bea major deduction of

--- othervionwhite*opulation.,The racial composition of the remainder would be f

,., 97.4.
.

changed 40 97 4, pereent Native and 2 6 Orli othet nonwhite in 11350 and;
0.39 percent Native and 6.8 percent other rion-w Ile 1n1960.' . *- '-'-- .4

In Table 9 and the related Aiscussion, the following censukdata have been
takin:as representail4.of the total Native population characteristics: nonwhite 4
popolltIon for 1939,-,,On-white civilian-populationJess AnchotageSpentrd and ,.
yalrbinks in 1950 and 4990:1Althosigt si jive regional breakdown of Mos,t populi ..1.

tion tarty possiblefor19894ed fora Ortiliecl huniber of charaiteristics for 1960
-- _ and 1Q 39, employment data foithefil4Sece years can only be presented regionally :

as southeast Alaska and the iiinal ntket of Alaska For this discussion this will be sat .
isfactdry ,na the southeast Netiee tion differs significantly in many respects !

--,- from the remainder of the Native po latioh, as discussed In the previous section..
adios of the Veils* populatiols partielpationin the Alaska economy are

!Oen the rilhwotker toworketta celcolated ftoni census reports. "Non
wotke " are taken as all Persons under 4 years of age tuifl persons l4 ye an and

: over. ho.are,claisifled by.Ihe Cerissur :. pt, being in the labor force such as
polo doing only 'Incideritril unpaid f ';;,wolk, student% housetvlves, retired

, workers, anginal workers,. nitre `off* who a,rr not rait, klng employment. -... _

inmates of hislittitions; 41 persons setiP.f. nOC,work. beeatuse of physical-, pi
c: menial disabiliti:The labor force'iniudes alr-periOnasrwrite, mplo)ed oi:is;
," unemployed under the Buteiu Of Census dermitions Of _these eras, as well.a
, Sisettrbirt of the armed forces. In Table 9 the non-sioikefruntegory has been

I separated into the age brackets not nohnally fOund in the labor force, childred,
.. and persons of retirement age, in 'circle! to indicate the role plated by population

194 in determining tatto; ." :- 1 1°.,, ' ' . -.1
-s -. e non-workerworkeeratios for,White 001101On presented In Table 9'
/elicits the age.sex inthalincisin this component, of Alaska's total population. .

.- The increase over the twerity-yeat period from less than one nonworit4 per
worker to slightly' more than one in 1960 tefiecta.the increase in military .

/dependents and families Connecter! ° with, recent ecoriornIc developmenti The.:_
, - increase in the ratios wrong sontheast Alaska Naives from 2.200 1939 (12.68
-- in 1900 reflects the population booth between 1950 and 1960, *spied with a

rehltiV small ;increase/ in Jobi available to Natives,:: Whereas the population
_ ' increased by 41 percent between October I.,. 1939, and April 1,1/960, the labor

lir 0(.,. .
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force, Including unemployed, increased by only 24 perctent. The Ompounding
effects of public health programs In decreasing the death ratekand a sharp drop

-sin the Industrial sector of the economy in which most Natives
to

is
dramatically' by the data. for The Native population In the re.
mainder, Alaska. Native population redlained = constant over the ithrSt decade
(26,968 in 1939 and 26,956 in 1950) and Increased 30.4 percent fietween 1950
and 1960 to 33,839. Between 1939 anti 1860, on.the other hand, there was a .
decline In the labor force from' 7,612 to 5,707. Together these "dbieldpmentii
reining in rise in the ,nonworker to worker ratio from 2:44 to 4.89..

Increasencrease dui to the new public heelth drives'of the 1960's
coincided with, the crash of the sairoonAsheriesand rumples in which most of
the Native 'plipulation folind their regular, employinent, The number of persons.
Of attracts engaged In4a11 fisheries; incidsling.beach seinen, and in transporting
Bah to Processing plate- fiorn 28,609 and 27,544 duxtng the 1949 aid 1950
seasons' to 1102 and, ip,iot. during the 1969 and '196Q seasons. The mid. ,
lemon eMployMerit In food processing fell Um 11,500 and ,11.,900 itt1949 and
1950 to 5,200 Ind 7,100 In 1969 and 19130.5

UnemploYment data reported in the census are clistOrted by the,
seasonality In much. of, Altiaker basio economY, hilt the tompirisonof the
unemployment rates of Natives. with white population-at the dates of the census
reports Indicates The, nositipii of the NetiVilvorter t(f.the,lion.N,ativi Of
the Nativejsbor force In theloulheast region, 16.6 percent Wert unemployed

= the bonus rote week in April, 1860; as compared with 29/6 percent'
',...:itnemplOatd.,In "Vie remainder of Alaska. The white 'labor force ,TePorted an
It; ttitemptoyment rate percent.

Slitee the 1960,,censui' there has been increased Migration of Natives from
4 (heir tfeditionel village.areeas to the'glovith centers of the state. The Bureau of

!Organ ,Affaim and the various ttfederti and Sate ritimpoWer training and Area
ectmbrnic development, programs- have focused upon ellitcating, training; And,
pre Matte workers to take a greatet part'liVineeting Alaska's labor needs'.
AB.; of this keada to the expectation that the employment' situation has bien
Improved, but"441968 over.view states the contrary.

- i "Amodg Alaska Natiies geneqlly, more persoAv are unemployed or .

are seasonally "eMployed this, have pernutnentajoby,More than 'half
of the-work force Is jobless most_of the yeti; frit them, food gather-
ling actleitieseprovide basic subsig,ence. Only ontv.fourch of the want
forge has continuing employinfit. The Alaska Nettie work force,

Li urban and rural, Is estimateti to be composed of 16,000 tt,) 171000 .
. persons, . ,'50 to 60 peroqt are:jobless In March an $eptember,

according :1p recent semlannusl.reports compiled by .W.111114111 of
Indian Affairs. At these times; only flair of those employed have

Joblessness
'Om In the summers, when no estimates are complied,

re joblelsness dritOrig Nallies across the state may drop, to 20.0r 26
percent... In urban areas, Native unemployment appears to be'
higher than among nonNatives. Lacking education -and marketable
skills, the villager Is not utuely equipped to compete in the lob
market ... Year-round Jobs6in mort,villages are few. Typically, the
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opporttinities jare ;riositions.sirch as school maintenance'
posts after, airline station agent; yin 0 store manager, and

Possibly' sch cook Or teacher aide. In t ese places, other adults
gain income

- seasonal cm
workersi br
make their'

hrough, lie 'sale of furs, fish, or arbl mid crafts; find
oyment, ray from the village as fireifighters, Cannery

nstruCtion laborers; depend apOn welfart payments,
atiOnal',:quud income Ore mightily; or as is

usually the , (X). provide fos,t)re bulk of heir food supply by ,

fishing; hurl nit; trappIng, arid other aetiviti s"o food gathering; and
(2) "rely u n conlbinatiert of means' to obtalfi ash needed for
fuel, some if od Stalls., and for tools and Io

14 the hAn'eft f fish 46 iwucuitt.1,8 ( : .'.

; 'y.'y.I . Another , ge' eras me Ore Of, relative parti
tome received b diftere' t po 'ulation 'groups
in$onte received i y retid
updated and published ate

. issues of the BurVey,of p
relative econorn14 progre
Series for Alaska;,,however
in,determlning 'the caused
Was 'relative co* t of ilvin

: Anchorage' and 'irirbanks
report'concluded,"that if,

it -in Alaska Is no higher tha
' Somewhat lest." Another

her supplies necessary to
. . .. ,.

comparison'path/ 11s a comparison of in-
Annual estimates of personal

tit A asks* are 'ava table back to 1950. These ,are
0 .wi h the materials or all other states In the Atigust, .1;-
nen( Business and; fford a means of measuring the,:y .-...

in Alaska as a'*vilb, e. In originally establishing the ',---;

;the Office of Misfile Economics, lso was Interested
flAistka'shighlneoMe level. The Most obvious fietor, -
; Taking note that 1957.1958 consumer prices 'In
were 45 Perceot 1'; 45 peOnt abou -Seattle, the

ce$ are taken IntO 'ceount, per capita real income
,tho (n the courflrY a whole, at Most, and possibly,-,.

Pedant factor loran discovered *hen dita'collected-
for the benchoart year ,1 67 *as et:inked ti 'l present the components of per
oapits Income in four mayor economic poups:1

MlittiaNt -1;866
Native econon* 1,231
Natural resorirce economy .,2;052
Defense-driented economy

STOtal Alaska ' $ 28408

*',,AlaSkAt!shigb 1957 invine level (117,percent of the national aierag-2
thug -teen .19 Istetil IorgelY trom the state's defense-oriented economy loci
primarilyin the SoNtircentral part of thistats (76 percent of trationatavArag )

jIt was also clearly revealed that Alaska hd an area of poverty.which,c0iild be
Identified as the "NatiOe economy" tans` tneeitlied '60 percent of Life natlanal
Average. - _ _

These conduilons were further confirmed by another" InOatigation which,
organized the annual personal *irksome estimatel for the period 1961 -thitigh
1964- Into the live major geographical regions used here and arrived at a series of .

total anti per, capita figures which divide the total 'state eco ,! my into teiiional
lather than econOrtgc components. A corn n of 19 regtmutt leveliCaot
Income -with regional distribution of Native population reported by the 11.8.:

us indicated a'nvarked correlation between theIncidence of low income mid..
Ne ite population concentration.8 '
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e . _
si ;, NativePopulatinn '4.4.........,,,,i .-- /

Per , as% to the . ..-'I
gapiArene fittionai onulation!!;'

,

.3,016
$2,165 26.1

Sou 'nt(el
,

? 5.1' '
Sou t 1,952 -- 68.1'

2,8.10 9.4.
60,1 79.6-

$2,781 19.0 ';Total Alaska.

A o e re, nt study`Of-perional income within Alaska fOund SUpport
the conlu On, t, at since 1960 the or have been getting poorer aid the rich

: have hein ettin richer. Per capita income was calculated for all thus districts

reported _

ontthelli' aof-Warand salaries, unemployment benefits and _Wel re paymellta
Potent .agenclis. and annual population estImates for each

utbrin.rural -comparison was made by comparing a,cq,mbination of
the fotiOnstls' districts containing the largest urban centers inpi State with

_:entire"'ru regiOn,-,xinsisting of four contiguous' census districts In western,
(her rural census districts were not included becatke'of estimating

-,iinacc0 des asspolaied,Mtir their small numbers or because-theY.Were islands of
!titett ...0(*oir0 activ4;'such as -electronie -defense instal latiorf 5p-r construction; -_
Whichjctiusect district wage toll's to be very misleading is to the actual economic
condition'ot 'the permanent residents. in 19'60 the Native population, In the

anieehsOs districts' was only-4.1 percent'or the total populatiOn; but in -the.
cted,vresieM rural disificts it was 88.1 percent. Therefore,- the comparison's
:be"laken2as at reasonable_ index of the income position of

the

ive ''.to other Al'a'skans. y- _

,

comparisons of income,,,,mide th this study are surnmariaet41
0- 0,1'0' styPOrthli.tables of-the study_ Indicate that between 1961 1144

-:496 la- income roie.29 percent in Anchorage, 38 Pet,Cerit In PairbanWs;
?"4*.z13,0a,, cent, getchlicati,' and AI portent: In Juneau where the-190 pee' 00)4,
hi rile; Ilk vet, Wasst-ill higher than any of the, ther urban ,dtstrictatt-These
de i'dicr tot:' 'reflect, changes, in' price- levels which upWard in all

:Os jIktiellii
-0J:(Anchorage

7.8 'percent; Fairbanks 9.3 percent, Ketthikan.
nd..lufieau 14:6 percent). In contrast, the western rural area'

ekryieneed.a pir Capita income decline over the satire period, The ratio:000A
,10,iwistent,laskir per6pito income rose from 3.8 in the calenOar ye,St 1961 to
6.t)Atir-tfift'fiseal year' 1967. The report endi with 'a statement of the only

&Ole. .-, 1

nclusion, actual buying power per person and livingstandOdi
,are-f f.ifiniteli not Improving in rural areas of the state, although
'lliing:standards steadily Increase Irf large urban centers.Gonsigtient.,
"ly, iliparitlis in living standards are continuing to Ocreaie: In Ali:skji

al* an, victims of poverty, in (both -urban 'a .iatisrixte-
-Nyhtte cht4ty Eskimo Indian, or MeUt."9 4.6
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The Economic Situation,'
.

-Educational Prerequisites for Native involvernent
in Econonde Developmenti'

... 1

':-*-

°207

This part opened with an analysis,o,i the dimensions of the geoiraphib:;:`,.',*.
-prerequisites for increased Nettie participation in kiesta'a economic develop;

i. tent,-- moving from the village setting to "v9hera; the action is." A regional
comparison of Native population projections solely on the basis of net natui
increase with population based upon employment pMectclons,; indicated that Ihe _

-._ tWoriegions with the largest present Native populations*, pros t4 for greateil
: future growth (Southwest and *Northwest) are also[the.. two tons with, the
= '-lowest employment growth potential. The total nuotheriot new obs antialpated
--:: at all levels in these reglons,,and _which would be open' to 41 persons without

. ; regard, to priviouseresidence or race, might even beeicceeded by the additions t_o___ ,

Native pixilation in these regions. There _will bean urgent need of a large but
- highly- Ihteillgent rehiclatiori of population from these area* it a natural out
---- migration dqes not take place, A 107.68 BIA study' of memploymeni-non-
-Atiallability" df village suggests that reluetandi to moke to employment ,,,

,OppOrtnnitlealsa compound of factors arising fronrig, oranceend feint One job!,
'-' to be performed by edticatlen for greater Native econo ti participation Is knovtbk,'

ledge of Whet li p beyond the village hortzons an 'what is required of the Native -', .,
',- °MI6-would Mov on., , ' :,.,.. ,..., i, _

t ,

Problem
The meas es of economic participation ave bit her of the;

:Problem of there ing Natiye participation: The onweiker to Worker ratios by- .
nee (one tar Wh to and three -for_ non.whlte Alaskans)1, 1 d per capita income,- '-
comparisons Indic ted the tremenous gip between Natty anti other Alaskanai

_:which must be tne reOnle In order'to .bring all bolitdattod roup up CO the:smile/1
level) Of *COON :participation. A: racial Comparison of employntentpattern
leads to the furth r eneral conclusion to be draWn that thrOughdtit, the state

-- a whole -the occupational or indistria/ sectors_ in whieh-thagreatest employment
-1 -. expansion Will take-pate are those In- which -fey' Native people are today to'be
t',. found.-- As a further,4Mlnimum In -Considering edueation gOela and programs;
:[--thereforir4heitiris an_ Urgent need fOr-vocatiOnal education.' and tektite:itprch

grams which ale keyed to the_ perceptive study of generalfeceriOntlelrenda
BO Iiiisis not enotigh:!Slit9e. thalaunehing of Natir-edneettOhprograms,undir
Sheldon Jacks0h and the 9:1,<h-tit-04009n in 1/384 to the present' Federal acid :-
state vocational- training aiw special edticition program); Alaska's Nettie peoples
have retelvetilhe benefits of such prepalatiOn for increasedecOnoMlOierticipa-
tioi. The results have been less than impressive," Because of the rentotenelleiadO -;:-

...-_'IsOlatipti.-6t many Native-Alaskans, these_ behifiti have -not been evenly disfri7.5-,
,,- btited,- but eve where the lo(iationel conditions were most Ideel (the sOntheitst:,
-"regiony0dtteation and vocational training have Yiejded disappointing lesulta.-

'At-the Play-Sixth Annual Convention Of the Alaska liatiitt, Brotherhood-, -;
held in Noiembety19613;1'wa(aked to give, a keynote address dealing With
dilemma.'0 [ 'used as 'the basis_Of the address' a revie,i, of, thOitpettence*Olthl:i
region -and the Tlinelt, Heide, and Tsimshiert people _dning the decade of the -

= 1950's when fishing suffered its deepest depression and 'forest products were ---
' .-- launched as a major economic development with the, construction of two large '.._.
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pulp mills at Ketchikan 'and Silica. Alth Ough the region's incdine and employ.
_ ment levels were impressively expanded betviiiii 1953 ,and 1960, ansanalysis of

the econolnic and soda) data presented in the two censuses revealed that there
had been virtually no shift of Native workers kom the declining fisheries to the
rapidly expanding forest prpducts industries...Ali measures of total iconomie

° participation,' In 'feet, indicated, declining rates, for'Natives between 1950 and,
1960 as compared tvithisharply incpasing reteslor NOnWhites. Population diti
adjusted for factors relaied to Bureau, of Indian Affairs programs at Mount
EdgeeumbC Pelt Sitict 1palcaled a migration_of.NatiVes from theseAo-centers,,-.
Of developme,pt conipired with lt 31:3 percent increase of nonNativepopulti

Ketehlkan areas and a 99.7 percent increase-in the Sitka -area: The
--cOrikillsiOndrawn, 'that The:new jobs and the new income,created-y this

development were to 4i0ititire intensivs utilization of the nonNative
laltOr force and a signifiCant immlgratioh of additional workers from Outside:-

. r But an 4ven more striking conclusion was drawn from an examination' of
these data for the 1950's. The`Vital statiS(Icslo(the decade reported a Rita, net
natural increase Sexcess of-birthslover 'deaths): for the Natives resident in' the
southeast region' which wis mOre than Nice 'the Native', population increase.
computed by dpiticting the 195Q.from the 1960 census date. The `loss" .o as 20 ,
peiprit of 0+,4950. po dation*. LiVing through th)s, period of hardship tutting
fisterriterf and-wor 'shortages In the newiforest 'products industries, I was

of-the difficAlties aNhariging fishermen into niiii operatives aria loggers,
front Anyinvolveinent in a 'prograin in 1953:54 whfCt aiteinpted this on a crash
basis with-predictable ;resttits of tad faifures. Accepting welfare which, that
time vies' in-thelorm of distribution Of surplus agricultural-products wa$ teks .

degrading to a fishtrmatthan surrendering hinis'elf to thelytanny...of thylme._
clock ihd the meaninglesstios-pr factory labor. I was also sadly aware'that ."

rinigration in a-growing number caseewas preferable Co either, if it herd
the hope'of remaining what one had alwayi been or even a shadow Of' what one
had b4nf,

1,

Everything that we are able to,anticfpate concprning-Alaska's_utaecind
of the North gerieraloli that it',Ifyill,tittty evetyurtherlinin the present from
forniS otem'ployment and Ways,Of living which are compatible with the hull.-
tiOna) wags Of--AlOa's Natives. Oiven 004 -'generittlbP' of time, the
Peidid adjOstmenA might be made; btiCthe-Process would be co_StlYA terms of

;,human well.being-and loss.'Oreater hivOlvernent of the Ilativ pplet of the
North Ikthesenetv econdpic_futures of the_Notth and eventually the-

; geographje 'boundaries with It minimum of suffering requires more from educti.
tiOn than knowledge and Thls greater challenge Is diffiCult to
grasp or tOformulitte into words.Speaking to representatives of Alaska's tiatives
in-November 1969; my; coricludineitemarks'-Were such atit attempt.

;-Now I atn ready-to -difcusi what you as members of the Alaska, ,

,Native Brotherhood and' Alaska NatiVe Sisterhood can orshetuld do
-- abOut'Al-aska.'devetopirient: In tight of what has already been sald,,

we cannot-in should not simply sit back and let thing's happen., You!:
might argue that major development; such-is the establishments:01
pulp mills,.is'somethingbeyond our control. We do not have the

;

0
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financial or technic i means to do this ourselves and therefore, must
. , .

rely Oxon. outside ources and decision in which we play no part.
, This.14 true. But, organization and its inembers should keep as

fullii fOrmed on planned developments as posilble. YQU should b4
waste Hy emir* ried with anticipating the future in order to pre.

e pare' fo it ... .or ye4rs you have made education of pour youth
one of your p ry concerns. This is one means of helping your
young opie epare themselves to take a greater role in the emerg

-. Ing f there is also a need for continuing education and
tr I trainin fora age.groups, for the, future will be. a &instant), change,. Ingo p can .assist your people in planning for participation
" throuk tiei ng them to anticipate the changes and changing re.

quirem nts. As in the pail, youpolitical influence and power ITIU4
contin t be applied effectively to promote ob)ectives whichyou ,

have ca et fly chosen as being desirable. In addition to support of
educati n and training programs, you should Inaugurate programs of
Study dt foram of , economic organization, such as marketing or

,_prOduceti.tooperatives, which realize additional development* madk
posiltiriibrthr targer-developmentsv-Pattleipation-requires-anticipa,_---,---,

edupattori, training, and organization, Butivie also
have a rble-to play in shaping the future as well as participating in it. .
An urbO' sociologist,.Edmiind-Bacort,Jri his book Design of Cities
has Said, 'We are in danger of losing

in
of the most important

(4)**04 of mankind, that the future is what we make It'."
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Claus Bornemann has worked in the office of the
Greenland Department as one of the chief policy
makers for many, years. Ills economic analyses of-

, Greenland are among the-most perceptive available.
Mr. Bornemann prepared the Allowing paper while

serviiig as Chief of the 'Greenland Seco:oriel,
Copehhfgen.
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Dr. Rogers' papsi on Alaska is oiconsiderable Interest to anybody
occupying _,h1rnself_ Ivith the problems of- Greenland. Altifbugh people In _

Chrtilaqd wail give ,;!tod of recognition to several of the froblems by
Rogers, it should be doted that a number of conditions, geographic, Climatic and
itotieast historical, are different in Alaska and Greenland: 'large parts of Alaska

; are Climatically In a better situation than Greenland where the conditions of life
are greatly influenced by five.sixtiss of the vast territory of Greenland, being
covered by the Ice cap. Awl as to resources; Alaska seems to be in a considerably;
b_Otter positio than.OreenliMdk

0

The Colonial Period
Until 1953 Greenland was a Danish' Colony, a closed country to which

,strangers were admitted only with pertrilssion.from the Danish ciwrnment, The
purpose was to protect the population against undesirable influence troll's the
outside world so as to preserve the Greenland culture and secure a harmonic
development.
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A report 'published by 'ray friend, Mt. Mads1.1degaard, and 1, in 1960 After. -
wait

II :IA to Masks contained the following passage: t
fr-Proni the begin*, of the Danish, Colonization starting in

the eighteenth century 01211 the Greenlanders 'hive been
prOteeted against outer Influences by the state:a protection, which
in periods hag brought -with it a certain stagnation-At the same time

Alaskan-Eskimos have for generations.been ex to a very.
marlic444nfluence from the white man, firstly by the Russian traders
and -adventurers, and since then by AmeriCan pioneers and
golddiggers. The eskimo culture In Alaska has not received much
attention,. an tint until rathet...tate_dite- tusi-the. government-
brought into effect the piorective measures, for Alaska's" native
'population, namely by the estiqlishnicint of aospedal school; and
health department. . -" "While in Greenland is found a dear consciousness of
Greenlandic people who are members of the Danish state as equal
dtizensi we Kind in Alaska no belief, that the Eskiiiros will cone
tinue to be able to.live as a marked cultural group with their own
language. Ail efforts are focused on bringing about the education of
the .Eskimos, so they can join'the American community as citizens
with equal rights and able to compete. "'
The desire fora quiet development of the.Greenlandic community `was

also decisive for the economic policy in colonial Greenland. In. his boOlt
Econpmk Policy in Greenland the,Danish econOrnisi:Mogens Bastrop describes

t that period as folio*:
911p to the second World War the economic administration of

Greenland had been guided by the princlOglhat Greenland must be
neither a financial -IllibilitYCnor aosouirei, Of -profit.for the = Danish
State. Coniequently, 'the, prices, paid to jiansary producers and the
priceslO be paid for consumer goods in the Government shops were
ftxed,arauth levels that the Government's ecriiitonic activities would .

result In a,surplus large enough to Cover.(tbgether siith.the °ovens
ment's'!xollt fiptn the. mining pf Itryolit) the expenditure on
education, health, church and genital administraltiOn. Direct taxes
were not levled.r2.

-1
a

06' -

.
- The Period After World War 11

World Wy II roused Greenland froriper magic sleep, anditter thewar it
was no longer possible to keep the. country Isolatesicy iritruithatthe Isolation_
pr6tAted the population against dndestred.inftuenee from outside, but at ttie-:
same time it meant stagnation with all the unfortunate consequences InVolved.
When the Danish Prime Minister, Hans Iledtoft,,visited Greenland in 1948,= the
sildal distress and thewidespread 'tuberculosis made a deep Impression onhim,
rind shortly after his return the government set, up a torniiiluion to deal with the_ _

problems in Greenland. . '
In its report the (Iranian& Commission of 1048 recommended -far-

reaching reforms in all sectors otsocietY. The results of these recommendations '-

t.
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were tint ,felt Within tht Health .Service as,..in the fiche:,, a public campaign was
started against tuberculosis, the scourge of Greehlknd. Thanks to systematic
efforts the,rate bf modality dielined,greatly, androni being the commonest

use of death,luberculosis was, in, the midsixties, ,as far dotn as the twelfth
Illace-lii the death rite statistics. The dikase was underCcontrol, and 1967 was

-/--theAlist year without any deaths from tubereplosii in Greenland;
. IP '/ . , a I

f , 1 a 4-
1, ', 4,, ' Development'ot the PopulatiOn ,.

1.- The _efficient work ;made by the Health Service,,the,intproved hygiene, and .'
4_ thd higher standard of thing for the polatloir has halved thernortality, and as, ..,..

at "the sarti has increased enormoul tike increase of the _A
, - population In Ci*eninridTuis-Shf-Cwit an eAjiloslye divelnpnlent, the
-;<- almost fourprecent annually. Since, 1941.tbe populat)onin Greenland has in.

,ereasidassfollows:,-- ." . ,
: 1021 . ,40' id,g66' 1.

me .18,708 , 1 ,

....................., . 1915-----.--. ...7.---ta----21,412 ;-- 3 . . ". ...- --
.

`,196.2,._ '' 7-- .- 35,499 . .
_ Z.

_ 1065'N '.. f, --,....- * 39 600 '. ' - . ---
1967

, ,
.4--.. --- 4:1,792 . . ' '. - 4. . = '.. k ' t e ,.;.% , 't. ''*'

: -

percentage
:The figures also cornirbe- the persons' bon Outside Greeniafid, whnsoi. . : ,,.

-,. percentage of the total pulatIon .has inekased .cOnsiderably during recent.'
"ii:- Vars. Tkie percentage ot t iton.Nitive population hai, since 1860, developed as

=

_
,,.,foltows: - --- ', -. s ':,, .

. ..
. .. 1, ,

16./10", --: .-- 2.3% _

'1961. ....-: . 2.3% / i

lop' ,-- 4.9% -

-1930 ),-- 4- . 2.5%
, 19.38 '-

,2.7 %.-- ,-

2.1%
.t.,^ 1945 - ....

1958-. ..1 4.5% , t
,. 1960 8.3% 4 4"as,..

- 4 : 1987 , ' - . '''''' " 1411% %it
last

.

.q:froni the. middle of the last century up to World tryiEll their were, 'swill
` '-.. be seem; onliimen Osictuaqons'in the percentage of the population coming from"

. Denmark; ailate'pOn 1945 t14 percentage was under three; Sincetheno regular
,.;-.intrease it seen .in the nutiibtr otpartes, first and foremost neassitated by the
..:.",--cu for persons with edurilon and qualifications

not yet acqulied by, asufficient number of Greenlanders. .

,,,,---->While, up to `the 1950, StateEmployed pervanitel Ake a Gteetiland,
'_-. regularly, increasing number of Danes are now' Mdepenillif or eniplbyed rt

private undartaltittgs within commerce, transport andthe artisan hade.,As w 1-
.--_ be seen, dose to _16 percent of the populition in .1967 were born outs

Greenland, -

Boserup-exiranlited in his book whether this demographicIsituatl n-i
threat to ecortomi progress, as:some observers are inclined to think,

et
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was pi the opinion, that "... the apixehensiontate shown to be 'unfou nded
because Greenland's olronomic situation is different In several imOrtint respects,.
front the, situation 'Dually found underdeveloped count with a high rate of
poprojation growth.'

Boserup discussed the of population growth wrath reg to each of
the three barriers which might conceivably preVent a steady increase n income .
per yearoamely nature, capitol and market outlets. ,

'r "Provided that climatic conditions do not worsen, the fisheries
can be "i Ypittea in the foresetahle (Ilium' to give cortstrukreturns to ti

additional inputi of capital and labour,. In other words, 'nature'
would not appear to be a limiting factor for a expansion of the basic
.indugry."2 .

With regard to the capital harrier Boseruppiinted out that: ,.
`,.'Qreeriland's position is quite exceptiOnal in that it is

numerous as Greenland's lawn. h1 these conditions, the provision of
,the capital necessary to cope with the population Increase In Green.
land can not .b a seriOut problem, of financing for the Danish

1.etOn0 Mt%I = '
As to the mar et outlet Boserup remarked that: ,

prospects in ivOrid markets for fish processed by modem
: 1 freezing methodi are -.not bad, and, Oneenlorici's shoe, in the total

volume of world trade in these products ts`sripll, so Chet not even a
large relative thereiv..4 in itspiporta would be expected to produce a

Boserup concluded: 1-

; , "Greenland -thus 'appears Asellioured In all three respects,
and the high rate.of popni_ n increase Oerefore need not be de.

i plated on economic grounds. As regards to political results of rapid
population` inert**, they. may be ed is wholly beneficial. This

.1 is Weise under the conditions of modem civilization a popttia
tion of only 30,600-,people especially when scattered over a very
large' area will find it difficult to balance, without undue seclusion

I or elc,cessie domination by immigrants. With's population of ," 60-80,000' and with, greatly improved education facilities these
i problems should be easier to solve,"?

.
Planstor Development . -

Schedule 6 shows hoW Investments were appointed in the period from
1951 to 1965. DuringAhese years the state Invested totally more than`, 1'0000'

.rnillion kroner, but the rate was further Increased after the Greenland Conell of
.1960 (0 60) had concluded its work. Under the Impression of the_ enormous"
Nphiation increase, the Comtnistion mule an investigation of the need for

_ inveitments in Greenland, and, on the basis of the innslIption, thE Commission
Worked out 4 tenyear plan for (he deielopMent,-whiar at the price level of that
tin* 1963) presupposed a trar*fer of capital from Denmark of 4,200 million.'

. kroner in the pariod'of 196615, about half fortinvestments and' he other half
for operational-excenditite. .
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2 .. ,On the basis of the report given' by the Council, the Ministry for Greenland
_r siorked 'ant 'an investment scheme withan investment frainework of not lesi

than 1,24 million kroner. , -- - ' .4.

The`main idea behind:the phinning has been the theories twining the basis
for the work that hallseen.rione by the Greenland Counts' of 1980 (0 60), vi;.:

A signifkant iniproyement of the Menthol of living-in Greenland will c

.

. depend. on, a toi)tioueiLconcentration of the population whereby a . .,
larger proportion 'of the inhabitants will settle in urban districts.
°ply In tkls.way will it be possible to providelhe necessary sources

, *cif income *nd to make school facilitres, social services, etc., available ',
to a reasonable eitenk
Via mainstay of Orieliland trade must be the aleasenal Marine fishe'ries.

In coniequence hereof future developments will primarily pivot on the
openentier. towns:: Godthab,.. PriderlItMurb, Snikertoppen and Holiteinsborg.
These centers provide the best opporturiltiee for fishing on a large scale and at

seasons oroe year. Second in importance froth an economic point of view
_will be the shrimp centers at .Disko Bay. ,

When considering this as the Main line, the four tasks set out below mot
be given priority ivhefi dlstdhuling the total amour* available for invegtrnent:

1. the Export i.e. the fisheries and the fishing industry as 4
they., will .`_the economic "basis for Greenland's future
detelOpment._

°' 2. /lousing --Develoinients necessary fah concentration of; the
pciptilatlo'n (apart fromAhat, also for other reasons).

3. School for Children and Adults 7- well educated manpower being
-.one of the prerequlsistes foWleorganization of Greenland's trade
sand Industry with a view to improved economy.'

4. Social ,Servites "to, cover the, growing need 'lot day nurseries,,,
kindergartens, recreation centers and othh facilities for:the young
people, etc., caused by the growth of the towns; the industrial

- development; and the increasing employment of women,

A sumniery of the current -fiveleal plan from 1968 to 1972 Is given in
,schedule 6

Population Prognoses
An essentbd basisfor the investment planning jp,, of comet the_expected,

, increase of the population audits future distribution. With a growth ratellat
alniost four preeint the Greenhill* populailon would doable 100 years; but -
'there b'reason to believe that the Intensified programme for family planning,
Including tire ip ng use of the loop and other contraceptive devices will
bung abdut i reduction of the birthrate, and a somewhat Mower population -
Increase is expected in, the AVM* On this assumption andtakinginto account.
the :number :of people expected to come into, and leave the country, the'
autharities now work on the basis of the following population prognosis fors
Greenland (Inducting persons born in Denmark):

4
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/c)
19,70.

, 1975 .

1980
1985

414

46,7001
63,600
60,000 ,

66,000

-Distribution of tile Population

As already. mentioned, an .inereasing concentration of the population in
the bigger towns 1.$ expected, although thisis not the case in the sealing districts
where the population must be scattered with ayievt to the sealing possibilities.

. in this respect the Greenland Council of 1960 has made the following
forecast: 1 . "

"By 1,87-5, 80 perceht °file population will be living Iri the towns against .

'60 percent today. In the fishing districts nearly 90 percent will at that time be
living In town:" . e

The migration in Greenland is not a new phenom..enon. Since World War li _

frequent migrations have taken place, and the booklet Wired by the Ministry of
Greenland "From Outpost to Town." says on thti subject:

'A few years ego the Committee for Social Research in Greenland
examined .the 'census titres for 1950410, which showed that withip'
each single year of this (latter perthd about 10 percent of the PoPule.
lion moved from one settlement to another. In some years the rates
was even higher, viz, about 124 percent Already in1960i it could
be ascertained that more than 60 percent of the adult populatiOn in
West Greenland were settled,at. a different place from that where
they had been born."3
These many removals may definitely be seen to follow a main trend.

AccOrding to the Committee they practically all go in one direction, viz.; from
outpost to settlement, and from settlement to town, i.e., alwaYs toward large
places. The 'census figures show that in most towns in Greenland the new arrivals
arp in a niudorlly.

The past years have heen.an influx to the towns here as everywhere else in
the world. In the period from 1950 to 1966, 42 inhabited places in Greenland
have been depopulated, and the migration. , from the settlements shovis a
regularly. Increashig trend. The extensive migration necessarily gives adaptation
difficultlea and social ,probletis to the penple coming from the small static
settlement communities to the different way: f life in the towns, and the fear'
that the social hunt wilLbe too peat hai given rite .to an animated public debate

_about the justification orthe concentration policy. The critleidh is in particular,
levelled against the development of the four openwater towns. . -

The tendency in Greenland is the same as in corresponding territoriesand
countries, for instance Iceland, the Faroe Islands, and the.northem parts of
Norway, and even if the investment policy should be reversed In whole or in pert
In favor of the smaller places, there, is reason to believe that the bigger towns

cewould still exercise an attractive influen, especially on the young people.
Schedule 1 elucidates the expected migration to the town in Greenland up.

.to 1976.
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The Employment Situation

As stated by ,Mr. Loll** his coMmentary, to Dr. Rogers' paper, it must be
has some good statistics." Thai Greenland, on Ahc_ _

other hand, Is In rather a weak position as regards employment will be seen In I
few years, as, at the mornent,,asystem of "labour market offices" is being set up,
and 'among the 'tasks to be performed by these offices Is that of collecting
material for the working omit of enipioyment statistics. '

in vieveOf the fact that sealing. and marine fisheries are the doMinating
trades 'It IS understandable that seasonable unemployment must occur In Green.
land. Furtherniore, there l$ reason. to draw attention to the special form'cf
unemployment Boserttp'clesedbes in his book 'as "voluntary unernploy-
ment" In the sense that itte, supply of labor for wage empidyment as well as for
Rifting, appearsAckhe lower, than. what is usually iregarded as "normal" In
European countries. , ---4:

-,-
Especially in the winter perlodseasoWal unemployment wilt-Occur, whereas

lit the summer period there Is a pronounced shortage of labor in thelowns:To
:judge from the reports available slid, in particular, from the records of the
amounts paid as public assistance, it, IS, however, justifiable to maintain that, so
fir,. unemployment has constituted ncp serious problem to the commtinity of

; it Is characteristic of the labour mirket, in Greenland that the development
rate and not least the hectit'investrnerit rite has necessitated the presence of a
considerable nuMber o$ Danish eiperts and workers. Out of a labour twee of*,
13,025 persons in 1966, 2,665 were Danes sent up from Denmark, and as will be
seen from sthedule 4, these persons. preferably had the-jobs requiring good

-2- training and skill and conseqtiently were bettet paid. Eirit of all, the reason Is, of
course the introduction of a new technique and new trade coriditlons, which
-have, so far, been unknownlo the Greenlanders. Through an intensified develop.
ment programme, the Danish Governnient tries to Make the Greer:tendert cap.
able of taking over the jobs held by the personnel sent from "Greeniandivitlim"
of the labour market; but at the present level of investment there are hardly any
prospects of a radical change towards the end of-the 197,0's. At_will be known,
education and training are time - consuming processes.

in 1965, the labour force available on the Greerilandie labour market in
:the age groups of working was 10,900. This_ figure is expected to !tie as follows:

1970 12,000 -,,*2;
J975" 13,8011

4% 1990 16,000
If the fisheries do not fail_ in the next few years and pr6iided that the

planned investments are made, It Is supposed that this labour- force 'Van: lie
7,- absorbed. However in order to avoid -unemployment it is necessary' rot .

Native labosir (owe to,get such good training in the years to come that they will -
be able to take over the jobs now held by 'personnel from ,Denniark. Theketonfi
the development will make heavy demands on the educational iector. :

On the longer view, it is a serious question whether the fisheries will be,,
able to give work to the growing population, and in particular; occupational,'i-

219 ,
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problems mat arise if the Investments are reduced:,These problems al* receiving
.`some attention in the Ministry of Greenland where a development plan up to-
19115 is now being worked GUI ,

t- , 0 1

Fisheries --

will be seen from the above, the fishries Are considered be the
1hctpet trade in &tuft', This.view hit.sbeen criticized from various quailed, but;,-,

on the grounds that the Greenlanders are being tied to a trade of roughltrid
:v irficutt ,nature at a time when the woric market for fishery produce does not,

!,431111, to otter very tavokirab _conditions. The various Greenland committees
. heve, however,. found tt reaso lib to bbild ttp,a'Oreeniandk trade and industry
on the basis of the natural re rces; codfish, shrimps and salmon; because the.
population outside the sealing districts proper has grown aceustomed to fishing
fn a generation:

14 the Linn 'of the .century, sealing was exclusively the prinelisal industry
Ortenlind but in the twenties codfishwits observed In considerable quantities '-
along the west coast Of Greenland, and during thg fallowing decades coastal
fishing developed, sinall boats being used to deliver the fish to the plants ashore
Where it was salted or dried with a view to exporting to southern countries, in

; particular the Catholic Mediterranean countries. Since the midfifties the &tett
has treated a number of inclUstriid-plants up the west coast of Greenland for,the -

procetsing 'codfish: shrimp, and salmon, and eapeclally shrimping has=
;developed greatly ,

Towards theend of the fifties the Greenlanders, fished from dinghies and 4 "
quite small motor boats, usually 20.22 foot boats, bit( the shrimping brought
ithn:u1a,considerable growth of the Greeniandic cutter fleet, and today. there Are -,

mote than 100 privately owned cutters of 3fi feet or more. The-Greenlandie
fisherme relatively soon became accustomed to the bigger-types of craft, ther
purchase f which *was reetiered, possible by favourable Governmentloans and
-grants.' nuthe'latter*half of the sixties the size of the boats hits increased
considerabl -: The stafe has, led. the, wayby aeduiring two iine.fishing craft of 80
tons and t of 150 tonsrbut also private Greeniandic fishermen have Made
tnvestinents I big linefishing craft for ccidfiihIng. _

Since 191 0 the Greeitiandic fisheries have developed as-follows:
ring of 1960 the first vireeniandic stern trawlers of 600 tons,'

State- wire launched, artd:in the period try/ to 1973 four, More
ars arp expectedlo. be' added to the Greenland fleet of fishing --
se 4 to secure foy the Greenland fishermen.ishare in the large

banks In DaVie Strait and thus to secure the Greeniandic

in the s
belonging to
stateowned tra
yessels.,;The pity
stbek of fish at t
industry regular supplies of raw materials 1111he year round.- Thereby' -the
"employment inlhe fishing industry in central Greenland might bb nioretcoristant
- than is the ase'et the moment when it is prone to seasonal fluetuatIons., .

Although shriniping has developed satisfactorily, the important ' cod.,
fishing is strignatifiin spite of the useof increasing tonnage. According to the.,
biologists, this mainly is cauvd by the ovet.fishing 'taking place in Greenland
waters In consequence of ,the Attentive international fishing activities, The large
anhual stocks of codfish are now caught Much ,fister than before. Also climatic,
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f Other Trades
= So farms the Greenland tiarleand industryhavevtainivewheing_riegree

been Wed-on:sealing and fisheries. It is true that sheep-breeding with some
:success, been developed in South Greenland, but the possibilities in this trade-are
rather On estimate,;a maximum of 70 farm With 790.800 sheep each
May be able to Au Consequently, sheep-breedinis of no great importance
lisregar(fs the4aa Sy' nt of the greatly increasing population.

Mining
mine in: Greenland Is Mainly- known In .the forint of 'coal mining' at

nedil t and theinining of crYolite at leigtut. Bilt. the state owned,coal mine
at- Quttillitt is to be closed down in 1972 in consequence of the frig inereas.
,Ing defic t, which,' among 'other things, is ..due- to marketing di( ties on
account Of, consumers shifting to liquid fuel: The motile quarry is wo_ked out

Greenland.

'in about. ten years ail the existing cryolite will have *n shipped from
Greenland.

Aar let of May 12,1955, prepared the way for private initiative to exgfore,pd exploit mineral deposit; in Greenland, ,_Which has resulted rather dsit
4..!activities, the outcome being a number Of interesting mineral, finds.-The finds

that have so far aroused- the' reatest iiitirest are the occurrence If lead and zinc
in' the 'Unimak district; -, chrome at,-"Fisker4siet",'' uranium; niobliiin -And
beryliluin at Narssag and molybdinurn at Mestersviv But so 'far no nilning
been Coniunced anywhere; and at most places minintwould involve extremely:,

Aug. invesffnents. .

Future boapetts and Problems
The reform policy pursued since 1950 has brought about considerable

progreas for the ,Greeniandic °population. Tubercidosis.is under control,- the
average' duration of life-has Increased .treatly, the standard of accommodation
has, been raised, the -education system is developing with explosivi force, and the
effective income has been trebled: .

:Aisto hi the Widest field a poiltite development has taken filace.Anyofie r-
-who has- killowedt14 work perforiped by the local thisaperiod has no
Coiibt that the Members' flicultY of dealing with the increasingly complicated
social problent has improved considerably. The Provincial Council of Greenland,
dealing with all proposals in connection with the development in Greenland, saw

'Ilia political positionatrengthened in 1961 when the Clovemoi,- who bad, to far,
Kesided over. the,Couna's meetings, had to yield his teat to a chairman elected.

'Ill the Council. At the same time, thr.Provincial Council- set.-up its OM
Secretariat; and) nail,/ the,COuncil is able to deal with the business- submitted
without assistance froni the state authorities in Greenland.

.-;Just as in other countriet. where development is -movingrig at a high rate,
however, -social -adjustment' difficulties are seen in Greenland, -especially hi tb#
rapidly -irOwing:townships, where One firiots increased erinilnalliY- and a rising
Consumption of idcohOl, although It must be admitted that outstanding
ti first and foremost, been made possible by increasing Mete gran(, whip

69, exceed -500 Wilton kroner, and by the presence of a considerable number,
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.- of Danish experts and workers. That the state grants are being constantly in-
exeasecir-c4o_be_seen_lrom the_lattst budget__ for _thellinistry_of Greenland

. published in June 1969: s,

a.

Kr, 196910
Net Operational
expenditute 146.1

Investmen and
capital ex nditure
gross = 301;2

TABLE 3

1970.71 1971.72 1972s73 1913-74.

268.0 278.6' 295.4: 306.a'

340.0, 350.5 371.4 360.9 r

. As tile magi pressing problems In Greenland are about to be suived and the
worst' social evils. have been combated, the question' Is raised" from several
quarters whether:the Danish policy 'in Greenland is too ambitions'. Reports and

no-worked-out since !arid War Ii have all been aimed at Ole development' Of a(
Wand c- community With a satisfactory standard of living, which at the Same

time shOu d tre,irs harmony with the trade potential of the country. But since.'
-.Greenland acquired a status of equality as part of Denmark in 1953 demands

have been, put for continuedi Improvement of the'stsadard of living withont
regard -to 'economic baCkgrosind, baseit on .the wish to setirre full social and
economic equality for all parts of the-Danish realni. Now thequestion presents': -- :

itaelf with increasing fOrCe whether the trade potential of Greenland is Sufficient ;
: to bear tt* burden 'of, a growing community on its way, towards-a European .

standard of living. Wait be possible to develop an economy in OreeniatirlihiitC
will be able, to bring about a reduction Of tinrintreasing state grants or, at Or ,

.,-- rate, to Oa Use them On the present level? - *, .-

The peits for the traditional Greeniandic trades end fieheriee'clo not
'',"1 pk too' tieettul.- It -le true that the sealing districts have shown a certain .

ity, an the authorities have idopted a positive attitude to` the development
--Of-the se g trade.-But, the 'question is whether, on the long view, it willbe _

possibli still to 'make a population stick to the tough sealing trade in areas that,
through infrdern imam Of communications, will get Into increasing contact with
the outer world.' . ,

: The guarded optimism characteristic Of Bostrup's view of the fliheries hi
contraction with.the highly accelerating growth of the population Is on the wane-.
Cols fidencil in the fisheries as the 'nature, basie_hao faded on accotirkt 'Of the
Incoming ,overfishingi and the climatic diffteultlei*expeyienced during recent

, yegs. The Wintatologiste views ortittedlmatic development in Greenland during
the ccimlnji decades are unfavorable, and although 'nobocly _dare' precifet the

_ complete isappearance of the cod from the Greenland waters, tha fishing trade
. inuit bb *pared to face difficulties, international markets" for the fishery pro--
-duce seern to -have but limited possibilities of 'expansion, and the prices of ;
codfish froris Gee:shod have been declining. Although the trade may over '

, .
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the present crisis, it Is highly doubtful that this trade alone will be able to create
,

It Is not to, be ,wondered that the Greenlanders are eagerly looking for
17!"' other potential sources of Income,. and at present,they pin their faith'on Mining

and tourism. The numerous mineral finds have raised their hopes in connection
with !.the Greenland Subsoil, but-a commercial exploitation will require consider.
able investments of kmagnitude exceeding themeans available in thiGreepland _

alidTrobably also In the Danish " community; It mines are to be opened up
in Greeniand,,international capital must be involved with all the problems this
may Create In the small Greenland community. Furthermore, the pbssibility
direct-employment of the growing Greenland population in the nines is pro.
bably limited, as the mines wilt undoubtedly be automated to a great extent.-
Therefore; the expectations are to a higher degree centered on the potential
income from the service trades derived from the mining activities.

.The tourist trade takes- an ,increasing interest in Greenland, but -the
authorities are rather Cautious, in their evaluation of the Importance of tourism

-,- to the' Greenland population in respect to employment as_well as income. There
_ are -some misgivings abput the sotiopsycholOgical consequences of a develop.
relent of the_ tourist trade. It is generally 'agreed, however, -that the present
economic crisis makes it desirab16.46 Investigate- all possibilities; including'

----- tourism.
. ,

_Other Inditstrial undertakings_ based on local production ,(mest, skins,
handiereft) will 'probably come into existence In the years to come, presumably
on the to-operative system. Difficulties in connection,with the establishment of-

-- industrial undertakings irvOreenland, however, arise from the Initial coats, which
are twice as highas in Denmark, and the long distances to the markets,

The -ditficUlties facing trade and industry have weakened the faith In the
possibility of 'securing employment for the constantly increasinrpopulation,hi-T
Greenland proper. Many people find that attempts should be made to stabilize- :
-00 population figure at the estimated 1986 level (about 66,000 inhabitants), by
an intensive campaign for family planning, and by a limited emigration unless

)new Industrial and commercial possibilities should appear In the Coming years.
It is net only the large capital transfers, but also the preience of the great,

num6ei of perams sent up from Denmark that -create social problems..The-
considerable elements of genes in the population, contributes to the develop.
merit being forced in a West-Ettropeen direction, the original social structure in
Greenland being thereby swept away. In' the private sector, which has gradually

._ come to cover 30 percent of.theveonomy (especially trade; craft and transpoit)
find It 'difficult to compete with the immigrated Danes.

The riattiril-terision, between Danish and Grieniandia has so far, Oren rise
.-- to no, treat Millen or difficulties. The Provincial Council of Greenland and the
':-population-,,In general still go-in for the integratio policy, but. ari increasing-

num,ber of Greenlanders are discussing whether it will be possible to preserve
their national character ,in the face-of the development now taking place. For
instant*, this manifests itself in the debate on- the placing of the Oreenlandie

1 language in the school Aystenit but also the problem turns up in many, other
spheres. In particular the discussion turns on the problem of the participation of -

it
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iate Greenlanders inthe development projects, and in this Connection it is main.
t ned thaPthe demand for economic and social equality with the other parts of
the Danish realm. contributes to speeding up the rate of the development,
thereby_creating difficultie's for Greenlandic participation.

A Greeniandic student expressed this opinion in a newspaper article re.
cently

"The
In part of the Danish press. He wrote:

e Greenlanderi must leave off demanding equality with the
Danes at any price. The objective for our-policy, must be that as

'_ many Greenlanders as possible are made to Wel that the community
Is a concern of theirs, that as many Greenlanders as possible become-. -7
contented citizens in the conimUnity and feel to part of it. The.
demand of equality must, in view of the said Objective, be of
secondary ImPortirice."
During certain periods the problems ,around Greenland have been the

subject of animated debates among the'general public in Denmark, and in the :-
coming six' months'such debates will undoubtedly be intensilled. The Danish TV:
has prepared a series. of tele6asti about Greenland to be put on the air in the
autumn of 1969, and in politiCal circles a general debate about Greenland'is
expected to take place in the Danish Parliament early in 1970. The present'_
:employment crises will certainly give tise to a renewed evaluation Of Greenland.
policy. _

In her pelicY in Greenland, Denmark haielwaya_bein proMpted by het
desire to support the population In'Greenlancl and to'hilprove its poeslbllttiea.ot
development. This policy,,which hat to a higher degree been induced by.-techd

'motivex than by prospects of, econobile gains, has as will belseen_ from the
above-- lately met with serious problems oteconomic and cultUral character.
Therefore, it is understandable that, also in Danish quarters, we are withlireat
interest- looking forward to an international exchange of views nit the ftiture
prospects qt the arctic peoples. ;, -,,

,1101312ENCEe
1. Ads Lidegaard and Claus Borneman, Report on Alaska 1960. _

2. Soserup og Svendsen, .0kcnomisk poiltik Gronland, 1963, 478.
3. From outpost...to town: the migration. pdlicy in Greenland, The M tot

Greenland, 1968.
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Al the time this paper was prepared, Jim Lotz was
Professor and Asslitent 4Director at the Canadian
Research Centre for AnthropolOip. University of
OttaWa. Professor toll has written extensively`on the
North" from the point of view that :. economic
development must be considered first and foremost
out of consideration for the people of the North

than the material resources_ Ills paper clearly
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Any discussion of development In the North from a Canadian pe` tspectiviits
bound to be, to some extent, a footnote to the work. of Dr, George Rogers. There
are significant differences.between Alaska and northern (remade, but there are also
remarkable similarities in _the recent economic and social development In the two
regions. These Include patterns of boom and bust, the reliance on defense expend.
itures, the heavy seasonality of empleyrnen, the transient "outside" ibour force;-
the production of primary products for overseas markets, the rellancepn `.`outside"
sources o: money and power, the dominance of government sPending in the econ
ortiY, the focus on the material aims of devi/opment, and the emergence of adual
economy of affluent, transient whites and poor, resident Natives.

Alaska at least has some adequate statistics. Anyone surveying the
Statistical picture in northern Canada soon comes across the problerni of
unreliable figures, unsuitable categoiles; unavailable data, and other diffieWties.
While .the. federal government is doing a great deal to ensure that accurate figures
will be available in the future for -planning northern development, it Is still
possible to And "progress" to mineral development being equated with the

,- number of claims staked In verlous toads, of the North. We do not know the

i .
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exact `population of the North in summer anewinter, Censuses are taken at peak
periods', pnd for intercensus years, in the Yukon Territory, 1,000 vs added eaili_ year as a

the
way of arriving-at a population estimate. Between 1961 and ,

1966, in the Yukon Territory. however; there was dechno in poptilation of about
Betwebn °these years. the natural,.increase in the Territory had been over -

,1,000.
In northern Canada, a land that is still emerging from the Mitts of myjh, it

is necessary to approach matters from a subJectiVe and'intuitive aspect, In the
absence° of reliable, data. My aim In this paper is ndt to make- dogmatic,
deterministic statements about what Should happen in the North,-hut rather to .
raise some, questions about the economic; political, social and human future of

" the North, andleave theaorthein residents (especially the Native peoples)and
those -In eharge of 'running the North to work out the necessary policies,
programmes and approaches at the various levels. 4

Pot' the past fourteen years, I have been Involved In Canada's northern
. development - as a participant and as an observer. I have travelled widely In the

Canadian North but never stayed very long in one-I:tate. I have tried4Ithout
success to grow vegetables and grasses In LabradorUngava,attenipted to, easure
the tnitroclintate abOve high arctic glailers(and Wondered exactly wha I- was
nieisuring 'my, expensive and`- complicated Instruments), ,served in an
"adminIstratNe section of the northern development bureaucracy In Ottawa (and
seen the stresses that come with trying tertirt,the edges from the center, with-----
Inadequate knowledge and informillon), :worked In research in government (and
seen the Brills that operational.ind financial requirementi set on free enquiry),
and talked with. a .svIde vanity of people at every level, flop prospectors to
professors, abotg the develoiment of the North; s, '

Unlike Dr. Rogers, I am not a resident of the North. I live In Ottawa, and
have seen the way., in which Canadians have begun to realize that their nation is
not an imitation United states one Misplaced Britain, but a northern land With
all the problems of adaptation that this *piles. Transportation, Is being touted
as the key'todnortillA --and national devetopment. Yet within the last year,'
two events have occurred that demonstrated the lack of awareness that
Canadiaits have about the northern nature of their land: A.Westem airline bought
two Japanese planeS that would not operate.in tlie cold "of northern Manitoba.
And Canadi's National Railway put a turbotrain (tested in the Norther 1n '

,States) Into service in eastern Canada, only toWithdraw it ..when I problems
Associated with operating in thCcold weather.were encountarid,

_ There is still the blithe belief in Canaria that the North Is ,somewhere
there; rather than a tOnstititt presence that presses on the country:a have not
Spent any considerable tiny In the North since th:e summer of-1965; and have to
fight hard to avoid the arctic expert syndrome.which Involves claiming to know
more and more about the North,in Inverse proportion to the amount of, time
spent there. Ottawa, however, has about four months of sub-arctic weatber'eack
year and, as elsewhere in Cairda; we struggle aloag dissIpailni large anSints of
energy, trying to use temperate Artifacts (notably cats and houses) in to cold.
climate.

.a - .0:"'
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rut adroit to a great deal of confusion in my own mind about northern
devetoiment in Canada a luxury in which official spokesmen on the North
cannot afford to indulge for tear of wrecking confidence in tfie future of the

'area. Canada's federal North 'Has been my main focus of interest. Dere, beyond
60"- hip at the present time, the federal government is the dominant force in
development. Officiaisset the rules. The Yukon and the Northiest Territnriesever about ',ID% of the land area`of Canada. but contain a populaticin of under
60006 at the present time. The federal government "owns" The land and its
resources, and is an Inescapable presence. The Territorial kovernments are
becoming more arid more aware of the people .problems, and, as with most,
western style development programmes, -a strain ,is emerging between

.econornicaRporifrited people and socially oriented people. Another stress area Is
between those who equate development with mineral exploitation, and those to

conservation of resources and the ecology of the land are parArmount.
In northern development in Canada, we seem to have trouble determining

the sire, shape and color of the Emperor's clothes. Over the past few years, there
has been an unbounded spirit of optimism about the Canadian NorthAt is hard
to determine why this booster approach has not been challenged. It has

.overtones of the. American approach to the-"Oreat West" in the ninetee th
tenturi. Concepts apprnpritte to the American Wed in the nineteenth cent
have been lnwskired to the Canadian North In the twentieth: The g -t(ch

Ian Notth may be largejy myth . careful scientific viorkim the ground Is
replacing fond cheants and Illusions with concrete realities. Of course, there are

,tieh ate in the Canadian federidNorth. But In-between there am m miltsilesand mil
of miles and miles all this land mint be surveyed, looked after, conserved. Even
the rich leadzinc depOsit at Pine Point in the Northwest Territories needed a
massive felitallnvestment in a railviay,to bring it into productlop.Oovernment
support-and subsidy seems to bell sine qua non for any northern developthent

_ role. But the) federal government does not have unlimited funds, and it has other
priorities for regional' and urban development throughput Canada. IV spend
federal funds in it*, North when they might create emplophenr ui larger
numbers of 'people elsewhere in Canada? The recent establishment of the
Department of Regional Economic Expansion indicates that the federal

%government will fie seeking to boistek the economies of other "logging" ports of
the nation. There is a rich iron ore deposit on northern Baffin Island, and the
federal government has been talking about a $25,0ff1,000 Subsidy to bring this
mini into peoduetion. Why public funds should k > 4.64:c sr s venture of this sort
Is never explained. Is there a shortage of iron ore? Can the ore be got out and to

!the markets on a regular schedule? What will the deliveredprice be comparedto
tit colt of getting tbe ore out of the ground? These questions do not only

'teak *int* bystanders like me. They are also beginning to be asked by those
people in the federal government whose' reaponsibillty it is to see that available
funds are allots led In a rational way to provide employment for as many people as
possible. The North Is only one of many "disadvantaged areas" in Canada into
which federal funds have to be put. And the experience ol,development north of
sixty to date could givi many useful pointers on how the federal funds could t
Invested, instead of merely being, spent Or-showpieces or to bolster inefficient,

4,
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sagging sectors of the econo
r"--

my that are not competitive at the national or the
International level.

, As far as. Arctic oil exploration is concerned, a useful rationale for the -"
expenditureof federal funds in such Ventures Iv that they do help Canada to
secure title to its North. Canada's attitude towards the question of Arctic
sovereignty of late has studied somewhat of an old lady looking under tire bed
for burglars. She sometimes hopes she will find them there so that she can '
Scream for help: There was tremendous alarm,in Canada this year'whensomeone
stated that he has s een maps put out by American oil companies showin/ that
parts of the Arctic did not belong to Canada. Somehow these maps were never '
found, and anyone familiar with the operation of large oil companies, reallies
that they haie had enough experience in other parts of the world to render them
sensitive to the problems of national sovereignty. It is a pathetic comment
Canada's attitude towards the North, that the area only slides into protein nee
When (a) there seems to be something of economic value there and (b) tome,

-other power or group appears to be Intent on stealing IL f.
In Canada( iniaginatiou about the North has not been lacking,and pop art'

versions of northern deselopment have appeared with increasing frequency. T
'Dere has been endless talk of domed cities, underIce pipelines, and Icebreakers .

. keeping the Northwest Passage open. It seems as if this sort of talk acts as a
magic potion to offset the kers of people about'this strange, vest;; demanding
land that is at the heart of the Canadian identity. But wishful thinking and :
futuristic eesignannot serve as a substitute fOr examining the limits of the

,possible and deciding where 'Scarce resources can be applied to Initiate a
scientific and rational approach to northern developnwnt. The first step in
science is to demythologize, to separate the real from the illusory, to determine,
the limits of the possible, to ask the right questions. The North is a frontier, a
place of grand dreams, and a place where illusiongdo not persist when scientifif

v,,, precision replaces! vogue guesses. - -

Canadi's North has. been seen as a place from which something can be,.
taken. The federal government's reasoning seems to run as follows. We have
invested large sums of money north of sixty (the total *ould he nearly a billion
dollars since 1954). This' is nubile money for which the taxpayers of Canada.
should gel a return. We have invested this money to create an infrastructure to
cievelop the rich North. The Mirth oust be rich lode at the Klondike Gold
Rush, look at Pine 'Point, look at Anvil! And -so the seitfulfilling prophecy
appears. More hublic.money is spent to encourage investors to open new mines
which are then presented as evidence of the richneis of the North. Once again
the chance of rational development in northern Canada disappearg under a
welter of wild statements and attempti to rationalize past.expenditures. Another
element has crept into the discussion of iete the belief that these new mines
will provide employment tor unemploy Indians-Ind Eskimos.. .

There is tendency to see so sort of an Ottawa plot In all' this. But -,

reference to the literature on develo ment in the rest of the world soon shows
that the sort of unbridled exploitive pattern that has passed for northern

..- development in the past is n tunique to Canada. In Canada, this drive to exploit
the North seems to be pete 'rix out for a number of reasons. Concern is being -_:

.1,
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expressed about ecologies] damage in the North. While there have always seemed'_
..to be adequate funds for subsiding kilning ventures in the Yukon and North :
west Territories,and $10,000,000 a year fOr.roads, little attention has been_palil
to conservation. This year, fire's swept through the Yukon Teidtory, burning out ,
the newly established mining town of Faro. The direct costs of these fires will Cr
over e million dollars; and the ecological damage, will not be known forsorne
time. _

,t - The northern land, a delicately balanced ecology, is obviously being
. flow badly remains to be seeri. The other end result of the

exploitation of northern resources. is seen airmg the Native peoples. As Dr:
Rogers has pointed out, economic development In Alaska is something' that
leaves the Native people to the cold. There seem to be two ends of the
deielopment spectrum -- the "one big ;nine" syndrome for whiCh government

°. subsidy is sought, and on whith outsiders pin, their hopes for a quick profit, and
the smailscaie irtempti at economic imptovement. There-have been some
bizarre examples in Canada of outside "experts" foisting on Eskimos and Indiana ,
a wide range of endeavours that have had little or no payoff. The most :
successful attempts at. smailscale economic development in Canada have been

, based on cooperatives:These have usually been started by "outsiders" Who have
been sensitive to loci) needs, and asplretions and hive withdemen gradually as
local people have shown a Opacity 'and .a willingness to take over responsibility

:for _the cooperative.
.

The northern peispies are seen In western terms either as- potential, mine
workers or as qualnkNatives, hunting, fishing, trapping, making prints, carving .
soapstone, stitching sealskin oekpiks.% Bah approaches tend to limit .the
possibilities far a reanstic approach to Odoeconornic development in northern .

Canada carried out in a humane and democratic fashion.
There is a high -degree of arnblvulence. In Canada about the North and Its

future. -Ate thr:- Eskimos noble savages or unemployable, Welfare casts? Is-the
North a great rich land; or.a barren wilderness? Will, the North repay the capital -,
invested twits development -- or end up faking the entire Gross National Product
to.run it/ Will no#hern'develdpment benefit the people there, or merely enrich a
few greedy oubCders? Between boomer talk and n sort ot&biank, fearful despair
that pne encoun!ers in government offices, a whote land and a %whole people
seem to be slipping into lirnbo,'Into a tort of frozen transition. After the Baleen .
Rush In the Arette, after the Golditush In the Yukon, after the Defense Binh in
the whole North; the land was abandoned and forgotten by the nation. But this
cannot happen again the North' is becoming visible to all Canadians, and
integrated Into dle nation. There seems to be hardly a national p these
days up to and including the proposed Canadian satellite that Is not
rationalized on -the grounds that it will "help iforthem development.".The
national ethos, struggling 'to- find expression, discovers in the North the,. ;
concrete embodiment of the isniquenfss .of' the country and a focus for
aspirations. The CanadlanNorth was one of the list parts of the earth's surface
to be niched and effectively occupied by man. This strange land is no longer
forgotten. We know a great deal about its dimensions. It is odd that a nation like
Canada, with ,the image of a. timorous fir6ple, ciingtfig to the safety of the
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United States border and hanging on like grim death to their British heritage,
should suddenly awake to find themselves charged with the responsibility for
developing, in the modern World, one of the harshest,,, targeit, and most
demanding places on the face of the earth. For here, in the inescapable Northk....
western 'man finds himself lboking at hirn:sekf, as in a mirror. The Canadian North-

. :is remote from the temperate regions of the.. world,- and laCks warmth an' light,
those two great bases' of human' life. In this remote land,. from the'lotal
environment, from people and the places, a process of instant feedback seems to
be operating. The linear thrust of western man, that restless urge to escape, to
conquer, to overcome, -to search for quick riches (the ,Eldorado theme) or for a
quiet and rational ,place (the Utopian dream), here. finds' -itself blunted and
turned back on Itself. in the Yukon and the Northwest Territories, processes
that took three hundred years In western Europe have been crammed Into
fifteen yeais. processes the Industrial, Democratic, Welfare, and
Electronic Revolution have been compressedin time, but expanded in Spare. In
Canada's North, sophistiCated electronio equi pnient can be seen sidelni side with
ancient tools. .

. It Is time, in the Canadian North,:to turn the economic developmehrprb-
cess upside eloWn. Instead of starting from, resources, statistics, or theoret_h*
frameworks derived from western experience, it is (Nommen that develo/Mtent
must begin. to-the western model, man is, seen as an abstract "EcopolniCidan't
(the consumer) or an equally' abstract "Fattor of Production", (the producer).
Indeed, in the talk of automation, man often seems to be eonsidered as a son of
residual. In the North, man is an inescapable fact. He Is not a statistical abstract

; or a handy input Into a model. lie is a complex, delicate, difficult individual with
potential and limitations that change all the time. Man swims into PersPective

s the North. ft is impossible to flee t, Isolation In the North these,days. Thettarth
forces ken to look at themselves and at each other. The human pond becomes
inescapable, as periple find they have to accept the necessity of living with
themselves and with others. in the North there is need to do "more with less" in'
Butkminster Fuller's phrase. People, become,scarce goods. it costs a great- deal

":rnerely to sta alive in the North, let alone engage In productive labour.
The North fories new ideas, new approaches, new technologies on people.

Merely imitating sotithem ways' is not enough. One significant feature of
Carlidale official attitude towards nOrt hem development, hass been tfie ,eulturai
lag involved. The development process to date has been compounded of a num.
tier of ingredients that have' a quaint ninetieVi century elr about them.- IIW!
booster. ethic,'the unbridled individualisni,Se'ethnocentric bias, the 'belief In
progress. Despite this nineteenth century atmospheier,the North has also 'e.
evilly acquired some aspects of the total welfare state. Attempts at development
based on the use of public funds have been labelled "Keyne.sian". The,-
laissez.faire ethic has been accompanied by massive federal spending, and rules
and regulations lie thick on the ground, deterring rattier than luting investors.
The fallacy persists that the North can be understood and developed by the use
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of techniques that have .arisen from the experience In technOlogically advanced,-
tritichinebaied induarial societies in Europe and,the United States, remote in
time space front the raw edge of the northetts frontlet, 1

ut---TOo often the prqblems of the*Canadian North he been seen_ simply as
northern problerns...While.reference is made to' Xeynesian techniques Of using
gOvernment mOriey to prime the pump of development (what happens itthere is
no`vvater in the well?), and regional planning is pro for the federal North; .

thfresseems to be little understanding of whatwork ing on a frontier implies. On the
frontier, attitudes, values, idelis ancitactidniare displaced and dislocated as the

--,known,and the'unknoWn run together. There is always an. element of uncer
tainty; and the mechanical determinism of the nineteenth-century Is out of

tr place. The material frorn-the developing nations indicates that western methods
.4 devopment have dubious applicability in such areas. Western, society Is

bated; traditional. society is human based. What the West calls nepotism,
-- traditional peoples rail using-the extended kinship system to obtain benefits.--

The it a tendency to _see western society heading towards alienation, and to
wax enthusiastic over the virtues of unspoiled, primitive peoples, untouched by

_

*
ways °Oho- West.-Neitheeview stands -up On examination. Machinebased

societies do not -necessarily debase and alienate the individual they can make
Are easier if technology serves man,' -.

1 But a kind of stalemate seems to have 1 reached in-the,Canadien Wirth.
Certainly, the Gross Territorial-Products of the Yukon- and -the Northiest
Territories would indicate that these areas have achieved "take-off". But where

-;are- they heading-now and "who is benefiting from the new ivealth frottethe _

North? The human Misery of Eskimos, Indians and Meth comes; into
prominence daily. Take-cift may have been achieved, but there May 'be a crash
landing ahead.'

. 'Me North's economy is perilously balanced. Planning an area's future on
non - renewable resources, tourism and small cottage-type industries Is not a real-

talc -wale to solve the "people Probrehls" of the Nprth, Sales, of minerals ,

Japan gladden the booster's heart. But this also means that development in the
North Must run at the pace of a huge, highly Integrated,164ustriallied nation.
Stresses appear In the system as it tries to meet new demands for performance in-7
outsiders' terms. For those involved in mineral develcipment, new standards of
perfOrmance are needed, On the mechanical side of things, this presents prob-
lems, but problems that can be readily indentified and sol Id with a high degree

technological sophistication. On the, human side ere are now serious
"people problems", that do not lend the tees to'mani ation in a mechanical
manner. The-characteristic of the North is that it needs a ghltskilled, Scientific
approach to any aspect of development mechanical and

The credential society li much in evidence in recruitment of the North. ,
There are a limited number of ecological niches in the employment structure.
and since "outsiders" set the rules, local people seem always to end up last In
line. The North is rapidly moving into post-industrial society as knowledge be-
comes the key resource in development. But the maiority of northern Nativecomes
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peOples, are getting left behind in this process; They are identified as 'lagging
behind", and the feeling is that they have to go_.through the-whole process of
industrial society to find their place In the world. The northernNattie
Canada haie reached the age of leisure before the white man has, but they }gave:
not achieved the Nirvana that Is Promised in the future rage of leisure. Th.,Ali
being cut: off; mole ar ' more, froth meaningful participaflon in-the economy
and in the northern-sch.qty. The technique of animation soctate would obviotsly
be,one Method of assisting the Native peoples to identify where they stand.'
Elsewhere ("The Future of the Eskimo ", Futures (1)); t have suggested-, that
Eskimos, instead of being "backward", !nay be able to move into new areas of
oppeirtutity more readily than many whites:They/Ave "less to unlearn.".lt

' be that the attitude of the white authorities in the "Regulatory Sciciely" of the
North is the biggeit bar to the' human development of northeriiNatiVe,peoples,
and to their movement Into positions of power and respoisIbility. For one thing, -
the 'Eskimo is stereotyped as backward when he is merely different. For anOthet,
a large number of good jobs have been created in establishing systems that tun
the lives of Native peoples. The Eskimo especially seems to be a scarce good:to

- be looked 'after and surrounded by white advisers who tell him how to behave..
-And, of course, since 'Om arejew jobs in the northern economy; the Eskimo,.
Instead of being, a romantic savage, may suddenly become a ilia' in the emplOY."
mentlfleld for jobi,created by whitee. In postindustrial society, people will not
train for a skill or a job-that will ensure - a lifetime's employment; They will need

. to retain flexibility and Openness' to experience,- toleam from a wide varietkor
-_ experiences, to blend theoretical and practical knowledge. Not only Eskimos;

but anyone wanting to learn about/the dimensions of external realityand of the
--"Internal self An' , itxthe North, a wonderful testing ground for ideas and eicpeir

eices:_,Contacts ith other cultures and' other individuals create a mirror for
triall,Immersion i the environment provides a sort of laboratory for technology. ".

Th,e North can be seen as a place of limityd opportunities, but where all
aspects of the modern world and traditional societies can be seen, analyzed, , ,

understood, and.perhaps changed. The greatest barriers are in the minds of men,
and in their perception of the North,' and what technology involves. Man makes
the tools, and then his technology helps him to reshape his ideas. The Canadian
approach to northern development to date has been grossly materialistic,
tremeiy simplistic, very mechanical; it has revealed the dilemmas of dealing with_
an ancient laid which, paradoxically, needs the dost modern approaches to its
development and conservation.. e`

Fortunately, one aspect that is coming to the fore in Canada is tOe amount'
of serious research that is being done by a new'and younger generation of social

_ scientists. The old days of the quick and dirty study, of the rapid tour and the
hasty impressions are over. Work such as that being done by Peter Usher on
ecology of Banks Island, by Bill Kemp on the energy systems in. camps in
southern Baffin Island, by Miss Hilary White on isolation in the Yukon, by
Derek Smith on the aspirations of northerners and by other young scholars is
providing hard data on the human dimension of the North, and revealing its
complexity. f
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The time has come to focus on people as the real basis for development. In
he'Canadian North a new generation ottechnolOgists is moving in toppen and

operate mines, construct roads and. run the 'wide yarietY'Of government 'prd;
orammes. These people are young, highly skilled with young families. They are
highly _mobile they see the North as an epliode in theirilves; notas the place
Where they will spend the rest of their days. These new technologists Must be
handled carefully --they *not be treated like° pick and shOvel workers. -they

simply quit of go on strike this pattern Is already, emerging In the Yukon
`_TerrilgrY if they Are treateas less than human. Their children go to-northern

schools, and their school mates are the offspring qf traditional people. These
people are becoming 'outsIders.in their own country, living ;on the fringes of
society, Illclothed, IR:housed, unemployed, scorned or ignored by the White
outsiders. The experience in Alaska has shown that Native:peoples can organize --'

-and obtain_ political power so that they can press their demands.:Training pro- _

grammes for Native peoples iri the North have too often been shortternt crash
approaches that attempt to ram Native peoples into semlskilled lobs; In many

-northern communities, there are no openings for the "trained" people, nor can
they go elsewhere to work, As usual, the problems of Native employment have,i
been cOniliounded by outside experts who come up to do surveys ind'come Op",
iorilthlita right solutions, but the wrong :problems. The attitudes revealed by the'-
:Operation' of employment programmes In Canada reveals an even greater'eulttifel-f,..-
-lag than in economic development. It seems to date back to the English-Poor ,
Law system of. the sixteenth" century, as It tries to turn "sturdy .beggars" into

Workers". .

'4'4- no 'use denying Native peoples the right to a place in society -by
ga_ming-4g they, "not'not AreadY" for advancement or lack the educational
ualifications. Ethically, hu_manisttcally and practically, the evidence of what
ppeni when people are' treated as backward and Inferior. iffitead of Merely k

different, culturally and individually is overwhelming. To Native peoples,-the;,'
political option becomes more attractive every day as a rneans'of change. Arid
In practical terms, Abe 'costs of running a welfare bureaucracy become larger
each yearIn social and health terms, the costs of the "two nations" In The
tiortlt Is very high. In some northern settlements, the health level may be-that

'-of the -sickest person in an.lsolated interacting environment. The North is a"-
harsh land, and bacteria and viruses harmful to man will find plump white'-

. children better hotts than thin Native 'children. And no technologist or
professional person -will stay long i -a land where his children's health Is in
daily' hazard. k

What -does education mean in this context? It means treating whitestand.
Nettie peoples as people-capable of learning. It means dumping the myth of
white ethnocentricity and concentrating on mutual learning. It means the end of
tap-down education In the PlatoniC tradition. II, means that both white-and- _

:Native children Must not 'merely learn by reading and by rote, bit by total
sensory immersion. It means also that- people. must bx educated so that they
pertelve, understand and take ad e of new opriortunitles as-they occur, It
means breaking the value systems an now-binding of Industrial Society for the
attitudes of a freer, more flexible, re human, more relaxed, more individual
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World than the one that persists at present. It means teaching social science and
technology to match mechanical science and technology. It means a .chance for a
new kart on a frontier where all the categories keep changing and the world is
seen as a complex,,,wondrotts place. It means that the most modern methods of
teaching and education must- be intfoduced in culturally accordant ways In a '1

shOrt space of time. Approaches such as those developed by 'Father Andre.
Renatid If) Saskatchewan, by Prank Darnell in-the Alaska Rural'School Project at
the University of Alaska and by Lee Salisbury in the_College Orientation PrO-
gramme for Alaska Natives have to be'encouraged and expanded. - .

Canqa's North is a list frontier, a place where.it person gets some sense of
his, own power, his own humanity and his own - powerlessness. If knowledge Is
seen as the real resource and the basis- of development, it an accurate under..
standing of the limits of the Mirth replaces the wild stuff of dreams that persists
In- Canada at the present time, if the focus of attention in the North begins to
swing towards the real problems of real peoples and not those that obsess and

._ upset outsiders, If northern peoples get a chance to participate In a meaningful
way in deciiionslhat affect their future, we need not worryabout spoiling the
promise 'of this last frontier on the earth's surface. .

.
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the Pedagogical Situation,
in Greeniand

A Retrospective View

The population of Greenland is scattered over long coital stretches, with

the Inhe
greeter part on the west coast, whereal only a few places In East Greenland

abited.
Today instruction Isl*Ing give at about 100 educational centers. The

number of pupils at the individual- prices varies from flee to more than 1,000.
Farthermore, there are outofthe-way settlements with only one br a few

schoolchildren; at such places private instruction is often resorted to. In
Godthaab, the biggest town in Greenland, there were- In the khooi tear of
1968.69, about 1,400 pupils in two sehools.

The country is divided into seventeen educational districts, each of them
'under the leadership of a principal or an educational district leader. Each 'duet.

tional district has a central school in the principal town of the district and a
number of smaller schools. The number of such small "schools Is changing rapidly

from about 180 in 1950 to about 100 in 1969 due to the migration of the
population from the smaller places to the towns. ,
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The modern Greenland ichool system Is based, on the Educatioh Act of
1967, which, on many points, is similar to the ordinary Danish legislation on
education: However, the educational tradition goes far back to the time of the
arrival in Greenland of _the tint missionaries In the first part of the eighteenth
century. _

In the beginning, educational activities were closely connected with Ws-
sionary work. The European-influence on the Greenlanders began in 1721 when.
Hans Egede, the missionary, came to the country. Hans Egede and the inialort-
aries whe continued his work were, as a matter of Course, interested In teaching
as many people as possible to reack and write, sq as to spread-the knowledge of
the- Bible. However, a literary laitguage had to be created first, and for this

. reason alone it was rather a long time before it was at all possible to start the
educational work proper.

The question of teachers was a very considerable obstacle. to the endeavors
to establish regular schooling. The missionaries themselves had a few private
phpils whom they tried,to train to become their assistants; but In order to get
still more assistants for the mission Work they 'had some young.mert from an
orphanage in Denmark sent' to.Greinland. Quite a number of theseltayed pit In
Greenland for the rest of their lives, marrying Greenland women and thus be-
coming integratedin the Greenland community.'

However, the efforts to get breenia6d tutors proper were not given
and it has always been quite clear that a real Greenland school must be based on
Greenland tutors, including the catechist among others.

'It was only as late as 1847 that higher education was introduced in Green.
laird. in that .gear two: leachers* training colleges; were eitablished:, one
Godthaab and one at Jakobshavn. Thaestablishment of the twolraining collegei
was highly beneficial to the school teaching In general. However, there are In&
cations that the basic work had already been done earlier as, in 1856. fhe first
principal was able to declare that virtually the whole populatiqn was able to read
and write. The teachers' training college. t Jakobshavn had to be closed doNvn in
1876. It reopened in 1901, but was finally' given up in 1905. On the other hand;
the training college at Godthaab Is still In, existence.

The first legislation on editafron proper came loto existence in 1905 when
the Church and Education in Greenland At was passed by the Danish
Parliament. This act became a milestone in the history of therschool. As a direct

.consequefice it was possible to intensify the teaching at the training college at
tiodthaab. because, in 1907,.a college building was erected, which by the stand- ,
ards of, those days was highly moderw making it possible to introduce nekv
subjects, including physkal training. _.-

The 1925 Act superseding the Act of 1905 creged the possibility for .
gifted pupils to receive further education after the sevenyear primary school, i.e.
partly at a two/ear continuation school and, in direct continuation thereofiat a
so-called High School for another two years. The high school has two sides a
lower secondary education for those aiming at an apprenticeship with an artisan
or at an office, and a prepaiatory education for the group wanting to Kin for.
the two -year course at a teachers' training school. The training 'college curd-
Cul= covers the requirements of the school as well as those of the church, for
the teachers were to serve In church as Preachers and spiritual advisers as well.
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Danish was now introduced as at compulsory subject in the prirnary'schnol.
For many years this, subject -411d Only-be taught in tht.town school"; mainlyby
thri Danish ,rninistert and by the relatively few Greenland ministers who had

. recelvtd- supplementary education in Denmark and, for this reason, had acquired
'1,#peelal, language qualifications, which' the Native teacheisjrairted at the' raining

College-at Godthaab, had no possibility of acquiring to the extent necessary for
this subject.

The direction of the whole educational system was still vested-in the
chhrch, a rello from the time of the missionaries. The Rural Dean la( Greenland
tias director of education and the ministers were in charge of the local educa.
Ronal areas.' The. Aral step 'towards' admittifig eduCationalists to the pedagogic`

!leadership was, however; taken by the Act,of.1925, establishing two permanent
-posts of school inspectors who were to travel up and down the cot, giving
pedsgogle and professional guidance to the tutors,

According) to political: resolutions in Greenland as well as in Denmark, *
-.reform was introduced in Greenland in 1950 in all spheres': including, of course;..
,the educational syst,em.he aim of such re-organitallon was to make Greenland a,
part Of Derift*-_an equal footing with the ether 'parts-of the realm. As fares

systOm w6 concerned, this meant great changesLattucturalitaiyeir .

as pe tally: The ithOorruid the,ChUrch adlinnistrations, were severed; '7"
_ctirectIon of the school was assigned:to a Boatd of F,ducatiora presided `over by ,

the Governck the Rural Dean of Orseniand being an ordinary member and the
Director of Education-being respOnlible tot theday.today-direction. Fie; '

then*** teacheri will gradually tiheovetthe'reiponsibility for the individual
educationld areas and the individod schools

After the seven yea EtiouirY School_ onlY-sPeilallY gi f led pupils were as
yet perniitted- to continue theli studies at the two-yearContinuation School. At
the same time, the Continuation School Was turned into a preparatory school for
"the net" tout-year' Lower Seconda6 Sch6ol Crealskolel, in quality and value
equal to the Danish' file% flowerer, for the time being the pupils In Green.

_ land take their Lower Secondary School examination relit years later than their
opposite numbers in, Denmark,- who are able to pass Weir examination in their
tenth school year.

'The tejlehinil Pt:Danish was centrally placed bt 'the Introduction. the
so-called Mt arrangement aiming at the streaming of the children from the th
grade Into.Oreeniandle-speaking and. Danish-speaking classes. In the A-classes the
Instructions were given in-Greerthurdle,with Danish as a special subject. 1p tjw

. &aims Danish was gradually introdpced as the language of instruction except
.krthe3subjectaiif Greenlandlc and Religious Knowledge.

arrent Greenland Avplents:Infloenclng Education
.-

In the period sinc4 ifhe worgaplzation In 1900 the Greenland community
has experienced violent upheavals social, oectiAtional, economic, and cultural.

in fact, the community of.Oteeniand of today is organized on European lines. In
point of time, however, it hti not been possible Or the School fully to satisfy

_ the requirements facing the rising generation as to the discharge of their differ.
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eat functions in society. Rapidly' ieveloping modem undertakings and mall.
tutions have been established, requiring fully qualified labor. A very considerable
part of the new functions in' society must today be performed by the woken
sent out from Denmatk.

Atter overcoming tuberctilosis, which was formerly the scourge of,ille
community, and concurrently with the improverhents taking place during )hese
yeirs do the social seriices and in the housing situation, the population fins
increased considers* in number: As nearly half the population of,Greenrand is
today below the age of fourteen, this increase in the popul on is especially felt
In ibe educational sector.

On the basis of the available forecasts of populaticin and its distribut!on,
the' Ministry for fteniand has worked out the foliowing prognosis of the
number of children and young people in towns and settlements in Greenland in
the years of .1976, 1980, and, 1985. When The prognosis of the number of
children and young people Jn-the various age groups was worked art, it was
necessity to disrevad any eugraphic variations in the distribution on age black
eta, and 113 wily* prognosis of the distribution on age groups for person.* bons in
Greenland has been made, it has been presupposed that the grouping of persons
born outside Greenland will remainunchanged In relation to the census taken in

' .
As will be seen-from the.table, the number.of children andyoung people

of school age is expected to iisre6y1,600, or more than seventy frereent, in the
period tram 1965 to 1985. During the said twenty years the total population 11
e,lcpected to be increased by sixtylieven percent, sndthus the number f children
and young people An the site to seventeen year age group will, ace/outing to the
gognosis,refain the same propotilon.to the totakpopulation in t985 as in 1985
with the differeate, however, that grace are relatively Tewer children in the six to
thirteeq year age stoup, and more in the fourteen to seventeen year age group in 1'
1985 than at the census of 1965.

Whereas the number of persons outside the'school age is expected' 10 rise
,try the same percentage In the tenyear periods of 198545 and 1975.85, the

percental increase of the number of persons In the 4x to seventeen year age
.,group Is, however, five times higher in the first than in the second dude.
kcoordibg to the prognosis, the number of persons in the six to thirteen year age
groUp will be increased by more than 4,000 in the 1966.75 period, but only by
7,00 from 19'76 to 1985. From 1980 to 1986 the increase amounts to 200 only.
Mao -u rep*, the number of perscins bet weri fourteen and seventeen, the rate

increase Will decline in the period up to 1985, but to a lesser degree than for
the younger ate groups.

To the eduratIon authorities the outlined increase in the population fig.
ures means' that the dentafids for setioolrooms and leachers, ete., will increase
dasideribly during the coming few years, culmineting around 1976. Con.

.curzently with the increase in the popuiation, a shift if the PopulatiOn from
smaller to Nigger places will be seen. A.

The expetted continued redistiibution of the pbpulatioVreeeni 'that the
Increase in the number of children will be concentrated in ve4, l'e* towns
whereas, in a number of other towns and 'in the settlements, stsgnant or de-
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dining figures can be for en. In some towns the mumber of school children-Is
five times the number of sc. 1 ool children fifteen years ago.

In spite of the ifripressive building activities, the increase and the changes
.In the composition oldie population have made it difficult to set up the Ideal
frarnework for the school.

In spite of the great diversity. In the training of the Greenland teachers
they are all deiignated as fully trained teachers on the basis of the follovridi
criteriOnt They have all received the highest education possible iligreenlind at
the times in question.

One of the greatest problems of the school in Greenland is 'the it& of.
Greenlanckspeaking teachers.Qhis Is primailly due to the fact that the training
of Native teachers has not kept pace with the enormous hicreaseln the number
of child/en.

, For many years the Greenland teachers, or catechists, trained at the more
. 'than ,100.year old training college at Godthaab,- have been the mainstay of the

Greenland teaching staff. in order to cover the demand for teachers, catechists
have, hoWever, up to 1950, been trained at one or twoyear catechist schools
headed by successive rninitters of religion. The education given was dnsat-
isfactory and insufficient in.the long run. .

At the same time, however, the education proper of the Nellie teachers
was gradually improved. From 1957 the conditions were changed in such a way
that the Lower Secondary examination (04evel) was required for the candidates
to start upon a threeyear.teachers' training course, the last year being spentin
Denmark. In 1964 Greenland got a ,new Teachers' Training Act. It provides
training of over four .years, one In Denmark, and qualitatively the training Is
m04 to that given in Denmark. Naturally, the cunicuium Mt the Greenlanders
shows some deriakeens Greenlandic being included as subject, and the special \
Greenland torAcSitave found natural place in sUbjectsIlke history and natural
science. The training gives the same chances..of promotion as,Jn Denmark, and
having passed a sliecia4 test in Danish this group of teachers can apply to the

-Danish school authorities for employment ,in Denmark; but in the training of
teachers it is dif9cult to keep abreast of the constantly increasing death& for

. training there. A new Teachers' Training Act will come into force in Denmark In
1969. occasioning the consideration of change in the.training orteachers in
Greenland.

The intake of .students at the Teschers'Treining OodtbsA Is
not large. 07 the number of young people 'having passed the Lower Secondary
examination Is small and as there are,so many other possibilities of edue4tionjor
this particular group: In order to cover the demand.for. Webers at allithasilit
recent years, been necessary to engage an increasing number of Danish.spdaking
leathers. Thusin the school year of 1968.69 the number' of Greettlandie
awaking teacheis was less than one:third of the total number'of teachers. This

'13)tanS 010 al/eat num.berof subjecy?mitist nzcessarily be taught in Dantsit also
subjects that, under nortpal Circumstances, would have been taught 'by la
Greeniandlospeaking teacher.

- As will be seen from, the foregoing, the demand for teachers hits been
covered to a constantly/increasing extent by the employment of Danish teachers
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1 preferably at the major-schools whereas the very small schools still engage
',untrained tutors. Furihermole, a very, great number of lessons are given as over,
time work.

The percental proportion of schoolchildren to the total population is so
hi h that the demand for teachers In Oregniand to take as great per 1,000

Wants 41 in Denmark where; for mho years, there has been a serious
ge of teachers. -
in 1965, 470 teachers were in charge of 7,300 children, which gives

an average of eighteen,children per teacher. This proportion cannot be expected
to remain .unchanged In the future considering the very considerable overtime

. work and .khe expected reduction,of the teachers' working hours. Furthermore,
In.the years to .come it is fOreseen that there will be 'a rapid increase In the
number of pupils in the eighth, ninth arid tenth grades, so far voluntary, and !no 4
the Lower Secondary department, which means further demands for teachers.As it is hardly possible immediately to increase the number of
Greentimdic-speaking teachers. through the ordinary training colleges and, fur.
thermore; artreitinned'Ih the following SeetiOnllini ilia language prOblem, it is -,
e(nsidered absolutely necessary to secure for the pupils contact with
Greeniandlc.spesking teachers from their first day at school, It has been Ws-
cussed whether it 'might by *possible to arrange for training' of
Greeniandic-speaking tutors as a supplement to the teachers' training proper.
Such training would plainly differ from the ordinary teachers' training by being
less exacting and less extensive.

Various decisive factors may justify the employment of such tutors, with
only, a few mentioned here: ."

1. 'The Increased demand during the years to come.for Greenlandic.speaking
teachers,

2.- The necessity for a reduction of the pupils' difficulties maximal when
they start school, at which time many pipas have a very limited Green.
landic pray bulary and a narrow butioolc.'

3, Thee6Hire to facilitate the cooperation,between school !Ind home, which
will only be possible if's greater number of Greeniandic-speaking teachers

.are engaged.
4. A regular training of tutors in order to, avoid increasing employment of

,unqualitled persons.

The Danish Teachers' Training Act of 1966 maintains a standard training
-'4or all primary school leachers In Denmark, but in other countries many primary

seholols etnplOy teachers'at varying standard of training.
AltOough 11.1s, in .many ways, an advantage that all the teachers in the

"twirnaiy,,sthool have received the same training, still, svIth the background of the
diMcultiei already mentioned, it must be considered fully justifiable to use
bilingual assistance In the 'school Ili Greenland: It la, however, important to
establish the rad that these assistants are not real teachers but only tutors who
are,qualified to undertake a number of limited tasks in the school.

The proposal for arranging .a training course for tutors was dealt with by
the Provincial Coundl for Greenland in the month of May, 1969. The Council
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accepted the idea, and the further planning of a new tralhing system, if any, will
probably be left to the Minister for Greenland, itho, besides considering the
salary and promotion problems of the tutors, will also try to arrange for training T

on the basis of a number of fimdamental principles already discussed.
The training of tutors shall comprise theory as well as teaching practice,

and it is estimated that the training esti be finished In the course of one to two
years. Instiuction will be' given at the Teschers',Training College of Greenland
where there will be teachers qualified for this task. 4 I N ',

1f such tutor arrangement, Is to be successful, a Clear and reasonable salary
systein must be established. Furthermore, the possibilities of further training and

-1_, promotion must be elucidated, bu t at the same time it should be emphasized
:.,.'°- that a _tutor cars never be appOin d teaeher ivithput going through a teachers'

training college. The idea Is that each, tutor shall be attached to one or more
fully trained teachers whereby nOmber of pedagogic teams will be formed -.

,,sehich; under the leadership of a fully trained teacher, will be able to undertake
_ educational tasks.'

It may' be difficult to arrange fora training system for tutor's as it is all
innovation which is unknown in the 'Danish school system; however, it is
generally' held that such a Arainitig :system day provide the school In Greenland

, witkvaluable ft members:The result may be that the few,fully trained,
bilingual teach is may be put tp better use thin they are now,. and that the: -

children will,- a greater extent, benefit from the instruction given' by the--:
Danlshspeaking teachers 'and, on the long view, fewer teachers will have to be
sent from Denmark. i . , . . . .

. As regards the placing of the subject Oreenlandic a,good deal of discussion .' ' '-
'went on prior to the passing of the 1967 Act which provides as foliovis:

After a parents' meeting has been held, the local School Board shall,
with due regard to the necessary. teaching staff able to teach the _
subject Greenlandic being available at the school In question, submit -
to the Board of Education to what extent Greenlandic shall be ""
taught at the school in question in the first and second school years,
or whether the teachingie this subject should be, postponed till the
.beginning of the third school year.

By this formulation it Is, among other things, acknowledged that the
number of Greenlandic- speaking teachers is insufficient to cover the demand. In
view of this situation the school In Greenland must, to rather a great extent, tie -.

',--- expected to be based on teaching in Danish in the future. Greenlandic as well as
Danish trincluded in the timetable, and both languages are, at the sense time, -
languages of instruction, but thayducation Act does not fix in, hat proportion
the.twP languages are to be used. . > ' ,

--, The reason the language of Instruction was not laid down in the AZt itself
Is that, at the drafting of the Bill,. it wag fealized,that the Greeplandic school

' system would be short of Greenlandlc-speaking teachersand that consequently,
every teactret must necessarily use in practice.the language he masters. Only less
than ten percent of the teaching staff master Greenlandic /Danish sd well that
they are able to teach In either language without difficulty. .

1.
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The Education Act of 1967 has not yet been followed up by a curricWurn
'fixing, the number of lessons to be given to the pupils in the individual subjects.
However, it he present time a Syllabus Commission, arranged by" the Minister.
for Greenland Is'worhirig on a new syllabus.

Since 1061. the educationai work has- been perfornwd according to it pro.
visional timetable adapted to the socalled 'Experimental Edueation', according

which. it is possible to postpone they teaching of Oreeniandiu until the third
school year an arrangement which, by and large, was legalized by the Education;
Act of 1967,

According to the timetable'about eleVen percent of the lesions must nee-
Warily be in Greinian,die, which demands a Native teacher isl'considering the

we
conditions -- Including the lack of Instruction courses for the teachers'

we cannot expect Any_ Danish teacher to acquire so great a knowledge, of Green-
'iodic that he is able to teach this subject.
- _ -- The ,Mintstry For Greenland has made estimate of the distribution of _.,

_- teachers in the_towrr schools in 1970, with_ 86 Natives, 668 nonNatives making a
total of t)4,4 teachers, thirteen percept of whom are Natives.

.

this percen($ge Is related to the Oaten percent lessons
.

s In Greet), ;
landle;4the situation is serious. In the longrun, nobody can be Interested In a
development relegating the fully trained Native teachers to teach the subject of
Greeniandie 'only, not least because, apart from the subject of Greenlandic, there
is a great need for Greenlandic- speaking teachers foriessons in religious knowl-
v(igif and orientation In the lower grades as it is now rear that the benefit'_
derived by the pupils from the teaching of these-subjects Is very small beCause-
they have insufficient knowledge of Danish. Thus, the subject cannot be taught,
even a 'cording to-the timetable mentioned, which gives the Greenlandic lan-
guage the weakest placfhg, so far as is known, within the educational system.

As will be seen foim the figures in the prognosis as well as from the 41*

timetable mentioned, the school is today In the situation that the greater part of
the teaching-War be in the hands of .Danish-speaking teachersAs, however,

fkittly ..tery-fate pupils of any, year have the proper qualifications for under.
atanding even a little Danish, they situation is very serious. Not only is a con.
-siderable part of the instructions hampered by communication difficulties be
'tweet.% pupils and teachers, but furthermore the Danish teachers will have a'
professional backvound based on experiences and ideas alien to the,Native
pupils.. . s

. The newly engaged banish teachers.take, a. three.week course before they
leave for Greenland. This brief course is quite Insufficient for the teachers to
acquire even a moderate knowledge of Greenlandic. Teachers may get Insittie
How in Oreeniandic during their employment in Greenland provided that cepa

. Me instructors ire available. Teachers working at small schools vilth hO other
Danish-speaking persons than-the Native teacher may be lucky enough to pick
up the- language at an early time, whereas teachers in towns with many,

-Danish-speaking people will hardly manage to.learn the language. It is evident-'_
that the teaching Isextremely difficult for the Danish` teacher placed In situ--
ations In whleh his own mother tongue is a foreign huiguagelind in which his job
Is to teach the pupils such foreign language without really having the possibility,
of using the pupils',own language as his tool. _

t
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The distribution of teachers during the past will be seen from the below
table:
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As already mentioned, the Education Act provides the possibility for all
gifted pupils wanting to do so to finish their schooling by gointin for the, Lower
Secrotibv exisininattoa (0evel) or the Oovernmentcontrolled.ninth or tenth

de t tf, wilich ariidentical with the corresponding Danish examinations. In a
de during the sitting inthe Summer of 1965 The.Provincial Council

hermore expressed as its opinion that ,thi population support
anishlapguige in schOol curriculums as the following state-

of
the.
tont

= _ _

r-

'the target in the endeavours iOProcure a new Education Act was.to
4ind the ways and means to give' to the young people In Greenland

e` an overall schooling that will give the best possible basis for further
educallcin whether such further education will be given -in con::
Iinuation of

has
schooling or not until some later time:The teaching

of Danish has got so prominent a place in the proposal on the
assumption that' almost any kind of education must essentially be
based on Danish teaching, Danish *Onkel literature, and Danish
histitutes -of education. The &Cm is to enable thertsingterterations
Greenland to choose a training iliirimensurate with their gifts and
interests without being hampered In their choice by, language con-
sideration. -

It is now left to the 'responsible educationists to arrange instructions)cort.,
..espcinding to the pulls, gifts and aptitudes, and the same time aiming at the

stet'ed objective.
Any curriculum Intended to cover so comprehensive an obligation must

-necessarily be a compromise. When the language qualifications of the pupils are
taken into consideration together with the fact that the Native pupils must,
during the whole-of theirschooling, be taught one subject more than the Danish
pupils of the same age, it is evident that a line has been Laid demanding greater
efforts on the part of the pupils that they may:reasonably be expected to
manage. Especially their first period of schooling will present serious problems.

The fact that there are two official languages in Greenland, in which every
citizen in the country may, according to inclination, necessity or capability,
express himself, give to the day - today eduCational work in Greenland a problem
that may often 'overshadow the administrative as well as the educational pro.
Meths it hand. .

This searching-for new ways first led to the .A.B School System'. However,
after a few yearn it was found that, at a very early time, pupils were sorted into
two' groups. But the 'A.B' arrangement brought one-more fact borne to the
educationists, barnely that it is impossible for the pupils concurrently to learn
two languages so widely different as Oteenlandic and Danish from the beginning'
Of _their schooling. Furthermore, it is generally that, according to ex-
perience, it is easier for the pupils to learn to read Danish thattGraenlandic.

When it was taken into consideration that the greater Olt +Attie tenetiera-
in -the 'School in Greenland work best , when using Danish, it was natural to
change the basis of the edlicational work. In the period from 1958 to' 1988 it
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. was attempted, in most town schools, to intensify the teaching of Danish from'- -r
the ve0,beginning, the teaching of Greenlandic proper being, at the same time, .

.postpo tit the third. schbol year. The experience gained from these.so.
called cpntributed to,tbe formulation of the completely

_.,new legal bads 6.4p ,Ilie'leducational Ati-of 1967.
It goes wdthOtil hpenormous'increase in the number of school

Ahildren and tr0 very co e shift,Of the population from the settlements
to the' towns create 'problems lit' connecAbn with procuring the necessary franie..
Work for the school: Endeavours to-lhiprove the educational'standield are Intel-
IA* )lampered by the insufficient number of classrooms and rooms for special

_ isubjeets. In order to Cover this demand as soon as possible It has, at Many Olsen,-
been 'necessary-to make shift with temporary buildings which could be_ quickly. Unfortunately, the provision of rooms for special subjects has, for
*eve years, yielded to the provision,of ordinary 'classrooms.,The- failure. to
exte d the schools must be seen in the background of the great demand for
Inv ments in many other fields especially in the housing sector. SO.failthe
framework of the,sehool hai not been able to accommodate the rather aucden
and very great accession to the voluntary eighth and ninth grades. In 1968.69
ebb* dxty.fite percent', of young people of fourteen to fifteen years of age
attended the eighth grade and a great-number-16e ninth grade. .- _

In order to avoid toning away young people wanting schooling after' the
ornpulsory.school a as, therefore, been necessary to send a great number
of is group AO Danish continuation echools:,,ThelePlis are WAY' Piked in
large groups at, special sehoots run by the Ministry for Greenland, partly in
ftro4Ps of twenty to forty together with Danish pupils, and partly sir* or 10
PAW among Danisb pupils. The placing depends on the knowledge of Danish of.

-the; individual pupils. Frthermore, 180 pupils at the age of twelve are sent to
Denmark every year for one year's schnbling with a viewlo entering the Lower
Seccindary School- in .Greenland. Private Iddgings with Danish families are pro.
vided for these pupils,

School building activities in Greenland go on. About forty classrooms are
erected every year, and the building activities planned foithe period up to 3972
are so extensive that we are justified.in hoping that it will then be possible to
ark,ange for instruction in Greenland for the greater part of the pupils in the
igtrth and ninth grades. In the major towns, the construction of schools is -

dually attaining a standard meeting the requirements for effective teaching.
Al the small educational centers the classroom erohletn is solved by the erection
,ot the' aocalled school. chapels buildings used for educational activities as well
as for diVine services.

Ill. Levels of Attainment Education Material
al In spite of the Improved educational standard, especially in the towns, the
results obtained in general are still below the results obtained by pupils on the

!--same-age level in Denmark. Incidentally the standard differs greatly from place
to place and from subject to subject. Results obtained will also vary from year to _

year. The reasons for these rather considerable variations may be found In the
nature of the educational material, the standard IA the classrooms, the frequent
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changing of teachers, the uneven distribution of, Greeniandic-speaking and
Danisit.apeaking teachers, and, in some towns, the great nunlber of new arrivals
from the settlements wittthighly varying qualifications. Furthermore, the nature .

of the educational background in the smaller or bigger towns affects the results
obtained.-Persistint efforts are being made to raise the educational standard to .
such a level that the road will ',be paved toward further education. it must- be
realised, hoWeve4 that 'the chil4en 'we are working with'have special cultural
and environmental backgrounds...

An investigation of the current Syllabus canted through in the autumn of.
1988 shows without indicating thegeby that a comparison with the levels of
attainment of the Danish school children is reasonable or desirable tiutt for
lingulitic reasons and due to teaching staff problems, pupils in Greenland are
somewhat retarded. .

It appears from the investigation that the fourth and fifth grade pupils
must, in general, be said to be one year behind in Danish compared with Danish
pupils of the same age, whereas the difference at the end of the seventh grade is
given as one-ancahaif to two years. in this instance,, it is only a question of,
ordinary attainments, such as reading and spelling techniques, whereas the Inx
vestigation says nothing-about the pupils' ability to understand the foreign Ian.
guage, Danish, and to use it themselves orally and in writing. As to the lasmen
honed point, it is generally agreed by teachers that the difference in the levels of
attainment Is considerable. , -

In respect to the subject of arithmetid th syllabus coinmision has, on the
background of the investigation, stated as folldws:

When a comparison is made of how farthe individual classes have got
in the textbook systems (Danish systems) used, it is seen that already
in the first grade the pupils are somewhat retarded; but presumably
no more than it may be assumed that a great number of thedasses
tested have got` through the syllabus. a
The said retardktion Is transferred, to the second grade, presumably
because of the assumption' hat the book must be read garefully be.
fore the next oneis introduced, whereby the retardation is increased.

Furthermore, it plainly appears that there are great problems in connection
with 'text' problems. It Is, however, impossible to decide summarily whether the
problems are of a purely arithmetical nature or whether, also ID this case, the
language elernent li a contributory cause of the pdor results, .although an .

Investigation made in 1963 seems-to indicate that the norrn is lower within the
area of arithmetical problems where the language plays no important part. These
obserVations apply to an increasing extent from the third grade upwards. The,
greater part of the Sixth grades get no further than into the fifth grade arithmetic
book

Several of the problems of the lower levels (compared with that of the =

corresponding classes In Denmark) have been dealt with in this paper; for:-
instance the teaching staff situation, .the language, and the classrooms, and .

therefore it will suffice to add a few,cOmments on the situation concerning the -.

educatignal material used in the schools.
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It must be pointed out that, due to the above-mentioned difficulties, the
book must be considered, and actually placid, as the backbone of the

't educational work in Greenland. Textbooks written especiallyifor the School in
Greenland must, as far as the method is concerned, be much more firmly worked
out than it is usually found neceuaryjand the contents must, in particular, take
into consideration the pupils' conceptions and qualifications on the whole:At a
result, it has been found necessary to establish' a special publishing undertaking.

Since- 1963 'the Ministry for Greenland has Intensified the publishing of
'textbooks written esPetially for the schools In Greenland by teachers

experienced in the day:today educational work. In the period from 1963 to
1968 about 100 textbooks hare been published.

Part of the material is, pedagogically and technically, of a high 'value,
Which may be proved by the fact that several of the textbOoks have been

-.introduced Into the primary school In 'Denmark. Another part of the material
mast be characteriud as usable, from the point of view that no better textbooks
are arallable and that the use, of ordinary publications from the Danish ,

.publishers cannot, be used verbatim for linguistic, conception , and
,environmental reasons. <

The curriculum investigation, carried through In the autumn f 1968
resulted, among other things, in information about educational Activities,
working Methods, and, textbooks. Prom the results of the investigation it will be

'seen that therels still a great Ansatisfied need for suitablematerial. Thus, it is
established that the ordinary education hicks:
A. A modem Ghtenlandic reader system.
B.. A modem Greeniandic writing system.
O. Material in Greeniandle for object_ lessons and the initial aching of

(orlintation'.* .

D. An arithmetic book system for.the primary school.
B.- Books for all 'orientation' ilubfects.
R. AdvanCed Danish readers.. -

, But In spite of this shortage of material it must, however,- be
said that this is a field of rapid development. Several energetic, bilingual
Danish-speaking teachers are deeply engeW., in the working out of educational
material.

The Ministry hat been in a position to furnish all the schools in Greenland
- *Ith AV material, such as film projectorsi slide projectors and tape recorders,
and, furthermore, electric aggregates have been bought so it is now possible for
the schools In the settlements to,introduce AV material into the instruction. In
the three towns of Bgedesminde, Godthaab, and JWianehaab, AAq language
laboratories have been established. This, situation regarding AV material may be.
characterized as favorable:* Until now, fipwever, no AV material hal been
produced that is espedally adapted to the school In Greenland, apart from slew
series of slides for the teaching of.'orientation'.

Orientation subjects are: history, geography, biology, and, in the upper grades,.
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IV. The Education Act of 196'1
Today. the total number of schoolchildren is about 9,000 vrhi is in re

than double the number in 1952,
In an attempt at adapting the school tb the enormous deve pmen in

society in the course of the first fifteen years after the reform, the inist for
Greenland, together With the educational authorities In Greenitri drew p a :-
new Education Act, which came into effect in May 1067. The Educatio
valid in Denmark formed the basis thereof, but at the same time the Ac was
adapted to the special conditions in Greenland. Keeping in view the ate
complex of problems In-Greenland the legislators have, through the Act,t ed to
create the possibility of developing the whote educational sector in th Most-
-expedient manner.

This brought shout. the framework act on the basis of whiCh we are
working today. The problems surrounding the school In Greenland ere not
solved by the paning of the 1967 Act, but- it should be borne in thind that thii-
framework will not prevent any experiments by the trial and error me od.

It should be 'mentioned that we are about to, build up a school chology.
institution' in Greenland, Including, among other things, arunging or special
education. Two years ago, the Minister for Greenland set up a ttee in
Copenhagen t o deal with. special education, and a report- is ex led to be.
published in the beginning of 1970. Furthermore, the engagin of advisory
bfficers for individual subjects is contemplated.

These endeavors, together with those described previous] , such as the
working out of new educational plans including curricula d educational .
instructions, publishing actlyitisk the Introduction of AV aids, more extensive
schooling of DanishspeakM teachers, and an intend ed training of
Greeniandic-speaking teachers, show in broad outline an e ucational
deliberately directed towards the future.

Education in Greenland remains'in the hands of the rd of blucatlon,
who members are the Governor of Greenland (chairnian , the Rural Dean of
Gree d and the Director of Education, who is respo bli for the direction
of the educational system. Furthermore, ttiere are two members elected by the
Provincial Council and one representative elected by the Joint Teachers' Council
who attend the Board meetings the latter, however, with no right of voting.

For each education center two representatives of the parents are elected.
In each educational district there is an Education,Committee consisting of the
school inspector, tbe minister, the district member ttf the Provincial Council, the
chairman of the 15 .1 council and three other members elected by the local
council from among the loial popUlation two'-',..of these _being parents'
representatives. The Committee elgets its own chairman.

The following comments supplement the diagram of the schooi, structure:
1: The Ace offers the possibility of establishing Nursery School Classes at,

schools with the neck _nary staff of teachers andclassrooms.
2. After the fifth grade the classes may continue, divided oi undivided.
3. Pupils in the eighth, ninth and tenth grades have, besides the obligatory
s curriculum, the option of subjects in which the InstruCtion may,-aMortg

other things, aim at training in special Greenland.tiades.
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.4. The Lower Secondary examination (0Ievei) fa Identical with the Danish'
examination, hiving thesame standards and requirementi.

6. The First Side aims at trade and industry whereas the Second Side alms at
continued studies."

B. In, the various sectors of the school the same subjects .are taught as in
Denmark, plus, 6f course, Greenranilic.

I . e

One of the very difficult' pedagoggal fields in the dastto-day work in the
schools in. Greenlend is the teaching of the .foreign tan e, Danish, where a
Danish, teacher,must give Instrlittlop to a class of children with whom he cannot
talk in his own language.

The first thingtobsened by most Danish teachers 1 nVreeniand Es that, in
fact, their mother tongue consists of two irdePendent languages, tamely, the '
whole COmplex of the spoken lingunge silth everything- belonging to it,
vicabulary, set phrases,' idioms, linguistic patterns,:accepted ir_regularittet and
special pronunciallorisSecondly comes the written 'language, 'which;oreourse,
mores mainly along the same lines ps the spoken language but Is governed by
other and narrower rules. Whereaithe former language induces people to fake an
ac4Ive part in'sailous sltriationi. the letter is, as a rute, only used to describe such
00064, in >l manner that is' more cautious and'reserved than the rather hasty,:
spoken language.. 0 ,

When, fat the. first tiine, a teacher experientes his own language 'front
Outside,' it may be rather overwhelming to perceive the distance between the'
spoken language and the literary, written language the pupils are. required to
learn even though the teacher.hirnself may not use it consistently when giving
his instructioneVerbally. , 4

And in this very field, the teaching of Danish, the school has been guilty of
a number of mistakes in Greenland. When feeling uncertain about the procedure,
most teachers Wili,85 a rule, tling to the methodical firmness-supposed

t. found in' the textbooks available, in this f4S4 the Danish readers In particular,
But in Greenland it appears 'that it is the normal Danish readers that have
contributed towards, creating 'cloktr ,Danish language,. which, to many
children, was something they concerned titemselves with only during the lessons
in Danish and only.in the form of questions and answers directly referrIng to the
textbookbut which, apart from the work in the classiOnnliWaS of no re/evanee

duling`thebreaks.otital0The school, or at home.
'The book language has. put its stamp upon the teaching methods*to such a

degfee that, at most places, conversation and subjects like biology, history, and
geography are rare occurrencis.-The refOre, it has been necessary, at least at the
elementary stag#, to drop Danish textbooks which are otherwise excellent books
in many respects., And then the teachers must, locally and to the best of their

try to create something usable.
At the:present time the Ministry-for Greenland publislies riew=orient

Danistr edueational material under the title,`Aly Danish Render. The basic point
of this system es, first and (merest, deliberately to emphasize the'spoken
language, whereas the reading language comes second, and the written tan
third.
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number of "typical social situations, it ern Lakin :Place Wen:surroundings. These selected situittioA th ntargedarpon and repeated
cUiferent ways severe1.41mes in the course of the first tsfleischool years, both in
itoken languagei and In the form of texts for reading. For, y.4flits not only".
question of learning the words and sentences;,they should become Auto/ruffle
before the pupils cad use them with any degree of certainty.. Y

The first material is a cer of pictures fdr*objeck lessom-`consistIng of
eighty0x big, richly coloured. figrures, all of them repre g quite
unambiguous concepts. There Is a family: tether and mother anti ehiptiiii,
their house, car, Jsoat, domestic animals. The figures are seen lit nitir ,alfferen '
situations. They are standing, walking, running, sitting, and lying down, ind

s rather a simple jog to eombine the figures with`several other figures to fqrm
Oared situations. ..

When the boy Ole Is read( to attend school, the teacher just takes the.
walking Ole-figure, is i utchel into his hand; places.tains on the road, and

-places the school blsilding at the end of. the winding f6ad: The figures are
fastened by, means of small !buns' on to a big flannelgraph, a regular piece of -_
equipment in the classroom, and by using these few,figures the teacher has a
good starting point fora conversation which et this simple stage -7 will be both
engaging and exciting: Thus, the initial teaching IS kept far away from textbooks
and reading exercises,

The pupils' material consists of kariations of the teacher's flannelgiiiW o

Nu*. Some orthe materiels consists of big reproductions; which the pupils,
themselves are to colour, cut out, and -stick Into an exercise book, and with
-view to checking the understanding there is a set of punehed out figures for each
pupil, , ;,"can you show me the shop?I'Sks the teacher, and all the children
Immediately hold hithe figure ofile red shop. Any ulieeriaintlY Is easily -.-discovered: (he children`emay took sideways at the neighbours, or they_ may,-.
simply sho*Ahe teal, the razor-bill or some other wrong figure.

While, at the beginning, as already Mentioned, the teachers work with
simple words and concepts, which ate then combined to whole sentences, the
next step will be to provide the pupils with a pointer Walt contalping pictures
showing More, complicated situations. H ere the purpose is the exact op te,
namely, to find thedetaits in the-big picture then tell about, them.

This "talking picture book" likewise contains the first material fot resdi.
exercises, which .is artahged in such a way that the pupils are working all the .
time with well-known thIngs.,The spokenlapgUage background Is now Inorder
and the pupils can start reading; but Mill, only one thingls-letIrned ata time: -

The subsequent reading material Is naturally tether like the' ordinary,
well -knoem eels ters. But everywhere the interplay between the talking and reading

_ functions Is plainly emphasized. And It Is an absolute condition that the pupils
will-only read materiarwhIch the-teacher and the pupil have-been-able to-talk---."
about In advance. As, at .the same time, there are far-reaching considerationifor-
readihg technique in the Arrangement of the text; a great part of the spoken
language does not aPpeor at 'all, simply bectuse the'words are too difficult to .
read. Consequently, the pupils at the elementary stage are able to ray a goad
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'deal more than they can read'and this is,the proper path to normal teaching a it
Is known hi Denmark.

cif :banish Iticidit covers, so far, the first three school years only, but the
`material tor, the folicrWing textbooks is being worked out, with., further
motivation, for speaking Danish.. Again thok idea is deliberately .to disengage
oneself from the somewhat artificial working methodwhich the material might
laidu're the teacher tkuse,,111.thif special /Won. It will instead be necessary to

-14040 a great extent the range of possibi redly the modern AV aids. So-

qtr, economic-considerations haicheld back the ucation authorities, but to a
:dertilln extent the tiew EdubstIon Mt has made it possible to use Whet and More
Modern mellvds In the work towards the objective: a .).0Ner secondary
examination (Weill) or a ninth or tenth grade test with.the same contents and
on the same levetas In Dentark.. Considering :the. fact that the pupils in Greenland have, throughout OW
schnolingv one subjeg More than the pupils' In Denmark, It it quite obvious that -
thit)ictioollOquittrto assist them and to take shortcuts wherever possible.

%Ahead ot,ingliis an experimental period of absorbing Interest; in which the
ISO-stabilities-dr-'the variouselds are to be tested and adapted for special use In the _

Ke.cfreenland. Above all, pictorial material in large quantities Will be
producd,' from pictures for object Seasons to slides,- videotapes, endless,-

and sound films. Furthermoie; sound programmeaon many levels will be
hied in the school radio, on tape resVders in the blassroom, or In the language'
alyciratnry. -

, -

The demand for a 'school TV Willi special programmes broadcast In the
indlifidttal schools In' closed circuits beccmes increasingly urge t. Only when .
1rt introduced 'In Greenland will the school authorities be' a e to open up the:

;, windoilthrearnest to the modem world, giving the hppirlses d Ole background
. information that are so 'necessary it there Is any hope of the re] of the leaving

classes corresponding in ail ways to the level of the dusting classes In
Denmark.

transition period, the instruction in practical sidij is being giveniO
t terit'rria possible by the number of rooms available. n the Special sealing

viiyo lop is, given in 'sealing practike'. Fir the boys this comprises the
construction OW ordinary sealing tackle and kayak paddling, while the girls ,
are to 't skin' dressing and sewing. Instruction the subjects attached to the
stalk-4 trede:1i; first and foretnost, even to:steate an intereslin the trade; it Is
atilt considered highly important that the family undertake to train the young
people in sealing and Skin dressing in the proPerway.

, OccdpatIonallyithe country may be divided into three regions, namely,
theSeiding District' Comprising the most northerly part of Greenland and East
Greenland; the Fishing District comprising the central ,part of West Greenland, -

k and the Sheep-breeding' District In the' southern part of the country. This
-)pteupatIonal-divIstottInto-threctutanvriutkettttitt telt- ttrireettal1vdegree

the e-school work. The largest settlement, are found In the fishing district' and
It his been possible to enlarge the,schools, eThile this has been impossible at

the' small places in/the sealing district. In the sheepbreeding district regular;
instruction can hardly be arranged in the very small, out-ofthewy settlements)

;.'1"
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. The educational requirements In. the fishing district differ little from those
'known In Denmark. 'The educational,requirentenis, for the group that will live as
primitive sealers may, of Course, be Met locally, but the part of the population in
the sealing as well as the sheep-breeding districts that will later nilgiati40 the
bigger town's, has a natural claim far, booklearning. it is difficult Ao find'
qualified GreentandspeakIng teachers for the small places. Therefore, it is often
necessary to use local,titors with no training, apart' from what they learned in
the primary sch . A`ofite of tlie.places are so Intuit that they do not haft) even a
building where teaching can take place. in the iheepbreeding distritt the
children live in boardingschoels, some in a few settlements, and some in the
nearest larger town.

,Through many years It has been a tradition in Greenland to place the pupils for
further education in boarding 'schools. The boarding schoo)s, -housing totally
about 550 children, have been concentrated in the towns of Jullanehaib,
Godthaab, and Egedesminde. Besides, smaller homes for pupils have been bully

forIn the other towns fo children from the dtstrici..The Education Act pr vides
,that hi each educational district It must, be, possible for the pupils to continue:
their *hooting- not later than from the end of the fifth grade, at one or more

. central schools, to which hames for pupils are attached Tht i means- that More
homes for pupils must be 'built at the highest rate lermitted by lhe
appropriations -and the technical apparatus. --

V. VoCa,tIonal 'Education-After-the Conipuisory-Seheol Age-

A good'basle education. is necessary for the young 'people if ihiy,are to 4
succeed In carrying through their vocational training. As already rtienticmett
demand' for ivell.trained pea* is being felt In, the developing community. Such
demand 'exists In the free' trades; iti the fishing industry, among the artisans, in
offices and busineas,ind in undertakings_ requiring higher education. .

The Danish. apprenticeship system was , put into force In Greenland in-
,- 1963. The training of apprentices takes place first and foremost in the Wood and

metal trades and in the office and business lines. Incidentally, the differentiation
-of the training hi the.vartous trades, mainly depends on the extent .,to which
qualified and recognized employers ciuvbefouridfor the apprentices. Tvades'of a
more special nature must be learned in Denmark. .

i,Considering the Investment activitiesifi'Greenlatid during these years with,
the extensive Use of labor from Denmark, theneed for the traditional artiiiin's_
training will still be pronounced. Since' 1961 ,there his been a provisional
vocational school for artisans at Godthaab. Immediately before the Introduction
of the apprenticeship sy4m,- courses were arranged for semiskilled artisans and
office 'clerk's; the partielpants' passing the Nounteytnan's,test" for the artisans
and the "shop and office assistants' examination" for the clerks and shop
assistants, whereby the"status of this group of skilled workers was secured.,

Apprentices in the wood and metal trades are gathered in Godthaab froth
the whole of Greenland to. tend the basic preparatory school and twice during
their apprenticeship for theoretical instructioti rounded' off . with is

"journeyinan's test". Training of a more advanced nature for Instance. that Of
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atielectriden is started in Greenland and finished in Denmark. The same holds
true for shipwrights. ,

In 1969 a _central-voCational School, was finished it Godthaab for the
training of apprentices and for other vocational courses; The block of buildings
comprises a number of classr and workshoild, and a hostel housing abOut

Students will be attac d to- the schOol, About 1,000 apprentices and
-students are expected to an nd the school per year.

Business apprentices et their practical training in Greenland and finish
their theoretical educatiOn in nmark.

811,00059 there' his been's-,nautical school at Godthaab where (vestal and
home:trade ntsters,are trained, whereas no mate's, examination is held as yet in
'Greenland: The °siting, industry, is the most Important one in Greenland, -

Therefore, it-is of very grist importance that. as' mai* people is possible Ire,-
trained in seamanship. A-regular fishermen'i school has not yet been -established

1, In Greenland, but local -courses in- elementary practical and theoretical subjects
are held for fishermen. Increased eftdrti are to, be fOreSein In thiS field during
the next few years. -

These years a great-activity is, upon a whole, displayed In connection with
'courses for workers. Courses are arranged-in °feet-gond its, well as in
Denrriark,' We mention Courses for machine, drivers, courses In the use` Of
contractors' 'machines, courses for crane drivers, for workeri in thiibnililing
trade; fOr 4010 and :warehouse workers and for' foremen just to giVe
examples. _ -- "-- - =

- -There are several training ,possibilltoi-IfOr the young Os Greenland;
'Women are, to a great extent, represented on the shop and office staffs. Among
the special -training Cooties for women may -- mentioned the -trainIngbe
assistant nurse, and as children's nurse assistent.-At Julianehaab is found SchoOl

hottieWlves,', at the moment accomitOdpting_fifteen pubill,-and courses are
-arranged tor catering officer's-assistants. .

Under the Ant; possibilities have been opened up for the estsblishnient of
-,-evening -ache*, evetthig kigh-sehtiola,, courses, of lectures; and icontinuatten

recreation arrangements; and various kindi of- general education;
- including .course activities. The MlniStir for Greenland has authorized to

-

lay down provhdonal,regulations tot such activities.
X cud R4fiftlit4Oltir"litith !Scho,otaf* HoisteinsbOrg. is an independent

'.-institution and the` nly,sch4of ot.this Winn Greenland. it is run in the' ianie
way as the Danisliifolit high, schbols: Iiiitructien is given in ordinary school

'subjects,: the main stress being laid on history, civics/ and.mhat fails within the
concept of Greenland traditions trid_Greeniantit4itei-:'

After the new Education' Act came 'into' force with Its, provisions tor
-- evening classes arid out-oPschool education for -young .people, thia,kind of_

spare-timeedticatien has progressedconsiderably. The evening classes' comprise
-.4-subjects like Greeniandic, arithmetic,- foreign languages, sbciai subjetl,,

and practical subjects. Evening classes may be arranged In cooperation with the
local associations. Offering ari excellent opportunity for further educationi
evening daises cater to, people of more -than eighteen years: The youth schoor
has pupils in the age group of fourteen to eighteen. With.l'ortentation4_ for
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young people as starting point% the problems of the young people theniseives
dealt -with. Many pupils at the youth schdol come from the group of your*,
people already in training, supplementing at the youth school the education they

- are already receiving, The greater part of the pupils, however, are recruited from
the group that his had seven years of schoolingonly. Through the youth schools

_this group of young people get; an opportunity to go in for tests In a single
subject corresponding to the tests arranrd aftel. nine years' schooling.-This is a

. pew opportunity which probably will be made use otby a considerable number
, of young people,

. ,

-As will be seen from the foregoing, the differentiation in the education
given in Greenland must necessarily be limited. Apart from, the training -of
teachers, no further theoretical 'studies have been arianged.tti gifted yoUpg

;people., hoiiever, the road to all forms othighereclueation rs Open; It Is possible
to _be' eddeated, hi- Denmark in- the subjects not taught in Greenland. The
economic problenis have been solited by_the establishment of an advantage007
students' loan fund. After having, conchidect their apprenticeship in Greenland,

',Abe yOung people may apply bit further education at teehtilcal institutes-of
eduCatton and at advanced school of commerce; Trained nurses,=kindergarte0
teachers and the like are trainqd in Denmark.'The pupils 'qualified fot Higher'.
Secondary Schools or schools-1kb a similar level must go to Denmark, too.- The

; universities and other institutes of higher edueation are open to suffieleitly,
gifted and niaure students. *AcOrding-, to j,lia latest- statistics, about tWenty_
Youiirgeograrreyepating for ma-fritAB-on -examination and about-ten-we:
Studyintat, the universities; 7- -

_

-Ills a general experience 'that- the drop-out rate of the,young-
.
people

receiving a higher' education, n Denmark is rather high,,Sofar,lew Greenland*
,haiie' akin a University' degree.-It is in-itself very exacting for-aGreentand_-
:student" with .purely Greenland background to complete an education lb a -'

-.'foreign'---language, ',and to take the change of environment and -the *id
-` transplantation fiom Greenland to Denmark demands much' force of Chaticter.

' these factors undoubtedly contribute to the relatively high drop-out rate.. '
It.can be said In general that tie educational system in Greenland is quite

new: air& tka,t, heavy demands are Marie on the young people who are being
irainedlo attend expensive and complicated technical plants, The refortriathe
coMmunity. has been so rapidthat the educational sector has not been alde-to*

.keep pace. On this background it is encouraging to_ note that the authorities
empowered to make grants as well as people in general Clearly- realize the
.importatice of education in modern Greenland. By the choice of their career the
,Yoting people hive often proved that, their goal is a full and complete eduCation
although- they May sometimes find it difficult to etatuate their own capabilities
grid qualifications. Here the school and other agencies must belp,theni. Already
demands are made for most forfns of education to be on an equal footing with

-the eduiation in the rest of Den 0mLIZeitavereAstmlofeellappyilesausp_so._
many young people have been able to go throughtather complicated training -;
schemes, On the other hand, we must not be blind to the fact that quite

_ considerable demands are made upon the yOung people, considering theit kiclar
and linguistic qUalifleatIons. Theretbre, we also see some failures. OP the tang

,
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view, the objecthrt Must be as It Is,- but opinions may Vary on the road to be
followed and on the methods and means to be used. The debate must go on for
the elucidation of this very important question.

$

A

4,"
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.1.
Inez Boon Ulfsby,:t.

' -1
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Inez -Boob Ulsby acquired her insight' in the
educational needs of lops' as a' teacher in the
rinnmarh Distria of. Norway. In ihts capacity she
Initiated development of instruOlonal materials In the
Lapp 'ono*, Including the (that readers written to''
Lappish; It -4 with this background that M. Ulfsby
prepared the following material.

q
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Norwegian Cross -Cultural
Programs for Lapp Societies

pedagOgical situation in the Lapp-speaking districts of Norway gives
the ,Lapps two main problems, namely, what should the school teach and how -. -.
will the school achieve the most desirable results? -

1n:earlier times people did not, tiother so much about what children
learned in school. They mostly were content when the children were 'taught,
religion, and eventually got somepraotice'in reading, writing and arithmetic.
What really mattered for the,children's later practical life, was taught them by
their parents 4014 'Ike daily work' like farming, fishing, hunting,
reindeer-breeding.. . .

-Out, although the parents did not claim too much froni the schools, it Still
was,vetiz difficult to carry out satisfactorily the simple educational goals for the
°school. The school's language of instruction was Norwegian, a language which
neither parentsnor pupils understood.

The language problem Is old, and fora long time this problem has called
forth struggle. A historic map/ shows that between 1710 and 1870 there were ,

short°, periods with culturplchumaneness and good will on the' side of the
authorities. HOwever, froin41870 until the last, Wqdd War, the authorities tried , .
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to "Norwegianiie" the Lapps in a very harsh' way, and the Lappish langu,age was
absolutely forbidden in the school.

Lapp parents considered the school as an unnecessary evil According to
their opinion, the children learned next to nothing there. On the other hand the

, q_hi)dren did not get the opportunity, to learn the far more Important and useful
ttangs which their parents could have taught them inithe same time at home. _

Otter 'the' last World War, the central authMtles started to show more
interest 1k" education of- Lapp speaking children. The Northern part of
Noriir>y nn rk) was completely burnt down by the German army when
wit)itya, s K 944 in front vf the Red Army. Nothing was left behind, nor

.40,11.,te ' E, the same _time when the' rebuilding of schools started, the -
aut ni#e arrangenients for improving and 'extending the education o/
LappspeakIng children. It b typical of the-bad experience the Lapps hitherto
had experienced with the Norwegian school that many of them strongly opposed

,..-the extension of the period their children were to stay in school. They-were
convinced that it was a waste of time. Especially, among' those Lapps who -;
worked with the traditional reindeer husbandry, the opposition was very strong-
and lasted until recent times. They knew the children did not learn anything

'which could be used in reindeerehusbandry.,-They knew too that their phildren at
school Were under-achievers, much retarded compared with Norwegian speaking.,
children, so that, thiy, would not have any chance to compete on other - fields

'than that of reindeerbre/414- The school program was generally still presented
in Norwegian onlY,,and based on the needs and valuAof the Norvtegian cultural
and_social urban society.

However, from the year 1963 a great change of ihought took place, at first
with the iuthOritles, later with the Lapp population.. The most important feature .

of the attitudeof tl!e authorities was that they-recognized that it was impossible
for.hafmonic development and effective learning to-take place without being'

4, connected to Lapp language and culture. Of the same importance was the fact `
'that they were willing to take the practical consequence of this point of view. It
Was stated by law that the Lapp language Could be hitioduced at the *votary
school, both as a teaching language and as a subject. Also Lapp histWy and
culture was given a place in the curriculum. Financial dispositiont to'firealize all
this were made. From 1969 there will also be established a "gymnasium" within-- 4
the Lapp speaking distriet.with provision foiLapp language, history and culture,
The certificate from this "gyrniublum" will give-the-same competence as those_
from other "zininisia" in Norway do. Moreover, a speclarobilingual course
being planned at_ the teacher training seminar in Tromso, which 4s to prepare I
teachers for., their work inibilingual districts.

Howdo Lapps react to this new school policy? The important conver;14n
of the authorities was not greeted with Joy alone: At the same authorities have.
been doing their best through a hundred years; to convince the Lapps,that their
language and culture was worthless, that their tvitpp Identity was an undesirable
one, it was not quite sosimple for the Lapps to understand that it now suddenly-,
was all right to he a Lapp. Throughltany generations they had experienced that
being a Lapp, speaking Lapp, was Identical With defeat, poverty, contempt, Is
this new policy an honest one, they ask? Do they not ;want. us to underline our
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_ La%) identity. Just to keep us at the bottom of the table? The Lapps know that
the Lapp language does not pay in the national society.,

Slowly; however, mistrust and misunderstanding seem to be disappearing.
Among others the teachers have contributed to this by developing hn Intensive
informative activity e.g. about the advantages the use.of the mother tongue
'during the first school year N supposed to give for a more. effint teaching
during the whole 'school period. In 1967 the first Aperiment with teaching

`.:readingwriting and arithmetic through the mother tongue alone was started.
The Norwegian language sliss used only half an hour every day, and only for 1,

elen)entary oral exercises. very few of the parents dared to oppose the popular
,rz opinion, most of them letting their children participate in the egperiment. After

one year the experinient proved to be,successful. Today Many prirenta-stria Weir
children to classes where the mother tongue method Is used. (In some, districts
there is an '11 percent support). They, found. not only that their children
performed better than children did before them, but they alsO foUnd Out that
the children like to be at school and were really 'interested and engaged in what

going on lithe classroom.
1t isnot only the question of language which brings a change in the minds

of the people as to -their relation to the school. Especially important is the-
= ecOrion)e`situation In the local societies. The increase of the Lapp population is
-large: The average, age is tow, with 30 percent Under 15 'years: 70 percent work
within the primarY- occupations of agriculture, ,lumbering, fishing,

/reindeer-breeding. Their Income is the lowest In Norway. While the population
increases, the resources' theldready mentioned -OM* occupations are

*,4explolted to the maximum, Leaving the local society seems to be the only way,
r.;04,-. Until now 'few have left the local society, although shortage of morking
places exists, This should indicate that the social press outside the tool society
stilt is too strong for most of the Lapps. Therefore, people and authoritierare

; looking at the school as the main means of solving the economic problems. The
$thool's program .should primarily prepare- the pupil's fora living oirtstde' the
local society and should procure an education as general as possible.

A quite opposite view Is represented by the Lama, living- by
reindeerbreeding. Traditionally this group\triLapps has been quite independent
front) the press of the national society, because of their special way of living and
working, which forces them to stand On their own feet. It was also this group
which for-- a long time did not expect any benefit from school education,

:--lkfearrwhile they acknowledge that reindeer-breeding today cannot give a family a
reasonable living as long as it is dorre only in the traditional way. So far only a
little research on reindeer-breeding has been done in Norway, but no, modern
Ocalidnal training for reindeer-keepers has been established, So; also for-the

; group otrelndeer-breeders-the school should bring a solution, not by giving the
s children agveral education, but, on the contrary, by giving them* a uocottonai
trainin g Its -early as possible,- arid through- ANT 1571Marlly -preparing- them-fora

-Jiving Inside the lo cal 'society.
Wit obvious that the general technical Ad economical development of

Modern society has made The Lapps rkore aware o(,the importance and the
necessity of school education than they ever were or had to be before. Still one
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= can say that the attitude of the Lapps opposite the school Is antbf valent. Some
research 'on this subject was made by a Norwegian scholar, tliagister Anton
lloem:

The most general pre.roudition f9r any education is the the schoOl.
and the -children_ belong to the same culture. in the nationwide
society of Norway. home and school in general sharetiommeiti goals_
for the children's education. One will find that in the home and in
the school much the same methods are used to educate the children,
and motivation Is sought in accordance with the same,values and
norms. 'Thus education at home and. in school might be said to _

reinforce each Other. , . 4 ..-
,

...,

itoetn argues that- the reason one still finds, In spite of the sOedor!:
arrangements the school authorities have made, that Lapp pupils as a group are ..'
under-achlevers, seriously retarded, compared with the standards df- the-.

, . Rurriculum,-Is due to the fact that the school In Lappishaistricts belongsdb the
culture and social system of the nationwide society, while the home constitutes'
local Lapp communities with a varying, but generally low, degree otconneetiOn

-;to the nationwide society :. ,f-' . .. _ . . ,....

'The investments in special training for teachers, printi4 of
text-books and literature In Lappksh; introduction of = Lappish-
language ind culture as subjects are efforts to raise the efficiency of
teaching within the established system. They :veto( efforts to adapt

-..: the school to the particular needs and values of the Lappish soilety.,.2,
Therefore one wilt find different norms acid values inTheletidol and

-: the home, and different behavioral standards. 'In fact; the more-
4e. f ft dent' Wel-tint-4-4 he - reale r-iliserepaney-between ...goals-Of . 1.,--
education at home and in the school. This makes the - formAlev
education in unnecessarily difficult prooess, The main results are, i
cultural and social_ gap between the most successful pupils and toe
local 144P satiety, arta at barrier between losers and the nationwide

_ !society. .- 4

`..-- Par both pa" reithi and pupils sefiool education will-often mean making_ a

choice bMween the local and the national society. in most cases choosing the
national society will mean cutting the ties with thelocakso,clety.ln the oppoilte -..

case, will identification with the local society exclude from the'national society? :-
The contlusion might be that although parents and pupils, know they-,',

cannot 'manage without the school, and therefore show more inter* Init.thill---:
ever before, they at the same time feel that the school, as it is at the moment;
gives them new problems, not economically.but soclopsychologically.

_ ..
. . ..

HOEM, Anton (1968) Samer, shole og samfunn. TicIsskritr for; Samfo--n-_
- REFERENCE
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Ghiskiine Girdrd has- worked In northern education'
If through the General ''Branch* of New Quebec,

Government of Quebec. it is significant that
'ethicolionelproblints Identified at the Provincial level ;
in

r=;)

radaa soa:similar to natfogal or federal

ee
North. The

and dimension of leacher. described by
Girard have oNdout application for the entire North.
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Training of,
Native Teachers lin Quebec.

.1
ti

Until the sixties, the only goviriunentai presencein Northern Quebec was
that of the Federal Government, In 1962, following a survey of the situation,
the Government of Quebec decided to commit itself deeply and globally in its
Northern territory. with special respecito Eskimo end Indian Affairs In Ads
region. This sudden attention iti the Quebec gOvement to the northernmost
parts of its territory was no Iiilpht _connected with the recent discoVeries of

-., valuable natural resources in that area. To this selfish Interest was Joined a
sincere desire to help- the inhabitants' of this territory to, enjoy the same .

(00107400n of life as citizens in the southern, part of the province.
The plans were not so much to give the blatives material assistance since In _

fact their subsistince was already taken care of by welfare programs of the two
levels of government,. Federal and Provincial. Rather, it was necessary to
orientate, this nevi-government effort-to the preparation of these people already

r physiologically and psychologically 'adapted to the territory so that they could ;
eventually play a personal rote In its developenent. This training was essentially'
related to education and as Co be offered to the whole of the population,
young and adult. In other words, a special intellectual and technical development

4

$

*

.
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which wotA facilitate their idaptatioir to a new way of life and would permit
them eventually to have access to a larger preparation. .

Previous studies as well as the observation of the first "southern" teachers
-... sent, by the' Quebec Goivrnnrient and seconded in their Ktndeniartens by Eikinfo. i'- assIsiants, resulted in the following findings:

1. * Eskimo, children at ,the age of- five are capable of work denoting .a`i
sensorimotor and intellectual developmeet largely similar to that of

Isouthern children in the same age bracket; at eight years of age, however;,
i they were significantly behind southern children with respect. to..acqulted ,
'knowledge. ° - .

'Eskimo assistants are very patient, even-tempered, and attentive with
'children. \

3. Kskimo adults who quid be oriented towards positions of responsibility
must acceed to these levels before reaching the age of eighteen or nineteen,

. otherwise the great majority of-them will not terminate their studies.
4. To motivate learning in Eskimo society, the education systeni must respect,

the values of that society, incorporating some of them into the actual
mines of study. The school, in other words, must seek the` upiort and,
Ideally, the active participation in the educational process of both family
and community,

The Use of the Mother Tongue
The school is essentially the continuation 9f the (amity circle in so far as

education is concerned. Its rote is tolnake the child aware of his-environment
And give free course to his,expressiop.

For the 'child, language develops at the same tine as the frArnes of
his conceptual -thought and his first stnittures of- logical thinking;
even if langdage is not a sine qua non condition cif thought, it is its
precious auxiliary at different steps of its evolution:The sooner the
child can acqhire an easy manipulation of valid expression; the-

- sooner he iii be free tbenefit from the use of this precious toot' in
ail the fields of its social and intellectual adiptationY

s
To ask the child to learn a second language at this moment in his delopmeiit;
would be to limit him in the discovery of his personality and his milieu. would
also retard, if not prevent hilit from reaching mastery of verbal expression in his,
own language.

It is only by mastering his own language that he will be.able to acceed
surely and rapidly to new concepts,and forms of expression, even those with
which hit milieu is not familiar. There is great danger of upsetting.Ithe diental
development of children whose patterns of thought have been influenced since
thelr-earliest years by a linguistic system fundamentally diffeallt from those of
the Indo-European languages.

IL is similarly. unrealistic ,to expect adult Eskimosof a certain age, the
majority. f.whom have no formal schooling in the southern Canadian tradition,
to understand or make themselves understood properly in a second language.
Time spent in teaching either. French or English to those adults would be time
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wastea, especially in view of the extent of unfamiliar cultural conteareflectet
in both'of those foreign languages. 4'

.c
History and Methods of Training Eskimo Teachers in New Quebec',.

For the above reasons, it was decided 001,0 subjects In the first cycle
kindergarten, MIA' and second years would be taught In Eskimo. The language
of instruction, in the second cycle' l grade three to six woula be either French'
or English, with Eskimo retained in the kurricutuin as a subject .of study: Upon,
completion of their elementary course in grade six, students play register for the /
third and final °cycle of the regular; noithern school system at the Regional
School of Postedea1.8.ieine, where studies include,acadelnic Subjects as 'Ardis
accelerated vocational options: The courses in this cycle are so designed to
'meet entrance requirements of southern school systems for students whoyilsh to
continue their education in other parts of the proiince.

in the'beginning, however, before the present system was established, the
need for Native teacher assistants had to be met locally on an ad-hoc basis by
hifing young people who had at least some formal schooling the Federal
Government systeth. In most Villages of New Quebec, federal day schools ,did .not
exist before the fifties, so that very few of the prospective teacher assistants.had
even the equivalent of a regular southern grade seven. Nevertheless, the principle
of teaching in Eskimo could:brook no compromise, and. Native assistants were
consequently.chpsen totally for the beginning classes it Fort Chimo (populatiqn`
of 600 Eskimos), Wakeham (180), and Ivujivik (110).

The criteria used for selecting assistants were asfollows:
I. Aptitude for, and interest in, teaching
2. Persbnal presence and attentiveness to the child
3. Ability to communicate with children
4. Knowledge of the candidate's own Milieu and culture
5. Possession of the academic knoivledge necessary for teaching in She lower

grades.
Obviously, the candidates met those criteria In varying degrees. Those

selected then served a kited of apprenticeship In the actual classroom with the
southern teachers wh'oni they assisted. At .he, end of each day's teaching,
assistant and teacher reviewed together the day's problems and tried to find-

. ways to solve them in preparing the work for the following day. In the measure
of their aptitudes, the teacher assistants could come' to Assume almost.full
responsibility of their class and, after three years of 'service, ware given the
opportunity of going elsewhere to improve their personal education. This
opportunity has beciime a reality for one young man still in his teens who, after
working three years as a teacher assistant in the remote village of Ivujivik, ha$
been studying for the past year in Quebec city high school,

The:second phase in the' preparation of Native teachers took place in the
early part of 1967 at Wakeham, on HUdson Strait, where the existence of classes
in all three years of the first cycle made possible a teacher training course based

,on observation' and practical clasiworlf. The course was necessarily short because
of the urgent need for teacher, a4sitints, and also because of the students's
difficulties in doing intensive rirk in the same field over a long period of time.
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As proof of the positive results of this course, let us mentidn that five of the six
students ate presently engaged, as teacher assistants in various posts of New
Quebec.

The. training session in Wakeham was followed during the summer with
courses designed to permit the students to acquire new general and pedagogical
knowledge through an exchange of experiences 'with those who' were teaching
Alrepdy. This summer session is now an annual institution for all the teacher
assistants.

. Difficulties Inherent in the Da tiling of Native Teachers at Present Tim.
As preciously mentioned, we are still in the first stage of developing

educational programs and methods for Eskimo schools. In this'Phase, answers
must be found to a whole host of baslc qUestions arising from the confrontation
of two ethnic groups whose languages, mentalities, frames of reference,
socitNionornic traditions, and concepts of education are rcdically ,different.

our
if Eskimo,is used as' the language of instruction, the form and content of',

our educational, program belong to a culture" which is alien to the daily
*experience of traditions of the pupil's own community. What In effect has
happened is-that an educational system has been established in the North which
in essence differs from southern, systems only in so far as the language of.
instruction and teacher assistants are concerned.' It is therefore not surprising
that the Eskimo adults of New Quebec, inclUdirig the teacher assistants, do not
yet feel that the school is an integral part of their own community. This attitude
is translated by a lack of real interest in the, educational process,. on behalf of

. most adults, and a lack of initiative, of dynaMic involvement, on behalf Of many
teacher assistant's. There is an urgent need for young Eskimos willing to help set
the guidelines for educational, programs that would be valid in terms of both
traditional values and the needs of a community in rapid soc16-economic
evolution.

We are presently..attempting to find the best approach to many of the
above problems in the framework of a new teacher-training course which has
been in operation at Poste-de-laBaleine since last January. To.be admitted,
candidates must have the equivalent of at least a good grade six education. Some
of the present students have a little more. Training is provided in all the normal
academic subjecta and pedagogical skills the future teachers will need. All the
present student, teachers are -in their teens. The idea of beginning specialization
at such an early age is not ski much to train them for a well-paid prOfession later
on as to help them develop an intellectual maturity towards the italues of the.
two cultures in the. North in order that they may participate creatively and.
responsibly in the development of their own community. We must therefore
disregard any odious and meaningless comparisons with teacher training of
nonEskimos in the south. . .

The Eskimo Language and Standard Orthography
To our knowledge, no study has been made to determine at what Moment

of. his developm^nt an Eskimo may be said to master his own language, or to
what degree of perfection and precision he can aspire. We have nevertheless
noted that young people who have done their studies for a relatively long time in
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a foreign language have a limited and imprecise 'vocabulary in their' own.
Moreover, they are more or ress shy of comniunicating in their mother tongue.

- We must therefore inctlicate in our students-an awareness of lexical and
syntactical precision' in their own language. As future teachers, they must be
brought to see the role of language in the development of the child's intelligence

_ and conceptuarpatterns. They must understand its importance as an instrument
of group cohetiveriess, as a Means of expressing and cbnserving group values, as
an Indicators Of cultural change in the community; and of sensorimotor or
psychololgic,sil disturbances in the individttal. The obviOus prerequisite to such
Understanding Is a high degree of competence in, and sensitivity to, the teacher's
own language. The present generation of New' Quebec teenagers do not posses
their language to the necessary degree. The children' presently studying In the
primary classes of the Quebec government day schools will have a much greater
mastery of the. Eskimo language upon completion of their elementary course,
but until then, the most reliable guides as to the correctness of spoken and, if in

. syllabics, written Eskimo, are the more elderly adults in each community:
All language exercises in the training course are done In Standard

Orthography, a Phonemic system for writing Eskimo in Roman characters which
was .developed for use by' ,Eskimos In all parts of Canada by Mr. Raymond
Gagne, linguist with the fedeial Department of NOrthern Affairs and National
Resources. White avoiding the ambiguities of the syllabic form of writing,
Standard Octhography makes it possible to write 'in EsklmO on an ordinary
typewriter keyboard, thus giving Eskimo students access to regular Comiral
courses. Since very little literature or pedagogical material exists at time
in the new orthography, students are encouraged to use it rather.thartsyllabies in
writing formal compostions and personal letters. A considerable number of
stories written originally in syllabics by Mitiarjuk, a woman from Wakeham, on
Hudson Strait, have been transcribed into Standard Orthography, and it may be
expected' that reading material of all kinds will / be available in the new

=orthography within a few years.
General Knowledge

As mentioned earlier, our immediate goal is to form teachers for the irst
years of thnifimary course. Their training is naturally carried out in a cond
language, since obviously no texts pertaining to their specializatio exist In
Eskimo, While the study of the second. language must necessarily al attorrect
vocabulary and, gramrner, it must be eminently practical and av d all literary ,,
and stylistic pretensions. , i

We have observed that the students have many difficult s in mathematics.
Otte of the ,maln goals of their training must ,be to get em to reason the
underlying prInclples of mathematical situations, ra er than insisting of
developing skill in complex operatiorls a skill, m?reo er, which they normally'
have had the opportunity to acquire before enteri g teacher training. In effect, it
is necessary to, go thrOugri'the whole introdu ion- to mathematics with them
from the kindergarten onwards, doing exerci on the notions of space, simand
measurement. . . .

It has bek underlined that it was necessary for the child tote instructed
first in his own language because this ienguage is for him the only way of
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learning to understand and express his environment. From the time he enters
school until the age of nine;" the child tires in a 'relatively uniform period
characterized by an exclusive Interest in the exploration of the outdoor world
and during which he accumulates observations, facts arid experiences. If we want
the school to make a real contribution to his development, it Is of first
importanee to help him in the disCovery of his surroundings. The three "r's" are
only the means of attaining that objective. . .

We have discovered another difficulty' resulting from a lack of curiositya
whose origin is hard to explain. It is certain that in order to keep alive the desire

. for' kndwledge, the latter must be expressed, listened to, istimidated, and, most
of all, answered. We know that the Eskimo child is relatively excluded from-the
world of the adults and consequently he cannot obtain' the answers he isirying
to find. It seems also that the adults themselves do not greatly question their
milieti; they are simply aware of its existence: The simplest qtiestions about their
universe', about life, do not Sean to preoccupi, the children in, the slightest,
either because they' have not .yet arrived at that phase' of their development or
because they' can foresee they Will not be able tO obtain ariy-answers.

,Along these lines, it is felt necessary, to induce ourcandidates to base their
knowledge of the milieu on a scientific knowledge free tram taboos and legends.
It la.their own physical environment, the animals, the seasons, vegetation, the

tevOlution:of their people as well wtheir own biology that they need to know In
order to arouse the children's interest.

This ap-proach 'must nevertheless besomehovi siMplified, In order that the,
teachers not= be encumbered with complex 'theories that they cannot relate ,to
their immediate context, and which could Makeit difficult for them' to convey- -
their knowledge to the children, in terms of the latter's interests and ability to
c6mprehen&

. Pedagogial training
.

We hate mentioned that the young teachers to be are not yet capable of a .

ipersonal say. in what the school should be for their people: What they have
. known of it'until now comes of listening instead of participating; consequently
they Are not ttmpted to go beyond the limitations of readipg, arithmetic, and
formal teaching. To palliate that diffieulty, we try to give them a great deal of ,

freedom In their professional training. Instead of standard lessons or preeIte
pedagogical notions, we prefer periods of observation or participation In the
classroonywhich can permit the students to perceive the child's developmint and
Intellectaal process& The Eskimo is by nature inclined towards the child, but he

little conscious of the contribution of gameS or teaching to the latter's
devel6pment. Here again it is urithinkable,,at the prewnt time to-give our student
teachers systematic curses, in child psychology; it is nevertheless possible to
draw their attention, to the children's attitudes and reactions, and to suggest
means of a greater effectiveness in communication with their pupils which

experience will help them to assimilate and refine. T ,
At present; there exist yeti, fewAeaching materiali adapted to the Eskimo

environment. We must, therefore urge our student teachers to conceive and
produce ,texta, educatiOnabgarnes;°and other teaching aids which they can use in
their own milieu.
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The preparation of Native teachers is of capital importance for teaching at
all levels In the Eskimo community, Because of their privileged situation and the
responsibilities they will be called upon to assume In their c4n society, Eskimo
teachers will be able to participate decisively in the elaboration.0 educational .
policy. With them, formal Schooling as we know it"will have a better chance of
becorniqg an integral part of the Eskimo community, rather than, as tt present, a
foreign imposition.

REFERENCE
1. H. Thibodeau in "Le developpement du langage a Nicole matemelle," p.
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Tratning of Teachers
for the Far North

of the U.S.S R.

'Raining of Far Northern National Minorities
Organized in the Twentied and Thirties

The training of specialists belonging, to the national minorities of the
Soviet Far North was organized in the mid- twenties in Leningrad. In 1925 a
group of 19 northern people arrived in Leningrad, representinO eleven northern
nationalities (Nenetz, &Mak; Khants, Mansis, Evenks, Kets, Nanays, Nivkhs,
itelernens, Chukchas, Yukagirs); These first messengers of the.Far North, almost
illiterate, were sent. by the local atithorities to Leningrad University to be trained
at a preparatoty workers' faculty (the traditional abbreviation was "Rabfak").
Thus the North Group of Leningred Univentily was created tho first lnptitutIon
to train northern national intellectuals. A year later, in 1928, the training of
northern' people was transferred to the Leningvad Oriental Institute, where a

.special Northern Faculty was organized and in the 1926.27 aca4emic year 74
northern aboriginal 'people of different ages were beinctrained.

The. most experienced.professors, tqaqher4 .And well-known Leningrad
scholars were invited to givegeneral and special training to the first students
from the North and they undertook with 'great enthusiasm to teach young'

CtAltljaVcd. 44) 61). 03 7 g/
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people who arrived' in the city from the far corners of taiga and tundra. The
wellknown ethnographers and linguists, V.g..Bogoraz and L.J. Shternberg,s4ho
dedicated their lives to the study of northern pebpiehtook a most active part In
'organizing the training of the northern national youth in Leningrad.

Eventindly some of the Leningrad 'northern students of the twenties
becarrie wellknown public men in the vanguard ranks of cultural and economic
construction in their national -districts- and regions. Aniong them Were the
ChUkcha, Tevlanto, a formerly Illiterate herdiman, who became chairman of the
Chukchi national district executive committee and' deputy of the U.S.S.R.
Supreme Soviet, the Alintian, Haborov, the. Evenkr Salatkin, Diddorov and
Voronin, the Khant, Alarov, and others.

But by the late twenties the need for teachers and other specialists had
greatly increased in the Far North, for general development of. economics and
culture required an ever-growing number of specialists in the national regions
who were well acquainted with local conditions. Therefore in the early thirties a
necessity- arose for augmenting the training of national intellectuals and
concentrating it in one special educational institution. This first special
educational institution was the Northern Pebples Institute, organized in
Leningrad in 1929-30 on the basis of the Oriental Institute's Northern Faculty.

The Northern Peoples Institute was established as an educational
institution of a complex type. It consisted of elementary, secondary, and higher
stages of education to ensure the training of Northern6rs in different specialjtlei
necessary ,for the successful development of a socialist economy and culture in
the Far North in the thirties.

An extensive Department for Elementary Schools became necessary for
the further development of education of the Northerners entering the Institutee.
beeause In those years there were mainly Primary schools in the North. .

The secondary specialized education was the most important department
. of the Inatitute.," it facilitated the training of specialists so badly needed in the

North, including teachers, within a comparatively short period of time.
All the.students of the Institute were wholly supported by the. State. They

were provided with rhea's, clothes, footwear, everyday .medical and cultural
services, text-books, Copy-books, etc:, all free of charge.

gesides secondary specialized education there was a higher level, where the
most'successful students, who wished to get a' higher education for work as
teachers at seven-year schools in the Far North, were trained.

In 1930 a Research Branch was organized at the Institute. In the thirties
was the first scientific establishment and an important research center dealing
with the atudy of languages, history, ethnography and other probleMs of the
northern nationalities. A large group of Leningrad experts on the PeoPle:of the
North worked there.' At tt* Institute under the guidance of V.O. Bogoraz, Y.P.
Koshkin, S.N. Stebnitzky and other schOlars; writing -was_ devi)sed for those
languages that had been only oral before. ABC textbooks. for northern schools .
were compiled, languages and the ethnography of northern peoples were studied.
To train the first scholars for 'the, Far North postgraduate courses were
organized. Those graduates from the Institute who showed abilities, for research
were admitted there. '



Students of the Institute such as the Nana Ian, Akim Samar, the Chukcha
men Vukvo! and Tinetegin, the Nenetz, N. Vi Ike and P. Khitangeev, the Khant,
N. Tereshkin, the Evenk, N. Salatkin, the Eskimo, > Kasiga and many other
Northerners took an active part in working out writing for their peoples.-

By the mid-thirties aboUt 300 stUdents, representing 24 nationalities had
been trained at the InstitUte, which thus' played an Important part in educating
the first groups of national northern intellectuals.,

Training of Teachers for the Far North
at the. Hertzen Institute, Leningrad

- ,

In the 'thirties a wide network of primary and seven-year schools whs.
growing in the Far North acid organization of national pedagogical and ten-year'
schools began. The number of Native teachers who were trained at the Northern
Peoples Institute proved to be insufficient and to increase the numbers of
teachers, graduates of an institution of higher learning, a special Northern
Depaitment was opened at the Hertzen Pedagogical Institute, Leningrad. ,

Enthusiastic Russian young people were admitted to the Northern
Department, helping to bring culture and education within reach of national
Minorities. They were teachers of the first ,.!ft`ools in the North and they had
some practical knowledge of national languages and experience in work among
the Native population . so that they could aid in literary translation and in
compiling textbooks for, the peoples of the North. .

In the-thirties at the Northern .Department, special groups were opened at .

the..faculties :of Russian Language and Literature. History and Geography. The
basic five-year training was carried out at the Faculty of Literature according to
the generally accepted curriculum. In addition to the main philoiogical subjects,
the curriculum of the Northern Department provided for the study of Native

... languages, ethnography, and hysical and economic geography of theNorth:
National languages were : g0 under the guidance of a "speciardePartment
organized by Professor .0. Bogoraz and Professor Y.P. Koshkin at the
Northern Department of the Hertzen Institute in 1030. These two_ got
the cooperation of a gropp of experts in northern lanivages and ethnography ;
from thi Northern Peoples Institute. .Graduates of the Northern Department and of the Northern Peoples'
Institute worked as te,ichers and headmasters of seven-year and ten-year schools,
pedagogical schools and as ad.ministrative staff of the local educational bodies.
Together with Native personnel they Were the first organizers of seven-year and
ten-year schools In the Far North, the heralds of writing, culture and education
among the Natives in the thirties and forties. Eventually many of them became
specialists in the languages, folk-lore-and ethnography of the.North,- authors of
schoorbooks and scientific literature;The author of this report graduated from 0
the Northern Department' in the thirtlei and 'worked at schools at Chukotka for
about ten years. Thus as far back as the thirties the Northern Department at the
Hertzen Institute did much to- provide the Far North with teachers hiving a
hightr education, specialists in northern languages.

The. training of teachers for the North was temporarily interrupted b the
Great Patriotic War, but after the war the Soviet government took th ost , ----

# ...-ti iit ,
. ... .,
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drastic measures AO resume the training of Northerners as teachers. During the
early post-war years teachers for the North were first trained at Leningrad
University, where most northern -specialists then worked=
Tzintzlus held the Chair of Northern Languages, tor example. To overcome the
acute shortage of teachers for the North they were talso trained in sevgral
regional centres of the Far East such.. as. Khabarovsk,
PetropavloVsk-onKainchatka and Magadan, and for several years a small quota
of Northerners was trained at the Pedagogical Institutes of those cities.

In 1949 the Soviet Government decided to establish a special bepartment
for the Peoples of the Far North at the Hertzen Pedagogical Institute, Leningrad.
After some time Northerners studying at Leningrad University were transferred
to thelhertzen'Institiite, which had good traditions of training teachers for the
northern regions since the thirties.

Annual admittance to the Department for the PeOples of the Far North
was determined in accordance with a pre-planned.allotment for every national
district or region to provide the training of a sufficient number of teachers for all
the Far North territory of the Russian .Fideration. Total enrollment was
distributed among the nationalities according to specialities to satisfy the needs
of each national region and the demands of local educational bodieS.

In the past years the stricture of the Department underwent Changes to
meet the needs of the Far North for teachers of different particular
qualificationi. For example, in the post-war years -the--Department.for--
Northerners trained teachers for seven-year schools mainly, the ,number of
ten-year schools in the North being small. Many northerners were sera to Study
in. Lenirfgrad at the age of 15-18 after fidishing seven-year national 'schools. So
they had first to be given complete secondery education and then to be trained
as teachers. For this reason the Department consisted of

. two stages --
preparatory and bitsic Admittance to the three year 'preparatory courses
(corresponding' to the eighth,' ninth arid,tenth forms of.secondary school) was
open to peoVe of minor northern nationalities only.

At the basic stage 'at the Institute it teachers for seven-year schias
,were trained for three years. Northerners who finished secondary and ..
Pedagogical schools were, admitted there (Nenetz, Stain!, Mansi, Khant, Dolgan,
Nganasan, Selkup, Tofalar, Evenk, Nanaian, Udegei, Ulch, Nivkh, Itelmeq;
Mention, Eskimo', ChukCha, Korjok, Yukagir and others). .

But together with Northerners constituting: the overwhelming majority ofd
the students, people of.other nationalities, including-Russians, are also admitted
to the'Institute, if they are permanent residents of the Far North .natio al.
regions who know' the conditions.of life in the North and wish to work t Ye)
after graduation. All the students of minor Inationalities who study at the
Department are wholly supported by the State with free fare and also free oard
and lodging, clothes, footwear and everyday medical and cultural se ces..
Scholarships are granted them depending on progress. .

Later the educational pattern of the Department was changed because of
the development of secondary education in the North. Thus in 19§$ a four-year
training period was introduced during which students got narrow specialization
in different subjects taught at secondary schools 'and pedagogical sehools.
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Since 1956 duration of studies for Northerners has increased to five years.'

because of the expansion of training and broader training in interrelated subjects
such as "Russian, Literature and History", "Mathematics and Physits", "Biology.
ltd __Ghentistry", "Geography and Biology", "Art, Draftsmanship andHandwork," etc.

As the systip of secondary Schools developed In the Far North there wasno mo ed for Meparatory courses and since 1957 no new students have been
admittedTo the preparatory, courses.

The entrance examinations to the Northern Department are held at the
Regional-Ped ca c oo s. eop e w o have passed
their examinations are,ent to Leningrad and admitted to the Hertzen Institute.

For the past twenty years students of the Northern Department have been -
trained in ail pedagogical specialities to meet the needs of secondary education
in the Far North, in History and Literature, Physics and Mathematics, Natural
Sciences arid Arts and other subjects.

_ -
For some time specialists in elementary education were trained at the

Institute to provide the North 'with inspectors for elementary schools and a
teachers for pedagogical schools. . Ir

Many pedagogical specialities at the Northern DeOartment changed.
periodically. This depended on the needs and demands of the national regions,
however, for two main specialities philology, physics and mathematics
entrance examinations are held every year. The total number of those admitted

-to the-41crtite,rnDepartment is planned - by--the--Instituteaccording to
applications of the national regions and is confirmed by tbe Board of Education.
At present, for instance, Northerners are trained in "five specialities; most
students are trained in philology, physics and mathentatics, natural sciences;
others in fine arts and physical training. We must also Mention the peculiarities ,
of the educational training of. northern students at the -Institute: These
peculiarities mainly refer to training in philology (Russian language and
literature, northern peoples' languages and literature). ,,,,

NOrthern studeuts receive manysided training in aff, pedagogical
specialities according to the general standard 'of our educational system. Besides
they have lessons in their mot,her tongue (phonetics, morphology, syntax,
lexicology, dialectology) and also folk-lore and literature of the northern
peoples, their economy and. culture. In addition {to their main 'speciality
Russian language and literaktny northern PhilolOgists are trained in northern
languages and literature as a second speciality. This helps them to use more
effective methods of teaching the national contingent of northern pupils and
carry on political and cultural_work among_theAboxigines._

Many graduates are not only teachers of their mother tongue In schools
and, pedagogical schools; they also take` part in translation work at national
'regional publiihing houses and newspapers. Students of other specialities also
study their mother tongue, the economy and culture of the peoples of the Far
North (abridged curriculum), and students of the natural science department
study .the physical and economic geography of the North.

All kindS- of lallorato,ry and practical studies occupy a significant part in
the training. ,These studies are lilted ,helping the ,students to work)
independently at various kinds of reports and theses.
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Most northern students are very diligent and persistent in their studiesand .

they are eagei to get knowledge not only at the institute, but also maktweof.
their fiveyear stay in Leningrad to enjoy the Cultural values of city:Minty of
them take an active part in the students' Scientific,Society, mainly worlcing,on

m%proble of the philology and esoifotny of their native land -Thus, Andrei
..Krivoshapkin,,a fourth-year..philothgist, an Evenk, gives all his tittle td studying

i northei'n national literature; he has made many reports ndt only t the Institute,.
but also at the AilUnion Students Scientific Conferehce. Ilis 'ery interesting

...re r as mentioned AS amon the best ones. Furthermore, file report of Nina
Vaal, a Tourthyear ph oo s, , Ache -girl, on the economy-nttlfriektilichltif
national, region Was awarded a diploma at the Lpningrad contest of students"

,sclentific works. . s
Many teachers are engaged in teaching the horthern students. They are

highly skilled professors, assistant professors and lecturers from varioys
departments of the Institute who have been teaching these' students for many
years and are stile to use-the most effective methods and ways of teaching the
rnultinational body of Northerners. Among them are such prominent scholars as
Professors J.S. Lyagin (higher algebra), Z.Z. Vulikh (mathematical analysis),
A.M. Arkhangelsky (physical geography), X.L. Grigoriev (foreign literature),-

Dokusov (pussian literature), Assistant Profetsor,K.J. Saharov (Russian
language), V.J. Luzhkovsky (general physic:4i, M.O. Afonskaya (economy of the
North) and many others,'

The-, tfaihing of students in northern subjects is carried out by the
Department of. Languages, Folklore and Literature of the North.. The
Department was fouitded_ in 1930 end it I? the only one of its kind in our
country. Professor M.G. Voskoboynikoi tibias- the Chair.' Teachers -of this
Department teach national languages, folklore and. literature Of northern
peopleS, the Evenk language and folklore, the literature of the notthern.peOples
(Professor M.G. Voskoboynikov),, the Nenetz language and folklore (Prefessor
Z.N. Kupriyanova), the .Chukcha language Arid folklore (Masted Profesior
Irelikov) and other languages. RepresentativeS of the northern national
intelligentsia, M.P. Balandina, a Mans', and M.J...Barrnich, Nenetz, by
nationality, both .M.A's work at,, the . Department and teach their native

.languages. ,
Wodc at the elaboration ot the academic courses in various languages Is

systematically carried outsas well as research work on the languages and folklore.
of tho people of the North: The results are regularly published in special voiumes.
okthe institutes' Traniactions. felichers of this. Department are also authors of
textbooks and tunslators of fiction for, the_ North, schools, and 'authors of,
manuals on languages. and folklore of some nitionatitiesior.nattonalpedagogical

afihools. They alio compile anthologies'oflolklore texts.
7..:^ _Reside the basic teacher training in their speciality, many northern
students get optional training in natioriallinatettractivities (dancing, singing,
reciting) which makes thei able to put into practice the artistic education of
pupils in national"schools of the North. This kind of training is carried out by
T.F. PetrovitEytova, of the Northern Department. The performances of the
North are a. great success not Only at the Institute but also, in schools 'of

"Leningrad and elsewhere..
;4
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Conclusion

geographic region,_ political subdivision, or caltural heritage, is simply to make
certain that the good Is there to contemplate. Individeals, by.attainment of such
an end, regardiessIof where they find themselves in the Maze of any.
cross.cultural mix may 'then be free* to make whatever choices they must
acquire the, means to meet their own objective. The educational programi Certain'
to emerge in the North may ,well .contain lessons for, all groups,struggling to
establish their Own identification.' \
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unto itself. While eddeatiOntd prograins in the past aelinpUrts from elsewhere.
have been patently: inappropriate and. Inapplicable to Northern people, no`
guarantee exists that programs to follow will necessarily Improve solely because'
Of,the transfer,Or sharing of control. Change in control does, however, open the
opportualtx for change in programs but only that. Once a new structure

!emerges the real work of perfecting new educational processes begin. A new
base for influence can indeed be the instrument by which alternative systems of. .

'education emerge, but the, new bise should not he considered the alternative
Itself. Certain baste Problenit* will generate disagreement among Native groupt
themselves they acquire more control: 'Research .designed to resolve
disagreements remini apresiing need:Native grouftought to be in a position to .

make use of findings from the behavioral sciences to learn as well what methods
will .work best for thera.just as ally large, complex enterprise retains a research
division to resolve new problems. For example, how? far does cultural
conditioning =of Northern people affect the rejection or acceptance ,of
eddcationat innovations? With the culture changing rapidly, what subject fields
will.assitt Northerners in adjusting to continuous accelerating change which is
Inevitable/ flow can Northern cultUres be retained in light of the Increasingly
specialized knowledge and skills that the more complex cultures will require?
And most importantly, how, Will new educational.systerns Mimi., pupils to adapt
frieVentethafareunforeseen but bound to happen? , ,

The, predicament In the' North, therefore, it one of inconsistency. On,the
one ..hand, the establishment_ with legal `and financial "rneans^to Influence the
educational system and a 'growing bank of academic and research, skills now,
recognizes; that new programs which:mill enhance tlie potition of the cultural
minority must bedeveloped and iinplemented. Conversely, that.very segment of
Society, tor whom such educational programs are desperately sought.hOldS the
key to meaningful program development but does not have'the background
necessary "to cope with ,all the problenu. Obviously, ways ought to be found
ltring the two elements together. Each-has much to offer thb other. Such a

'.;merger has the potential to eliminate the chaos evident within the majority on
the one hand and the frdstrations of the minority on 'the other. The ensuing
degree to,which positive concepts Pfcrdss.culturailsm ere applied to educational
Progtlm development will determine the success orthe amalgamation.

The tone-of the conference cleaRy indleated that Increased participation by
the Northern people themselves Is the essential ingredient td a mote- realistic
Northein r social' environ.ment. although a great deal, can still be offered b1
scientists and eduationists, Whether the present school system or whether a new
system Of edueation has to evolve to peroilt this.oloperatiye Involvement may
become. thetultlinate.issue. The degree to which a group of people As ready. to
make chant or move into different spheres of inquence whether the dominant
or nondo nant group, is a nebulous condition to assess.'Northerners may or
may not 1* more ready than- the 'world-as a whoie to create a new eltroattonal, .

system and social realm, but clearly in _the North today, a departure froth the
..statui quo is essential and imminent. -

- It has been frequently said one way or anotbe, by.many spokesmen that
a recurring universal notion: of the ultimate end of 'education,!regardiess of

I



responsivenem to locel community needs but in practice- programs reflect the
antithesis of These principles, and if concepts of crosseuliuntl equality are still
found wanting, the 'means to alter, these. conditions need to be developed.
Realignment of control of education is generally (iefirst means suggested. By
examining this suggestion we note `that authority , is ideally- exercised b'y an
individual or an instil on In possession of three common forms of influence: 1)
legal authority to act, .2) adequate financial Jesources, and .3) a thorough
understanding of the problem' in need,-.0 solving. Unfortunately, all three
elements are seldom brought to bear simultaneously on any given program ih the --

4 North. if reality only exists Insofar as culture has made it accessible, it follows
that the majority of people currently holding legel.authority and. (Ikel control
cannot .possibly perceive the problems as they really are. These officials are not
of the grass, roots .cuittire (with a few notable exceptioni) and no matter how .

wellineaning,their intentions, a necessary ingredient is typically lacking. Wh4n
the' existing eihnational establishment set about to develop` educational
programs and designed adeidnistrative flow chads "cutting bp" the lines of
authority for Northern schools, they were we:I authorized by law, and in recent
years have been, usually well funded. But no matter how well defined their'
anthoriti, and boVi, well financed, the third ingredient, thorough understanding
of the problem, often has been found wanting. Throughout the North,.1( is the
Native population who has' the exclusive cultural perception and basic faCtual
information inherently' denied; throfigh no fault of their own, to those presently
in control of the education process. It might be aciderfthat thii holds true, for
administrators of-many minority groups elsewhere in the world. However, In the
North the, relationship of the. Native population to the 'total society still
represents a position Alch distinguithes it from some minoritypopRlations
elsewhere. For the most 'part the Native population ik. not' itilentited from the
majority and. is still to be found within the circle, encompassing the total
Northern 'Aridity. This situation enhances the opportunity for improved
dinditions, but how long sucks, large segment of the society 'can be 'denied
substantive 'influence, and. still stay within the circle, is in itself one of the
critical questions which needs consideration.

The Universal concerns expressed by the Native peciPle-cif the North may be
looked upon as essential elements necessary for sut'stantive change; ways for
their percept ion'r to influence programs must be ought ,tobear.,pn,Agyc,
Programs. But -like the statements of educallorial 'theorists and behltvioral -

scientists, they may not. by themselves:resolve the issue, Although there Is not-
apt to be a-single voice representative of all Northern people, nor should this be,
copsidered 'necessarily desirable, the papers taken `collectively do point to a
certain sameness of med. The means to cape with all the political.soclal
elements in the North, country by country, must come from all segments)tthe
Northern community..

And this fact gives rise to One last universal point which seems to have
emerged from the confer nce: Although realignment of groups contrikIng to
the influence of education I programs and of the amalgamation orthe.existi,nt
system with the Native pop Tenons is an urgent need, it is still necessary to keep4,
this need in proper perspecti e, less the issue of control, per se,tecome an end
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and, most importantly, goats of educritIon: Clearty,extsling programs have too,
often ignored tat premise,. Where educational systenns have been designed, either
deliberately or' unknowingiy, with Waders to Multi:directional cultural
transinission, 'allure Cen-ael observed. Educational goats, curticula, teaching
stretegles and admIntstrative structure of sthools must be analyzed in light,of
this concept in order to foster educational tystems that meet the needs of the ,

**they serve. .
-

The mostdirect approach to educational improvement, when considered in
light 'of these Concepts, May call for simply abandoning existing practices and
allowing conditions which' would encourage alternative edocationalproccsses to
develop on their own without outside interferepee.,.(This process generally

'describes-how the existing'. school system tame into being,' but, of course, In a'
diffeieni Place, at a &Client time, for members of a different Sokiety.),But now
in the North, because of involved economic factors, disconnected administrative
arrangements, well entrenehO pedsgogial practices imported from elsewhere
an 'ever increasing dime* cultural relationships all bearing hard on the people,
t simple .solution In reality has the least likelihood Of happening. As the

tuation 'continues to grow more complex ,those presently relponsible for
/ educational systems Invert more, complicated ways out of the mize.,Regardiess

of whether new processes are going to emerge in simple or involved fashicmIf
they are to be developed successfully at all, they will in all likelihood be
conceived in the light of multultural equelity.

Each nation-has its own peculiar probsienvs and the extent-of Inadequate
programs varies from place to place: A fete Papers 'stressed positist situations
now observable in the North, particularly in the U.S.S.R. 'Elsewhere the

"developing social coriscinceby some members of.the nonNative society who'
are responsible for school sratenis has given rise to a much higher degree of,
attention id educational programs based oo local conditions thM In the past. It
renialns, hOWever; that too much attention has beenAri the form of; overly
specific categorical programs, usually funded for periods too short to determine
their yalue, and not necessarily directed toward the basic issues. Even the

description ot,favorable situations in the Soviet Union as 'reported by.ttelikov
-and,Daniloi may rim _less than promised when examined In litht of conflicting
InforinailoP, meager is it is, that has beep reported from other Sovietoources.
Lamentably, one may conclude,-'changes in basic educational processes even

though r.onietimes proposed, are infrequentlY curled out and when carried out
arl done so inadequately or incompletely. , '

It must be stressed that` the conference participants Were essentially (eking
InveittoryAriddriot solving proWriu, The inventory did; however, Ova use to
certain 'questions and suggesked tentative answers which may lead to nib
meaningful education. Now maylbe morns for cioss-tbitural inequality pi I
Pervade the articles be brolight to bear on the existing educational system?li w

-bitty the real principles of democrat,/ and community involvement be put nto
practice and guaranteed as,the controlling philosophy in the educational sy m? \,,`,

eneral tone beintset.la-the-Nortlirmuch_otilikkei the conference tends
166 sligTilinsekr for both questions.

Iftliderd'achoolitiaTe-been nonce
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.eduat ion in the past and remains-so' to a discouraging degree today, in tiT
North.- This condition is no longer being tolerated by many of the Northerfi
Native. peoples, School progratfis contributing to assimilation, amuse increasingly.
negative emotions on the part of many, especially those persons sensitive to the
identity they have been denied through lubniersion of inherited culture. Many
indigenous groups throughout the North are now seeking ways to reject irnixised
cultural, economic and adininistrative dominance from outside influences.

Another situation in the North which may be perceived from the papers
d' closely associated with the cultural diffusion phenomenon,. should be

'considered when educational, economic and adminfsirative -processes- ate--
. examined, it h as been foiinci. Oat single $ocieties in the North are usually

coterrninout with single qultures, i.e., the society and the culture are common.'
This fact may be attributed to the condition that in the North many,sotietles
have been 'and in spine cases are still smallitsotated and relatively stable. This
situation is in contrast to the heavily populated sections to the South where it-.
may be observed that mostlarge societies are multicultural or pluralistic. Now,
however,' with the northward movement of pluralistic societies and their
complex economic systems, we are faced not only with the problems of change
brought about. by the introduction of alien cultural elements, but with a
situation .whereIn the basic nature of the social structure 'itself is undergoing
change from Simple to complex. individuals in more conipx social structures
may require more elegant means to cope with their moire invelved relationships
and substswent-frustratioirs theii occurs in a simple society. Exiiting school
systems were not designed to provide thke means,

The problem of 'providing for balance and equality in multi.directional
cultural transmission has heron' e a critical factor in,determtning the success ox

. faliure of future educational programs and their consequential effects on
economic and administrative Situations. Positive seitim e and pride Of
inheritance by Northern Natives in complex sociel and economic settings are
dependent on the extent to which strengths and weaknesses or culture's are
allowed to floW naturally ancibecome part of a balanced cultural addmixture.
The tragedy bf educational programs with's° few of the elemeri)s necessary to
assure 'multi lirecConal flow of cultural components and of leaf ling situations
that so feldom reflect respect for the lessOonvinant culture in the diffusion
process may be observed in the frustrations of Native populations throughout
the circumpolar North,

The premise of George lir, Kneller that reality exists only Insofar as culture
has made it possible and that culture ultimately controls how sve think about the
world and defines how we peiceiveit'irilght well become the prevailing argument :
for new educational development in the North.' We cannot understand r
individual behavior of others without taking into accouht their .ianguage;
ecort,my and cultural setting. Therefore.. in order for Crosscult tosettings to
bear positively on Hu' xtent Native

uerice the acceptance or rejection ofeduca (mai programs

'George F. Kneller*, Educational' Anthropotogy, An IntrOdyetion, Wiley and
Sons, Inc., New York 165,.pp 45-16.
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The extensive variety of topics examined ,in the foregoing material and the
broad geographic areas they embrale'predude-Jbe development of detailed
conclusions on the subject of Northern education as a wholeMiso, with specifie

xonchisions drawn in many of the papers it is probably an unnecessary exercise -
to enlarge upon them,here. There are, however, certain elements of a general'
miiure which may be Identified from the foregoing articles that seem to prevail
almost universally In the North'.

it is clear that ,unrestricted, twoway CIJI4itli transmission hasnot been
I encouraged by the educatiOn systems in the No!th with the possible exception

of certain situations in the Soviet Union. Clernents of the'verious' Northern
cultures lave often beekrepreued and ,certainly have not flowed unrestricted In
the educatioval systems. Acculturation, when considered in its best sense as the
process, of multidirectional cultural diffusion and the' equitable transfer of
cultural elements from one group to another 1.6* the overall bettermentof each
has been discouraged. Instead, the process of cultural ,dominance, or
essimilation, can be observed. Assimilation, as a Otitis* force, mardiefis of
whether planned or unintentional, has often been the end NOT of public
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Frank Darnell

The Coarlasion for this series of papers was prepared
fat Cambridge- University white Dr. Darnell was a

visiting scholar at the Scott Polo', ResearCh Institute.
The Criclusion based In large part on the
information contained in the papers, but also as a - ,1,0;
mull of field studies in the U.S.S.R- Finland,
Sweden, Norway and Denmark where obsemations of
classroom 'practices"were,made and discussions with
officials_respOnsibie foredycation were held.
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271 Mach of this experience, and some of the ideas discussed here, are treated
in detail in Schramm, Coombs, Kahnert, and Lyle, The New Media: Memo *'
tO Educational Planners. Paris, Unescolinternational, Institute foe

ducatidoki Planning, 1969, and the associated three v*tines of

28.

' 29.

30.

3t.

Case-Studies for Planners, -

'The New Media, p. 96.

11,

' r

, 4

This experierice is described in New gducational Media in Action, Case
Studies for Plarzners, Volitmei land II resp'ectively.

Republique. de, Cote divoire, Ministry!' de reducation nationale:'
Programme d'Eclucation Televisuelle, 19684980.

.
"The Problem of Educational Wastage," Bulletin of the Unesco Regional;_

.

'Office for Education in Asia, Vol 1, No, Z March .1969, 3? . , .
r

9 r

32. Three large, Unesco aided programs of teachei-training irnprovement-follov/:
various elements of this pattern: the Assoelated.Teacherirraining Schools
in Latin America; the- Thailand Unesco Bural 'reacher Education Project,
*Ad tee Eelles IslormaleAturates d'institilteurs(ENI) in Africa;

.

. .

33. free "TItri-Seivice Training Progrimme for UNR'IVA/Unesco.Teachers'
pamphlet reprinted from New Educational Media in Action :. Case $ludlei .,.:

--14 - --IP
vp "- : for Planners, Vol. 2, Paris, Unesco/international Institutk for Educational

, s. -'*, . ,g,f Planolpgi 1967, updated in.1969.
X,' ' .

1 . .>

31. Sorrialle Republic Ministry of 1,,t7iduration, Regtonaj Detpartment, of -:
' 'Education, Unescoltlileef- project. RefrAher:Course. of Training In:Service

.1 ;Teachers of Vornadic'Schools in Eastern and Western Regions, p.2,
,,,, ,..-..

I
-
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` _ -"In. a nutshell, the new Unesco approacji 'intensive rather than extensive;
selective rather -that. diffusive, -work-Ariel* -rather than cuarelly i.04.44 . it einOheilies functional -father. thaiz:; rudimehtary AlteraeYi-

i,;'..-t-.: Mous, adult education' ftising lino', geOulrie 'Ik;ational Instruction
. r,t4e't than -the, onceand4otall teaching, of the three It'_s4t_faiors the uke

'of :"diversified primers rather than .single primer's,- Iri, CorNctlfin with
follow4p Materials embodying speciflolmowledge of 'riutritloA;'004001
induitrial arts, and agricultural seytice. It does not hesitate to'aiiist the: ,_

!tit teacher new edpcational media;and to draw into the-tide/4g proceia-;
I; vocational, instructors .from the Mi istrY of Labor' and extension officers

from the
vocational,

of Agricultufe..lt emir& literacy programs as a nist:Opv
tnthe.. creation of qualified : en*power, as investment rather -than'F-
consterintion.'It Is, to say the least; more thani literacy program; in 'Add,*

. .it Is adult education In the fullest sense of the word." :- -

-5
,Mark,Blaug, "Literacy and Economic Development." In School Review,

--Vol. 74,No, 4,1966, putijishe,4 by the Vniversity of Chicago.

.
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.A .comprehensive educatiOnal program that illustrates creative approach
to education or a-cult:Jai minority-ris-the "necleo"sor nuclear system, developed'

flolivia, for rural areas. Ve describe it here because, although it alsp stresses
'community development and schooling, the system centers around teacher ell.
ideation and in-service training.

--The:impetus for, the nuclear vsteril' comes from the' Bolivian Indians'
:,.'etiOrti sense of community, organization and cooperation; for this reason, Per-
'ionne Working in the system continually survey and take into .accoun the ,,-
-Indian-population's attitudes towitd the education they are receiving, The-

.r.tments of the iyatem are: (1) a central school with six grades and sonetimes-a
kindergarten, staffed by a director and three or more specialists in teaching
,MethOdologi,v-:_agricultural education, home-life and health edticationi
_atidio:vishal aids, and development of small industries; (2) a residential normal
schOol.attiched to the central 'schOol that prepares ung.people as teach.
era; '(3). average of twenty:five_ "Sectional schools ", so_ e as fax as 200 kilo.
meteor away from the central ichool; most with only one teacher, The central, ,T

-echoOl,serves a deMonstration school for student teachers; to; it also come
Ipichere:- from the sectional schools for periodic, training programs. From the
central; tichool; specialists traveli extensively...1o: aid teacherS: In . the sectional;

,,Iihnoli.--;Titichers in 'the' nuttier eystemlise7no teiatzioks; each is° trained lb '_-

.4t0Par.Chts-Olftt teaching MateitalS; Instruction is In Spanish, in voidance with
stron desire_ for children to learn that langtiage, but Curriculum

='Inclu es marry pbems,asongs; chantsi etCi, in thejocal language; Both central and
',`JSeetioniti-lehoola also serve the. cotrinumIty,' and the specialists who help ,the
,iiteachers' 410 akteckinunitiptojeef,s,-These aft planned in coolieratIO with the
f'..60.nilniinItyis natural leaders, Who look to specialists and teachers for technical

organize the .sonininnity's resources in malting ithprovemenia. In
Bolivia 4 twenty -two, iittcliwachool systenil it now has about one

and twenty.t,-

Summati. ,

In Conelnalf0,- would 401040- the;MejniedocaliOnal principles sitik-t'i
needed this paper for the educe:0;4W cultural inirlOrities; Ilyrninority grOcipa r=

011 tititcOgc,041,:piairvils-Wt -prepare thein for development and 'progress in
two, societies, theirtheir own an tie: dominant -One; ():iitteb.;prOgrartis.thOuld be

aimed
tOe,-,tOtai,foetat and economic develop. program; (3) the

:-,!Corstent' iduCation'shouttl tie:S.04.0,W the two goals mentl'O'nefl above, to the
tlonteitt `o. everyday t,Oreal needs; (4) language Of iii%tynctiOn Shottici,-et,
,'east In .the_;*(Yik 'yt.014 _be- the one the . student thinks 100,4' (&)

to -date ed(flational techniques (itteleas the new media) 4)040' be -nsecli' but
SO-One requirements InliinittY In vie x (6) (etchers

eoliKlatfo,r4;viithiri the minority ,group, and if, possible receive
rte an, in-service training in 4 regional institution which 14100'4 Center --
title, mithOds, and materiels defelopropt.;
imitationi in resources and political considerations may affett,pbaftive.

'40Vele inchut the long-term goals of. providing potentlidly,ric Wife* to
tu tilltitiritlei through educ,atioh should not be lost. -
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them more important centers of significant research on eduOatiO of Cultural 4.

minorities.
,

in-service training, important_ for all teachers everywhereili especially Valike
able 'for teachers in cultural minorities. These teacher's Often,,work alene
isolated ieglons where it ig difficult to keelVin touch with develOPIrients in their

: profession: Further, their Job is usually much' more complex than Wat of the
average teacher especially if they are called upon to serve out of the classroom'
as well as in It. Thule, they need all of the professiotial, techniO, motet -1
support they can get. However, their isolation and their liriportate within the. --

community- make *.it difficult provide this training without Cess vely
- kupting their woriwTo show how ingenious in-service training 'rogr ms:nnost:

sometimes be to suit teachers In cultural minorities we describe her two pro;
- grams operating under circumstances with some 'relevance td the ltdatIon Of the
Arctic peoples.

The UNRWA/Upesco Institute of Education in Lebanon33 'tvid stahlished
In-19631.o raise the professlOnal level of the largely unqualified tea hint
sonnel in the -.United Nations Relief and' Works Agency- school 4 teal- for. -
Paleitinian refugea.thildren. Most of the refugee families live in isolated camps !Cr,

--the Gaza Strip, Jordan; Syria, and' Lebanon; except JOrdin they are not
-citizens of the host tOuntries, and have little access to jobs. For their children

(location is a major means of escaping difficult existence.- The Institute,
am includes self-administered correspondence lessons Wattled back and forth'

the UNWRA courier service), suppleMenfed by- field representatives who Visit
the classrooms and teach weekly. seminars and intensive simmer courses.' It is
flexible CO. accountIor the trainees' different levels of education and

'and the differing programs, they teach,- which all stress Valeatlnlanhlstory and
customs but prepare each student to enter the schoOl'systern of his Most country,._.
The program is So efticiently,run, and -the trainees so well motivated; that they
Manage to receive, the same certificate a4gradtiages of the 'UNWRA pre!service
teachertrainlng schools while teaching full time. ,

_ tvryear prottratri for teachers. ot` the nothadic pastoral people of
t. -northern S mail in 19 .5 and 1966 took advantage of,Ithe fact that the'teabtiei,

or.4'wedad",-wholravels-with them, is

widely -- considered by the members of, the nomadic community as'
t hely, religibut leader and guide to athilse them on everyday:111e, at,
fairs; ,His WOOS are respected and his guidance is usually carried out
without much hisitation;34

; fil 1965-the Somali government, _with Unesco and UnICef alp, brought thirtY O.
these teachers from a widespread area to Hargeisa for a fourweek training course ,.:

9 -to" upgrade their teaching. Evaluation of the kralgel'iteachititafter the course. '
Showed the need for= further:training, especially in community development
techniquils, and the' following year the'same teachers, were provided a refresher ;
course Stressing praetical liriprovements in the life of the nomadic comnitinityl.:
and adult education'.

. _, '1 ,

.,
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will clearly have some unmatchable advantages: 'familiarity with the group's -..

'ample);
fucderstanding of its social structure (who the real leaders are,- foeex

'ample); fluency in the language. However, candidates frommt/te cultural minority
may lack the bisic education required to meet the difficult resOonsibilities rot
teachlogA4thin their community, or'their education may have created attitudes
of !superiority" toward the cultural minority Also, they may quiokly be called
upon to fill other, higher paitions in the Toddy and thus leave' teaching.

-Pinally,'It should be rioted that an "outsider", it sensitive and dedicated enough,
" and for a limited period of time play significant role in

&Wakening a tripup to Its' 'own 'potential _through his enth' sm, respect, and
:Commitment to\ progress; in certain cases U.S.! Peace ',)r volunteers -were'
clearly .abie to'lientribute in. this manner. In any case, as with language of

-instruction, so with teachers an all deterring factor is w at the minority
groupitself WelitiOf it,feels better served by a member t. e community as
feaCher the choice 141ear.- ,

Most:, ImPortantOeiching in a _cultural minority' pilaut be rewarding
eriOngh as a profession 1,O. attract and hold well-qualified can Ida es. Especially if
the schtiolaare isolatedi -great effort Must be,ma, di to ensure that the teacher,

=NS fregliht contset with nto,rSOf prdessionaltraini , that h. is often visited
bisOecialists and advisors w, -.Can saidliitlyina d chn clues and Make., -

him feel less distant and forgotten, an this role, while of setting,hhiioff
from the conuntinity, makes him an lm ktant; productive m ber of It.

A crucial step toward developintaniducation suitable fo cultural
Ititals,developing4n- education suitable for ,their teachers. A_ acherwill-nok

*'relateate education to en ifironment, prepare_ for ciiri(inUed, education, or chicate':
mange- unless his otiql _education has included theseelementk,- astivell as
ow:thin), hoWlito provfdo,(heM for students: Thu-s; the prebterilOf the bchoois,

revtaing _the' Content of education to suit real needs, is alsik the ,Problem of the
toachirtrainintiristittill6he.

'Orie Meant, of attacking thiss:problem is to ,,place pinta schoel teach:: .t
entraining institutions here teettOrs will SerVe; these Institutions s can.,draw

thttegionfor candidates, toot their In the environment Iii ich
they,*111 'teeth; acid giie`thkenvirOilttient\ ded status In their "eyes through the:
itipOitinCelt -assumes in'their idteittoti. fa her, a regional school caffprOylde

9A-service- training and Continual 'aid,te'teache 'in the region,,as,will deSign
'811.4 produce materials'and cutritula:Q, The long-te* goal 'Of such

rural, Or ,iegiOnali. Institution rnutt,he 'to offer'an- .education eqUivalent t
_-respeitatO that giveneiseWhere the:`cmiuntry. Howeiret; since the'se instituti

usually established to-meet critical slitiati011e:thele,e4aFfeikOtti-illus
tb toe .the resources at hand creatively and flexibly, In achltilifg practical 010-
tions: Thtis;thelf main purpOsi Should not he to meet qualifications jeAsed_for----=
ii"'elifferent setting, but shapetheir own standards on the spot -consistent with
effective' results.

. As for secondary - school institutions, they will usually he4.-
_

Institutions of higher education, often associated with universities; arid ,they,
need.%e less Intimately connected With the particular comniunitles served..On
the'Ottlet hand, the More advanced training _Of their Staff and students maket
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.
implemented In -Odle, Ghana and elsewhere; each new user is helped by

-5Iocumentatton and evaluation.of prevjous programs. °

An, eipellent example of a program following alt of these guidelines is the
:educational television scheme' for, the ivory Coast designed with help from the'
French Government, Unesco; and the Ford Foundation, and based largelr oh
previous experience in American Samoa and Niger.29 This, program, Which is ;
planned in detail through 1980, 'was devised to help meet 'the nation's social,
cultural, and economicneedsVithin a a very limited budget._ It calls for estibi
fishing television TiVilving centers (20,000 by 1980) around which will function
primary Schooli, educatiodal programs for out-of lchool youth, and cultural,
continuing education; and informational activities for th'e entire- community; t
also envisages extending educational televliions.te seeondary schools.and higher
'education After 4980. Detailed plans are provided for training *teachers and
various other professional personnel needed; for producing teaching programs
and materials; and for curricula.30 r

Providing educational programs for cultural minorities- through' the new
media. will require even more careful planning and specialized training for per-
Imnel than for the dominant society. Specialists producing films and radio Ind
television broadcasts it ill need both competence in subject matter and pedagogy
and a detailed knowledge ,and underitantling of the cultural minority (for e

alppliiittirSVOliy, 0: e
em its relative ability to deal with abstractions).

Similarly, those, in charge at t polit'Orriee0166 wtirtleed
en& the ability to exercise these skills withinsparticutar groups. Language

will always present problems whether instruction Is in the local language--
--(rekuirifig special produition of films or broadcasts and teachermonitcers (Went
in thli language)' or In a second language (requiring'special 'ettortrto prothote
acquisitiMt of this language and to ensure comprehension- of Materials pre-,-
,sented).--

,. Teachers the Vital Link
, At final element of education for cultural minorities -one calling for special

e-mphisis is the teiichei.,,Carepily thought-out goIlls;well-designed-entrleula,
effective-teaching- aidsire* all, important, but they cannot replace good teaching.
Nowhere more than In enlist minorities is it (rue that: "The failure of a child,;.,
(In-sehool) is 'essentlailya:fallure teaching."31 At .the 'sane time, nowhere :
does the teacher have a more difficult Joh. lie (or she) must: 1) work to achieve
the two major goalsof, preparing students torfor in the community and tot fife ,

= in the doniinant society; by, provide -elements of education that eiseWhere are
often the responsibility of the 'ho rhe 4- for exam le, acquisition of the-la n-guii of --:
instructlonf positive-attitudes-toward-Rh-664c strive to explain the school's rote
to the community and integrate its activities WO' the community's lifecd) in.
form, guide; and sometimes instruct out-of-schooi members of (lie community,,
and atlas liaison between it and sources of aid and development outside. These
multipteresponsibliities set certain requirements for the recruitment, education,-
and inservice training of teachers for future minorities.

Describing the Ideal teacher candidate for a cultural minority is not easy;
at most we can state a few general propositions. A -member of the grOup itself_ .
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geographical or economic reasons; e) providt literacy training and other educe-
Renal pro grams for adults; and t) aid inlocal community development.- in all
cases they'ean priivide 'a uilliorm 'standard of instruction ideally, the best
teachei available to all recipients. ThUi, they can help atteln the democratic
ideal of equal, as, well as universal question.

Recent experience in many countries and under differing conditions JD,
dicatessome general guidelines for educational programs using new media: 2 7

The new inedla gre most Make doing something new. ,"/
They should be used at "change points" In the educatiotial system 7, that

1/4-1s, at "places where educators agtee that change and Improvement are
strongly _needed, but most difficult to achleie by normal Means."48- _

Even in- developed countries, large-scale ipnavativti protects, rather
than kentative "enrichment" programs,,seem to produce; the best results._

Vthe haman element Is still tniportant.
4 ) Use of these media promotes learning but cannot gua ntee it. Careful ,--

super:A/ton at the point of reception, and continuectiffo s to engage the
listener's or viewer's active participation are essential. It he learner views
or Wens independently he must have contact with the ;teacher Throtigh;
correspondence or periodic meetings. :left and telev4ion instruction

. must allow for feedback to prOductkon facilities: 1 _

Personnel int)olved need special training.
Thlichlis for training specialists to design programs using the

," new medli, and teacher-lecturers to present. them. The tea=cher monitor in

, '346

the classroom no longer need organize the lesson, byt he m
,skills v.-leading disegAsions_helpyitsittlents assimilate tesso
individual aptitutes, evaluating the success of the teachi

.sgetors, supervisors, and speCialists giving in- service aid w
in developing and fyikluAting such skills. L s

st develop new ,

s according to
g program. 16-
II need training

Detailed planning is essential.
Production and transmitting faeilities and receiving equipollent for the new
media constitute a ntsjorinvestmentiniundfirld edueational ;,tialegy" that
must beCariquily' planned.4ortiample; it would be foolish for a_nation
kO-*const ct-achodlb-ulidings with thidypupil c,lassroorr* now if it= en-

,--:-visages use of television instruction requiring' auditoriums for viewing and
small rooms for and discussion tn the near future. ' _

Itwerlence can be Shared Internationally,
bocuMentation and evaluation are essential both' for the; quality of the
prOgrains concerned and because they facilitate International sharing of
experience: That experience in ode setting can serve, with appropriate,
modifications, in' others is shown by the farm radio fomm,'S. program
begun for Canadian farmers in the 1950's. vie basic pattern is a radio
broadcast' to *isolated rural areas on problems of farm and village life
followed by discussion by listening gtoups, or "forums ", which often leads
to action on the problems discussed. The forums also suggest other topics
for discussion or raise questions which are relayed l'o the radio station and
considered in future programming. This program, has been successfully

1
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one or the other is the child's mother tongue, nor.as they are in
countries wfIere they are completely foreign languages 23

This approach must

face the need for sacrificing the history of the lingui;g0 to a better
knowledge o it in Its modem form; for reducing the study of thee)
reties] grammar to the essential minimum and placing more emphasis
on good contemporary usage 24,

What is hi fact required is sclentifle methods of second language teaching:

'1. adapted, to particular contexts, e.g. through research into the local end
second languages-concerned Co analyze similarities and contrasts;

2. using up-todate materials and techniques, such aslanguage teaching labek:::,
ratories; and

3, administered by, specially trained teachers fluent in both languages.
The New Media and Education

The ."new" nwdia,, film, radio,- and televisibb are - called "new" by
edlicators to distinguish them from the "old" media books, newspapers, Pot"

in `short all means of communication employing print an=d /or a fixed image;
and bicause their use as a specific aid to educational- systems Is quite recent.stf- =-
Film, radio, and television constitute major, and sometimes the Most effective,
bridge _between cultural ,Inincelties- and 'dominant societies. Communications
technology is developing,so, fast that most members of Isolated groups
retichable_by. these media Soon will be At, the same, limit education- is moving

:74 beyond its traditionallifforcapatIon-iiith the-writte-word and exploring more
intensive use of the spokinLword and the image; these -nee". directions-show:-
affinities with ancient oral Visual traditions preserved by certain groups;
among them some tribesin Africa and the ArCtie peoples,20- .

-The new media play aieneral educational role In several ways:_arthey.
bring' news, cultural prograins, and entertainment from around the *arid _to
isolated and illiterate peoples; b) they inform these peoples about the customs,
goals.and values Of the 'dominant society, and In this way help bridge the gip
between the sihools, which .are-introducing the new generation to' these eleitients
Orthe dominant society, and the 'rest of the community, -who often NO no
other-,Way of becoming familiar witiv.thet"second" society; c) they-, IWO to 7,
instill a sense of national community and pride in belonging to the nation, for

-_ 'example, by, allowing the most iscilated.citizoi to be present at erents_of
Ronal importance; d) radio and television can create a' strong ^sense of toes!
community by broadcasting iota/ news and other programs, often in local les.
Pate (all India Radio broadcasts in 6.1 languages, and 82.trIbil dialects).

) In addition, the new media have sped& and more formalized educational
uses. They can: a) provide all or part of classroom Instruction at all levels from,
primary through university;. b) enrich classrobm teaching; 0) provide preserrice--:
or inservice training for teachers; d) -educate youth unable to attend school fort'
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or four years of schooling educational content has a second responsibility
gradually: to make the child aware of the existence of other societies and of their
practices and values, to show him the rot; of groups within the nation as a
whole,, and to prepare him for successful entry into the ant spelety, If
desired. At this time materials and methods used can more closely approach
those 'at the dominant

.society, until the student becomes fully at ease in bothmoieties..
Language(s) of Instruction

. ! If =a cultural minority speak's its own language, should instruc tion.)). in Its
language, in that of the dominant shliety, or In both? No question highlights

-11301r--ther-ttnikriorimAvett-Inlesigning a dtial!purpoSe education fax thee:
grottps. Language, cultnreatnd personality are inextricably linked; if the commit-

: nity :feels that education 'entails a debasement or lois of Its-language this,can
Create profound problems for the groUp's Identits, and Its rple vis-vls the dom-
inant Society; it will also .of course create serious barriers between it and the.;
educational system- On the other hand, members of the group may need fluency
in the dominant language to achieve -a healthy relationship with the do not
society.

A child enteringichool will utcdoulitedlyprogresi much faster and feet .

much teas Culturally. estranged it he learns in the language he thinks In and .
Speaks; 'the same rule applies to adults learning to read. In an ideal system, both,
groups Will learn to read and write their own language and then acquire speakIngt-

'reading and writing fluency In the second language. (All kindsof oral instruction "-

*'through lectures, and discussion groups, films, radio and television can of
course-use the m6ther tongue.) . , -

cUnfortunately, bilingual Instruction often proves impossible, and, a choice'.
-4 required. In each case; the particular situation of the group must be ,con.
kal.dere.do and sucliquestiona as the following asked: Which language will give the
:learner more chances for a full life and more opportunity to continue his educe.-
-tion later? Whitt do members of the group wog preserve,theix 'guageof to
le arn the dominant language? These questions riot be answe shout care-

'All and continual leferenfe to-thCpeci in questIon. Thf. rower, may
,disfit between schOol education and ;dolt p. cation.

. ", A decision to instruct In the locaPanguage nay raise arittk set of dn.,
= ditties; transcribing the language an dernizing it to cope'w1D- Alentltic and
;teelinical terms, recruiting and/ fling qualified .teachen,-.proVilipg sufficient
reading material for the new y_ iterate. Where,theleill exists. these problems can .

be met. Ohara offers ii acy courses In ten languages. Kenya in slx.21 A feat
years ago Niger ha wo official_ newspaper*, both in French (a language only 6
percent of lite." pulatton can read). Now there are literacy programs, hi five
languages ancrnine departmental newspapers in these five dealing with topics of
interest j.ri the bulk of the populatIon.22 _

.

Teaching the language of the dominant society as a secondiangogils a
--distinct discipline. As experts at one Uniscb -meeting ptit it::

new and original teaching approach (is) required OW these
languages could be taught neither as they are In the coontries where

6
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of general education ... The importance of this-aim lies in the con
slant appraisal of tradition', and the , possibilitlits,it offers for Im
Parting a readiness for, indeed an expectation of, continuous diange
arising from the process of unfolding discovery.).8 -

TextboOka, workbooks, ,readers, charts, maps, etc., appropriate forthes
dominant sodety maybe and almost certainly be educationally un
suitable for a cultural minority. The problem is how, to design successful
materials. These will be based on specific cultural, environmental, and other
needs Of the pupils concerned, but they will also take into account the needs of
teacher& A well.qualified, sensitive, experienced teacher intimately familiar with

Itter-environmentfromwhich-thirstudentreorrie n modifrandsupplensent--
partly unsuitable teaching materials so as to use only What relevant' and pro-

Unfortunately, many leachers, especially in Isolated areas, lack these
qualities, and they need teaching materials intimately designed for use with t
minority group. Teicher training institutions involved with the education
Cultural minorities are, of4ourse, ideal centers -ol curriculum.and materials de
sign and testing.-

The fitnetional literacy pilot prdjects mentioned a6ovi experiment-With
developing IndivIdualized teaching materials for each project, -In a literacy
microproject in BrarAll for example,- teaching materials specifically related to
the linguistk envkoninent of the learners, *ere, defelaped ,from a computer
analysis of-local Iirorkers' speech which revealed a basic vocabulary of 2,300
words comprising 540 different sYllables. Nine percent of these syllables form

- sixty pint of the words used; twenty percent (about 100 syllables) meet tight
percent of s ih heeds. A teaching program based on thesedSta is expected to _,

'have time n to teach literacy.19
In discussing` the content of-education for cuitural -.minorities we have

stressed the special needs of these groups at distinct communities,' because theie
_ special needs, are so often fortotten. But education:for life in the, minority _-

community only one of the two broad educational goals we set out at.the
beginning of this-paper. The, second, education far life within lhe dotntrtarit
society, must not be Ignored .In any,drilie to adapt educational 'programs and
materials to students' needs. . . _

.1r1 considering the relation of these goals tdcontent we can distinguish;
between the first three or four year, of schooling and what follows. The first
years are, as the Moscow report states it:

the schoOl situation where the child must leave the home and adjust,
to school learning conditions, However, the relation between home -

and the school and their inter-dependence is greater hi this' period
than is likely to be !rue at any other level of educallon.20

This is the time to,make every effort to digit the child and his parents
that school is not an alien institution but one 'that serves the contmimity by

define and meet its needs: Here, currienlaylextbooks, activities,
langua0 uld disrupt the child's world as little as possible. Atter the first three
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on the rob., through` mass media.*The member of a cultural minority
espedilly will require the extrchelp these opportunities pmide, and therefore
his formal Schooling must make It possible for him to benefit from them, As the
experts meeting at Moscow in 1968 to discuss curriculum reform expresseciit:

.

Children me- to school with Vecy different preparationi for .School
learning as-a result .of their different home environments. The ,

evidence Is dear thatithese variations) account for tie major differ., `ences early, sdiobj.learning aptitude( and general abilities ... The
major, arm, of leimineto letup is to ;give each child,the conditioni " .

necessity to-Insure not he ha's asiood,an opportunity for further
the-best-NtWridchild to thcschoolia---

200'- N
.

reparation` tot continued learning ha two, aspects, -'dlitinctf but closely-
related. Flist, the student must acquire the bisiclools be will need for all further %,

educat ion $ hese *Inclutli language ability, familiarity- with sources.. of In- -.
-,4oiritritfOn elementiry!wattftmat14,--a potion otscienUtio Igak mat--tern theset,toot(heyritst ,undetstaitd.thist success lies not their acquilition ttut

their continued use,,Steond, the stirdentpost acquire certain aftitudel.
.,ShoWd viekeducitIon as both Onending:atufendiessly rewarding, jeaming 1

own responslyaltY, and the teacher as someone to help, but hot dictate,
etforti.Clearlitheleacher must share and lielpins' till these attitudes) ,

.. - ..

leorder to enable the indlildnal to cinitiMie to selteducale
.--aftir -6ornpletlori of his Corkin.) echicatION %wIli.be neressatylo-

- ens/Amite the objective of devt4oping edgcability as it part of formal
educatron heel[, a

-,- Citural minorities °Ain place a hiskvalue on presetvation'anti continuity, '1 ,
; and children 1n these groups armrsttally,not conditioned to expact.and wetohme, ,-,

in .Thus, cmajor role of eduCitIon In a cultural minority, one wir 1s
closely linked -to preparing for, continued.:learning, :consists irfdeveloping ari '

_ positive attitude to mange in the entire community. This process need.nbt tititi'., di
- .Prop Away from thefrown society:' .- . ,., ; t.

, --IV; first aim °fedi/Cation ,stated experts meeting at NOriAil In 1088 to
discuss the relationship betiveen education and developnwnt:

, . . f-* .
...._ ..

;.should be to help the child to appreciate the intrinele fmportspee
'ef his physical, social and cultural environment. It Is thrkt appreciation
which, earriei'within Itself the seeds of adkancemerit, chinge,'and*raj 7 - 1 1

7 ' ,
. 41 41

iri this connection, science training is particularly ilsesfpc. M the repoit of ihg
M tneeting.riotes,

::. I. . ., ....- .

... training In ntific methods, IniRiving speculation followed by
confitmation or ,Lsproof, should be one of the mgre'important aims.4, ,...,

A %
Y 16,. I

4

40

41i 4. 14'
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By "revision" these experts did not mean adaptation, Most ,felt that
it is not, suitable to take the' European curricula and try_ to adapt
them to the African environment, but rather to single out the essen
tW principles and scientific methods, and then to make a study of
the African environment before Initiating the actual process of re.
tolln.6

UnforturGtely, this suggestion is rarely followed; usually curricula designed for
the dominant society are,,adapted for.etrituW minorities by Inserting referenceir!
to local customs, changing illustratrom; etc,, ethereal what is really required is a

\thorough commitment to tlie preliminary' research and the lofigterm creative
effort Involved in rust examining the minority group's characteristics and needs
apd theft devising apPropifitteeduCational content.

.Education suited to the environment does not qt the primary level, at
least .4- mean only teChnicatOr agricpltmal education. Nor does it mean giving one
group an 'education essentially, different from that given any other. Instead,lt _

implies "education '...specificall-y &Signed for each context."// Wherever pos-',
exithples,of general principles used are .those familiar fo Ihe.stirdertLAs

:skills axe' taiight their immediate practical applications to everyday life are made
. dear. 'Hours and days dr:instruction 09) fitted-Ito the commtmity.'s mi rider..
Erhicational,.resourq&of- ate societov*e' drawn on whenevir possible: for ex
ample, in some soeferies:olderAirdreenaturally superylie and instruct yOuriger
children; in achfol thin practite tot be used to help an overburdened teachefand

I.:4 :tinfoil.. the other child's understanding of what he has learned.
Education, suited to the envirtinment WO means "the adaptation of cunl.

-reit 'needs," that Is; "the-Intellectial ind 'twill:al preparation' orthe
pupil for the part, he Will have to play 'social life. "Real" is stressed here
because 'needs' are so often seen In terms, of examination resifts leading -to
occupational-positions or. further education' rather than preparation for all
Oct, orlife. In awareness of this clangor% thelLA.R, program desc above
calls for introducing six bows Of practical studies a week for the flit and sixth
grades of primary school beciuse "the primary school curficultnn Is _ _ much
oriented to the needs of the minority who continue in achool; and'even they
would lenefit If come practical subjects were taught ."13 -

While it Is an excellent accordanCe wi e precepts of all
direct' teaching methods:, that 'Amity edu.,Jon- in rural areas ..f-v, .

should. take Its references from the local4, ifculeatea taste and a.".
. *sleet for manual work 'and introduce the child to manual astly; .

.,_ Ries, it dust nevertheless kirelp In the forefront Its two functions: to ,
'.!, communicate knowledge, regarded. as a too), and to train the mind,

` -,- .1 flais mcikIng possible theacquislifoirOf ttulher knouttedge,14
- . --, q :

,..-
, No aspect of educational content has more imporian or culturai Minor-

". hies MO this onek:A *il _Commentators agree that in a ri dry changing Mid
life-long renewal cif knowledge Is becoming more and mo Imperative. In res.,
pone, educational' opportunities will be increasingly Arai le in educational ..,,,

N
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may teenagers; and opening a community center in the city of Aswan I.tir
women, girls, and children which also serves as a training ivnter for family and
child welfare workers. . ., i .-, ,

..
The Eberimental World Literacy I ogram, heguW In 1904, provides a

model of specific.educatton linked to cleve pment: Recognizing that piecemeal
attempts 'to teach illiterates tO read have n t been very suetessful, it encourages

=. "selective- intensive" pilot project; In :"( etional literate. These integrate
teirihing with vocational and technical raining and gineril education for

. workers in lilghpriority sectors of thee e nomy. The plot projects-(1) teach ,
:skills where-possession of these wilt produce hiaximuM re(urns and (2) develop

effective and exierirnentar me hodsof literacy teething and explore the relation.
iep between functional liter y and deVelopment.8 Thusi farmers newly organ

tntO'Cooperativea in Tun. la ieari hbw,t6-read; how -to cartyput the basic
cemputationt consistent with tjue seltibarurgement, and s4mething of the soviet

-,"and'ecpttornic problems affecting them.Spinnerein a woolen mill in Iran team to
Nid colOfiamaiand the factory color and yarmixture dodes; NM these they. z

:.progress to more general reading skills, technical Ittstructiorrhyglene, arithinetle; '14 ..:

-jetzt results show that the coume,reduces errors, accidents, and phsentg4istn. In
--: IVaristr,, Nigeria,' lillteratejobsec9, powers are learning (iow to ,react intricate
/rules, --diffictriti- to --Ransil* orally,: for growing, and '.,curing tobacco; the :.

tobacco purchasing coniOirny -believes .that farmers who can refer_to written 4.
:lialdes willproduce &Miter grade;Kroduct. It is.too earlY, to evaluate fully` tie,
"telettive.IntensIveq approach to literacy but preliminery.assessmente seem to' -

:-- show positive results for both education and economic development:
, .. a

. _ - , 4. :
:. content. of Education :

1

,

at
-

Frim an. overall look,at *here .eiducitIon, for cultutsi minoritlei is being
,Integrated COO total development efforts; vie now.iuM to' what this educatirin

---consliti.of..-.Evelywhere the content of education (alms' organization; cur*.
muster methods, examinations) is being queitionedAlere vi suggest several brokg
areasof inquiN and experimentation relevant to,cuitural norities. , '

In many .societies educators are struggling to recleSign content,Im
from outside. end having, tittle relation' 16 the sodety4 Experts meeting in,,

-.Madagascar in 1962 to diseuss'generai secondary curriculafor Africa found both
ychological and pc-dagogical reasons for reform that.can be generalized from ,

`-'` the Afri 'ConteXtt _ -
.

- a
. _

I
Whe there is'a Contradictions between tit child's ererydayilfe and ,

'what he leariri'st school, conflicti are lathe personality of the
child aid complexes are developed ... Iffthe ittricah kbild who 1414'4- °-
a great deal;that is foreign to hWerniromiterit and reflects,on Values,
ideas and sentiments that are hotpart of his own intillictual; spirit.,.
ual and eniettorral way of life, there is a:tettden4, for partiediar
rellanie- t'o be placed on- the memorization .-of 40s:Atinv with a
revision Of the curriculum that will illoW him to abaft things related
to his awn experienceOils intelligenwfsensibliljty, y011t.andcleative
Imagination wilLhe given greater plays ; ;.

I
;
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ntnierlisal:inajority in stunt). The Program iwas:tdo`riise the living Standards of
these people, to integrate then) into.the life ofhtheir nations, to bring theta:tope,
for the future, and to give' their oauntries the Atli strength of their hitherto
untapped human resourcet."? Unlier. II schools,''constructed 'mostly by adult

. Indian volunteers, serve children during the day and adults at night. "The thirst
for education _among the :Andean; Indians," notes a report on the programs;
."seems to be almost Insattahle.Selioott put, up as part of. the,Progritm are patked's*:

_ with pupils from the ,day they opetl."3 In additidn,-.experts show the Indians
bow to Increar sagrictiltural prbduetton: and. raise health and nutritional *-

standards, and vocational centers provide training in skills with immediate
`vocational use in the coorrlunity. r

In the sixties the..couptries inyolyed tiave` gradually taken over respond
sibjlity for theprogram and illeorporated its activities into their plans for qon-

7

mule and ed4cation development, As for results., the report says;
Many changes' already are perceptible `10, the cornmuilities.riached
for the program. IMproved agricultural techniques are begitming to
Increlisi the yield' of land uncler,cultivirition; cooperative activity is

'. emerging; new skills are being put into use in trades and homes as
-; well as on the; land. Above,ail, perhapswhole cotrinturnitlet haik

t teamed that they areable tiiimgh their own.effektis to do things nay.
, :pieVidusly regarded as .pOssible./

A. second iniegratecl'ilrogram, time in a rapidly developing region,k''t.,-

A the. Orriprehensive child and youth welfare project for the Aswan Dam area,'",
inipternentecrby the United:Arab Republic with aid from several United Nations,
agencies.

In"recerit yearseConStruction of.the AsWan Datn has brought thlvarea rapid
climige- and, detelopinent,7, and .pr eats. Among the latter are: "weakening of -
traditional family, ties, the,transfOrmatipnAf the role and status of women,the"

,:,. growing Number of maladjuAd individuals, the growth of an Unskilled labor
teserNe, bad hootheloo -slum areas, malnutrition and undernourishment causing,:!
inert** suseeptibilitf toy various diseasep,... the multiplicity of social problent

. 'brought about by,Industrialihd teelmologicalclevelopmenf,),'s These problems It,.
was felt; required,"an intelqettland bold poliey, of soclat Planning that gives_
itnit consideration to'the,hurnin resources on which such develOPment depends -.
and in whose interest Itshotiid operate. The changes now taking place and Itkely*:

6
;to occur eanhbf be left to ,charice.'

16

Coorditisied,ty.a regidiVal Ifurnaif Relations Department Center (one of
seim;,development centers in the region)zs'Oompreherisive ptogritm for'ehildrik

: -and young people has been.ittaelqng these' problems:it intolvistralning
level community 'workers and' development leaderS.,,,.ploviding.,education.
-starts? hygiene, first 'aid, child care, etc., to girls and women; opening daycare _
.Centers; for small childreklinitiating wettest:studies for boys and girls in rural
primary4Chstols, and for primary,sehootteaCtiers in teach'et ttaining instItuteal-

; providing one pear prevocational ; training 4tild,gqmral education fdt boys
leaving primary scildoi it age twelve;'organIziag rtitalyouth chitti for posttit:
mary you in theresetdernent areas and agricultural training camps for postprW

;.:;, .

°
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_
_tion for minority milture children has often been patterned alter that deieloped:

by and for a society totally different from theirs, it is quite proper to *tress thatsuch children require an education suited to their environment,grounded InfaMilitir terms. llut education that only suits them for ,their restricted environr. Iment constitutes a form of educational sportheld. .
The ideal Is, an, education balanced enough so. the student can choose

betireen (1) remaining a furictionkng Member of his own group, and (2) fitting',
V satisfactorily' Into the dominant, society if he so wishes.-Thus, he needs an-,.-_expanded,,not a restricted, education, covering the heritage and valueS of his-grotto -pins the knowledge required for living in the dominant society. Clearly,

_lb. same criteria apply to 'all forms of education, whether in 4chool or-outf .;,.:,whetlier for 'children, young, persons, or adults.
This ideal of education has drastic implidations. Those developing educe..

tion ar programs, to .prepare, people, (of life, in two societies roust thoroughlyry Understand' present and future clqracteristica and needs of both. societies; thiscalls for -research) and coordinated planning. In the'schools, they will need' to
redesign radically curricula and textbook; look again at content and methods of
language instruction; investigate use of the newest tnedia, including_ radio,
vision, and film; trehaform teacher recruitment and training praCticesAlve added
importance to relations between the school, parents, and the colnnulnIty as a,whole.- Education must also4noVe beyond the:school system as we traditionally
see It and provide imaginative programs for special groups within the community

outotsehool, youth, adults In general, worn n, workers,' Illiterates, corn
Inanity leaders.

Integral Planning tot Development
Educational programs for cultural minorities, no Matter how well de.

-:signed, cannot alone provide a fuller life for these people. Such prosramssmust
be part of a tdtal.ftffort to lmproie life for the" whole community, and must be .

planned carefully with' the other componentiof this effort. Ecortoralo and
technical Aid, improved' health .eservices, expanded transportation and
cominunicatiolls facilities these, along with education, help,ehang0 the'community's Proptects for the future. In the absence of a
development ,plan those educated to welcome and effect change will meet only
fruitrations; further, they will Join theIxodus of youth and talent from deprived
areas that constitutes one o(the world's major' resources problems. For this
reason 'Mese° aid-to edueition Is often part of an-interagency and sometimes

,----,IntergOvernmerital program designed' to change 'radically a community's-Or-
-- region's life. We.describe here three such programs to illustrate boy, they fit Into

comprehensive development schesmee. _
I The Andean- Indian Program Is a cooperative rural development projectinvolving six Latin : American governments. and the International LaborOrganization, the World Health Organization, the Food and 'Apieultutal

Organization, and Unesco. It started in1953 in Bolivia, Equa0r, and Peru, later ,.2- extending to Colombia; Chile, and Argentina. When it began the Andean Indiana'-'werecut off geographically and psychologically -from the econbmic and socialdevelop-neat' taking 'place their countries '(although they constitutes;
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i t , New Roleator Educa9bn
,

Whereas once eduitIonal institution.," existed` to 'preserve knowledge end'- --
pais it on to a carefully, chosen elitechow.edttcatiOn Is being asked to, fulfill a
'radically different Wiping peOpli develop' thlinfielves so they meet,
,,goali of eConomic'and,cocial change. At the sametime tJe Modern wo d6fines
eckucatiort is' a _Means of increasing each InslividUal's potential for sp tual,

and physical develOpmentr.accordingly the Unliersal Decl "Won of
:,,Humen Rights proclainfif that edimationii a human, tight. Thus; lovernmenta,
now look 'to education both as an investment providing an, excellent return
terms of economic and Octal development-1nd As 4 benefit'potentlally, at least,.
due all

,
_ .

_ A view of education as item for bile 4110 (2) available to all entails
radio' innovations, the extent of which Is poo' understood; as shown bY the:,

_ dangerous gap. so frequent' between current 'educational, expectlitions. kid:the
means now in use hand even planned for the future of meeting then?. a .

As Access to education extents to more and more people education also
Seconies 51 prime concern of politlbal strategy. Bitch emotIonladen terms.as

:Pintegration,", !'assimilation,'' "promotion ;of minority cultures" are linked to
polltics1 go*, in nations Striving to- achieve political unity dr; conversely, region:
at autonomy, political got& can supercede economicdevelbpment targets. At the'
some time,' governments must consider the rising educlitiOnal aspirations and, -,
demands of, thelr citizens. Espeolaily'for-cultund Wdnoritivs, political policies
a Major determinant of edneatlixial opportunities. -.

1

4, 4

:I; -:Special Needs of Cultural Minorities
. , Cultural minorities, Often the worst victims of an elitist approach to Niles;

tion -and 'usually In need of tadlcal economic and social development; are, be;
.-. coming -a prime ,object -of educational programs based on the 40V educational

expectations.' But result are not-always as planned. Widespread Illiteracy, itchOol;
repetitjoh and' drcVouf, high unem ployment. rates; cynical 'Or Apathetic attl!'-',
tudes, or a gene `"inability. t6 adjUst,to modem society" are 'often: found-:,
among such groupsrAiven-vmere educational fscilltlei and entoiltnents hap e been
impressive. In- extreme Oksee, cultural minorities may- reject the dominant

its-values, Its methods; It goals sometimes with
The prime tact about A 'memberof a cultural -minority, today is 'that,'%

educationally Speaking, he lett rheinber not of one society, but of two.
,The society, to"whiell he ,beloligs by parentage has its own history,WtUr44,

eritage, value* and iveysof explaining tai 'world: Nobody can "brinrAdUcti;--
.. t n It, ,since le already' possesses em of educating the young in-theta,:

ale ehts of s6cletyilis welt as in certain ne ssary AM; otherwise it wbutd tiever-
have persisted: as a cultural entity. An s cations.' System completely divoroe&-,
from the_society's Ways ., for Instance, systembased on oompetglon between
pupils' In a Society that value% grou not Individual, achievement :WM
pertrAnently harm the Student's son -of Identity. _ *-

' Out the member of a cult__ minority, also belongs, to the dOrtil#Rt
soclet.y_by cit ip,- and because t laigely determines the conditions 01

life. ITO take an elementary examp ; he is subject to its laws.) Because admen?
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UtsiESO: Ex perientes in
Crois-cultural 0.48,cifi6k

I Introduction
.

. Living in. the world's' harshest _climate, in a part of the earth visited by few
'yavellersi the peoples of the Arctic, regions exemplify the &Una, and selon
1,44601 hgrrien groupin g. For hum' Whigs, hoWeveri remoteness Is not a matter : ..
, of- geography alone. The world ntalna mapy'other groups as removed in
..various Way?: from the societies unotindIng- them as are the Arctic *Mei-
Abair remoteness In4,` be less gear phical than E;Ohal psychological; cultural,.
4)10'ecOnomle, but it is Just as strong a factor:In their existence. For conyenience. ,

r sake -We Wyll call these groulis ?cOltutkl_. minorIttes" and' Oa ,More Influential,-
ups surrounding the` IthO "dominant soCietysc (Plittiridrity" hem 4notec- t

l'itiPince-, not., relative'' numerical j strength; a "cultural mlnority!k; illay t64-._- -:
titute i majOrIty of -a even 01111ty,'s.poptitAtIon-.) Romakof the desert, mi

1 workers In America and barge ,faMiliesin Europe,- politkal refugees'llying In -...-
sips,_ isolated and depr(ved ru groups all 'stand 'out from the '400110,alit i.

mble,ihe Arctic peoples, the do, present many of the' saw _OuPallOnal
sties In their ,countries; If es ultural entities; these groups do `not closely. '''

'10 rttinitles and problenis. In this paper we attempt to define these oppOri
ties and problems and. deacribe certain practical atterhpts being Made with

aid to meet them. . ,i! t *, %
. _. v

!

4. N4
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John Cairns curken0y holds the position of DirectOr,
"Ditlisipt::.orPtem0, . WSW.; As a,' former
ecifsaition' officer Of 1> A' Cdri4(1104. DePortmeol of

-,:-6044 A//airs arid NorthernDeuelopment he was the
togtcal choke to, drow together the concepts be

--;;11Nr,SCO.-progroins in'-eross-cultunsi educettionand
aPpli !:t besot) _ to a ,discuiston7 cross-cutfilair
iducatigh to the circumpolar nations. This paper was
Prepared by Dr. Cairns who Was .waisted in Us
preparation bx itaff members -of UNESCO -in
The paper is reproduced with ,the pinnissio
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Finally, onelor.two familiar concepts, seemingly Jotted down at iandom:7:-.
economic -laws; Aribor wellbeinc Allure. These concepts:
embrace the problems which are veiny relevant to the Lapps, A :Worthwhile '-
remark by One of The leading Icelanders should be quqted In this context. The
conversatipkhad tried to the Icelander's. culture and everyday'problems.
said , -Being an ender is expenshie".

NoidOtibt is even more expensive to a Lapp. The Lapps cannot afford to
lose their roots in the culture of their ancestors and face the rlik of extinction,:

they cannottither afford-to, Work for its development. this I* particularly,-
tree of young 1;teitectirais Who receive modem schooling and modem training.-,-
There are 'not erieugh openings and' positions' where they can use their know.
ledge and taients for the good of their own grdup. This is a regrettable featine
the labor Market "(particularly where inteJlectuals are concerned) into which the

' Lapps are IncorpOrated. ,
Meanwhile, the inexorable economic laws in the ha4ds of the technocrats

and mimVested in state capitalism decide what Is to happen oh the lands and
Waters of The Lapps. And many of the Lapps, especially the older ones, cannot --

folio* the course of e_vents..
-

Wounded Race-
; . . ,

-,:1) has deep wounds in the root, . 'V`'$',.t,:,
forcettry' to wither It. - t
The root feels chopped; ,, :,'

,,,: . ...

He'whi) lives in the soil ..:,,s r
cannot defend himself against `palnitil plows.
He merely feels that something is changed' .

'In his wind-driven life.

But in the spring,.
when snoW still extends

ro MOO trolen ground in the north, .

then the new shoots 4, ,

with the motive power Of the sun's warmth
right through Nt reAlstatice
begin to'forcitha tips of the branches,' "
towards the light.

. .

The root's wounds
do not heal quickly.
But he rejoiced
when the wind hies the shoots.
Selkonfidence and faith
rise up, that their creative power
will carry on the heritage,
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-have-gone -into detail in_order_to substantiate an assertion which dea::
-° with pedagogical situation. It Is obvious that the child who sneaks Laripish andf-'

who has fits root's in the Lappish life and milieu must have, in respect of compu'r,
Stye education, some contact with his Mother tongue, In absence of this, the
child will experience:great 'difficulties in the understanOing of concepts. The

--- resulting timidness and insecuiity will seriously limit his ability co Maize his
potent al.

-"The teachers selected for Instruction purposes must be chosen according to
r their. knoiviedge so that relevant material' will be represented. A common

defidminatot for modem 'and naturally developed cognitive systems is brotight,
about thrnugh data collection and analysis. This has to be the bisis for the I--

-arrangement of methodical development and its practical application. Therefore
the _results of ,trans-cultutil -studies ought to constitute an InipOrtant phase in

leacher eduCation and teachercOntinuatiOn courses.
-- 'reacher candidates .who,are born into the respective ethnic language and

the western teacher candidates naturally halt different qualifications In order to
these common 'cognitive elements. Most often the western sebrid's attitude ,'

ts not conducive to-the attainment of, commen- Conceptions and Hui* the
bility of contact Is impaired. The consequence is,that the members of the ethnic
tialnOrit become .westernized and gradually lose their ethnic identity, thud be,

,coming poor copies of the members of. "macro" society. Knowledge of the ,
structure of One's own 'language and colt ecessary that it should be
given on all educational levels, from elementery school on up through the univer,,,
sity years. in this way, the starus, of one's Om language is maintained:

And now we have come to appraisement. if the menibers of the "macro"
society appreciate the language and culturebf,the arctic peoples, the members of
the ethnic-minority will 'come to value theircuitural heritage. Values are pa,.rtial

`-,"?ly based on einotioni: It is my opinion that the human being's ultiMate inteilec
heal resources, are best released if he has an emotional basis of supped, where,the
feelings,forone'a oft culture are self evident, !.

I would now like to say a few words about "yoliting", the L Apish form of
singing. In Pita Lappmark, my home area, each individual had a musical name, a
personal "yolk". This_nanie was naturally a 'means of placing and identifying the
individual In a social system. "Yolking" Is an important port of the Lappish
culture. Herein lies the cognitive andemotional elements where artistic elements
are delegated to emotions.

It is in general these facts and conditions which must be hraught forth td
become- a living reality. In terms of the present, and especially 'significant in
ii,cher education. .

''the theme of this conference has inclUded the economic outlook of the .
-,''Nordic peoples. I, too, wish to stress the importance of economy, and the point

that I would like to emphasize Is tht(t deitruction of capital means an economic
", !pas. Jo wider sense pf the word, the human beinhintself is aforen of,capitai,
and it , loss to society- when an individual la unable tb realize his potential_
beeau of limited or'non-existent education. As you can see, I feel that one
shoula not only stress the physical aspects of economy, but that one must also
pay special attention to the human aspects.
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other, is tligely due lo the mint of a common syste of reference, or its.--:-
4eficiatictet 11 one does exist. In this system I include oth value horms and _.,

cognitiva-Vertientsz-The cognitive elements are.often rene ed in a taxonomy. . --

in the United States during th last decade,- a gre t _d: f interest has-
been shown in lrana-cuituratatudies.These studies anaty4e the t inology and
claisification systems of so-called. primitive peoples. Thisitype of research is of '
great importance and especially* relevant to work of a pe agogical nature, since
these studies clearly show that the theory that cogn don among primitive --
ti peoples is prelogical is utteenonsence.. .

An American researcher in Uppiala, bad(' Kvisier,, is recently written a -_
paper with the title, The Paradigm* Structure of the Lappish Reindeer Classt ,

Ilcation System: A' Study-fri Ethnozoology. The Methodological basis Is taken
mainly from 06odeitotigh (1957), Strutevailt (1964); Pi* (1954), and Conklin
(1962). His data is partially drawn from a terrninologiOi study which I haVe,,
published concerning my native dialect In the southern,d)vision of-Noorbetten. -,

Reindeer terminology is. made up of four main categodes: sex, age, coldr, i,,-',;
and antler or horn forth. This classineation system of fOur categories makes Iti-=
possible to Identify each separate reindeer' in herds ranghig from a hundred to a'':"*.
thousand animals. .i . -i

-- ' - ..
It should be mentioned that reindeer and reindeer heitcrig.lerldidolagy,-;;

compriset approximately on fourth of the entire Lapp's!' vocabulary. Thisfact- --.
is based on Neilson's Lappish dictionary' which contains ,pproximately 26,000 '.
words. .

, The, color terminology_ in Arjeplog, my home ,Aistrict, is comprised or-`
seven basic colors, n melt': ;

II. ketpall. ark with white (light) hoof brush and l)ghtbelly pelage -.
I. - suarfahk black . i :,

.

III. tusikuith reddish brown ,

IV., tjuiuuhlr yellow grey i
V. muovas . light grey

Vi, Ifuorak throat and belly pelage 'almost white
! '

VII. velkuhly white ;

I
'Even though one can make a detailed tlassification and a positive 'dentin. .

,._ cation of reindeer from the color category alone, we cad combineit with age
terminology and antler or horn description to fOrm an eictremely complicated '.

and refined classification system. , ._- ...

Other, areas In which Lappish has a rich terminology 'are snow and the lack-
of snow, weattier,..wind, terrain forms, and kinship. '-` 1 ..

Another. way in which Lappish shows its refinement, is the grammar of the-
language itself.- The verb; for example, descdbes the categories of activity'and
occurrence as duratlie, continuative, momentive ,(for die moment only), and
frequentive arts of action fat the base word and the forms derived from it. --i -'-'

cuoggot -lo stab repeatedly
cugget - to stab once
cuggudit to_contidue stabbing

sl
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`.Edsication and the upbringing of children should be seen as an integrated
part_ of cultural, social, and economic life. With the term 'with", I refer.td the

-'activras-Which fall within the 'framewodrk ofsociety. These activities have more
-or less specified 'sCructures. Professor Torgny Segerstedt, Uppsala, (in ivrekillskt
bistand och social struktur"); shows three fuhctirsgr of the social system,
naivety, reproduction (retrultment),iociallutfori (education and the upbringing
Of children), and the production-of utilities: The social system. s them divided

three *general groups: particular (patriarchal); Industrial, and educational:
47aulnoelvtits. The older forms, such as rural and nornirdicsocieties, are members

, of the particuist subsddety: fn these older forms, the three functions were
furnished_ by the extended family group.

-From a historical point of -view, the beginning industrial societies were
?.characterized by the fact that the production of utilitlec(wits broutiht forth by an

uneducated labor force. This labor &ice 'was drawn m the extended family
groups. Nowadays a component of the western colt re.is an educational
society -in -which education, and to a certain degree f e upbringing of children,

,=cOnslitutes the task of thes"macre society or as a final resort, the state. In
-principle, education should be nondiscriminating al available to everyone. ,

The arctic 'peoples living in the rural areas inane northern districts' fat'from
4he diirtent _ Industrial centers, fall otAside of the type of development.Which is
determined by the particular, indtistriali and edttional subsocieties., It is also
natural that the educational subsociety finds Ifino probleMatic situation,
when It tdie to' export inbe members of air ctic society, the qualities Of being
aitiveicontributing and productive individuili the modern meaning, especially
it ibis is to be done in a natural and construe ye manner.

The Lapps, as well as the rest of the lactic peoples, have quite.ipecial and
different demands to mire of the, modes educational system. When satisfying
tbeae demands, the costs for special tea er education's:ad, the production of
supplementary., materials, especialltedti linnet television and radio, should pot -16e
be a hindrance, but perhaps the rriOst4 Oiportant point is teacher education, bt
rather continuation courses which pay ttentiortio the specialized needs of these,'
teachers.

- In connection with teacher ed cation and continuation courses the qu
lion Of recruiting candidates is also of importance., From my point of view_one:.
should consciously strive for the lection of future teacherafronl the eftic

up which is to receive educatr nal instruction. The fu tyre 44040 ahoutd bt,
ppe. Esklinos, Indians, Seamy ds, Ohucfs,"ete.' 1Jtit re cujt _not ei.ectlinS

litre of the,"macro" society, ., individuals who are not-members of the 'putt-
`,tI:Cealar ethnic minority.

This is an extremely "I portent point. The experience which I have had_
from the nomad schools in tvederf,-ana lately from- the school In the Lappish
populated area In northern borway, speaks for Welt. It is my Opinion that
type of teacher which has n previously referred' to, cab. be-a base_unitIcir a

---deeper understanding bet een differebt cultures. This li the manner in which an'
'A educational program can tie carried'out In a meaningful fashion.

For a long time,' it has been' clear to me that the lack of understanding
between the State and regional authorities, on one side, and the Lapps on the

329
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nomad studies which contains instruction relating to the Lappe_
specific way °Cliff. The "social orientational" subjects alio contain

. certain material' relating to their own culture and community life._
Instruction given in handicrafts in these schools concotrates on the
LaPps' characteristic products. s ,

For r,iltiOs 7.9 there has been set up a Special Senior level for
Lapp children, coordinated with the Senior level school in the corn.*
mute of -Gallivare, in the northernmost part of Sweden. MIS
arrangement...has made 'it possible, to offer Lapp pupils the same
range of choice in the-Senior level' other studentedit the same
fraOt is possible to give a specialized form of teaching, in dust the

Lapp., pupils can, in the mein* of subjects, V -kept In the mime'
classes. Special InstrtIction in Lappish can be given also at the Senior
levelThe knowledge of Lapp cqlture and community life inverted
at the Junior and Middle levels 'cattbe expanded it the Senior level.'
In grade 9, there is given also Preparatory vocational instruction
relndeerbreeding on a-special alternstlie line that cofen two.! Mai
of the teaching-time assigned to this year. These *monis have
been made to allow Lipp pupils, so far as it accords with their own
intereiti and wishes, to adapt their studies to their Ovrnlorm of
livellhoc it The practical-0110ml' included in this line is ad by
having the pupils accompany the Lapps for a certalo. period a-their-
travels,, taking part in the different phaies of work included in
reindeerbreeding. Under skilled guidance they make nature
observations, get to know wisp life, and experience the changing
Copditioneof work involved in reindeer-breeding.,

interest in this line's great, and pupils from the nomad schools Sze
take this alternative almoit to one hundred percent, inapite of their' 4 -

complete freedom totfinsferio an, orritnar7 lisin!cr level et another
- school in their home district.

At the .0allivare school there has been built for the Lapps a
separate, hostel, which provides adequate Care. . .

By the- provision of these arrangements in a nine year compul;,. --
sorY schooLoisporiunities have been created for those who desire to
continuetheir education ache gymnulum level schools. ,

The schooling of Lapps is regtilated by a special Nomad
-Sr/44011g Act(SFS 1967:,216),by the terms of which Lapp parents
themselves,' without clearance by any authority, can Odd, whether
they will send thcti children to the nearest nomad school or to the
(11110 year compulsory school in the commune where they ari,
registered for census purposes. No inquiry or test whatsoever Is made
as to whetbere.Or not the child lain :fact of Lapp origin. Ilse coin- :

,plete freedom of the parents in choosing a achobl kir their child is
reflected in the wording of the Nomad Schooling pm (1962: 51) "A _

Lapp is a: person who states' that )+e Is a Lapp."
total of pupils 'in nomad schools in the academic

year 196748 is about 220 plus 114 pupils attending the Senior level:*

s11
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Lulea'strashop Olot i3ergqiist, who examined the educational system of
the Lapps, was of the*opinion that "the Lapps lacked the physleal attributes
necessary for retular,_ heiyy manual labor and therefore fell into deep, poverty

'and misery when-they adopted a settled way of life. On the other hand if they
cpntlnued. with reindeer herding they could count upon a se resource ot..
livelihood " According to him it was also "of national ecotu)IM interest that
the Lapps retain their inherited source of livelihood", beianse the insmense.,-,-.
fields could only be used as , pasturage for reindeei herds.. Reindeer herding'

---'demanded that the Lapp lead * nomadic existence. "This free fife:' which was
proppr element,, his delight and jny, and 1-; he were to make a lengthy visit,

y during his youngeryearsormong those who led a settled life, he would
become unsuitable for the nomadic vianderings In the mountain wilderness of
cord and snowstorms." .

The kilted viewpoint of the investigator melded in the above quotation
was predominant among the anthoritiet in Sweden at that time. Bergqviit's
paternalistic, romantic cliches and , prejudices touted the basis tot the ,1913
reform. This type of occurrence is not unique to Sweden, but can be said to be
the general situation whenever there is contact between members of the weitim
world and The socalled primitive peoples. Thus a great deal of the educatiop was

`, still Mien in the Lappish.huts throughout the 1940's. The reason behlrid-thit
_practice was to keep the Lapp children from withdrawing from their nomadic
way of life.

In spite of this attitude, the, nomadic, way of life has been, weakened,
Nowadays, none of the nomadic Lapps live in. Lappish huts during the 'cold
'season, but rather leside in regular houses. Most often..triere are two houses for
each' family engaged in the migratory movements of the reindeer ter& It is only
during high summer and in the mountains that they utilize the more primitive
means of residence, the LaPpishluts. , .

That this old romantic concept is no longer predorMnant.ts shown by the
folloiing section, taken, from Jonas Oriliir* gook, School in Swed(n:

-
The reaction, to ambulatorythe ambulato schools and their relitiveir\

low standard (shot* all in respect.of premises and equipvient) has
led to a return to 'Permanent schools, situated In the largest Lapp
villages. The state has In about ten places set up faillitt children of
Lapps special, SC11170lS, to which hostels are attached'. These schools
are called nomad 50001S. . ,

The Instruct-Jon given there has been increasingly adapted to
' the paitioular requirementi of .the Lapps, and raised to- the same

standard as the teaching given in the seven year primary School, and
now In the nine year comptilsorylchool. At present grades 14 are
taught at the nomad schools. In view of the relatively small number
bf children &Rending these schools, each teacher teaches, as a rule,
two grades, The Junior level comprises grades 1.2, and'the Middle
level grades IS, Usually divided 'into two groups. For the most Part,
the nine year compulsory school curriculum is followed alsOin these
schools. Certain modifications have been made, however, to permit
instruction in the Lappish language. Therats a special subject called
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That there' exists and has existed speeial edification fOitlie Swedish Lapps ,
hundieds of years is -perhaps- a surpriiing tact, As early*.1632 the so-called'

,,, SkytteantartScgool waS'fourided. This school was the oilty educatiOnat Institu-
tion available in the Lappish territory (hereafter to be referkd to as Lapprnark)
for more than one hundred yeari. . '....4

To iliwitrate the importance of this school we need only to refer to the
following fact: fourteen,' Lapp students were _enrolltd at the University, of
Uppsala between ,1633 and 1722 difesto lite activities bf the Skytteanian school.

, It can probably be d- that this school was unique ,during its period of exii- ,
= tense. In no other ie hai such a serious attempt been made to import school
education' to is pri tiVe group living on the outskirts a sitileil areas. , ,

During the1700's Lappinerk 'schools were, founded in the parish villages','_
(in this case "parfshs", refers to a pollttcal division .of land sink which can
compared to tv, "township"). In these schooli, the Lapp_c.bildten-foll6Wed 'a
course of itudY, based on a twq year plan. The maximum pupil quota for each

, grade was Six. Neither the Skyttesnian nor the parocNal schools were intended ,_
to offer a direct public education. But indirectly they did intend to reach this'
end. Those _who had completed the two year ,covrse were expected to,lpread
their knowledge of Christianity and the ability to'read in their holite villages. As _

- the Lapps are a nomadic Pe*, the term "home village" (In Swedish, "vIsten) :
refers to ecspecific group of ihdividuala rather than a specific place of residence.
The 'main -PtirpOSe Of the sehools was primarily a type of teacher's tiWning, even

`though very, primitive.,-,But mark 'well that the teachers themselyes Wire of Lapp
or) gin. ". .

. ..

The pedagogical activity in the "vtstes" was encouraged through Monetary ..

. rewards,and therefore became widely sittead during a shork period of time. This
type of edueation by monetary reward ,waVreplaced after several Betides by`s .--

..,more stable system, The post of Catechets was founded. A :catechet was a --
.-,. travelling or ambulatery ,teacher AO was proficient in the.citechism: This fortn

of ambulatory education was charattertilic far inttrthe 1900's, ,. ...,
-From the second, half ofthe 1700'214nd on, there existed both ?eminent .

and artibulatory sc. hools in the parish villages. Both the advantages and disadt
vantage's of these two 'systems were intensively discussed up until the 1930's. At:.:'
certain times emphasis was plaeed on the permartent form of school system and
at other times the ambulatory system was selected as heing best. ,,.,

= The pkrmanent form was naturually Mom effective, but unfortunitely'did '-
not -reach soli mans; the ambuliWty form was extremelyprirnikive becauseof the
low quality of the education of, the teachers, but it did reach4 great number of i4
the Lapp children.. Between twq_and fOur weeks a year was-the usual length of ,

. study that each child was able lo receive: Incidentally.; myself received my first
schooling in a Catechet or ambulatory type of school.

4- Those who defended the ambulatory,system felt that the permanent school
font drew' the .Liipphh youtti away. from the nomadie, lifeItem we catch a ,,

:-glimpse of an important point, namely that the Lapps should i glia I9 that legacy
which has passed down through many generationt, a legacy. a arleildenk ,,,,,
traditional means of livellhoOd. it was this convervationist,,Ideology;whicir -_;.

"-` formed the basis for the development of the Lapp schools, and the nomad, ,achool reform of 1913 was based on this ideology, . .
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r" The piped have prepared is a desaption of the Lapp:schools In Sweden
and some of the current problems Involved therein. Comparison; with sitmatiops

- -.In other northern regions of the world may readily be made from other articles `'
...1cOODI/anYint.this piper.

Tne,Lappkare an arctic and sup-antic people, just as May peOpleS In the
Soviet Union, 444 Samoyeds, Chjucts Koryacs, plus Eskimos and certain Indliot.

-PoPidations ii Omada. . 4
In -discussing teacher training and related educallimal situations ih the

North 1 woyld like first to'present A brief historical account of eduOtion of the
In Sweden: I will then comment on the ideologies that have been the basis

fat this education during differentepodvi. Secondly, I will give a short survey of
tbe existing educational sYstem, taken mainly from Jonas O rriefshookiSchoot *
frSteeden, Stockholm, 1967. WO, 1 will discuss some prIndplesphichiin my

,opinion, ought (0 be the basis of A meaningful eduition for the Lapp minority
sand perhaps far the other Nordic peoples.

A governmental report (Education of the. Leppes,qamernas skolgatig,"
%Won the 1957 ualYsis of the'nomad schools. SOU 1960: 1011) was released
In 1060.1 was s member of that 1957.exatilluing committee.,

U
4 *. 4 1 a



!areal, Ruong is one of Sandanairtals most
distinguished scholars, Dr. Ruong has Wpint his No-

t* working to improve elonditions of Lapps through his
:-0 4chotarly work as a profelsor: at the (kifversity of

Lipp Ink and author cf several books on Lapp
liaP1 conditions. As a Lapp leader in the' NordiclaPp
Nil Council and as a member of oviolAs study

commissions for the governmeht OfSweden, Dr.
Ruong 1, well known throughoufgeatoknaula.

1'
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tests during the last t ree years, although .when examined by individual school .,
`Units,.it is oblious tha, by the sixth grade, pupils in the remote villages are two
AO three year& behind I gradelevet achievement; .. . 1,'

-/' The Buieau of In Ian Affairs has a testing program throughout laskt, but
r-,,--tetfults are broken downeccording- tOrreqUirementeof regional &gene es and are
." not reported on a State de basis. Each agency controls selection of e items to,
----,l)e repprted.bV the testin -company; so data from one agency to the tleXt, is not _

necessarily cotpatiblefo 'comparative purposes and partially prevents' analysiii".,
--_Of the system es't whole. .A,

: tests are the generally low a hievement levels for the populations as a whole:The-
The most- striking 'chiacteristic of ,the BM' system revealed by' the BIA-=

,-- tests reveal that by the time uplisin the BIA. schools have reached eighth grate,
the average pupil is approxi tely three grade levels behind pupils of the nation,
as a *hole. - .

Thus, data as indicators f attainment and achievement by,Alaskan Native-
--..... pupils' In the hind system as a whole or at a means of 'comparison is tenuoUs a t
' t?eg. The most-obvious obser thin from the data is the lack of a coordinated ,

effOrt to utilize what little is k own through testing, and the lack of cooperative :

--,;-'plans by the BlAnd state for utual resting programs. Not even the seine tests
- trellised in'oomnion by the two agencies, Both the. BIA and state in their most

recent 'annual prOgress reports ate silenton the subject of testing. ; t
It Is interesting and Import t to speculate on the degree to which reach of _

1,-1 the4ariables of'. pupil cultural background, .English language 'proficiency,. -_

'V economic. conditions, isolation, an nature.of school programs actually influence_
(A, leiel of attainment, overage grade placement, grade point averages, achiefeMent
." test scores, and eventually "success". Knowledge_of the relative important* of
--1-these, and the degree to which they are interrelated, all have Important _

-,,-, iniplications for future school programs.
-7. ;.-

.Significant detailed data in attainment and achievement by students fr6m
"- the unorganized rural districts simply does not exist. Where achievement has ,

been observed, the observations are based on small samples, tests of questionable
value, Or incomplete data. Conclusions reached from such studies do indicate}
_inadequate programs' but different studies tend to contradict rather than
'complemenripecific conclusions. What is indicated is the need tdr extensive-
-caordtliated improvement in educational programs and research. The educational
success .characteristics of Alaskan's with a large segment of the population
(Q0ANative) better educated than the United S,tates popu atoll generally on the

_ one hand; and the 'Alaskan N_atiVes ,with cot siderabi ss education on the
-...-- other, poses special problems for Improved Northern edu (ion. ,

REFERENCES'

Alaska Department of Education, Alaska Educational Directory. Juneau
Department of Education, 1968.

,2._ Alaska Department 'Of Education, Files of the Pupil Accounting Service,-T.
Juneau.
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WhqNative dropouts showed ncy,significant relationships
_fietw en 14. scores and grade point averages, the Native
grad ate did This supported the sugteiflorP that many Of
th who 'dropped out of school had I Qs strontenoigh,to-,
co pieta high school. The continuance in schOol bylhe Nettie

-skidents' was dependent upon factors other', than icademit-
sy* ss And achievement

- TIe st Sophisticated 'Alaskan studi_to date that permits an inSiksis of
Native etaa-in,school It the study dole by Dr.°Ashley Poster of the Alaska

-Native( 0(011: Th,e,...study sought to 'find areas for profitable research. on'
piedispfitsitional tactOirelated to the. achievement of success-by Alaska Native
peaPlellt ilwas assumed that's 'persort4vho had finished high achoolandenrolled --"

it -Coltege frilfilled'Foster's criterion for success. This, for the study; thirty-seven
AIasJ(ahfrl4tive students* in :attendance -at the .University of AlasluLivere
intekviest,e(ifirt 1967. The Students were asked yhy people should 'go to the
thilleisitYand what education was doing for them.

Sy,groupltig the students tntervleived, Foster identified ten'froni the BIK"-:...
high hoOl, sixteen fro* vitt is's city arid `state schools and'eleven trankrnissi-

High school grade poi* averages Indicated that BIA and mission
1 1d-heite-r than stirderitiiho 4---* and city schools In lifgh 4004' In coll
however i the op telkai 0, rved by examining grade point averages, students

1,-"-1fana BIA ad mission sthoota performed the poorest in college;
Foster's study indicate that high 'school, grades could not be

Used _to;predictAteademic success i nor Is performance In secondary tehool an
Index of motivation for an education. The most significant eierieht leading to
academic -sitcom appeared to be the quality of seeking knowledge from sense
of curiosity. Thus, according to Foster, an understanding of education ea the

'Means to comprehend- the environment seemed the morst,signIficant lector of
academic success by Alaskan Native stuclents.32

Achievement', testing of pupils Alt means to recognize problem areas has
largely been a failure in rural Alaska because cit five apparent variables:- several
distinctly different minority -.cultures, varying "degrees of accultutatiop by 1
Members of the minority cultures, varying degrees of command of English as a
setond language, lower.economic-status, and extensive geographic Isolation.

With the foregoing variables In InInd,,a brief description of the-achievement
testing program In state and BIA schools may be Made. First, the state's testing
-program may be critically questioned. Tests have- been given to. all piPlit In
Aliaa'SSiiie-Operated Schools, Including children In the 101140 pupUhIItary
bate school system,--with little attempt to distinguish test results given in isolated
areas from test Ve.sults, given children In larger towns and military base1/41t

'he said that the.eurrent testing program In State-Operated Schools serves mainly
the 'purposet to which individual teachers may utilize the tests for studying
individual pUpils. This may be an important use of the testa, but there arena
rural school teitdate available for purposes of examining the system aft Whole
Teats presently being used by the state ate the Lorgelhorndike Intelligence- tests

_
and the Iowa Test of Basic Skills. Therevas ho analysts made on data from these

'4

Or.

a



TABLE 9

COMPARISON BETWEEN BIA AND STATE SCHOOLS
BY. PEECENTAOE OVERAGE PUPILS

1907.1968 .

Total Enrollment - No. Overage OncentOVerage
-,, by Oradp-r

:Oracle' EM State MA State '' BR State .-

319

..Secant,
Third

671

726

722

660

236

844

659

SOB

141

188

239

292.
Path' 593 678 293

1141h 821' 568 ,325

Sixth 669 403 341

Seventh 697 693 270

Eighth 453 546 269

6,621 6,90.3 2,348

Ungiaded
Oradea 1.8 367

8 21.0 .033;
212 25.9 26.1

.270 33.1`. 40.6
250 .44.2 411
242 . 49.4° :12.0.

270 52.3 41.3
. 175' 69.0

257 63.3 61.4

279 57.2 ' 51.5

.1,963 42.6 39.2

-Total 6,88$

§ptirce: Pupil enrollment tiles of the BIA (Juneau) and State Department
_of Education (Anchofelle).

school before graduation was two and one-halt time: as great as
the nonNative;
Native students who came from mill towns and villages had
more' diftictilty with high school subjects 'than the Native
students who bad lived in the larger towns and were More
closely associated with the dominant -Culture -for the major -'
portion of their lives. Not conal4erlog ,the cultural bias of
standardifed tests, 75 percent Of the Native dropouts who were
tested revealed Intelligence enough to complete high school.
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. TABLE

'AGE4SEADE DISTRIBIYTION OP PUP11.3
ENROLL/01N BUREAD GP INDIAN A!FA IRS SCHOOLS

1961196$

Beghsokie. 1st . lad 314

in 76 1

124

.."

gla 84 1

13

4 .

164

27

101

142

65

la
6 48 196

1 . 16 67

- 14 19 ._

-
7

4

,
16 1- ,, . 1

it 1

it
P

GRADE
401 6th 6th 7th 8th

2

197

67

19

8 ,

19

o 21u4 Imo

671 125 121 660 693

Oolaut: Banat' at tadtah Altars Juniou Mu 011k*
_ .

41 2

L61 36

198 ita
71 190 al 48

86 . Ilk 144

15 48 is_ its
1 It 34 - 80

1 6 8 65

2 4 18

6

2 1

621 569 607 453

5,

367'.
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TALE 7''

AGE-GRADE DISTRIBUTION OF PUPILS
STATE-OPERATED SCHOOLS, 1967-1968

lancier.1 Grade Grade 04410 Gild. grade. Grade Grade Grade
garlen

35

- 12

13

14

15

6

11_

18

9

2

22

1 2 3 4 6 6

67

1.0 26 2
4

187 363 50

21 204, 366 34

4 64 118 Agg, 48 1

7 51 161 44
'2 19 56 171 !MA

1 11 .64 112

2 8' 24 -42

1 6 16

4 5

z 1

1 ,

SOrts: Alaska State DepartOsent of Ed uoatlor; Statistical Services.

7 $

18.

M.' 35

lib
71 130

Si 89

8 36

5 8

4 6

1 1
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.$ their thirties and forties (909'villsgers) have a median education level of almost
the' fifth' grade and_ihtie percent (thirty-seven) have completed high school. A
tnedikri of 'grade nine Was reported for the group from sixteen to thirty years4f
the 975 villaterti In this group almost 25 percent (223 persOns) have comnletidi

110 seho,430 ,

Dati,-describing._ pupil coniposition'i is the most current
. infornietioniattaileble that may be used# to describe levels of-rural school pupil ,
irf'attainttiont,,'Table 7 lisle age-grade placement Itt,stite schools, and Table &lists

age;grade platernent. In Bureau, of Indian Affairs schools, both for the school
year 1967.68. ,

Th'e large number of,ovir;age pupils 'In each )0,stem hti been 'made
immediately apparent by distinguishing the number of normal ageigrade pupa
by placing their enrollment totals Whines: These two tables also introduce the
means to make a comparison between BIA and State schools especially when
ehroilmetits are 'summarized and out side IfY Aide as seen in Table 9.

Reasons for the -generally high. percentages of- crier-age- pupils of both
,systems, -regardless of relative 'program quality, may be ttributed to: (1)

--:.noripsonxition of students by teachers until certain academic standards are
reached; (2),Ichool closure when-the number of children enrolled fails befog the

nimum enr011ment required to maintain it school or- the teachers leave before
a school year Is over.and a replacement cannot be,found;"(3) late entrance,

Irregubir 'attendance or early departure from schbol because the children are
taken from school by their parents during the school year, usually for hunting
and flihingkAind (4) a high - Incidence of childhood iliness, especially Illness
affecting hearing._ and sight resuming In ,irregut-: attendance or inability Id --
accommodate sabot prograins. .

..Perkatitance of pupils from BIA,and StateOperated SchOols in one large
-Alaskan city high school have begh compared with interesting results. In I study
of -Lethrop High School in Fairbanks by Herbert K. Small et al., thefolicivring

,conclusions were. draw A Native student entering Lathrop High $Sehoothada
better survival rate if he received thi majority of his' lementary, education Ina
Bureau of Indian Again school or an Independent public school than if he came-
from ans, other type of- school. In the years studied (1964.1966) a student
transferring from a State.Operated School had the least chance%f graduating.0

Findingv..or the stu of importance to Native educational programin
general Inc the foil g. - 41

The success or fa titre of the ,Nativrstudent was not as
predictable is Ole no - Native. The testing program and grading
system were more inkaningful predictors for nonNative than
for th2,Native as toThe.student's success in school.

Over 70 percent of theVative drOpouts left school during their
freshman and sophoMdre years; chlie the non-Native students
lift at a steadyrate of about 26 percent each of the four years
of high school. A definite dropout problem existed among the
Native students. The percentage of Natives drol)pIng out of
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{TABLE 5

MEDIAN SCHOOL YEAR COMPLETED BY PERSONS 25 YEARS OLD

Year United States-

AND OVER

White
Alaska
Native Total '

1939 '8.6 '1.6,
1950 0.6 12.2 4.0
1960 11.0 12.4 6:6

ark,e,-;43,m.
0

Source: U.S. Bureau of Census

completed their work..Tvtb percent hid gone to college, but of.OnlY
one percent had ,c.binpleted four years or -more. Also; in 1969, irshould be

---7noterkonly, 1,832 of 5,365 Natilie children between the ages of fourteen and;
nineteen were enrolled in high 1.29 , .

_ is obvious fronisthe preceding examination of the 1989 Census,data that
_ .

Natives of Alaska per se have a lower level of educational attainmentihan the
people of the nation as a whole. Datalrom 19601 while important; may batoci
old, howeverfor purposes of loicringe edctbational planning, and 'the
Censusidate will contain much (torn which inferences may be drawn; Ditalroln-
t9so Is iniportantat a means to_defeet trends, however, more than foldrawIng.
specific conclusioni. It it to be expected that improvements in tural education :
have been made since the 1960 Census, anditie limited data available Shire then
Indicates that such is the case. It needs to be stressed, however, that only easual:-
data since 1960 have-been analyzed. Data avallibl since 1960 also intrOduca
elements that may pet-Mita limited degree of nom n between BIA and State
schools.. °

The number of village children attending BM hooding schools Is Increasing"*-
festers than the Population.' In .196243, there were 804 pupils-attendiric
sea:Wary, schools; in 1966-67, there were 1,595. The number of Natives
p ursuing post high- school education/has increased substantially. Between 1055 --

and 1967 the number of Students continuing education beyobd the high school
rose from fiftyfour, to gore tium'4,000:3

tndicattte of--trends tending to show an ithproied picture of Native--
educational attainment are data that emerged from a recent regional stildy..A.1--:
BIA study in 1968 of thirty.four interior Alaska and ArctioCoait v111ages in the'.,
Fairbanks agency ,revealed that about half of the pupils sixteen years and Over,
completed the sixth grade, This represents an increase of two to three grades
abate the median found In these districts of-persons tstentyfive year acrd oar
,In 1960: Broken down by age groups, the villager's fifty.one years and.bider have

-" the least. education, about. half have a second grade education or less and nine
out of a 'total of 401 in this age group are high school graduates. The group in
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.. TABLE, 4

- TOTAL ENR0141ENT8 OF .

ALASKA SCI1001 cittum EN, BY RACE
(Incinding Native 'Children In ptof,State Schools)

ELEMENTARY,
White NNW*/

196363 35,14%
' (705%)

196364 - 34.479_

-1964.66 31.298'
(66.3%)

'="; 33.014
--497,1%)

;-1966767'.:
-(68.891)

1987.88 37,841,
168.44)

1962.63 8.688
(75.0%)

;198364 8.968
(720%1

_1964..64 14,437
; (78,0%)

1965t66 14,885
(77.7%)

1966.67 14,565'
(76',3%)

1967.68 16.596

13,184*

MA%)
14,300
(28.4%)

13,891.
(2

14,288-
. (29.1%) .

Jog(27. . )

15,482
(28.0%).

Other Totaln

313

. 1,603 49,874
(3.1%i (todt.n)
1,611 40,390. '-

(3,2%) - (100.0%)

4 1,980 - 47,172'
,(4.24)

, (100.0%)
-

, ;1,875 49.177
(3.8%).

1,815 53,825
, (3.4%) (100.0%)

0,966. 55,289
-(3.6%) . (100.0%)

111011 SCI1O0L
2.676

(23.2%) °

3,213
(25.8%)

3,668
(19.8%)

3,866
(20.2)

3,039
(20.6%)

4,512

210 -11,574

-
(1.8%) (100.0f)l

276
(3.2%) (100.0%)

402 18,507
(2 2%) (100.0eit)

402
(2.1%)

493
(3.1%)

19,153
(100.0%)'`

19,097
(1000%).

703 21,811
(76,19) (20.7%) (3,2%) 1100,0%)

1 The term "native" refers to Mho , Indian, and Aleut persons Indigenous to
_Alaska. 'The Bureau of Indian Affairs sends some Alaska Native' children to

_ out-of-state secondary schools,
Source: Alaska Department of Education and the U. S. Bureau of Indian

Affairs. Compill'by Univers4of Alaska Institute of Soda),
Econonik and Government Research.
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borough and 'city schools and Natives attending school outside Aittifcirn theftss

total of 19,991 Native pupils, it is seen that approximately 11,000Nyeve puills
ate in either a BIA or StateOperated School, The DIA does not bar nonNatives
tom their setiools.but there Were no such students in 71967.69. Of this jdtal
6,354 (78.8 percent) were full blood, 847 (12,6 percent) three.foutths blood, .
447 (6.6 percent) onehalf blood and 145 (2.1 percent) les* than onehalf blood
(BM termlnolOgy).3 . . . --

The 'Oral_ date schools enrolled a total' of 5,333:pupils In 1981.68, of -.-
whom 4,401 Were of Native heritage. Obviously, more than, 900. nimgative
childrenore attending StateOperated Schools, but tt Is also obsioni-that the ,
rural scMols- operated by the state are essentially provided as a Service to a
distinct ethnic group, if Aswan Natives.nsay be so grouped collectlielY.. Also, '-

serving to sustain this observation is the. fact that there were slx(y.five. state
_schools In villages with excluilveNative enrollnient.

Before ilekribing the ethicational attainment and achievement of tha:L
schools primarily. with Native student bodies, it is desirable to report on tbe_
educational level of the population as a whole. An apRreciable difference
'ellycationaLatialninent: exists among ethnic segments of the population and
among regions of Alaska. They liear directly on factors% to be considered In piing
educational, attainment and on future administrative decisions relative` to
developmenfof Alaskan rural edneation. .

Data DOM the United States Bureau of the Census prdvide some measure of "-
. the general educational level of the median years completed by:Alaskan:

adults. Educational 'attainment -of persons twenty.five years and over may be
tabulated to make comparisonsbetween Alaskans and the rest -of the United
:States and. between Natists.an4 whites Alaska. Table 6'depIcts the trends

median school years completed slate-1939 for the whlt4ative, and' total -
population of Alaska compared with the rest of the United $4teaf.

From Table bit may be seen that Aliskansattalned a medliti oftiielve and .

ose tenth jean of educertidn; the national population attained a Median of
eleven )(hrs. Considering Alaska'ns Native categories,,howeveri, it is

that:the median school years completed by °Ataskan Natives is much
lower. than the national and Alaskan averages, althougfi an *ppreciable intrease
from one and elghtenth.t yeaq to six and ,isitenths.yeats oectined 'between-,-
1939 and 1960. l sw =

Educational level attained by Inhabitants . per region of *Alaski is also
Significant in an analysis of educational success, Certain regions of Alaska, as:
pointed out abosel'are tiopulated predominantly by ,Native people and thus*:
concentration of people with lower than average educationil attainment is found
in these, regions. The educational attainment levels by reglortAre reported in

4 Table 6.2?-:
4 Another dimension of Information pertaining to Ittainment it provided bii-

examinint data avallablgofrom the 1960 t!enstis atter breaking it down to
percentages of the- total population completing, various grade levels. Of' the
nearly 26,000- Ndives fourteen years or older, 50 percent bad-completed no ,

more than the sixth grade; gi percent had completed the Efrenth oi'elghth
grades; 'another 14 percent had gone to high 50601, but only 8 perient had
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3

ENROLLMENT PER SINGLCCLAS.904.14 UNIT GROUPED BY
§IZE f1aD ADENdfiti 80110014 411111 ,POURITACHBRS

OR FE011
1987 .1968

ifiniolintiiit per
Clartwoom No.

State

0 00.00
*0 00.00
6 6.02

14 16.87
33 39.76'

- 2661
. 9 1- 10.84

(1;er
30.34
/429

/2014
1849
1044

z 'Under 10

8 12.90,
11.27

26 40.32
14 2,2.68

.2 -3,23
0 00.00

c

a city or borough school district. Twenty.fiva md
c five.

tenths percent of the-
19(467 stiAlud feet thesrate and had beerPreplased 1967 by teat` F$
were new to wrist Alaska. Thus, there was a tot/11*f 366 percent of new (acuity
In Stato.dperated.Schools in 1967:68.2a

`,There have been no recent studies liAlaslti seeking artsvOrs to the question
why, teachers leave Alaskan runt schools, hpt informal given by -

personae) officers in both the state schools and WA Included Isolation of school
sites, return to school for graduaty study, &Satisfaction viith financial rewards,
Inadequate housing, *Bed opportunity, lot advancement, and community
problemsu the. most Important reasons,

83 100.00

Pupil Oarnpositlor.

Totals enrollments of all Alaskan school 'ch#dren fOr irsixlear period
(19824968) by race is teported In Table.'4, By corn lining total elementary Ind
.14,16'sdwol enrollments regertedin-Table 4 for 1967-68, it may be seen there
mile 71,100 lialaskli,n pupils enrolled in schob.I In grades one throne) twejw
Including PinAlli In Axle sdiooli, BIA scbools,sity anLboruugh stools`,"and

(sclffigla:outrilde Alaska. bt. this numbet;19,994 "rev rief to 6...Alaskan
.-Natives (16,482 elementary pupils and 4,612 high scheot .;During the
itho011eu '196768, It Is repotted by officials of the Alaska ti Department
of Education there were about 8,800 Native students. attending boroughsschools
and Ichoots,Outside, Alaska! By subtracting the number of Natives attending

*
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. QUALIFICATIONS OF
STATE AND BUREAU OF,INDIAVIVFFORS TEACHERS

ATTENDINO.UNIVERS1TY OF ALASKA SUMMER SESSIONS
1966 I967 1068

ti STATE BIA
ELEffENTARY SCHOOLS Nuinber. . Percent Number Percent

'Teachers covered by report Q 119

Degrees from accredited schools 89 100.00 86- $`4 .50 .

esifroin nonaccredited
* Schools, 4 - 0 * 0.00 1 1.10

No &gees 0.00 4 4.40

Elementary teachers with no
elementary education courses 34 38.20 . 21 3.08

91

Average hours in education 29.31 28.11
Avetage,hOurs In elementary,

,ithooVIducation for
eietnentiry teachers 16.47 16.69

Median'hours in edtication 30.60 30.00
Median hours In elementary

schoOl education tor
elementary teachers

Average yea's teaching
experience

7.06 17.00

'4.09

-1 Source: Files of the Department of Education; University of Alai;
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but it must, be stressed that the population Is not a scientifically developed
random sample. The attributes of individual teachers which niotivated them' to
seek summer study mayor may not make the sample group atypical for Alaskan

teachers as a whole. Table, 1 summarizes qualification characteristica
compiled from University application forms and transcripts.

-t' Analysis of pupil-teacher ratio data for schools providing rural education
reveals the extent to which each agency is committed to provide professional
staff members for operation of their respective systems. Taken as a:whole, th,e
pupilteacher ratio for the two rural agencies appears faiorable when compared
with , district schools and the United .States as a whole. When the -two rut*
.componentsare 'compared, it, is obilous that an aPpreciably greater number of ,1
pupils per,teacher Is found in Bateau of Indian Affairs schools (21.84) tl4n 10
state schools (16.36). Data in Table 2 summarizes pupil-teacher ratios in

Table 2 also provides a means to compare the pupil - teacher ratio of the two
rural system; with city and borough schools and schools in the United States as a
whole.

Examination in Table 3 of pupil-teacher ratios by individual schools,
especially the incidence of extlitmes, in another way to examine enrollment data
to obtain. insight into effectIvertess of the rural systems. Extremes may bi '-

,observed by examining School enrolitnvnts'and'nutriber of teachers per school, In -,

the small schools of one to four classreoms each.
#' The largest pupil-teacher ratio (53.5) is in the B1A system' at the
twoteacher school of Alakartuk where 107 Olementary pupils are taught by two
teachers. The Smallest pupil-teacher ratio (8) is found in state rural schools at
Stony River and Thorne Bay. The Mil-teacher ratios of the Bureau of Indian
Affairs and state-operated schools are clearlY unequal.

Teacher mobility or attrition rate may be used as an important factor to
examine the nature of the faculties of northern schools,- Iloisling power of the "'
rural schools per se4has increased substantially over the last ten years, but ,
attrition is stilt much higher than the 18.9 petlent of thination as a whole.

The rate of turnover tor the nation was 17:0 perceht in 1958, While that of
Alaska was more than twice as great with 34.2`percent. The BIA schools in 1958
had an attrition rate of 42.8 percent and the rural State-Operated Schools had ,

.the highest rate Of all at 47.5. percent. The attrition-rate in 1967 shows ,a
substantial decline_ from the earlier' high turnover rate with the most marked..

-:iinpapvelnent observed in B1A holding power. Bureau of Indian Affairs schools
employed 305 teachers In 1966.67 and accepted Sixty-nine resignations for a
turnover rate _of, 22.6 percent. In 1967.68 the BIA employed 311 teachers and
had seventy-Six resignations for a turnover rate of 24.4 percent, a rite which was

.- higher than the previous year but much less than 1958. No data wcre available t41(`
incite* 'how many lilA teachers who resigned stayed itthe state and may hive I
moved to city, borough or State-Operated Schools.27

Statistics for State-Operatied Schools are available in slightly different form,
but comparison is stilt-possible. Data for State-Operated Schools shows a decline
in the turnover rate since 1958, but not as great as in BIA schciols.. The rural

;teaching staff of the state in 196768 oaniisted of 644' percent of the faculty
employed in 1966-67. Another 9:9' percent was still in Mat', a but had moved to
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pOliticilsocial elements apparent in the North must come from all segmerits'of
the Northern community. Robert Havighurst has tlointed out in his Summary

- raport,'The Education of Indian Children and Youth, that there is still no clear
Mee from the Indian community setting'forth a single position, that there "will

,be some uncertainty in the Indian voice on eclucational,mattera" and declarei:

As time goes on, certaht Waste educational issues will becorire
more controversial among Indians. Forexample, there will be
disagreeMent on the question of maintaining oral! local
illIndian ithools'on -the one and, or consolidating these With

create larger, integrated, schools, :
2 There may also be contro'vers over, the way English is taughtin

commI Thtnities where ,e trOMe language is Indian, In this case, it
is to be hoped that relearn will show whit methods work best, ;
so ,that Indian tommunities_can make knowledgeable decisiOnt:
In general, we must predict that Indian leaders will liejnorcand

_ "Wore involved. in _the problem of transcultural education and
. styles of life; This Ls-a complex problem that can never be met

_ _by a 'airigte unchanging solution4as . 4 - __-,:-.

, ..,
- -Although kavighurst's conclusions are ,general and for the nation are --

whole, similar conditions may be said to prevail in Alaska. A level of Increased-
participatior forecast by Havightirst is valid.,

AO.

A!.

Faculty Composition

In-1968, 36 teachers were employed to instruct-6,333 pupils in the
StateOperated SchoOls and $11 teachers were employed to instruct 6,793 pupils
in DIA schools. An additional 75 leachers were employed in -small remote
incorporated school districts with programs for another 900

Basic demographic dat# reveals ..that of-the total 0IA faculty, there Were
162 males and 149 females employed in 1968;There were eightyfive mole&
couples employed as teaching teams In Bureau of Indian Affairs scholils,in 1968,
In the StateOperated-Schools, there was the same number of males as females,
163 of each sex. Sixty !married couples were emploled is' teaching tearns In

'-State;Operaled Schotils.13.
Analysis of professional qualifications may be utilized to describe thenature of the facultivs. Because of security restrictiOni Imposed by

gOVernmental agencies to protect the ,privacy of their emplOyees, unlimited -
%personnel data is not part of the public. domain. Datil^ describing professional
.qualifitations was compiled from transcripts and aPplication forms (row a
sample population consisting. or 180 state and-RIA teachers -who- attended
summer sessions at the University'of Alaska during 1966,1867, and 1968. This -
data wins collected with the expectation that a reasonably representative (goat
section of rural (acuities was present at the University during summer sessions,
2 ,
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Alaska
Conference this morning passed A resolution asking

the Alaska Federation of Natives to file Suit against the United
States and the State of Alaska for "an Integrated quality
education for all Alaska Nativesdn

At a meeting in Silks in Dernber, i968, Native Snokeimen continued to take
known their dissatisfaction with the cprrent status:

`Nativektrom
`for

Alaska,served.nptiee Thursday night
that in their drive for improved rural education, they will be
Satisfied with - nothing lets than a system of regional high
achoOls, close to the villages thby Serve and under direction-of
NatlyeachOol boards..

Indian, Eskimo and Aleut spokesmen gave their view,* a
conference on rural educattdn prestded over _by
Representative. Howard W RAlaska, 'and U.S.
senator elect Mike Gravel, D-Alask8,24 -

In. in appearance before the Special Indian SUbcomnittee of
'the United States Senate in 069, Mr. Willie. Hensley, Alaskan

Eskimo legislator from Kotzebue, stated:

I think that once we give lot of the* students from the
villages the dignity they need, and let thein know that theyere..
not inferior because they are Native, that they haie as much
opportunity to grow in the wood as anyone else, then I think
well have licked a great portion of the problentss

Alsoappearing before the 'Senate Committee, Mr. Phil Kelly; a representative of'..
the Native Student Committee on Education at the,Unlversity of Alaska, stated
that Native students enrolling at the University are upsychologically,ancl socially_

_ almost totally. unprepared to- meet and cope with the westernized university ,
'situation" and That if "thesi students are to find and fit themselves into today's
'great American social structute, they must be exposed to it at early age and
not be made tit feel as though they are ethnic freaks).

_

>

Emli Nottl, at the time President of the Alaska Federation of Natives, told
the Subcommittee that villagers sliolOci he members of school boards and should

-have a member on the State School Board and called for giving responsibilify for
schools to local people,25

The concerns and demands thus expressed by the Native people themselves
May be looked upon as essential elenients, previously lacking, necessary for,
Substantive change; although, like the statements of researchers, hYlhemselves
may not convincingly argue the needs-. The means necessary to cope with all the '-

r
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In Order to carry out its program* the BMA has established several priorities
including: construction of new classroom', qtrarter and support facilities to ,

allow twenty-five pupils per teachers plus one teacher aide for each clagroom, in
order to ."maintain quality of eduOrtion with standards equal or better than
those of state schools'; Maintenance of present facilities for 260 elementary. and

` =junior high students at Wrangell for those puplii from villages thit have
,no` grade sqhool; cohtittued Johnson-O'Malley contracts with the state; Increased
scholarship prograrha, and proitsions for kindetgerten programs in alF Bureau oft,
Indian Affalreelementary schools, _

-1(00 state ,OOntinues tb attemit'to meet It' goals`through approVed Uniform,
courses of study for all grades yin. ail' schools regardiets of their location or

-administrative_ structure. A state curricirlum Committee representing the local
_school districts, the University of tilaskti, the Bureau of Indian Attars and the

State-Operated SehoOls ekistt- to advise the Commissioner of Education, on
issues and' recommend courses of study for adoption.'The -state

Oktrise* of study manual, Scope and Sequence, and_ several singletopic pito-WOO: ,*

*guides: initiated by this body -Cot . ail state schools, inehiding autonomous
diatricts, covers; for all practical purposes, the same material as Bade_ Goals: for
-Elementary Children, published by the Bureau of Indian Affairs for all
ichoois.eo.tr , . _

.- Established eats of edueatioh and prescribed programs of educatiori.in :_

three components of the Alaskan system of education are not different from the
vials and pr6grarns of the -country as a -whole. From the very beginning of

= educational programs in the Nortb through current times programs and goals
have been -the programs and goals of the dominant "western" culture. It
because of this situation that emerging Native voices are being heard in:

_ increasing numbers and with growing intensity. The following examples are
repretentative of recentstatethents by Native spokesmen:
Kimmls Hendrik, writing a series for the Christian SCience Monitor on national
Indian education wrote: .

' During a recent Bureau of Indian Affmrs conference, an
Alaskan Indian rose and spoke; "I've been reading Kierkegaard.
(You could hear a,pin drop.) He says there are three basic fears
that confront a man - marriage, God, and death. I want to add a
fourth fear - change." To BIA personnel,'no word could strike
more deeply.22

meeting of Alaska Natives in October, 1968, resulted in,this report.

Inipmed and ifpore educational opportunities 'for Native
youth has been a principal concern 61 the Tanana Chief's
Conference 'since the conference was revived in 194

Meeting in Fairbanks for the sec6nd time thts,year (1968)
the representatives to the 'Chief's Conference again tackled -1

education with more vigor than before...
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The difference between the -philo-sophy and procedures of
territorlaK4choot education and those of federallskhools for
..4tivertf Alaska are fewer than Is generally believed to be The

he differences that do exist are differences in degree
kind./9

In 4958, recognized "thit -both `ageneles'in Alaska* have
expre or 'e'tonunon bodY of. knowledge and common skills be
learned, y el l n."123,

-" It; would be necessary to initiate an extensive research study in individUld
claistbonts across "'Alaska to determine precisely ,how similar the programs truly
are but considering current statements made by each agency, very little
difference ItOpears to exist today. The state, the BIA, and local districts use the,
same textbdok adoptions and teacher pool, thereby **sulk a high degree of
potential for similarity of programs, Individual differences in programs Under:
this situation ,ure, probably as likely among schools in the same system as among
intra.agency schools.

Programs developed by officials of the Bureau of Indian Affairs
. summarized by the following outline prepared as a statement of programs for
the BIA's manual for teachers new to.Alaska:

1. Prbvide iclocal school_ program for villages now without --
such services."
a. Extend all village school progiams through eight

grades, in order to,ralse the educationist level. This
will do the following:
(1) Implement the policy of keeping education as

near the home community as Is reasib16,
especially' diaitig the formative years of the
child's life.

(2) Raise the_level of education so that many more
of the Native people can compete for available
Jobs within, and outside of, their villages.

2. Operate regional high.sehools. in villages where the school
popul-tion can justify the provisions of an adequate
secon ry school program.

The high schoOl programs aim to provide the necessary
education and training to enable the student:
a. To complete academic high school as a foUndation

for college training, or,
b. * Tó complete high school es a foundation for

advancedadvanced vocational and technical training, or
c. To complete high school and gain prevocational and

practical arts experience useful to those who desire
semi-skilled work.

. Carry on a program of adult education in basic eduCatIon
and community improvement where a demonstrated need
exists.4
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instating the redponsibillty'of the school, one must not overlook the
btu ld of the heine, where%manners, standards of morality, and
loyetes are Bret taught, and bads altitudes are largely molded,. The

,161e.`rof the ,01 (kridWhet edueative :agencies within the .

aim'Munity in 4he gip} *IV Moral, ipirtual,luld'ethical valued
Must be refognize .

J.44,

001111
;, 4

In the practical application of this philosophy, the,
following opportunities shall be provided each student to the
maximum of his capacity:.

-to lean to think critically and act effectively' through the ,

mastery of the basic skills and knowledge embodied within the
ma r-schlevements of civilization; .

To gain knowledge of, and to 'develop Ind . cherish a
commitment to his own national and spiritual heritage and
culture, as well as'that of other people;

Co develop intellectually, emotionally; Morally, and socially so
that problems of everyday:living can be successfully -attacked

.. and solved;
,

to develop a purpose for living with standards slid values which
emidy honesty, integrity; seltrillance, seltdetermlnatIon,
pride, and ambition;

to develop a healthy body;

to' develop intellectual curiosity' and creativity; and

to acquire the basic preparation culminating in saleable skills
for various vocations, professions, oricareers in soilety.28

5

(1

Current Oats of the BIA are more difficult to Identify than the goali of the,
state, as they have been declired at More than one level and currently. are once
more undergoing radial change .

-Because goad have sometimes been stated' in inconsistent forms, 'a
comparison of programs 'between the two agencies may be a more valid factor

'__fOr.c0141.deraticni to determine the degree of similarity,between the two systems,
: eSPeclitily since programs should be-mantiestatIbns of actual goals; stated or not,-

Evider0,of similarity of programa goes Imormany years. In a national'
study of BIA prograini in the 1940's, Homer H. Itiward found few differences
in Alaska: He wrote:

,'
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I, I
a

Commission on CrossTuitural Education, the Northwest
Regional Educational Laboratory, the University of and
other interested groups, agencies and individuals, has in recent
years egun to develop pprograms to meek the-- specTar
educational needs of Native Alaskans; and . ,

,

Whereas theie programs musehe expanded, the pace at which
they are being developed intensified, their utilized°

- pupils throughout the state encotiged, and thelj existence-and
importance publicized, in order to provide the best elementary -

and secondary education tot all the youth of the (state;

Be it_ Resolved that the Obvernor is requested to direct the
Department of Education torttensify its programs to develop
culturally relevant programs for Native pupil-1in the state,
to encourage the teaching of Native atudiea to all pupils
regardless of cultural Or ethnic background, and to .stimulati
and encourage the utilization of these Prop:Irma in the city and

\ .borciugh sbhoolethroughont the State. .- . _

'RegardieV of the intentions of legislative bodies, today goals of education_
for Alaska are no less nebulous and difficult to derive than in the past and may
be Tom difficult' because of the growing complexitY of theicrosscultural nature
of the population; Goals for Alaskan schools, as els4wher,e, should be considered,
the objectivek toward which educational efforts pe directed: Unfortunately, -
goals-have been elusive and sometimes have been cOnfused with their means and
policies. The history of Alaskan education reveals' a lack of consistency in
educational goals and thus policies and means have fluctlated over the-years.-
Fluctuating goals _wet* the result of a combination of changingisocial and
political factors.. Also, it appears that at times there was a hiatus between goals
stated in Washington and policies carded out in Alaska.

There were no specific educational goals declared by the State Bot.d
Education for the State as a whole in 1970 but the Board had previously

- prepared a statement of philosophy and goals for §tate.Operated Schools: _

'Statement' of Philosophy tor,StateOperated-Sehoola

9ur 'democratic.way of life is-founded upon the ability of .
people to govern themselves through repreSentative government, a
recognition of the dignity and integrity of the individual, and I great
spit* heritage. .

the
I

The Constitution of the State of Alaska, Article VII, states;,
"The legislature shall by general law establish and maintain a system
of publicachoob opera to tillhildien Of the State .. 'To meet this
requirement in a sparsely populated state the-al of Alaska, a
variety of public schools must be established to t the needs of
studanti living In villages, small towns; arid large urba.. communities.
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the economic life of American society is much greater than the
student from a- middle class Caucasian family. The resources
Including buildings, specially designed instructional materials, _

and telithenitb-na w gap, are m ., n ru LI a, and
3-...,

in some eases they are nonexistent ....
...`

It is a well. accepted ha that It is not the student who has /
..

..- failed in the srbool setting, but the tact that the prograni '. .., .
providethita been inadequate . ...le .

, ., .

In 1968; Pr-esident Lyndon' Johnsen, speaking 'oh they subject of the total
national Indian situation, declared: -- °-

,' lam asking the Secretary othitt:lor, in cooperation with the sSecietary of Health, Education and Welfare, to establish i
model community school systern2or Indians. .P- )
These schools wilt:- , , _, .

..

have, the finest teachers tamilia'r with Indian history* i
culture, and language; feature an enriched curriculum,
special *guidance and counseling programs, modern
instruction materials, and a_ sound . program to ,teach

!., English as a second language ....)? . -' ! *

I
°bowing President Johnson's lead, the United- Skates Senate the

. folio ing regolution: .- - -,

he complete soluilod 'of Indian problems will require new and'
innovative, services for the full 'development of Indian and
Alaskan Natives people and their communities- . Necessary
technical guidance-and assistance will can tp insure future
economic independence; that continue c kill be directed
to Maximum development of nathnd i at inadequate 0

and substandard housing and sanitatlo rrected;°that a
comprehensive' health- program Incor_ rating and insuring *.

curative and preventative physical and mental `health_will be .
farther developed by Indian and Alaskan Natiles;and that a
lon'vterm general, vocational, technical anp professional
educatiotCprogrem will be encouraged and developekfor both
old and young American Indians and,Alaskan Nativet so ..that
-they-may share fully in our society. .

The. Alaska State Legislature, In "1916, three remhitiOns, all
addressed to the subject of improved education kir; the Alaskan Native,-

; 'mutation. The resqutions; house concurrent Resolution_ s 3, 4 and 5,-contaitt
the following: . -

it la univegrsally recognized' among Alaskans that
improvements in the field of education. are of The highest
priority in fulfilling lb) needs of out state

;Whereas the Alaska- Department of Education, In Cooperation
with: the Alaska Rural Schools Project, the -0overriorts

a

0
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, , - , '

general 'economic. development, and education. On the topic of education the
Task, Porte report made a s point to stress educational needs Of,
Northerners and conchided that:'

Above all they (federal and-State education agencies) should
recognize and make provisions for meeting the peculiar.,
educational needs- (language, training for example) of these
yOungsters.11
Contemporary audit" on the national level, such as the Strinir Report (a.

study on Indian education commissioned Wthe essional Subcommittee on
Economic Progresso! the Joint Econoinic Cotmittee) urged that federal in
for Indians be. made- models of excellence for the education of diodventitgeC
pupils, declared it to be essential' to invdite Indian parents in the educetion
their children, and indicated the inadequacy of the present curriculum esPielaily_
as related to Indian pulture, history and current life. , P

In 1966,-in the publication Education'and NOrthwest Alaska, Bureau of
Indian Affairs offiCials slated the educational needs forNorthertiNatives actheri
preceived by their

The prinCiplei and bjeetives of edutation evidenced -in Native
programs have too often failed in their application on the local
school level and the curriculum luilArequently remained a
result of current educational practical as found thrmighout the
public. school- system the United _States: Any
innovations of educational planning have- had to overcome
distanae, adMinbtrative problems In supervision, and traditional
procedures before being4011,ed.14
Even more recently, h? 1969, the Alaski,Governor's Commission on

CrosiCultural Education In their publication Timf tor Change in.,111e,allticapon
of Alaska Mtkvit, declared that: 1

In Alitska today, we have * unique opportunity to pro-tide new
meaning to the concept of crosscultural education. Our tociety, im

composite of elements drtWn from many *eta of our
multicultural society, 'In order_ to provide each individual,

,regardless of background, maximum educational
opportunity/5

. State:nal' by Political Figure,
I add Resolutions by Governmental Agencies _, .

'-- Ina iettei to the HOno le Harold Howe, then CoMMlisloner oftducation
-2 for the U.S. Office of (lotion, 'dated December 28, 196.4 De Cilft R.

. Hainan, CoMmissioner (Education for the. State of -Alaska, pointing out
needs for education ayupport by the federal, government, made the following --

: , . . ,
-comment: , . . . ._ , 1,_,

-- ., _
. , _.,

The '0011c schools must provide the vital link to progress and
indeed the very existence our democratic sodety. The gap
separ

the
a Native student in Alaska from,full participation in

a
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1928, filth the publication of the report of a study by Cit L4ts Meriarn ;Irtitied
=The Problems of Indian Admin lion, some,Alaskans have been aware of the
shortcomings of educations( ms or many segments of Aliskal
population, kleriarn brought national attention to the need for Native.controged
aid culttually (mitred educational programs.* s ff'F'

--,- ;John Collier, President Roosevelt's Comtnis4oner of Indian Affairs; stressed
the need to respect Indian -culture which ultimately led to t)ur passage of the
JOImson=0',Malley, Act. h 1934 as one meanS of improving education for
America's indigenous population. ,

Dewey. Anderson and Walter C.. Sells of Stanford University reported hi
:,1934 on their. twoear study of Alaska-for the- U.S. Office of EducatiOn in ah

extensive volume entitled Alaska Natives. The research of ,Anderson- and Bells,
financed by the Carnegie` CorPoratiOn, was the first comprehensive study of the
Cociologicai and educational needs of Native Alaskans. In.their conclusions they

`: lamented the dearth of Alaskan:: education research: aid stressed, the
recommendation that: .

The present subject.centered; formal ciAcuirlin copied' too
much from that of publleschools in the States (they Caljed the
curriculum an "Ineptpatchwork of various Ameriantex!books
quite unsuited to an Eskimo ,environment ") should be
abandonded in favor of, an indigenoui one to be-worked out (in
Alaska) and maiJe up of. deictrabie activities fundamental to the
economic and social lite indiVellbeing of the people.9.
In 1944, the writings of Charles 'P. Reed of Teachere.gollege, Columbia

University, on the topic of Alaskan education, included the belief that:

*thb
type of curriculum Is especially unsuited to the needs

of Native children, who constitute a large majority of rural
sclioolc.10_

I

Thelormer President, of the' University of Attila, Dr 'tents Moore, chaired
1 apeclal University a committee in 194940. to sty,-.1y, the, itis of northern
education and concluded that: -,

It is difficult to determine, which (governmental) ageticy, is
responsible for; (education). Native Mid white populations are
mobile, but there is no coordination between the school',,'`.
`systems, programs of ,odies, :textbooks, or methods of

,bistruction.11
Just prior to the time Alaska became a state, Dr. Charles K, Ray, of the -

University- of Ataske, made an eAlensive study of 'Alaska's educational *edit.
Ray stressed in his report the needlor new Curriculums, especially .those
on materials- appropriate to the culturatenvironment, and the need for (etchers
SPecially trained with an understanding, of cultural factor* of the people of the
;IOW* -

2 Alba- advent of statehood brought about`n federalstate 'nask Porte 1n
(4962 to study the educational-social' needs of the indigenous 'pcipulation of

Alaska: IpitiVed by the Secretary of the Interior, and joined In by the Governor
of Alaska, life :Task Force investigated the entire continuum of Native, problentr-

Audi as health, welfare, hunting and fishing, the. landprOblenr; prOblems,
SW-
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'System of Stite4 'Oersted Sihools. it may be 'said that only the state clear
'constitutional an statutory authority to operate, public schools in #laska (or.

, delegate this respqnsibility,to local Authorities). Also; it may be said that the,
A authority of_the federal go ernment to operate public schools in Alaska has been .

acquired; beca use of the unique historieekrelationship ?f the federal goverdment
t- to a particular segment4 the pcipulation',and through traditionally assumed,

rotes. There Is no reason to expect the authority of the Mk to opelate schools
-to be challenged by the state along ,ItS both the State, anti hold .to the'

scsonditions agreed to In Washidttort,, I).0.;
It is egreid that closer cOoniiintion will be established tmtweeli
programs o(.the Federsi-Ooven1rnent which provide the State
with flianfti aid for eduction . . he Bureau Of Indian
Affairs sIntends to.%perate,ita'schoOls' otherwise fulfill its,
commitments to the education of -A Matsu In alostilon
consistentwith eduntionit'"policy u it is developed by the .
State' of Alaska. However, it Is agreed that State policy should
be fornitilateti with full consideration of the lintitatlons of law
which govern Went activities and financial ointributions.7

It is Important to note that at this tirhe, "the plan that the'state formula/4r hat
not been developed. The state, by consenting to the 4141 _Point of the

.agreement, haSgiven license of a sort to the Mk
Nothiht in INS ititternent is to be interpreted as a commitment

'by either .the State otAlaskil or the Bureau of Inditn-Affetra to
particular approach in' Meeting the' educational problems in

'Alaska which are of mutual concern. At the time the State of
Alaska provides policy guidelines tor- discussion with the
Humid of India Affairs, it Is hoped that a commitment to
particular actions may 'be made at both the State and federal

-. . Weis./
.Agreements and .legal bases'elther real of traditional-notwithstandingi the

state cannot continue indent) Hely to avoid full responsibility for, sil public
education. With two large agencies, one slide federal and one at the state WC
both assuming the sauna responsibility and with no visible unifying structure,
change seems essential. Cony:Jun(1111g this situation is an internal administrative-
structtite in the stale requiring a disproportionate amount of elects n makingit

'the "top" and an intend administrative structure in the PIA With moire
number of literal levels. Because of the structure in each system ideas at the

_lower level have usuallpheenrirevented from becoming part of the total protesi.
At present Bhp -authority' for overall education development 'clearly are
uncertain. Urtoert ty ruse discounted Ideas, hindered leadership and dallied the .

prindpie of se)_ rmination-for segments. of Alaska's population in the pain -°_a °=

and may continue to do so h( the future, unless substantial refontusre brought '°

*
Eduntionetanals and Programs

shout:

Studies attimptint to define andassess educational needs unique to Alaska
have been made over a longer period pt time than 4 generally realized. Since
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suggested 0,p Chief Justice Marshall In an attempt to ,find consensus among
conflicting. ideas about the status of Indian tribes. It was believed by Marshall

Ilse relationship of Indians to the governmont4hould "resemble that of a
to;',:ttliguardtan:' but retain a form of indeperyhat onto The status,

Iixtleas'lmwevert became much _More exclusively that of !ether than .
soveracai Wtb the settlements of Indians on resenstions.a

Forty Inithe historittedinti.Indlen relationships treaties were often used,
but since 1371 -statutfs have been the exclusive mods tft dealing with 'Indian
affairs. 1.4gistation, such as the !QOM RealganIzatlan Act of 1034, which
tiellitated developnient of tribal teseympental structures is an example of Indian.

Don extended toAb.sMi,that gtsfs regulatory authority,to the Buretu of
Affairs.; AlthOultb ,41110utis -Malted...were never in a situation retold?*

enforced *hi* It "on reservations, BEA practices established outside Alaska
apply, to 7.111141ty 4%11443E1A regulations are applicable to all 44 the
.I.Inited States. Thus; from it& cont it. Indigo and Eskimos of AirtikacMay be
considered to be the responsibility,OT federal lafficlats. Aliding fprce to this view, =

It rnay' be that by the drop fact that Natives live on unpatented fide* lands of
Effie - public &man, the federal gOierrontnt 4t obliged to assume' a legal
responsibility toward them. In the absence pflitlgatfon by Alaskans contesting_
faA twitch:Menai tights, and in light of a.state school merger, policy of "mutual

It appears that ciear legal authority forf,SIA adroot operations isnot ;
needed and authority is based more on tradition-and moral responsibility than
on law. Thla position W:expressed, by the Etireau of Indian Affairs-In .their
publication We ?'bath lit Alaska:- 4

The policy of the SI106111 Alaska);ii based upon
point of view thakindlons, Eskimos and Aleuti, as eitlien.s
the, state, are entitled -0"tliejarne educational services andA'
isdvatitages as other citizens. cf Alaska. Therefore, the final
responsibility for the edueation,Cif all Nettie peopleosts with
the state to-the extent that they are actuated as other cilizeiti;
and with th =Federal Government to the extent that they
differ from'.other. cithent.due to their origin and historical
relations to the Federal 1.soVernment. It in the policy of the
Juneau Area to agicharge, the -responsibility " ofith.e Federal
Orel-time-at; as stated shim* whenever and wlierever 'Possible
.. tithe Inadequate educatIOnisi feiel of Indians,

_ Eskimos and Aleuts, and the hurbility of the slate to carry the -
financially and to meet the educational needs of these

people within 00 -.11mitattoos of the _state :IpolicY1 and
bed courses of studyAt lathe golicy of the Juneau Area

operate "ithaols u
7`7"--11 tt have

n#1 such_ tithe as these.
11 01118 ave been ..removea.4

For the time beingrvagocllegartesp_onsibility- appears to satisfy *it offietakl---
concerned with Native education.', "

The legal bads for StateOoerated schools Is clear and simple; the
kildature, taking Its Mande% kin the ConstlCutionjo "istatillsh arid,

of public sthooleopen'to all children" has itovide(by Oaf** ot *
_

1I

(
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1. A minimum bnvoliment In gsadeis throue4tieight of ten
or mote pupils, state seh and a Anticipated
minimum averate'daily attendance of 'twelve pupils in the
BIA schools isfrequired.

. .%Eiridenceaf future population growth of the communitV,.
-should .

3. Other ,faCtois td be considered are availability. of fund,*
and feasibility of _transhorting pupils to existing &cheat'

, In those situations where en intuMelent number of puoili+ meet,
the minimum for an elementary school, the State will provide &men level

rresoridence courses., i` e
Testier responsibilities in the rural cchools vary according to the policies of

ach holey. BIA teachers, employed on a twelve -month bails, in addition to the
- muter khobi Orograiricare often directly involved In education, summer

programs, sehOol luneh program, and community acti` es.- Teachers in state
schOola, generally eninloyed for nine months, are,either not directly responsible

- fortor notneceataritY avallabie,!to perform or administer these service*.
4!

Legal Ilasisfer Alaskan Native Education

With *the' advent of statehood the responsib or education of Alaskan ,

Natives became the legal Osporisibility of the State_ of Aliska. Indians and,
Eskimos, as, full citizens of theatate, free of treaty encumbrances or reservation

clearlycame urider,the full influence of the Constitution of Alaska. rota,
Art state constitutional section providintthat "the legislature shall by generafti*2-:

establish andmaintaln esystem Pu lo,sehools open to all children" refers
,surely; to- Alaskan Indians. and Eig.tmOs at to other citizens .Alitskis.:ECrnierr
federal and territonal school laWsfresetving resfionsibility for Native echicatipii to
the federal goientment had betty designed for a territory without toverellitqt
State -constitutional provisions notwithstanding, the - federal government'
continues to retain reSponsibility for the education of many Native,s in Aliskii-_:
The legal hisia, if any, iit which the Bureau of Indian Affairs continues 00 jirstifyo --
supporting and operating educational programs in Alaska is vague.

In states other 'than Alaska where Indian reservatiOns are found, the.BiA:',.
posysses flifal authority over Most tribal actions as well as over puny decisions:._
niade by Indians is individuals. For example,.BIA approval is required wtienla
tribe .enters Into a contract,: expends money or amends its constitution'. The
norths' expectation on the reservation is that the Jndians may not do .ariypirig :
-unless-It is aPecitically-permittell by the government.6 In Alaska, nevertheleas,,,-

.1where there* no reservations in the formal sense, nor treaties with defeated:
Imilakruitions, the BIA continues to maintain a position in the "protection" CT'
oftreservation Indians and

.Detailed -analysts"of the 'histarical legal relationship _between the 4,001
'Ornmerit'anci the Indian tribes in the United States persela beyond the scope-
ot this ipaper; but tier use BIA authoritY,Irt Alaskas based in pact on precedent
In other parts of the:v(1016n; brief Mention of the relationship koppribpriate:4
&beep!' that Indians as members of -_ "domestic depgritient was
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vocatioqal, and weal skills, necessary for equal participation as
productive citizens of Alaska:4
The Alas)ca State Department of Education in its public inforniatton

pubileation North to the' Fature ackt4wledges state responsibility for educallon
br people in the rural areas:

The State` Kiel( may be the logical unit for operation of certain
kinds of. educational institutions' or programs (in the rural

. areas), and it is necessary-in Alaska to have the State as a single
attendance area/or rural school:0 )

:3- Thus, each agency *vides essentially. the same service for `lie saline
pppulation; viz,, education in rival Alaska populated for the most part by the
state's autochtfionous lnhlbltants, r .

-The State .Operated rural schools are located throiiihout the state, but
Mostly in 'ccbtral and Western...Alaska. Average school enrollments range from
twelte, (0 sixty pupils for grides one through eight, and average schools eMploy,

four leachers;
SeCoji,tiarxvdutition _proilded by the .state in rural areas is especially

Most small communities with elementary. .schools are unable to support T.i-*
high school program.. fn those small communities where high school programs-

--hafte been established, curricular offerings are of necessity extremely limited and`
;'education obtained by students attending them' is meager-. Although Small
1.;:eleMentary schools may be operated with only one teacher, much :More--
difficult' vises In successfully operating small high schools. Of (hp 116 rural
comrnutiltteirinwhichAhe state operates schools, nine offer secondary brooms'
with Only four of these high-schools enrolling more than fifty students. ,

the fifty-eight day, schools In rural Alaska operated by the Bureau of
Affairs, about twothIrds are of one and t*o classrooms located in

!remote, iSolaled:vfliages. The four Iggest schools in Barrow, Kotzebue, Ildoper
and ,Unalakieet Provide Junioi.higb schcioj 'Programs .in addition to the

elementary programa,
Aka BIA Sittools,. are located in Western and Northern Aleastr.-.At the

reseflt time tbellkoperates a:boarding high schoqj at Mount Edgecumbe near
SItka-wtik&enrolis ahildren from all parts of the state. b,A, few schools'Opetated,

4)y_ the Pltkriffer directed correspondence. study ..courses In high school work.
Clieriv0401:41-lit bregb,n, which has, been attended, bY AlaskaniSince 1961
and ChiliccO ,School in Oklahoma, which las been attended-by Alaskans since
10(3,4t.--.:offet,Cfall high school curriculum for Alaskan pupils. These. schools
abriorb .oVerfloW- BM enrollment which cannot be accommodated In Alaskan

UriderPresent policies, both the BIA and State Department at Edutation
skblish- rural elementary schools wherever a minimum number Of children of _

tibOitl- age teside. If is the bAsio prerniselof both agencies that an elenvntary
educational program -should be offered at:The -community or village level In
Rreference to sending young children to-ik larger elementary school one boarding':

.

The follOWing criteria are conslderid the initial,estahlistimint-oPrutar
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Education.* The State legislature altocates the inajor share of financial resources
foi the support of each of these two systems. Local districts augment state
support with local taxes, but there Is no local support, and no local control, in
StateOperated Schools, as there are no'organized local units. The' third element
of the tripartite it the federal system of TOO schools for Alaska Natives operated
directly by the U.S. Department of the Interior's Bureau of Indian Affairs,

There are twenty .-se*en local school districti in Alaska :each with their own
elected board of directors and superintendent of schools operating under taws of
the State leglilature and regulations of the State Board of Education. These' ,
districts collectively enrolled 52,166 pupils and. utilized the services of 2,6141;-:
professional workers in 190,69.1,in administrative strticture anicontrof they
are unrelated .to ttte State-Operated Schools and Bureau of- Indian --Affairs _

schools. Because the local School districts are more often Located iri the --
populated regions and towns of Alaska than elsewhere and because their
operational procedures-are not unlike thosi of typical school districts across the
country, they' are-not usually considered in the same realm. or 'operational

:Scheme as the State-Operated Schools and'Burear. Of Indian Affairs schoolt. A
,rntich closer relationship in geography and purpose exists between Bureau and
State-Operated Schools. -

There are 113 villages in Alaska that_de not have l9eal districts but do have =
schools, primarily skimo, Indian, and 'Aleut Pupils, -0f-th1 filinber of
schools, -100 we administered in 1970 by the,Alaska State-Departtnent Of

'- Education, e rolling about 5,20.0 pupils and cmploying 3.14
,1970 the st p operated fewo.boarding high athools_virith about' SOO pupilS-and
twenty,five teachers.2 The remaining 'seventythree school's, with 6,888' pupila

,and 260. Mockers; were 'under the direction of the Beeau of Indian -Affarst
addition to the vitiage SchoOls, the Bureau of Indian Affairs *Wei

two boarding schop)s in Alaska, one a high school of 673 pupils and ihirtY4110
teachers and the other an elementary School enrolling 232 pupils and employing
fifteen teaehers';$'

Each -component of the federat.stare rural system defines its role- aking
similli 'patterns and purposes in providing educational programs in the rural
areas. According.to the opening statement in a booklet prepared by the Bureau -,
Of Indian Affairs for public itiforrnationi

of the edneation programs condtkl by: the Bureau of
7 Indian 'Affairs- in Alaska -arc 'for the ;purpose of providing

opportunities for Native people tb' achieve academic,,
*/On July 1, _ 19/1,, StateiOperated Schools can under .control of a

'serni-autonomous Governorappointed- board ,of educattoh established 6y the
Alaskan legislature specifically _for the purpose of creating a special bOdY to be;
reaponsibte -for rural schools and subsetitteiltly separate' the State- Board of
education and the State' Departmint of Education from direct _'school-`
operations., The exalt relationship pf the- new board-10- the State-tiPertited,-
SchO61 System IS vague but theschciols Clearly-remain State, controlled,__,
holegal focal influence provided.
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Systerni of Ed.ucafiari:
jot the A1401("aii_

1

."c

Systems of Public Education

Over --_-the past hundred iearg throughout the United States many
administrative --arrangements haVe-',evolved as local populations, __state__
govatments,- and the tiatIOff:as a whOte have designitt_systeMS to 'Control and

_ Vsup Pubileeducatiobfifti)light, be said. that nowhere hag-a more unttsilat
structure -of educktidP,Inen'O_Op.-loped than in, Alssi,ra.. A history-
an ptlipi*gton og_tlie:VoitOdStaqs,AnInAiteleOojtiOctjajtan'syith cuitturitt
rtiofOni. distinct from 'any. other American gratip; and'a' physical environment.
described olity- With. superiativea which are bkth-poilke ap4,04010,- 40v_e_ all
-Odl'i)t,gfkvd-fOJhllitWO 'OF ,making of an anomalous system of education for a
large *Hon Of-the-people-o tAlas!ca,

There' la_ in Ala4ka_what' tonsideied cipir4e'$ttipottp.systeili
040441:171410 PaTts or Pi! sYst.011 #59).glit)100 so that thP010)014nin4 i.kthe
totoostbArsit-00:: stajoil,e,-- grOlip-of:itRal diStrtetS'IvithiC91 4040 'With
a-Olkiltr.4010001iy-tht aricti_hii$14.6=Opiti_ited Schools

ktisiatliti=iiCt and -regulations of the State
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All northern senior students do obligatory school practice. Practical work
-,- Is _done. In the best secondary schools, of Leningrad under the gOldince of

experienced teachers of the Institute and school teachers. As'' long...40ot,,
--- experience shows, ,northern students 'cope with their pedigOgical. practice In

Leningrad achOolstitilte well. "..-- '.' .. , .-.. , .- , "-- ,-'All-studints- of 'the Northern Peoples Department live Inl special hostel, d. -,-
boarding house,- where-they have their own self overnmint . the Student,
Council of the boarding house. They tuft eNvill newspaper, see to the routine In

a-hostel and, organize mateur 'parties,' students'.' meetings with :scientisti*,writers, actors and foie -of industry. z --' .!. : ,- , ., ,

During the tivf. --years, 6tits existence the Northern Department_of thei--
Hertzen' Pedattogleal Jos-Mute prOvidid all national, districts, YegiOnsIviithteachers of -di terei--it specialties, who -we're NativeS Of the Par North: -their itre the''''' ..children; grandsons. and Ostriddaugbtert-'of 'Minters, add the, reindeer--breederi: ,Theirlatherebeg0 to'leatnreitling and writing in the tyventios'and thirties While,
their were tillterati and led a semi- primitive life, = ''.- ' ' ',-'T=r AO iteduates work in the national regions they came froniii_NoW all 4ver-.___ :-the large territory of :the: Soviet gear- North our, graduates work; nationalieh66(s, '-There-,-ere =many seheolf-i-*ftere --several northern teachers -..,--Otti
graduates .'": work together and many Who Were graduated from' our 140104 are--firi6 -headmasters. _ ----; % . , P .- ,-, -,

-..'Most'''Ot,ObFigtaduite-. Nartheitire"ate, at"thelleadrof loial .§duoitional
bodieS, Of histekte; MikolilShari') ii Minister of AduCat16-0 orthiyfiktit'ASS:R; - -Miehiel tstONlls Head ,of the Dliff-eCC Oii6141-6t

td0044,6-6 0thei.,100t'24tinational distr101;':1OrISTPlivkin44-Mataier,101,IiefOgiOnal `14akiliAdi4tI4Jii ChtltOt(a,ad offirs,Oitto.bt titiYfiochioiii otilitlito-a

4kAfiii-ig,,itifel
iii0dikeylakilan Nikilay Rile,-iidlfNenetz ,woman,_4ry- _flartideh, -are-116W,Phitologliti'''00 06 research _work lh-tiii- field of A.litirmother tehtie4, the-Eyetik,;Atexelldi $Tifiblri;it historian, does research Work lit, _-

.., the field Of, ethnography, and the NalialitiNlackinti 13eidyi" a specialist oh.\-:phYslcal '.c.littile-anclftotts,beepitea scholar in the field of pdtipation; , -.. .-The - Nittialan-,:-: ()Noir tia'Oto'r; (ho- MOO- lie:Sliestiilpy, . the_ Nivkh, ,- Vladimir WO; the Nenetz, Vaslii LOdli4v, and the Bvenkt - Vasiil Lebedev,
gii(doetes irif; the Northern Depertmehf, have_becOme well-known writers and

''' .. _
,-, ,1-1- -,..7, r -4' All these. facts go to 'prove that for many yore the kertheiri Department

has beeii not only -the 'main link-toi providing teachers vicith'ii' higher educattOn
..,.ail_4 feaders: ':of local educational bOdles for thi tegfolfS, dike Far North, Wit,",- hif been the' foundation for the growth of talehted hitelleetlige ofoie nationel

'-'#ino-

rittes%10
95dO-50tishil

work in diff eren t;SpheleSOf retitiire'440 41ehde. :§110*17 Adyan04- 4pfreOer: O'A itis tistAe5i-year fof Oieheis -ofprithey (phoo14-6t 04 rif N6rti htietthettehee
-. -- . . ,_' Nat 041- tegifivg=h-aTit lo5clary pedagogical -10044n are sent for: ..comics to (Moore thelt knOwledger 't Russian, athelatiO;lhe- rnitieg4 0ofi.-4041iti-pii* -0:s1-,MO ar" and_ -0 her Oble.e And 111, to-of the, etkods Of '44eblify.the,Ve.:thhiecti-In'letielilii 'le Ort;iiiiiilitOdelftsVIhe, *an* --It/tiiihirOikirolitiiif "tilt jiiithodi a4 -iSfittip-ph-efkitriAlligia ;404

-..' and di)'-pricefieli work 'der thilithdatke'S thilr* feaChers- =

, -- !
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Such are the results of the higher kditogical educatioi
peOples in th,O, Soviet Union, which illustrate the practical
Communist Party's Leninist nationarpolley,

of, the northern
jesuits at the.
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Alaska, Dr.- 'Darnell sgeved as a rural teacher and
pUblic schffol administratOr throughout Alaska prior

mootilit to the University. The following Paper.was
not presented at * the- Conference althbugk11 Wass

tg) written -aboA the pino time. It was prepared with , '
several_ purposes-- in . mind, one ,of which was the
general -InbentarY function o the Conference and

4:3') thereby fits' Me-theme of- I, 4740. Tho lititskan'
Ociatkii &SCION in this paper, ,tyhtle still essehtially

4ilreentdiailinderg oneSorne change since 1970sand is
lipt to utdergo'Obstintial redskin; in, the near future
r; if thi.currentinoOd for change PreValis,

a


